
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

Other limitations: 

• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse
event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease,
condition, or concomitantly administered medication.

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner.

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true
population affected with an adverse event.

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products.
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse
event reporting systems.



Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐312837 4/28/2017 17:00 American Pet Food, Brazillian 
Tuffy

Test Data.
today approved Nucala (mepolizumab) for use with other asthma medicines for 
the maintenance treatment of asthma in patients age 12 years and older. 
Nucala is approved for patients who have a history of severe asthma attacks 
(exacerbations) despite receiving their current asthma medicines.

22 Minute
s

Other 
Amphibians

45 Kilogra
m

EON‐312457 4/26/2017 20:28 Sheba Pate in Natural Juices 
Turkey Entrée, Sheba Pate in 
Natural Juices Chicken 
Entrée

This may not be a real issue. Just wanted to inform you that the Sheba Pate 
small cans have disappeared from the shelves of Publix Supermarket. We have 
two cats. They previously liked the Sheba Pate, but recently after purchasing 
the smaller packs of Sheba Pate, they refused to eat it. It makes me wonder 
why both cats would independently refuse to eat.

EON‐312387 4/26/2017 16:08 Taste of the Wild Pine Forest 
Canine Formula with Venison 
& Legumes

We have been feeding Ever Taste of the Wild - Pine Forest dry food since we 
adopted her back in August of 2016. It is highly rated grain-free food and she 
has done very well on it. Recently, however, she has fallen quite ill - loss of 
appetite, vomiting, not able to keep food down, lethargic, etc. and when we took 
her to the vet, they found that her liver enzyme levels have skyrocketed, 
meaning that her liver is damaged enough to be leaking a significant amount of 
enzymes. Her ALP level, which should be in the 10 to 150 range is over 1500. 
Her eyes, gums, and skin have yellowed (jaundiced) because of this and she is 
now at the vet on an IV for the next several days, trying to flush her liver and 
prevent permanent damage to her organs.
We have done tests trying to figure out what could have been the cause for her 
sudden illness. After considering several possibilities, we decided to look online 
to see if there had been a recall of a recent batch of her food since we had 
recently opened a new 30 lb bag. Although we could not find a recall, we found 
dozens and dozens of recent reviews (within the past 3 months) from owners of 
dogs who had been on TOTW for several years or months falling seriously ill 
shortly after opening a new batch of the food and sometimes experiencing 
organ failure and in a few cases, death. If you'd like to read some of these 
reviews, many can be seen on the Consumer Affairs website 
(https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/taste-of-the-wild.html) and we've also 
noticed several on places like Amazon.
We did call the manufacturer, but were told that they could not investigate the 
incident as we no longer had the original bag with the batch number listed on it.

2.7 Years Coonhound - Treeing 
Walker

Dog 46.7 Pound
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EON‐312203 4/25/2017 23:24 Nulo medalseries Turkey & 
Chicken, Nulo medalseries 
Beef & Lamb Recipe

I purchased the cat food "Nulo" brand, wet food in the chicken flavor and beef 
flavor from petsmart. After several cans I was noticing white fragments left in my 
kittens bowl that he picked around. I got concerned after seeing it day after day, 
so the next day I inspected the can before I fed him and I found a BUNCH of 
bone fragments. I immediately contacted the company, and I sent them photos 
of the bones and can. They said it was not normal and that they wanted me to 
send the bones in, so I did. And then they sent me another case of food, which 
is the beef/lamb flavor and  and behold, there are MORE bones. I also 
found a huge chunk of mold. I am sonuoset and disgusted. This could have 
created a huge health issue for my baby kitten that I won't even know about 
until later on. They told me the bones should not have been there, and that it 
was not okay. Yet the replacement food has the same issue and then now there 
is mold. They did not do a recall, and are charging an arm and a leg while false 
advertising and giving animals unsafe food. Please do something about this. 
Because they won't.

EON‐312003 4/25/2017 7:56 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition brought a 50lb.bag ol roy dog food at Walmart in march 2017 got sick on 4-
 throwing up trembling not drinking next day didn't want to stand up she 

died on the 

7 Years Mountain Cur Dog 48 Pound

EON‐311996 4/25/2017 0:16 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Sweet Potato 
& Fish Formula Small Breed 
Bites

There was something white, small, hard and sharp stuck inside one of the 
kibble that my puppy was eating. It look very similar to a piece of mail.

EON‐311988 4/24/2017 20:40 Natural Balance Wild Pursuit 
Beef & Lamb Meal Formula

I had bought a bag of Natural Balance Wild Pursuit Beef and Lamb Meal from 
www.chewy.com and noticed after a week of feeding this to my dog she is now 
very ill. She has been throwing up, gassy and not her energetic self. I have fed 
her this kinda about a year ago. Normally I just feed her the normal flavors of 
Natural Balance but felt like jazzing up her normal routine. She is still pretty ill 
and has yet to hold even rice in her tummy. I am not sure if this is a bad bag of 
dog food and a case of allergies to the "different" food. If she continues to act 
this way tomorrow I will be calling off work and taking her to an emergency vet. I 
wanted to bring it to your attention that may dog may be ill from consuming this 
food. Hopefully this can be looked into to see if there is a possible 
contamination? Her symptoms have lasted since 4-20-17.
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EON‐311823 4/24/2017 14:16 Pedigree Healthy Weight 
Roasted Chicken Rice & 
Vegetable Flavor

Purchased 15 lb bag of PEDIGREE Healthy Weight Roasted Chicken, Rice & 
Vegetable Flavor Dry Dog Food at Walmart. Upon opening the bag, the kibble 
inside was different than we had purchased in the past. It did not match the 
picture on the outside of the bag. It did not match the picture on the 
manufacturer's web site. 
> Because I have an elderly dog on a restricted diet, a significant change in fat 
or protein content could trigger organ failure and so I would not feed it to my 
dog.

I contacted the manufacturer (Mars) on 04/17/2017 and they took my 
information. I emailed them a photo of the contents asking "I need to know the 
conclusion reached, so that I know if/when it is safe to purchase another bag". 
They responded on 04/21/2017 saying "Dear , Thank you for replying back 
and for sending us the photo of the product. This will be shared with our 
production team. You should not be finding be finding this in our product and we 
will be glad to honor our guarantee and send you a replacement voucher. You 
should expect to receive it within the next 10 business days. 
Sincerely,  - PEDIGREE® Brand - Consumer Relations - 1-800-525-
5273 "
Case ID:  

There is a pet health risk with the wrong kibble. I do not know if they will recall 
the product and replace it with the right one to prevent other pets from being 
sickened.
Also, the same product purchased at Walmart, with the same manufacture and 
date codes, was also available at Safeway when we looked for a replacement 
bag.

EON‐311788 4/24/2017 13:20 Wellness Sliced Salmon 
Entree

 the male eats primarily Sliced Salmon Wellness. Prior he had been eating 
Sliced Chicken Wellness, but he really prefers fish. So I got him the salmon. He 
does not vomit. Tuesday 18Apr17 he threw up a huge amount of compacted 
food. Took him in right away, thought he might have a foreign object. Ex-ray 
showed some gas in the small intestine so he was kept overnight on put on 
fluids to see if the gas pattern would move. It did, no evidence of a foreign body. 
No bunching or two populations of intestine. Did a blood test. Liver enzyme AST 
(GOT) 781 normal range 14 - 68. CBC taken, profile consistent with infection, 
vet suspects lsteria. My girl cat  ate 1/2 of the same can the next morning 
while Alex was away and before we suspected the food. This was her first 
salmon meal. She vomited that night and the next morning. That can is likely in 
recylcing and out of the house. I had mixed case of Sliced Salmon as far as lot 
numbers go, so I have several lot numbers. The other one not listed is 7XSSM4. 
I listed the most common time stamp, I have 3 time stamps from the most 
common lot and two from the other.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Ounce
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EON‐311787 4/24/2017 13:20 Authority Large Breed Adult - 
Chicken Formula

Purchased Authority dog food and the whole bag was full of black mold. Our 
dog has became I'll due to this. Someone needs to find out what is going on.

EON‐311671 4/24/2017 10:44 Rachel Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 
Recipe

Since we started feeding him the dog food on Saturday he has had a upset 
stomach diarrhea and throwing up. We stopped giving him the dog food on 
Sunday Afternoon at around 6 PM he has started improving slowly since he 
stopped eating that we're giving him rice right now to get this dogfood out his 
system

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound

EON‐311580 4/23/2017 19:32 Purina Cat Chow Indoor I found several large chunks of mole in the food bag.

EON‐311521 4/22/2017 12:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Adult Turkey & Potato Recipe

After mixing Blue Basic Dry dog food into her regular diet of Blue Wilderness 
dry, from my other dog, who passed away (see report- ), she started 
having difficulty eating. Trouble swallowing, chewing and vomiting. Same 
symptoms Saber had after eating the same dog food. (  a previously 
healthy dog, died weeks after eating this food.) I stopped the dog food, took her 
to vet. Her labs were normal. (thyroid panel, blood count, and chem screen) 
Having caught the symptoms early, she seems to be improving and will recover. 
My 3rd dog never ate this dog food and never developed these symptoms.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Groenendael

Dog 58 Pound

EON‐311520 4/22/2017 12:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Adult Turkey & Potato Recipe

 started having difficulty chewing, swallowing and vomiting about 1 week 
after starting a new bag of Blue Basic Dry Dog food. Food was falling out of his 
mouth. Took him to see vet. They started him on antibiotics, did dental cleaning 
and oral exam. Labs and exam normal. He did not improve. Took him to see 
veterinary internist specialist. She suggested a neurological problem. Preformed 
labs, X rays and upper endoscopy. Only problem noted was tumor on cervical 
spine, but she felt it was not related to his eating problem. Vomiting got worse, 
medication did not help. Saber stopped eating anything we tried to feed him.He 
become weak, thin, depressed, unsteady on feet. We had him put to sleep on 

. Not thinking his death was due to the food, I started feeding my other 
Belgian sheepdog, a 3 yr old the left over food. Within 1 week she started the 
same symptoms; vomiting, trouble swallowing and eating difficulty. See 
separate report.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Groenendael

Dog 83 Pound

EON‐311519 4/22/2017 12:00 Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Cheese with Ocean Fish 
Tuna & Cheese in Sauce, 
Friskies Classic Pate Chicken 
& Tuna Dinner

My father opened two cans of cat food on 4/21/17 at 8 am. Fed half of each to 
our cats, covered and left on kitchen counter. He replenishes the food several 
times a day for elderly and handicapped cats to keep the offer fresh. 
Temperature in the kitchen is normal to every day. Upon opening this morning 
4/22/17 at 10 am food has foul odor and has a red color on it.
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EON‐311509 4/22/2017 1:20 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Triple Flavor Chews

The dog was given one piece of Good'n'Fun Triple Flavor Dog Chews (best 
before date 06/23/2019, lot number 4501498793, blister-pack). This is the only 
food that is different from what she normally eats. Shortly thereafter, the dog 
started acting unusual (Acting as if there was a thunderstorm and whining). She 
was becoming very agitated about something, so I gave her some of her normal 
canned dog food, which she ate. Immediately after eating the canned dog food, 
she had a grand mal seizure. After the seizure, she threw up.

3 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐311480 4/21/2017 16:36 Flavor-Doh Liver Flavor for 
Dogs

A small metal speing was dound in Flacoe Doh, a product used to "hide" pills to 
give to dogs.

I called Flavor Tek , was forced to leave a message in Customer service, have 
not heard back. 
I have pictures of the spring. We also called the dompany that we purchased 
the product from, that customer service rep was horrified.

EON‐311447 4/21/2017 14:48 Farmer's Market Grain Free 
Meatballs with Chicken Sweet 
Potato & Peas, Farmer's 
Market Grain Free Roast 
Meat & Vegetables

2 days after eating this food for the first time, she became very ill. Lethargic, 
anorexic, pain, nausea/vomiting and diarrhea. Took  to the vet and during 
the 2nd trip to the vet he was diagnosed with Giardia and the vet highly 
suspected the food. Farmer's kitchen has fresh refrigerated food from the 
grocery store. It is believed that the food was made with dirty (infected) water 
and it was passed to our babies through the food. They have fresh water and 
there isn't any way for them to have gotten the infection from anything around 
our home.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐311442 4/21/2017 14:28 Betsy Farms Grillers Made 
with Real Chicken

I opened the new bag of treats and gave her only one at bedtime. Sometime 
during the night and again in the early morning she vomited. She would not eat 
all that day. She did drink water. She was feeling better on the second morning 
and ate her normal breakfast. I have stapled the bag closed and will not give her 
any more.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 53 Pound

EON‐311435 4/21/2017 14:12 Farmer's Market Grain Free 
Meatballs with Chicken Sweet 
Potato & Peas, Farmer's 
Market Grain Free Roast 
Meat & Vegetables

2-3 days after eating this food for the first time, she became very ill. Lethargic, 
anorexic, nausea/vomiting and diarrhea. Took  to the vet and she was 
diagnosed with Giardia and the vet highly suspected the food. Farmer's kitchen 
has fresh refrigerated food from the grocery store. It is believed that the food 
was made with dirty (infected) water and it was passed to our babies through 
the food. They have fresh water and there isn't any way for them to have gotten 
the infection from anything around our home.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐311389 4/21/2017 0:40 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat Adult

He's been eating the Blue Buffalo wet canned food every night for about a 
month... starting last week, he started having some loose stools. We took him 
off and started feeding him just dry food and rice. After that cleared up, we 
introduced the wet food back in (on 4/17) and he started having non stop 
diarrhea and occasional vomiting for nearly 48 hours. The diarrhea has finally 
subsided, but the vomiting is still occasionally happening. Did a quick google 
search and saw that the product had been voluntarily recalled. He had a 
complete loss of appetite, even for treats and yummy chicken :( I took him to the 
vet on 4/20 (afternoon) and was prescribed with an antibiotic to help his body 
heal and fight whatever is causing the vomiting. That seems to have subsided 
this evening (4/20)

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 62 Pound

EON‐311388 4/20/2017 23:36 9 Lives Tender Morsels with 
Real Flaked Tuna in Sauce

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 40 PoundDanger 9 lives Tender Morsels, with Real Flaked Tuna in Sauce. 
Made in Thailand by Big Heart Pet Brands.

From Winco food at 

I am a 68 year old male who lives with my 38 year old daughter. There are no 
children in the house.

We have an older cat named , grey and white. This cat can to us about 
7 years ago. He is the sweatiest cat even, never hurt anyone, and always love 
to lay with us. We can do anything to him and he never gets upset. He loves to 

sleep with me, right on my head, loves his belly rubbed and keep the house free 
of mice. He is the most lovable, kind tender cat we have ever seen.

No we do not say this without experience as my daughter was in charge of all 
animal health care at . She was known to all as 
the cat whisper. She has degrees from ,  

.
Our act loves tuna so I was the 4 part of this cat food from 9 lives. I took it home 
and feed him ½ can at 4pm. Now he had dry food 24/7 and gets wet food twice 

a day. This night about 3am or 4am while in bed with me he sat up Hissed, 
growled, loud became mean and nasty. It scared the hell out of me. I was so 
afraid of the way he looked I jumped out of bed, he went after me clawed me 
and ran into another room to hide. No one could approach him. We waited till 

next morning around 10am when he can up for his food. He seemed fine but we 
were afraid of him. I feed him the tune again. Around 2pm he went nuts again. 
He took after us then ran and hides. This went on for 2 days. We feed him on 
the 2nd day at night. He crawled on the couch with us and went to sleep. We 
were on our guard. He fell off the couch lifeless and we though he was dead. 
My daughter found a faint heart beat. She said it looked like he was a deadly 
drug. She gave him CPR worked to wake him up. After 3 minutes he woke up 

went crazy again clawing thing and again ran and hide. My daughter never saw 
anything like this.
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EON‐311268 4/20/2017 9:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Beef & Brown Rice Recipe

Fed my dogs at 8:30pm....@ 10:30  started to have uncontrollable head 
tremors. The tremors lasted for 15 minutes and relapsed every half hour over 
the next 4 hours. The tremors could be stopped if I engaged him in activity but 
once he was to settle and rest they would start up again. After the hour of 3 am 
the tremors slowed down in intensity and frequency and by 6am they had 
stopped all together. I do have a video of the tremors and can upload and send 
if needed. The original bag of food was returned to the store of purchase 
however I do have about 1/4 cup of it saved and stored in the refrigerator at my 
veterinarian's incase someone wants to test it.

1.75 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla)

Dog 48.1 Pound

We had 2 options now 1 to find out what is causing this, the second was to put 
him down being so dangers. We never give up on our animals. We both looked 
for everything possible and the only thing we came up with is the cat food had 
sometime it. We took him off the 9 Lives food; feed him just water to flush his 
system. We change back to his usual cat food and after 2 days he returned to 
the cat we love and now is sleeping with me again. He is our lovable cat again. 
9 lives tuna cat food was making him dangerous mean and nasty. I also killed 
him. It need to be taken off the market and all the people who had he cats put 

down because of it be notified. I enclose a can for testing as proof. 
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EON‐311261 4/19/2017 22:00 Friskies Classic Pate Poultry 
Platter

I came home from work and I was about to wash my cats food bowl when I 
noticed a green thing within the Friskies Wet food. I figured out that it was a 
piece of plastic. I took pictures of it and the can that it came out of, I proceed to 
contact Purina. I sent them an email first but no one responded back to me by 
email . So I called the customer service number and spoke with a rep. I 
explained to her my concern of finding the piece of plastic and that I wanted to 
be compensated for the money that I had spent. She was very nice and told me 
that I should receive a check and coupons soon. The rep sent me a email to 
send my pictures to, but again no one responded to my email. I really thought 
that they need to do something about this, what if other animals have possibly 
consumed the same piece of plastic. I called their corporate office to speak with 
the CEO but I was transferred to a manager. She apologized to me and said 
that she was able to see the pictures I sent and that she appreciated me 
contacting them to address the issue. She asked if I would consider sending the 
piece of plastic to them and I said yes. She said that she would send me a 
envelope to mail it in and that there would be a investigation done. I asked her 
how would they investigate the situation, the numbers on the bottom of the can 
would allow them to find out where, when and so much as to when the product 
was made. I asked her to please send me a email per our conversation that day 
and to please keep me updated on what could have caused that piece of plastic 
to end up in the wet food. I have not received a email from the manager that I 
talked to, but I have received the package to mail the plastic piece in. I also 
received a check along with a bunch of coupons. I still have the can and the 
piece of plastic. I just want to make sure that they alert the public and prevent 
any issues or deaths from occurring. I have also sent a email to their corporate 
office and I have not seen a response back at all.

EON‐311237 4/19/2017 16:44 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast 
Classic

After feeding  the Fancy Feast Chicken Feast Classic, he experienced 
diarrhea later that day.

10 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐311229 4/19/2017 16:24 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast 
Classic

After feeding  a portion of Fancy Feast Chicken Feast Classic, she had 
diarrhea. This has happened on more than 1 occasion leading me to believe 
that there might be a problem with the canned food.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐311131 4/19/2017 9:20 Purina Beyond Small Dog 
White Meat Chicken Barley & 
Egg Recipe

I bought a 14.5 bag of Purina Beyond Small Dog brand dog food from Pet Smart 
in  store #  on April 10, 2017. I opened this bag on April 17, 
2017.
When I opened the bag it was loaded with live spiders, spider webs and 
maggots.
I immediately took it back to the store and the manager was quite rude about 
this. He asked me if I want a refund or to get another bag of dog food. I told him 
I was concerned this is why my pet had to have surgery recently for bladder 
stones and that my pets had been lethargic on the previous bag of this dog 
food. I also expressed concern that my pets could have health problems and I 
would like to have them checked out. He completely blew that off.
I went with the manager to get a different bag of this dog food from the shelf. 
When the manager opened the two bags that were on the shelf in his store 
those two bags were also loaded with spiders, webs and live maggots.
I got IAMS mini chunks dog food instead. He rang up the return and sold me the 
IAMS mini chunks and I left.
When I got home I called Pet Smart corporate's office and told them about this 
incident and how rude the manager was to me. The person who took my 
compliant apologized profusely and said he was sending this directly to the 
corporate office and also going to contact this store manager. He gave me a 
case number of  and told me someone would be in contact with me within 
the next few days.

EON‐311113 4/18/2017 21:20 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice 
Formula

We purchased a 33# bag of Purina Pro Plan Shredded Beef and rice dog food 
from PetSmart on  in  on March 3,2017.
We have been feeding this food to our Chocolate Lab and German Shepherd 
for at least three years. Maybe more.
We always stored it in a large Rubbermaid container with a lid. It is always 
stored in my sewing room where it is the coolest room (temp). Over the last 
three weeks we have noticed a more than usual amount of small moths. Then 
we began seeing yellow worms with brown heads on the walls. We started 
investigating where they were coming from. It was by chance that I noticed 
these larvaein the food tub and coming out of the food pieces. We took some of 
the food and put them in a Ziploc baggie. 
We both think this can or will cause health issues if not dealt with. Our dog's 
have not had any problems from this but we immediately threw what was left of 
the food which was over half the bag.
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EON‐311112 4/18/2017 21:12 Party Animal Cocolicious 12 Years Pekingese Dog 17 PoundI have two dogs, two cats. , the Pekingese, was diagnosed a couple years 
ago with some food allergies. His allergies manifest as itchy skin. Since he was 
diagnosed with food allergies, I have been very careful what I feed him. Since 

he munches on the other dog's food and the cats' food, every pets' diet is 
restricted by  allergies. The cats didn't seem too happy with the canned 

cat food that I was feeding them (which was the same brand as what I was 
feeding the dogs), so I decided to research a new brand that I could feed them 
that would also be safe for  in case he ate some of their food. I determined 

that Cocolicious by Party Animal was a potential option, so I bought some 
canned dog food of this brand to try it on the dogs. Between both dogs, they ate 
probably 6 cans total over the course of 1.5-2 weeks in early-mid March 2017 
while also still feeding them the brand that I had been feeding. The morning of 

March 19,  vomited food. He vomited a few other times that morning (white 
foam) and was lethargic. He stopped vomiting in the afternoon, but remained 

lethargic. I worked from home on March 20 so I could observe him. He 
remained lethargic this day and refused food. Late in the afternoon, I found what 
appeared to be a pool of blood on the floor. I found  and he had blood on 
his back end. The vet's office was closing soon, so I called to ask what I should 
do. They said to observe him and take him to the emergency vet if he appeared 

to get worse, and they made an appointment for him the following morning 
when their office opened. That night, I found another pool of blood on the floor 

and more blood on  back end. I took him to the emergency vet that 
evening. He was diagnosed with acute pancreatitis based upon blood tests and 
later, an ultrasound.  had never had pancreatitis before. One of the blood 
test results was off the scale. The emergency vet thought it was strange that he 
would develop pancreatitis, with no history of it, with blood test results so high 

and with how carefully I feed him. I also cook for the dogs, but I cook meats that 
are low fat and to which is not allergic. The emergency vet wanted to do 
an ultrasound to look for a potential cause of the pancreatitis. The ultrasound 

confirmed pancreatitis but did not find a cause for it. The only thing that she and 
I could identify as a possible cause is the introduction of the Cocolicious food, 

but we assumed it was because of the fat content.
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EON‐311002 4/18/2017 0:04 GlycoFlex Moderate Strength 
Stage 2 Joint Support Feline 
Formula

All 3 of our cats got diarrhea after they have been given the treat for four days 
(2 pieces each per day). They were also fed their regular wet food (Natures 
Variety Instinct) which they have been fed for several years. While the diarrhea 
in two of the cats was relatively benign, the third cat ( ) had extremely 
watery stool and developed high fever and became lethargic. We took the cat to 
the emergency clinic where the the temperature was taken and Metronidazole 
50 mg, 1 daily, prescribed. His CBC und blood chemistry was unremarkable, no 
heart murmur was found. Diagnosis was inflammation of the GI tract, possibly a 
bacterial infection.
The cat's condition worsened within the next 15 h after we took him home: 
short, raspy breath, weakness and lethargy, the body temperature fell below 
normal. We took the cat back to the emergency clinic where it was initially (after 
X-ray) treated for pneumonia and where he died 6h later. The final diagnosis 
was congestive heart failure with significant amount of fluid accumulation in the 
lungs, apparently pneumonia was not the cause. 
The other two cats recovered after one or so and recovered.

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11 Pound

EON‐310985 4/17/2017 19:44 Pet Botanics Mini Training 
Reward Chicken Flavor

I bought dog training rewards from Petsmart and when I got home I realized that 
garlic is an ingredient. Garlic is toxic to dogs. I contacted the maker of the 
treats, Cardinal Pet Care, and they said that it's garlic powder and less than 
1percent. I told them it doesn't matter what form the garlic is in, it's toxic no 
matter what. They said they would call me back, but never did.

EON‐310981 4/17/2017 18:48 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Venison & 
Green Pea Formula

Upon opening a NEW order of Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Venison and Green Pea Formula canned cat food 5.5 oz. I noticed a 
MARKED difference in smell, color, and texture of food. The Best used by date 
is 2/22/20. The numbers of the cans read #7053803 B1VPM2338; UPC code is 
723633532327. 
I had a can of the PREVIOUS weeks order of food and it had a different best 
used date of 10/18/19 and the number stamped on the can is #6292803 
B1VPN0353; UPC code is 723633532327.
I read the label of BOTH cans of food and it was identical. It is OBVIOUS that is 
was altered or changed but the label was identical. I fed it to my cat and within a 
couple of hours he projectile vomited. I do not make an accusation that the food 
is tainted in any way but there is marked potential for many cats to become ill if 
consumers are not privy to the new formula. Food of any kind should not be 
altered or changed without a change of labeling. The old textue of the food was 
"meatier" it was darker in color, and it had a course texture. The new formula is 
much lighter in color and is pastier like liverwurst. That is the best way to 
describe it. It also has a different smell to it. Consumers need to know the 
content and/or correct order of the content of this food.
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EON‐310974 4/17/2017 17:40 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe, Golden 
Rewards Peanut Butter 
Flavored Biscuits Wrapped 
with Chicken

After feeding our dog  the chicken jerky for the last few weeks he has had 
trouble walking, shaking and refusal to eat. Also  was eating the peanut 
butter biscuit wrapped in chicken, he began vomiting and diarrhea  was 
taken to his Vets Office and is currently under treatment.

4 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐310973 4/17/2017 17:32 Fromm Four-Star Chicken & 
Duck Pate

I opened a can of cat food this morning for my cat who has been sick. I mixed 
her medicine with her food as I always do but she didn't want any so I figured 
she knew the medicine was in it. I went to add more food to dilute medicine. The 
next spoonful had mold in it. I reported the incident to the pet food store and 
was instructed to contact Fromm. She could care less. She said she would see 
if any cans were damaged. I told her my can wasn't damaged, but she said that 
was all she could do. I would have thought as a responsible business owner 
she would pull every can from that lot and contact Fromm herself....guess not 
though.

EON‐310972 4/17/2017 17:32 Earthborn Holistic Coastal 
Catch

Dog vomited up after eating. After looking at dry dog food notice it had oily 
substance in bottom of bag.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 97 Pound

EON‐310821 4/16/2017 20:16 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Chicken Pate

I found a small piece of plastic in the food. Clear plastic bag type of plastic.
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EON‐310801 4/15/2017 23:48 Orijen
Original

I spotted something that looked like it didn't belong while measuring my dogs 
dinners into their bowls one evening. I sifted through the food and found one 

kibble with something embedded on the surface that appeared to be a piece of 
plastic. I looked through the rest of the food more closely and found a few other 

suspicious pieces embedded in other kibbles.
I have two different foods on hand (one of my dogs eats a blend of two different 

foods) so instead of continuing to feed them the Orijen (with the suspicious 
pieces embedded in the kibble), I gave them the other food/brand. I took 

pictures of the suspicious kibble and emailed the manufacturer through their 
website to inquire about what might be in the food (since it looked like it could 

be natural, bone or eggshell, maybe).
I took some more food out of the bag the next day and began looking through it 

more closely, including breaking open a few of the kibbles, and continued 
finding more suspicious pieces embedded in the food. The pieces did not all 

look the same; some were opaque, others translucent, long and thin and 
segmented, or wide and flat, etc. I took as detailed pictures as I could (one 

piece was especially difficult to photograph...it was completely clear, embedded 
inside a kibble I broke open, and only glinted at certain angles).

The manufacturer replied to my email and I sent them the pictures I took. They 
requested that I send them the kibbles for further testing and sent me a prepaid, 
addressed FedEx envelope for the samples. I put them in the bag they included, 

sent them the kibble samples, and waited for the results.
I was notified on 4/12/17 that the kibble was indeed contaminated with plastic. 

They considered it an isolated incident since they received no other complaints, 
but it was pure chance that I happened to discover the issue. Had I not seen the 

one kibble with the one piece of plastic embedded at the surface, I would not 
have started looking through the food and breaking open the individual pieces.
I still have approximately 1/3 of the bag left and have no doubt there is more 

plastic to be found if I keep looking since I found it disconcertingly quickly once I 
actually knew I was looking for something. I replied to Champion, addressing 
my concerns and that I would like further information on exactly what type of 

plastic it is and the country of origin but have not yet received a reply.
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EON‐310783 4/15/2017 18:04 PCI Chicken Breast Tenders Blood work and urinalysis performed by your primary veterinarian and upon 
initial intake by our Emergency Department revealed electrolyte imbalances and 
increase blood sugar in her urine. Normally patients who have increase sugar 
(glucose) in their urine also have a concurrent elevated blood sugar (glucose) 
levels. However,  had normal blood glucose levels, thus this indicates that 
the kidneys are not reabsorbing the glucose appropriately. We suspect, 
especially given the history recently ingesting chicken jerky treats made in 
China, that she has Fanconi-like syndrome. This syndrome is where patients 
have acute kidney damage, and are unable to resorb appropriately and should 
be reversible with time. Therefore, patients commonly have a glucose in their 
urine with normal blood glucose, electrolyte imbalances, such as low potassium 
and phosphorus, acid/base abnormalities, where the blood pH is more acidic, 
and elevated kidney values. All of these factors, especially electrolyte 
imbalance, elevate kidney values, and acidemia, will cause patients to be feel 
sick.

8 Years Havanese Dog 4.33 Kilogra
m

EON‐310776 4/15/2017 15:36 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Recipe with Pork Beef & 
Lamb

Fed my dogs whole earth farms dog food and it seems that there are foreign 
pieces in most of the pieces. Not sure if it's hairs from animals or plastic 
shavings.

EON‐310755 4/15/2017 9:12 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Came in for routine surgery. Blood work revealed elevated BUN, Creatinine and 
ALT,
Mild proteinuria. SDMA normal

14 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐310636 4/14/2017 13:48 Friskies Classic Pate Turkey 
& Giblets Dinner

PRODUCT: Puriina FRISKIES Turkey and Giblets Dinner Classic Pate. Bar 
5000 42184. Best use by Jan 2019. Lots 70031159 L54051737. Bought at 
Target and stored at our home constantly in controlled room temperature. No 
signs of external damage to the can. Two shelter cats (no known similar gene 
pool) BOTH this morning refused to even taste the newly opened can of food. 
No sign of illness. It "may" have smelled a little different to me; unsure. Thirty 
minutes later I gave BOTH of them another Type of canned Friskies (Ocean 
Whitefish/Tuna) and it was eaten by BOTH as usual. This is NOT a new food. 
BOTH shelter cats have had this "same flavored pate" about every 4-6 days; in 
between they have the 2 other ones (Ocean WF/Tuna and the Salmon) for most 
of last two years. I have pulled out 2 of same flavor with SAME LOT number to 
keep and send back to Purina. They were contacted this morning and appear 
professional and anxious to review the incident-so NOT complaining about their 
response. I am a Pharmacist so I know importance of reporting for 
trending/awareness.

EON‐310602 4/14/2017 11:28 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

Both of my Boston Terriers got sick threw both threw up and one wouldn't get 
out of his bed both dogs are young and in good health .Threw both had more 
gas then usual and acted lethargic. Then had the runs for the next couple days I 
looked up the food and there was a recall.

2 Years Terrier - Bull - 
American Pit

Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐310572 4/13/2017 22:04 Exer-Hides Rawhide Rolls On  I bought the EXER-HIDES Rawhide rolls from Walmart for our 
dogs to have a Christmas treat. About 630am on  all our 
dogs where given the bones. Our dog  who was in very good health at 
about 900am began to seizure. This dog had never had any health issues at all. 
By 1200pm  our dog  is now having another seizure about 
hour later 100pm he has another seizure, now it  and getting a vet is 
not an easy task but I was able to get a hold of out vet at  

 in  The dog is now seizuring about every 30 minutes, 
the doctor agrees to see us so we now are headed into the vet and the dog 
begins to seizure every few minutes. Taking him to the vet and was asked if he 
could have gotten into any poison of sort. This was impossible we have nothing 
around that he could have gotten into and they have a dog door with a fenced 
yard so it couldn't have been something outside. Ran blood and all his stuff was 
normal liver, kidneys ect..... The doctor gave him some medicine to slow down 
the seizures. All night he was seizuring the doctor had given me a couple shots 
to help him if they kept up and worsened. I gave one that night before bed and 
another again first thing in the morning that's when we had decided that the dog 
needed to be put down it was getting worse and worse and was not fair to him. 
Couple days later I seen where there had been other dogs get sick on the same 
bones bought around same time at a Walmart store. That is when I realized that 
was the only thing that was changed in his normal diet. I did some research to 
find out there are a lot of times there is formaldehyde is used in processing 
these bones. I believe that there is a good chance that these bones did have 
some kind of poison in them. I have kept 2 in hopes to get someone to test 
them.

7 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐310548 4/13/2017 17:00 KMR 2nd Step Kitten 
Weaning Food

I bought KMR 2nd Step from Petco retail store. Powder "#H1046N #7 0G:43 
1346-1 Best by Apr 2018." When I opened it I noticed the top of the powder was 
a little yellow. It smelled okay. I gave it to some five week old kittens who were 
previously drinking another brand of kitten formula with no problems. I was 
mixing the formula with wet kitten food 50/50. I changed them over to the new 
formula gradually. The kittens became gassy then had yellow diarrhea. I thought 
perhaps it was just changing food but the diarrhea continued. The kittens 
stopped gaining weight and appeared dehydrated. I stopped giving the kittens 
the formula. I gave them their kitten food mixed with water. The diarrhea 
stopped within half a day. They're underweight but are starting to gain weight 
again.

5 Weeks Unknown Cat 1 Pound
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EON‐310538 4/13/2017 15:44 Canidae Life Stages Lamb 
Meal & Rice Formula

I had just bought a new bag of dog food and fed all 3 dogs. Only one of them 
ate all of it, but he's good eater. He threw up over 8 times. Thankfully, I believe 
he emptied his stomach. When I came home from work, I didn't realize he had 
thrown up. I fed the dogs dinner and none of them would eat it. My husband & I 
smelled the food & it had a chemical like odor to it. I kept a sample & looked 
online to see if there was a recall. There was not. I called Petco & Canidae. The 
manager at Petco asked to return the food, which I did. I have not heard back 
from Canidae; however, the manager at Petco told me he would also call them 
as well as open the remaining bags in the store to see if they are safe.

2 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐310511 4/13/2017 11:04 Wellness Simple Limited 
Ingredient Diet Salmon & 
Potato Formula

I purchased a 24lb bag of Wellness salmon&potato dog food from my local 
Petco store. When I opened the bag the next morning and began to pour it in 
my storage container green moldy dust came out and the food was all moldy as 
was tge entire inside of the bag. I emailed Wellness and sent them photos of the 
moldy food and they advised they are looking into tge matter. However when I 
returned the bag to Petco last night the employees who helped me were both 
disgusted by the moldy food and the one man took the bag and threw it out to 
the dumpster without advising managment or checking any other bags for 
mold!!! I am very concerned for other consumers safety as this is a serious 
issue and should be recalled immediately!!!

EON‐310486 4/12/2017 21:08 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 
Formula

Bought a new bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor Formula yesterday (4/11/2017). 
Last night @11pm my cat began vomiting. He vomited several times all over the 
house. I left the house this morning and returned around noon to see more 
vomit all over the place, liquid with chunks of the cat food in it, and 2 puddles 
that were bright red blood looking fluid. I cleaned up the mess and immediately 
put up all food and water untill I figured out what was going on. I looked online 
at several websites where people had the same problem with the same brand 
and formula, which resulted in the death of their pets. I then called Purina 
Customer service, and he had asked me to give him the product info and 
barcodes etc... Then told me to monitor my cat for 3 days. As of right now, my 
cat is hiding in the back of a closet in my house, and not acting like himself. My 
children are saddened and scared as to what is going on, as this is their pet too. 
I have never had any problems like this before, and all my animals have been in 
excellent health and well cared for.

2 Years Manx Cat 8 Pound

EON‐310485 4/12/2017 20:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Large Breed Chicken Recipe

See above. Dog became very ill from this food. 8 Years Schnauzer - Giant Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐310427 4/12/2017 13:28 Beneful Healthy Weight I gave my two dogs a total of 2 bowls of Beneful healthy weight dry dog food 
over the span of 2 days time. They both began to get diarrhea on the second 
day so I discontinued the food. AT the start of day three, they were both 
vomiting and unable to hold anything down. My little dog  covered my 
bathroom floor with diarrhea and puddles of blood. Both continue to vomit often. 
My lab is drinking an excessive amount of water also

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐310386 4/12/2017 2:00 EverPet Beefy Sticks bought bag everpet beefy sticks from dollar general in . and gave one 
each to each dog as a treat and they both became sick, vomiting and acting 
strange within the the hour.  is a 30# beagle and is a 10# chihuaha. 
I still have remaining treats in bag bought if you would like them shipped to you 
for inspection.

10 Hours Beagle Dog 30 Pound

EON‐310383 4/12/2017 0:08 Stella & Chewy's Stella's 
Super Beef Meal Mixers

I found a small piece of blue rubber in a piece of raw freeze dried kibble

EON‐310209 4/11/2017 10:40 Kibbles 'n Bits Chef's Choice 
Bistro Small Breed Mini Bits 
Oven Roasted Beef Flavor

I gave my dog a new dog food, Kibbles n Bits Chef Choice Mini Bitsm Oven 
Roasted Beef Flavor, hours later my dog vomited then late had diarrhea. The 
food seems to be poisonous, my dog has NEVER reacted that way to a new 
dog food. I want an investigation into the ingredients of that food, and a refund 
from the dog food company.

3 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐310190 4/11/2017 6:44 Friskies Seafood Variety 
Pack, Friskies Classic Pate 
Salmon Dinner

Vomiting with frank blood, dark loose stool anorexic. Hospitalized on 4/8/17 due 
to anorexia, given fluids, abs, gastroprotectants, Cerenia. He began eating the 
morning of 4/10/17 and was discharged that afternoon.

19 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐310178 4/10/2017 19:52 Friskies Classic Pate Liver & 
Chicken Dinner

On April 3, 2017 the Friskies Liver and Chicken pate canned cat food was 
opened and a small piece of white plastic was found in the food. I am very 
concerned about this since this is the third can with a foreign object since 
January 2017. This will be the third claim that I have filed with the Federal Drug 
Administration.

EON‐310177 4/10/2017 19:44 Friskies Classic Pate Mixed 
Grill

The Friskies mixed grill classic pate cat food was purchased and opened in 
February 2017. When we opened the can of food we found a small piece of 
blue plastic in the food. I have notified Friskies about this issue on April 4, 2017. 
I am attaching a picture of the plastic.

EON‐310176 4/10/2017 19:36 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Sensitive Systems Formula

 has been eating Purina one for a few years &loved meal time. Last 
week we started a new bag of feed ? The next day she was sick &has been sick 
since. She won't even eat the food given to her , she is turned off by the food? I 
was wondering if there was a problem with the feed the I didn't know about. she 
has been sick since/? Not acting like her self laying around &crying unable to 
have bowel movement, thought we had it taken care of, then yesterday she 
threw up.Had her to the vet 1 week ago&recalled him on Wednesday to report 
she still wasn't her self. Can you help to check &see if there was something 
wrong with the food purchased????Thank You

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐310171 4/10/2017 18:24 Golden Rewards Wrapped 
Sweet Potato with Chicken

stopped eating and drinking was reduced. Then she would want to eat - 
and vomit up food soon after eating - no stomach bile just undigested food.( no 
food for 3 days) She got slowly dehydrated and stopped playing - more resting. I 
took her to vet. No temp, lots of blood tests. She was given fluids and checked 
into hospital for overnight continue of fluids and antibiotics.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 29 Pound

EON‐310106 4/10/2017 14:12 Nutro Wholesome Essentials 
Healthy Weight Adult Pasture-
Fed Lamb & Rice Recipe

The factory has a machine that's falling apart into the dog food. This is the same 
copy to inform the Mars Corporation:
28 years I've bought Nutro Weight Management Lamb and Rice for Dogs in 
large bags.
2 months ago, two sheet metal screws were found inside the dry dog food. We 
discussed it and decided it was an anomaly and went on with life. We purchase 
a new bag recently that had the new labeling on it, but same product. We just 
found another sheet metal screw. This is a brand new bag. After doing 
research, we found you don't address your customers concerns. So, because 
you don't care about my dogs or anybody else's, I will no longer buy any of your 
products. Check your machinery, something is falling apart. This is being 
forwarded to the FDA as well.

EON‐310015 4/10/2017 3:56 Hillside Farms Jerky Wraps she was a very healthy dog and eats dry food. i got her a bag of Hillside Farms 
Jerky Wraps with chicken and gave her two. a while after, she started having 
bad diarrhea....over and over, uncontrollable and unrelenting. she also vomited. 
and had no appetite. she was very sick for two days. she's better now but not 
100%. im not sure that it's related to the jerky wraps but it seemed that could be 
the reason so I wanted to report in case it can be checked out.

1 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐309945 4/8/2017 21:08 Nudges Premium Jerky Cuts 
Roasted Chicken Recipe, 
Nudges Sizzlers Made with 
Real Chicken & Apple

On a normal day she is a healthy, typical two year old Lab full of life and energy, 
two hours post giving these treats she went down hill fast, vomiting every hour 
on the hour from about 10pm-11am, lethargic, not eating or drinking, visit to her 
Vet., exam, x-rays (no obstruction), Injections of meds. and fluids to prevent 
dehydration, sent home with antibiotics and had her first sose this morning 7am 
with no improvement this afternoon 4pm, still not drinking or eating!!

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐309934 4/8/2017 17:44 Redbarn Naturals Semi-Moist 
Beef Recipe

This is the second occasion in which we have found metal pieces in a loaf 
product that Red Barn sells. We notified , Customer Service 
Specialist for Red Barn on 9/9/16. We sent pictures and they assured us this 
"never happens" and that they would fix it. Today we found another metal piece 
in their loaf product. They clearly have a manufacturing or process problem. We 
decided to contact you to t report the problem this time as this could be 
happening all over. Other pet owners could be affected. These are not little 
pieces of metal and could seriously injure or kill a dog eating them. PLease look 
into this. 

EON‐309932 4/8/2017 17:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Beef & Chicken Grill

He was on his medication at the correct dosage for his weight and he was 
exhibiting signs of overdose -- excessive thirst and urination, weight loss, 
inability to sleep thru the night (wake every 2 hours to go out), unsettled, 
hypersensitivity. The vet could not attribute it to anything and then asked if we 
had changed foods recently. We had been using the Blue Wilderness Beef & 
Chicken Grill. We stopped that and he returned to normal. It was the same 
description as the behavior described in the Blue Wilderness Rocky Mountain 
recall.

11 Years Havanese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐309909 4/8/2017 15:00 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

Immediately After eating pedigree my 3 yr old mixed breed female had diarrhea 
along with uncontrollable vomiting. She then quickly began to shut down 
internally. Within 16hrs she was was no longer able to stand. Unfortunately I do 
not have the money for a vet and am convinced that they could not have saved 
her due to the fact she declined so drastically and quickly. She was put down 
about 20hrs after she at the food. I purchased the food at the end of march. I 
had previously fed it to my full blooded pitbull who also got sick with diarrhea, 
bloody urine, lethargy and loss of appetite. I quickly changed his food and he is 
recovering. My female was mistakenly given pedigree by my children. I didn't 
realize it was toxic. I thought my pit was just sensitive to the food. I have saved 
the bag of food because i believe it should be investigated. This was a truly 
heartbreaking ordeal for my family. my dog suffered Horribly. I pray something 
is done soon to stop this before more dogs go through what my dogs have.
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EON‐309900 4/7/2017 22:24 Fruitables Skinny Minis 
Grilled Bison Flavor

I received the treats in a pet subscription box and since giving them to him he 
seemed to get sick. Hr is on a hypoallergenic food and has been on it for a 
yearwith no trouble.Symptoms since giving treats began yesterday evening with 
diarrhea. Today the diarrhea continuedo while I was at work. I didn't put it 
together until I gave him another treat when I got home from work and he 
vomited shortly after. I gave him gastrafate for vomiting/diarrhea and snuggled 
up in bed with him to calm him. He began shaking and panting at the same time 
then vomited again
Calmed for about 20 min then shaking and panting more followeducated by 
more loose stool almost water like consistency. He is fully vaccinated and was 
in good health before this.

3 Years Maltese Dog 4 Pound

EON‐309736 4/7/2017 7:56 Kit & Kaboodle Original Purchased purina kit and caboodle catfood for my cats and immediately after 
consuming my one cat rejected it by puking. The other was not so lucky. My 7 
month old kitten died within 48hours due to liver failure from eating this catfood. 
He stared out as off he was constipated, then quickly moved on to having very 
bloody stool, shaking, loss of balance, then rapidly turning yellow. He was 
rushed to the emergency pet hospital the morning of the second day, but by 
then it was already too late. I watched him take his last breath.
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EON‐309646 4/6/2017 4:28 Greenbrier Kennel Club 
Munchy Bones

9 Years Pit Bull Dog 112 Pound

EON‐309643 4/6/2017 1:56 Wellness Chicken Formula Opened can of Wellness brand chicken formula wet cat food, 154 g can and 
discovered mold growth on food. There were no visible defects to the can. Best 
by date June 27 2017

After consuming at least 1 a day each of the GkC, Greenbrier Kennel Club's 
munchy bones for about a week, both my one year old and my 9 year old 

female pitbull's behavior changed. Both dogs had horrible gas (much worse 
than normal with a stronger odor), my 9 year old pit had vomitted twice within a 

4 day time period, and both dogs were lacking their normal energy and 
playfulness. the older pit had swelling in her neck, throat and face that 

appereared within 5 minutes of eatting the bone. she became extremly aggated, 
cried when she was pet on or around the neck, and lathargic. My husband and I 
thought they were both just adjusting to the weather change and possibly their 

allergies, or the fact we had been in and out none stop due to work so they 
were not sleeping as much..On Saturday, April 1, 2017 i had givem both dogs a 
munchy bone. No more than 5 minutes later i noticed that one of the bones (a 

red colored one) had been eaten about a quarter of tge way and the rest 
completly ignored, which is extremly uncommon for these two girls. the older pit 

had swelling in her neck, throat and face that appereared within 5 minutes of 
eatting the bone. she became extremly aggated, cried when she was pet on or 

around the neck, and lathargic. My husband and I attempted to examine her 
neck area but was unable to determine the cause of her pain. After looking a 

little closer at the munchy bone i noticed a foreign metal object pertruding from 
the bone. Upon inspection i could see that at least a 1 inch long metal rod was 
sticking out of the munchy bone. I am unable to determine how long the rod is 
because i did not want to pull it completly from the bone incase i needed proof 
other than a photo ,the 9 yr old pitbull, was immediatly taken to a vet that 

thankfully is less than a mile from our home. the veternarian was able to 
conclude that without a doubt the bones were the cause of both dogs aliments. 

Mia also under went xrays to see if there was any damage done by the bones or 
foreign objects within the bones. She had to receive fluids for dhydration that 
the bones caused, antibodics for the damage done by other foreign objects 
shown on xray, a steriod, and pain pills. she has to return to the doctor on 

thursday, april 6th to check her recovery progress and to have more blood work 
and one more xray to see if all harmful items have been passed. I have photos 
of the bad bpne, a reciept of when they were purchased along with the actual 

bone and packaging. I also have all paper work from the vet visit.
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EON‐309641 4/6/2017 1:00 Purina Pro Plan Focus Adult 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Salmon & Rice Formula

04/04/2017, Purchased pet foods for cat and dog at Petco . , Using 
product coupons I had received from the Purina Co.
The Purina Pro Plan Cat food is o.k. The Pro Plan dog food bag was infested 
with small maggot looking worms.
Notified store manager by phone. 
Returned infested bag of dog food, with sales ticket, to Petco this morning, 
04/05/2017.
Credit was given, upon purchase of different brand of dog food.
Also, I contacted Purina. An email link was sent to my email to reply and
attach pictures:
From: NestlePurinaPhotos@casupport.com 
<NestlePurinaPhotos@casupport.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 4, 2017 4:00 PM
To
Subject: PURINA RESPONDS: Our answer to your email Case #: 
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EON‐309638 4/5/2017 23:28 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct with Real Turkey & 
Venison

10 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 13.2 PoundI had purchased Purina One, True Instinct Venison kibble dog food, on or about 
2/19/17, @ Walmart, near my home. Approx. 2/22/17 dog began having brown 

liquid diarrhea. 
On or about, 2/26/17, I purchased Purina One Salmon dog food, thinking the 

fish would calm the stomach distress. After a couple of days, with no 
improvement, I discontinued all dog foods and I cooked white rice to feed the 

dog over next 48 hrs. 
By Friday, , the diarrhea was not significantly improved, so, I took dog to 

the  to be evaluated. 
Exam and fecal centrifugation/smear were done to rule out parasites. High 
counts of bacteria were noticed, upon which antibiotics and probiotics were 

prescribed. Continued feeding rice and slowly adding in RX:Purina 
gastrointestinal formula kibbles , purchased @ veterinary clinic. $142.00 Vet 

Expense 
Dog's health improved over the next 5 days. *Contacted Customer Relations # 
Purina, explained incident. Link was emailed to my email address to forward 

pictures of infestations and cross contamination of other foods in storage bin, to 
Purina. 

Email:To 
NestlePurinaPhotos@casupport.com 

Re: PURINA RESPONDS: Our answer to your email Case #:  
Pictures were reply emailed to Purina Co. 

SECOND INCIDENT of Infestation: Purina Pro Plan Salmon Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach formula on 4/4/2017. Product was purchased at PetCo in Conroe, TX 
using manufacturer's credit coupon for purchase. I purchased Purina Pro Plan 

Cat Food and Purina Pro Plan Dog Food. 
Cat food seems o.k. 

Dog food bag upon opening, I noticed white, "rice grain" looking objects in the 
bag of dog food. I took bag outside, in the sunlight, so I could inspect better. I 
poured part of the contents out of bag on to a mat for better inspection. Upon 

where I saw moving worms or maggots crawling over the kibbles. I immediately 
contacted Petco's store in  to notify them of the contaminated 
package of dog food. I returned the dog food bag to PetCo the following 

morning. I again notified Purina of the incident. The customer relations, again, 
sent me an email to reply to with pictures of the tainted product, 04/5/2017, 

To: 
NestlePurinaPhotos@casupport.com 

Re: PURINA RESPONDS: Our answer to your email Case #  

Both emails, Case #'s, have been replied to, with pictures of Purina bags and 
kibbles with worms crawling. 
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EON‐309636 4/5/2017 23:12 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Pacific Catch Recipe

New bag of merrick backcountry pacific catch within 48 hours this dog plus my 
other dog neutered male Lhasa 6t/o no health problems or meds both began. 
Having bloody vomitus and lethargy. Have eaten this before and food for a year 
with no problems until now with. The new bag purchased in march 2017 at 
petco . Unfortunately do not have bag for lot number. 
Dogs eat nothing else. Currently both still ill with repeated bloody emesis on po 
meds from vet as of now trying to treat.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐309626 4/5/2017 18:32 Blue Buffalo Sizzlers Bacon-
Style Dog Treats Original

Dog vomited a few hours after getting a treat called "Sizzlers" from Blue Buffalo. 
Inspection of the treat (in the original bag) showed white mold on numerous 
pieces of treats. A total of 5 bags had been purchased, so I inspected another 
bag which also had mold throughout. The other 3 bags were left unopened, 
which I have in my possession.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐309613 4/5/2017 15:52 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Adult Turkey & Potato Recipe

started experiencing restlessness/not sleeping, excessive thirst and 
urination (up to 7 times per night, having to go out), increased appetite, rapid 
breathing, vomiting and diarrhea, and pacing. I came across your Blue Buffalo 
FDA Alert on 3/28/2017 and immediately forwarded it to my vet, whom had 
already begun testing potential causes of this sudden change.  told me 
to immediately change his food. Food was changed on 3/28/17.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐309464 4/4/2017 21:16 Nature's Domain Turkey & 
Pea Stew

Tested by vet for Hyperthyroidism. I noticed of a few recalls due to this and was 
wondering if our brands may be the cause of this in our Golden Retriever. 

Canned food: Kirkland Nature's Domain Turkey & Pea, 
Dry: Taste of the Wild, Fowl

Wondering if that brand was tested and if it could be cause of the Hyperthyroid.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 115 Pound

EON‐309425 4/4/2017 16:32 Nutro Max Cat Indoor Adult 
Roasted Chicken Flavor

Had been feeding the same brand of cat food for several months prior. Last 
month, my cat  began throwing up all over my apartment. This lasted 
about 1 weeks. I then also happened to feed my two other cats from the same 
bag of dry cat food. They each immediately threw up after they ingested the 
same food  had been eating.

5 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐309358 4/4/2017 14:40 Friskies Classic Pate Turkey 
& Giblets Dinner

I purchased Purina Friskies cat food in December 2016. I believe the can was 
purchased from PetsMart . In a can of turkey and giblets I found a 
piece of small fabric. I called Purina Friskies on Jan. 6, 2017 and the customer 
representative gave me case # . UPC Code number 50000 42184 
number on bottom of can 62841159 L640521. I sent the piece of fabric to them. 
I no longer have the can so I do not have the expiration date. I called Friskies 
April 4, 2017 and they are still investigating this.
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EON‐309319 4/4/2017 11:44 Peanut Butter & Jelly Bone, 
Plato Salmon Strips, 
Dogswell Happy Hips Grillers 
Chicken Recipe, Plato Small 
Bites Made with Organic 
Chicken, Buddy Trainers 
Training Chews with All 
Natural Chicken Liver

Patients were fed a series of new treats and foods over the prior 2 weeks. 
Initially (2 YO FS Bulldog) presented with a history of vomiting, 
anorexia, and seizures. She was diagnosed with complicated sever acute 
kidney injury and ultimately euthanized. Simultaneously  developed 
vomiting and anorexia. He was also diagnosed with acute kidney injury of a less 
severe nature and has responded to hospitalization and medical therapy. The 
dogs lead a protected life with constant observation and without other known 
toxin exposure. The only new things to their environment in the recent past were 
the foods and treats. We harvested and preserved a kidney from post 
mortem in case of need. We also have samples of the various food items saved.

23 Month
s

Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 31 Kilogra
m

EON‐309195 4/3/2017 15:48 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Fowl

My dog got really sick on Taste of Wild Roasted Fowl dog food. She was 
drinking excessive amounts of water and eating grass when ever she could for 
a few weeks. Then she became violently ill, diarrhea for 5 days and throwing up. 
I took her off the dog food, and within 2 days she was fine. I am now feeding her 
homemade meals of chicken and rice/vegtables. This food was bought from a 
pet store in Jan 17. I noticed a lot of other owners are now complaining about 
the food, that their dogs are sick, and even dying. This food should be tested, 
and recalled.

9 Weeks Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐309092 4/3/2017 14:08 Beggin' Strips Gave my dog Beggin' Strips treat for dogs, 2 on one day and then 2 the next. 
She violently threw up and the beggin strips were not digested. Another dog 
owner told me these were toxic for dogs. Please remove these from the 
marketplace ASAP. My dog has not had any problems since then. I only feed 
her organic dog treats. Purina feeds Poison to animals.

1.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐308981 4/2/2017 21:04 Orijen Puppy Large Dog suddenly refused to stop eating his normal food. This occurred at the onset 
of using a brand new bag.
Food given: Orijen Puppy Large - 25lb bag - bar code 06499210228.
We add water to the food to slow the dog's eating speed down. He was very 
hesitant to eat the food. He drank a little of the water and then walked away... 
which is extremely unusual for this dog as he usually loves his food and eats 
every last morsel. 
We tried feeding him the same food again the next day with the same response. 
We tried 1 more time at the next meal, he ate a little but not much...which we 
feel was mostly because he was so hungry.
I went to the store and bought a small bag of similar food (Orijen Puppy... they 
did not have a small bag of the Orijen Puppy Large) and
feed it to him the next meal - he ate it excitedly and finished the whole bowl full.
During this time he was not vomiting and we also made sure that he was not 
having any issues with diarrhea or urination.

8 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐308962 4/2/2017 13:40 Pet Pride I switched to Kroger brand Pet Pride dog food. After 2-3 bags of it had been fed 
to my dogs over the course of some weeks,  died,  had cancer all 
through his body and died a month and a half later, and  was soon 
diagnosed with kidney disease and has died. A similar set of events happened 
to someone I know who warned me not to get Old Roy dog food. I hate myself 
for not realizing these were both Kroger brands and both awful for animals, not 
only not recommended by the Internet or veterinarians, but deadly. I walked 
these dogs everyday for 45 minutes in this hilly town, and I noticed no changes 
until the devastating terminal ones, except in retrospect, their may have been 
slight changes in their fur and body shape and gum color due to the poor 
nutrition/poor bio-availability of protein and harmful ingredients. Please help 
raise the standards for dog food. Please help warn the public.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐308956 4/2/2017 12:04 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison

I had recently opened a new bag of Taste of the Wild (TOTW) Bison puppy dry 
dog food.  has eaten that food exclusively since he was a puppy, as I 
prefer small kibble so I can easily inspect each bowl for issues like metal, etc. 
given today's quality issues with dog food. He smelled it and did not want to eat 
it which is odd. He ate it and threw up. I am embarrassed to say I fed him the 
food for 4 days with him throwing up for 4 days in a row. Two days ago I gave 
him a can of my pomeranian's toy breed turkey & potato canned food, and he 
even though he has never had that brand of food or canned food, or turkey 
before, he ate it readily and did not throw up yesterday of today. I have 6 
pomeranians and , he is the only one who eats TOTW, and he is the only 
one throwing up for 4 days, and he is fine today and yesterday after Not feeding 
TOTW. My dogs all live in the house and I work from home so I am aware of all 
that he is eating, drinking, thinking and doing 24/7, and there is no other 
qualifying event except for the TOTW. I am not ready to say he is recovered, as 
I am not sure what I gave the poor guy as he ate that food for 4 days and I am 
not sure what was in it or what internally it did to him.

4 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐308953 4/2/2017 10:52 Royal Canin Urinary SO 
Small Dog

Extreme diarrhea that lasted 3 days even while on a bland diet. Both dogs 
developed it and went to vet where vet was found they had an overgrowth of 
Chlostridium bacteria. They do not go out unattended so could not have 
ingested anything that I am aware to bring about such a strong reaction which 
started within one day of opening this new bag of this food which I purchased 
from Chewy instead of the vet. I have never had a problem with this food when 
purchased from the vet so wondering if this was a bad batch distributed by 
Chewy

9 Years Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐308925 4/1/2017 15:24 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Limited Ingredient Diet Lamb 
Meal & Peas Formula

This morning when I was feeding my dog, something caught my eye. On further 
inspection I realized there was fibrous looking material woven within the kibble. I 
inspected more and it clearly appears to be plastic. This is in practically every 
kibble in my 13lb bag of Nature's Variety Instinct Limited Ingredient Lamb and 
Pea formula. I found various types of plastic-like materials, took photos and 
video. I contacted the seller (Amazon) and the company, as well. I feel like this 
matter is extremely serious and needs to be investgated further. I am very 
thankful my dog is not having any abnormal symptoms, but will be watching her 
extremely closely for potential illness this could've caused as I had fed this 
particular bag to her for the past 2 days.

EON‐308748 3/30/2017 19:28 9 Lives Plus Care After a few days of feeding my cat this brand of food I noticed that she didn't 
want to eat or drink water, which is completely out if character for my cat. I also 
noticed that she was not acting herself. She doesn't act well. I did not consider 
the food to be the problem until after I did some research and found out that the 
canned food from 9 lives was recalled a few months ago with the list of 
symptoms to watch out for matched the symptoms of my cat.

3 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 5 Pound

EON‐308715 3/30/2017 15:56 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Limited Ingredient Diet Lamb 
Meal & Peas Formula

Presented to local veterinarian for gagging cough. Regular veterinarian 
concerned about new heart murmur and large heart on ultrasound and referred 
to  at . Cardiac workup 
showed degenerative valvular disease, but also very depressed cardiac 
contractility and early congestive heart failure. Taurine level (plasma) was 
checked to rule out taurine deficiency as cause of depressed cardiac 
contractility and level was extremely low - 5.3 nmol/mL (normal is 60-120 
nmol/mL; critical is < 40 nmol/mL). Concerned that diet may not have sufficient 
precursors to taurine.

8.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 66 Pound

EON‐308690 3/30/2017 14:52 Wellness Wellness Complete 
Health Senior Deboned 
Chicken & Barley Recipe

Within 3 hours of eating Wellness Complete Health Senior food  vomited 
her food. She became lethargic and was too weak to lift her head off my 
shoulder. We took her to  in 

. She had a discharge from her vulva, an irregular 
heartbeat, she needed oxygen and her liver and kidney numbers were elevated. 
She was given heart medication and two antibiotics and released to us to take 
her home.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐308678 3/30/2017 14:24 Alpo Chop House Variety 
Pack

I fed my dog ALPO Chop House and a few days later she had blood in her 
diarrhea, throwing up, anorexia and lethargy.

5 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐308621 3/29/2017 23:00 Weruva I adopted , an American Long Hair black cat from a shelter July 2016. I fed 
her canned Wuerva cat food. She started having litter box issues and after 
bringing her to the vet she had a UTI. I continued to feed her one Wuerva 
canned cat food a day to help prevent UTI. However, she continued to have liter 
box issues, peeing and pooing around the house and having blood in her urine. 
I brought her to the vet numerous times. They had her stay over night as well. 
She was found to have a bladder infection. Unfortunately, I had to bring her 
back to the shelter after 9 months because she continued to have liter box 
issues. Three months later I adopted another cat from a different shelter. , 
is a 3 year old Tabby cat. I feed her a different brand of dry food than , have 
different litter, however I continued to get the canned Wuerva Cat food. Now 

is having blood in her urine and having litter box issues. Now I have had 
two different types of cats, from two different shelters with no litter box issues 
having UTIs and litter issues. The only thing that has remained constant has 
been the Wuevra canned cat food.

2 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐308487 3/29/2017 12:56 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Chicken Feast in Grilled 
Chicken Flavor Gravy

I gave both my cats Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 3oz can food and they bothgot 
sick within a day of eating it. They had severe diarrhea and was vomitting. I 
stopped giving them the food and they seem to be in better health.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐308380 3/28/2017 18:36 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Puppy 
Chicken and Brown Rice 

Dog developed diarrhea 2 days after starting the new bag of food. 8 Month
s

Rottweiler Dog 70 Pound

EON‐308201 3/27/2017 20:52 Beneful Healthy Weight Feeding my dog Beneful by Purina caused her Pancreatitis and Diabetes 5 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 28 Pound

EON‐307984 3/27/2017 11:36 Simply Nourish Limited 
Ingredient Diet Adult Lamb & 
Pea Recipe

I purchased a bag of Simply Nourish dry dog food (from Petsmart) a couple of 
days ago and opened it yesterday to find it full of flying bugs. When I looked 
through the internet to find an address of who to write to do complain I noticed 
lots of reviews also commenting about bugs appearing in this type of food, so 
clearly it's been going on for some time. How can this company think it's okay to 
allow bugs to continue to appear in dog food? Surely it's starting in the factory if 
it's being seen so widespread?

EON‐307960 3/27/2017 10:48 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Chew Bones

purchased Good N Fun Chew Bones at Publix in  within 8-10 
hours of consuming 1 bone, she became violently ill. Throwing up and diarrhea 
with blood. Uncontrollable for over 48 hours, then the vomiting stopped. she still 
has diarrhea with blood and is on probiotics, prescription digestive food and will 
be starting high doses of antibiotics today.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 81 Pound
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EON‐307953 3/27/2017 10:04 Milk-Bone Brushing Chews I gave her Milk Bone Brushing Chews daily for about three weeks. During that 
time there were days she wasn't hungry. The only change was giving her the 
Milk Bone brushing chews. Then she began to have mucous diarrhea & her 
stomach is making very loud gurgling, squirting and squeegee noises. I stopped 
giving them to her. She is not herself- she does not want to play, she is sleeping 
and moping. I withheld food for a day and fed her brown rice and ground beef. 
She was great the next day. The day after she did not want to eat and did not 
want to get out of bed.

2 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 55 Pound

EON‐307911 3/26/2017 22:52 Wellness Turkey Formula When I opened the Wellness Turkey wet food it appeared more of a darker 
color than normal but smelled ok. The upc was 7634408933, the best by date 
was 18 OCT 19 and the lot code was 7WTKS4 10:26. I fed it to my cat and she 
had some diarrhea earlier in day, but didn't think it was connected to the food. 
Then later that day I fed her more of the wet food and she threw up multiple 
times in addition to having diarrhea many many times. I was up with her half 
through the night. Once I took away any left over food the diarrhea finally 
stopped. I didn't feed her anything for a good 6-7 hours then opened a new can 
of Wellness Chicken wet food. It appeared a normal color. Fed her slowly and 
small amounts. She was ok after that.

11 Years Siamese Cat 19 Pound

EON‐307908 3/26/2017 22:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat Adult

I opened a new bag of Blue Buffalo, Dry Blue Wilderness Rocky Mountain 
Recipe Adult Red Meat three days ago. She has thrown up 3 of the six times I 
have given it to her since opening the bag. She only throws up after she eats it. 
Tonight I did not feed her the Wilderness food instead I gave her cat treats for 
dinner and she has not thrown up. Yesterday I saw the email from the FDA and 
am beginning to wonder if the cat food may also have high levels of the beef 
thyroid hormone.

8 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐307906 3/26/2017 21:04 Meow Mix Original Choice Now that my cat is a year we switched her to a adult food, Meow Mix dry cat 
food. Within 1 day she was having bloody stools. This went on for several days. 
Our older cat ate some of her dry food (he eats special canned food usually) 
and that same day he had bloody stools. We changed dry food to cat chow and 
stool was back to normal and she was gaining weight again. Last night my 
husband accidently grabbed food out of the meow mix bag to feed them and 
sure enough this morning, bloody stools again. So it's defiantly the Meow mix 
original choice brand dry food. This is not good and who knows how many other 
cats this is affecting...

1 Years Siamese Cat 5 Pound

EON‐307899 3/26/2017 18:52 Hill's Science Diet I received a complaint from a customer that the pet shop, , are 
selling out of date pet food. The food is the Hills Science Diet brand and is 
dated to expire October 2015.
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EON‐307831 3/26/2017 13:16 Pedigree Chunky Ground 
Dinner with Beef Bacon & 
Cheese Flavor

Hi,
I find about 1 in 25 cans of Pedegree and Alpo dogfood are damaged. The 
bottom of the cans are crushed. In extreme cases, one side of the can is 1/2 
inch shorter than the other. The side of the can has extra creases and folds in 
the metal. I'm guessing the defects are created in the canning process or by 
excessively rough handling. 

I have seen the problem when purchasing cans in cases of 12 and also in 
individual cans on the grocer shelves at both Walmart and Giant. I have even 
experienced the problem when purchasing online through Amazon. (Read some 
of the negative online reviews at Amazon about damaged cans).

Shouldn't there be better quality control on pet food? Is there any way you can 
investigate and correct this problem. Thanks.

EON‐307830 3/26/2017 11:56 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat Puppy

I have been feeding this dog food previously with no issues, and I opened a new 
bag on Monday March 20, 2017. Monday night my dog had vomiting, diarrhea, 
and a dry mouth a few days after feeding the new bag. He is on heart worm, 
and flea/tick medicine. He was acting normal previously to feeding this bag, and 
then the symptoms started promptly after starting the new bag of Blue Buffalo.

9 Month
s

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 61 Pound

EON‐307829 3/26/2017 2:16 Cesar Classics Oven 
Roasted Chicken Flavor in 

Maggots appear inside the food

EON‐307828 3/26/2017 1:40 Cesar Classics Oven 
Roasted Chicken Flavor in 

We noticed that maggots have appeared in my pet's food.

EON‐307775 3/24/2017 15:16 Rachael Ray Nutrish Chicken 
Muttballs with carrots rice 
pasta & spinach

Fed my 3 dogs nutrish chicken muttballs by rachael ray 2 of them wound not eat 
it even though one dog eats everything the one that did
eat the food threw up 1 hour after eating and continued for some time. I 
contacted web site and there 1 800 number but have not receive a response. I 
hope other dogs don`t get sick or die eating this product.

12 Years Maltese Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐307741 3/24/2017 11:24 9 Lives Meaty Pate with Real 
Chicken & Tuna

My cat ( ) has been eating this food since we purchased it last week, and 
she began vomiting and drooling last night/Early this morning. This morning we 
rushed her to the  and she is currently 
undergoing a Neuro evaluation. She had no health issues prior to this week, 
and has had regular yearly vet check-ups her entire life, including her last one in 
October of 2016.
My other cat had similar symptoms and passed away in February. We had also 
fed him 9 lives.

15 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐307623 3/23/2017 18:20 Merrick 96% Grain Free Real 
Duck

Vomiting started about 8 hours after last meal. Vomited on and off for 2 days. 3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐307589 3/23/2017 17:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Puppy

was eating blue buffalo wilderness puppy food all along. We opened a 
new bag and gave it to her for dinner. That night she needed to go out 4 times 
when she normally sleeps through the night and raced out to poop. She had the 
food again for breakfast which she later vomitted up, and at noon when we 
came out she had explosive diaherea in her cage. Fed her beef and rice to get 
her stomach back to normal as we thought she had just gotten into something. 
She was back to normal a day and a half later, so she ate the puppy food again 
for breakfast today and I came home to her crate full of diaherea. She now 
urgently requests to go out still with the runs.

3.5 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 25 Pound

EON‐307571 3/23/2017 17:00 Nutro Max Cat Indoor Weight 
Control

Switched my 2 cats to NUTRO MAX Indoor Cat Adult Dry Cat Food (Chicken - 
Weight Control) and they started to vomit. Just think that it was hairball or their 
normal vomit I continued to feed them the food the next three days. the second 
day one of them started to puke a lot more than normal. And on the third day 
they both started to puke up all their food after they ate, which is not normal for 
them at all. I saw on amazon others had been having the same problem with 
this brand (I have never had a problem before switching brands).

8 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐307538 3/23/2017 16:40 Nature's Variety Instinct chronic pancreatitis may decrease the ability to digest foods properly resulting 
in diarrhes.

BUY THE FOOD ON AMAZON.
I feet it 2 days and my pet get a sick and have blood in the shit.
I take it to animal hospital,the doctor gave it new food for sick and some 
medicine. 
It's get fine .
And 2 weeks ago the doctor food finished.
I start to feed the food buy from before and 2 days start the problem again.
The food has some problem.

2 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 18.3 Kilogra
m
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EON‐307461 3/23/2017 12:36 Purina Cat Chow Naturals, 
Purina Beyond

After purchasing new supply of Purina Naturals & Purina Beyond Dry food, 
which I mix together, all my cats got sick - vomiting later that day. 8 of my cats 
eat both wet & dry and 2 only eat dry. This started on a Saturday and by 
Monday morning the eight that ate wet & dry had stopped vomiting and were 
eating OTHER food. The TWO that only ate dry food were still vomiting and at 
that point had started to vomit blood. I rushed those two to my vet. They had to 
stay at the vet 3 days each for treatment. My vet said ABSOLUTELY food 
related. Personally I missed 2 days of work dealing with Purina, researching & 
buying different brand food and spending time with my cats at the vet. Customer 
Service at Purina took information: Numbers off the bags of the food and she 
told me to go ahead and dispose of them. They sent me a reimbursement check 
for those bags. After cats came home from my vet, I called Purina Customer 
Service back with the amount of my vet bill - $2201.73. I was given the 
information for their Insurance Company (Sedgwick) to file a claim. I sent them 
all the information, as did my vet. I also requested reimbursement for 6 
unopened bags of the same food that I had stocked up on at the same 
time...and sent them pictures of the bags for proof. I waited two weeks and just 
called today (3/23/17) for the status of my claim. I was told that I was denied 
and the "letter of denial was in the mail". I plan on taking legal action, I am so 
upset!

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐307395 3/23/2017 0:52 Friskies Poultry Variety Pack, 
Friskies Prime Filets Turkey 
Dinner in Gravy

Cat ate cat food, cat got sick, threw up entire meal, and then threw up fairly 
continuously for 2 days. Much puking, many piles. Kept puking after nothing in 
stomach.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐307304 3/22/2017 13:56 Beneful Originals Have been feeding him Purina Beneful Dry food for more than two years. All of 
a sudden he developed diarrhea and throwing up -- right after I bought a new 
bag. I suspected the dry food because there was undigested dry food in his 
throw-up. I took him off the dry food for a day and he was OK. I gave him the 
dry food again and he threw up again.

3.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐307222 3/22/2017 12:36 Trader Joe's Mint-A-Breath 
Bones

Dog ate a mint-a breath treat on Wednesday 3/15/17, Thursday, 3/16, and 
Saturday 3/18. She vomited twice Saturday 3/18 afternoon. Her urine became 
very dark starting Saturday afternoon and continued through Wednesday 3/22. 
Vet examined urine sample on 3/20 and determined elevated bilirubin in urine. 
Ran blood test on 3/21 and noted elevated liver values and inflammation of liver 
and pancreas based on ultrasound. Normally very food motivated. Dog refused 
to eat starting 3/18. She eats a little here and there but only when prompted. 
She vomited once more on Monday morning 3/20.

This is the only new addition to the dogs diet. She has never had symptoms like 
this before (we adopted her over 7 years ago).

Vet will run blood test again in 1 week to confirm normalization of liver values.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐307123 3/21/2017 20:04 Nature's Place Real Country 
Real Lamb Brown Rice & Pea 
Recipe

, who then began to get sick after 2 days of feeding the food. She has had 
to defecate many times a day and throughout the night (6 times in the night), 
starting with loose stools, then turning to diarrhea. This has gone on for 2 days, 
1 night with the worst diarrhea starting today. She still drinks and has an 
appetite so I haven't taken her to the vet yet, but I am now taking her off this 
brand of food and am keeping a close watch on her. Will take her to the vet if 
she stops eating/drinking or doesn't get better by tomorrow. While I can't be 100 
percent sure the food is the issue, I feel I should report it, especially since this is 
a new, store brand dog food. While I don't want to assume the worst about it, I 
am an experienced dog owner and the issue appears to be the food. Am 
reporting to put it on record in case other reports come in, as well. Please note: 
If you see my previous report on the other dog, , I think I incorrectly noted 
that dog is worse. In fact, he improved immediately after I stopped feeding him. 

 is the one who is somewhat worse.

9 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐307122 3/21/2017 19:40 Nature's Place Real Country 
Real Lamb Brown Rice & Pea 
Recipe

 threw up shortly after eating the food. At first I thought it was because I 
didn't transition the food more carefully (mixing into one of their usual brands) 
although this usually isn't a problem with my dogs (they're used to some degree 
of variety). Then, I looked over the ingredients I noticed the food contains fish 
meal. Since this dog sometimes doesn't tolerate fish well, I thought perhaps that 
was the reason. I then took this dog off of the food, because of the fish meal. I 
fed it only to my other dog,  (will submit separate report for her), who then 
began to get sick after 2 days of feeding the food. She has had to defecate 
many times a day and throughout the night (6 times in the night), starting with 
loose stools, then turning to diarrhea. This has gone on for 2 days, 1 night with 
the worst diarrhea starting today. She still drinks and has an appetite so I 
haven't taken her to the vet yet, but I am now taking her off this brand of food 
and am keeping a close watch on her . While I can't be 100 percent sure the 
food is the issue, I feel I should report it, especially since this is a new, store 
brand dog food. While I don't want to assume the worst about the brand, I'd like 
to get it on record in case others begin to report about it. I will also notify the 
store. The brand is Nature's Place Real Country: Real Lamb, Grown Rice and 
Pea Recipe.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐307121 3/21/2017 19:20 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Indoor Dry Cat Food

Cat had a bout of throwing up repeatedly over the course of three days, then 
threw up blood and had black stool. A 6 month old kitten also began throwing 
up the day after the older cat began throwing up. The kitten also threw up 
nonstop, but had no blood in the vomit. Third cat threw up only once after 
consuming the Purina Indoor. This happened two weeks after they were fed. 
Stopped feeding her the Purina Cat Chow Naturals Indoor Dry Cat Food and 
switched foods after taking both the older cat and the kitten to the vet to get 
fluids and medication. After switching foods the vomiting ceased for all cats.

4 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐307106 3/21/2017 18:52 Purina Cat Chow Indoor My cat had been eating Purina Indoor for years and a week ago she began 
vomiting. It got so bad that she was vomiting twice a day and became 
dehydrated. She won't touch it anymore even if I leave this brand out for her.

Domestic Shorthair Cat
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EON‐306916 3/21/2017 14:04 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat

Approximately 1 1/2 months ago, I decided to change  food. She had 
been on Beneful her entire life and I thought maybe it was time for a healthy 
alternative as she was a little overweight. I started with the Blue food, check 
flavor and she didn't really like it so I thought I would buy the wet food to mix 
with it and she seemed to like the Red Meat flavor the best, so that is what I 
mixed with her food. She went through 1 bag of the Blue food in chicken flavor 
and the next bag I bought was the Red Meat flavor in addition to continuing the 
wet food with it. About 2 weeks ago, she started vomiting and shaking and very 
lethargic. We took her to the vet hospital where she was diagnosed with kidney 
failure. She was released after 4 days because her kidney levels were not going 
down and there wasn't much else they could do. She has not fully recovered 
and we are not sure she will as she is in bad shape. All along I wondered if it 
was the food because she was in excellent health and very energetic and it all 
started after this food. I do not and will not accept that it was a coincidence.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 47 Pound

EON‐306823 3/21/2017 8:08 Blue Buffalo Sensitive 
Stomach Adult Cat Formula, 
Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet 
Flaked Tuna Entrée in Gravy

All 4 of my cats began vomiting and refusing to eat the Blue Buffalo food. They 
all went to the vet and an exam did not uncover any problems. We treated the 
symptoms by giving them anti-nausea and appetite stimulants, but even on 
these medications they did not want to eat the Blue Buffalo food. I bought new 
wet and dry food which they did begin to eat. No symptoms have reoccurred 
once I switched the food.

16 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐306795 3/20/2017 20:24 Hill's Prescription Diet Urinary 
Care c/d Multicare Chicken & 
Vegetable Stew

One can in a case of Hill's Prescription Diet CD for felines is all puffy on bottom 
and top. It is the only can in a case of 24 that appears
to be so affected, but it sure looks like botulism to me.

EON‐306580 3/20/2017 10:16 Alpo Twist-Ables Beef & 
Cheese Flavors

I bought Purina Alpo Twistables dog treats, gave my dog one...the next day he 
was vomiting foam like substance and had bloody diarrhea..he died within 3 
hours and it started. I gave the rest of the treats to my daughter so as not to 
waste them...her dog got sick also and died 4 hours after vomiting...I am 
wondering where I cn send the treats at my expense to have them tested as I 
have the package and 3 treats left

5 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 6 Pound

EON‐306564 3/20/2017 1:56 Wellness Ninety-five percent 
Beef

We gave our dog 3 cans of Wellness 95% beef for the past 18 months and the 
dog experienced severe urination, extreme thirst, excessive panting, significant 
weight loss, and can't get comfortable -very agitated. We started him on a new 
dog food 2 weeks ago and we visited our vet where he conducted a complete 
blood count and couldn't come up with anything other than altered thyroid. We 
now have him on thyroid medication but the symptoms have NOT subsided. 
They are identical to the recall that I just read about. I am sick to my stomach - 
we just want our dog who is the love of our lives to feel better and Wellness has 
caused him such grief. Please call me. I've called my vet and  

 where we have purchased this food consistently for the past two years 
for documentation of our purchases.

7 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 160 Pound
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EON‐306555 3/19/2017 19:44 Wellness Ninety-five percent 
Beef

increased thirst, increased urinary output, restless behavior, wet bed 1st time 
ever during night. I had to get up and let her out at 2:30 am for a couple of 
nights. Got notice of recall when I finished feeding her the last of 12 cans I 
purchased.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐306542 3/19/2017 15:00 IAMS Proactive Health Adult 
Minichunks

We fed our Labs, IAM'S food, first day they seemed ok, 2nd day they were 
eating grass acting sick, 3rd day we came home and their was vomit and poop 
all over the home. 4th same. We opened another bag of Iams dog food and they 
are now fine. We do not have the bag any longer we place our dog food into a 
plastic bin and throw the bag away. I posted on Iams facebook page no 
response. We contacted Sam's club where we purchased and they agreed to 
take the food back without the bag. They have record that we purchased 4 large 
bags. This was their mini chunks. I will keep some in a quart bag in case you 
need some to test. 
'

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐306529 3/19/2017 7:52 Blue Buffalo Divine Delights 
Chicken Entrée in Savory 

Opened food container. Gray plastic found in food.

EON‐306515 3/18/2017 20:44 IAMS Healthy Naturals Adult 
Chicken + Barley Recipe

Our dog was seemingly in her usual state of health when she ate dinner from a 
new bag of food. She started not acting like herself and woke us up about 5-6 
hours later. She was let outside and she urinated. She remained restless, and 
less than an hour later she went outside and had a normal bowel movement. 
She woke us up two hours later, and again urinated a little outside. Three hours 
later she was found dead on the sofa. She had vomited her dinner and had 
another bowel movement (not diarrhea) indoors sometime before death.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐306503 3/18/2017 17:16 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula with 
Smoked Salmon

 began to have seizures a few hours after eating.
 just refused to eat.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐306477 3/18/2017 9:48 Beggin' Strips Bacon & Beef 
Flavors

Purchased Purina Beggin Strips Bacon & Beef Flavor at Cub Grocery. Have 
used other flavors for a long time. As soon as I began giving this treat to , 
he developed severe diarrhea. I switched back to another 'treat' and the 
diarrhea cleared up. When I tried the Bacon & Beef treat again, the diarrhea 
returned. I stopped giving them to him and the diarrhea resolved again. On 
Monday March 13th, 2017, I emailed Purina with this issue but have not heard 
back in any way.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 95 Pound

EON‐306243 3/16/2017 21:40 Authority Mature Chicken & 
Rice Formula

My 12+ yr old large breed dog was vomiting and had diarrhea for two days 
before I switched foods and then got better. I have fed her authority mature 
adult chicken and rice formula for around six months now and now she had an 
adverse reaction to it but is doing much better on the new dog food.
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EON‐306230 3/16/2017 20:08 Fancy Feast Medleys White 
Meat Chicken Florentine with 
Garden Greens in a Delicate 
Sauce

I noticed that oddly enough my cat did not eat majority of his cat food and had 
left it unfinished since I put it out for him yesterday. When I went to give him a 
new can this evening I picked up the older uneaten can and noticed several 
large bones fragments mixed in. The brand is Purina Fancy Feast from the 
Fancy Feast Medleys pack and the flavor is White Meat Chicken Florentine.

EON‐306219 3/16/2017 18:08 Best Bully Sticks Premium 
Chicken Jerky

Around January 17, 2017, our dog  vomited a few times. The next day he 
stopped eating. He was also drinking large amounts of water. On January 20, 
he was still not eating anything but still drinking a lot of water. We brought him 
to the emergency room at  in . They gave him some 
medicine for his stomach, and an appetite stimulant, but it did not solve the 
problem. 2 days later, he still would not eat, and now also was not drinking 
anything, so we brought him into an internist at . After several days of 
testing, and still not eating, they narrowed it down to his kidneys which were 
failing. He was admitted to the critical care unit at , as he had gone from 
22 to 15 pounds. Eventually, after over a week-long stay at  they 
suspected Fanconi Syndrome most likely caused from a chicken jerky treat. 
After treating him for this, his renal tests slowly improved and he started to eat a 
little. He is almost completely recovered now, but it has been a long process 
and the financial costs were high. While this was going on, the doctors at  
had submitted a sample of  urine to the  

) and the report did indeed come back 
positive for Fanconi Syndrome. 
Before this occured, we were unaware of the issues people were having with 
pets and chicken jerky treats. We had regularly bought them for  
(different brands), and had no problems in the past. We had though recently 
(12/20/16) purchased a large bag of chicken jerky treats online from 
BestBullySticks.com SKU#BBS13 and we are pretty sure that they are the 
culprit. The bag says the chicken jerky treats are from Brazil, and I know the 
problems have been treats coming from China, but they were the treats that 

 was eating at the time, and for at least the 2-3 weeks before this 
happened. It would be great if we could recover some of our medical costs for 

 As I write this, we have not as yet contacted BestBullySticks.com about 
the incident.

9 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐306161 3/16/2017 14:04 Pur Luv Mini Bones Peanut 
Butter Flavor

Treated my puppy with Pur luv mini bones peanut butter flavored dog treats and 
they have made my dog very ill. She is having constant uncontrollable diarrhea 
and Anal sac inflammation which is caused when material cannot drain from the 
anal sacs.

EON‐306005 3/15/2017 16:00 Friskies Classic Pate Turkey 
& Giblets Dinner

all cats given Firskies purina turkey and giblets pate, best bt feb 2019, 
70331157, lgah50208 three days ago, immediate projectile vomiting after 
eating, some still vomiting bile, not eating since then, hiding in dark spaces or 
sleeping,

9 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐305984 3/15/2017 15:16 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe Adult

After each cat consumed the kibble, the reaction was immediate vomiting. 
Stopped food being served to cats vomiting stopped.

European Cat

EON‐305616 3/14/2017 9:20 Beneful Originals with real 
chicken

2 weeks ago my husband and I opened a new bag of Purina Beneful original 
(chicken flavor). That same night my dog got sick. She continued to get sick 
every morning for the next 3 days (she was eating her food regularly). Then she 
stopped eating all together. We tried switching to a different flavor of Benful, but 
our dog continued to not eat. On occasion she would try to eat but she'd just 
spit the food out on the floor and go lay back down. After a week of this, we 
switched to regular Purina. She at about a cup of that, but got sick that night. 
We have since swithced to Kibbles & Bits and our dog is back to her normal 
self. Clearly there is something wrong with Purina right now.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐305597 3/14/2017 1:04 Ol' Roy Bacon Flavor We bought the dog food from Walmart in  we have 3 dogs one boxer that 
is 7 yrs old and 2 pit bull puppies that are 9months old every sense we bought 
this dog food are dogs have been getting sick and vomiting bad we have never 
had a issue before with the dog food before until now we have to change dog 
food now because of this issue And now that we changed it they are stable for 
now

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐305408 3/13/2017 5:20 Newman's Own Organics The 
Second Generation Organic 
Beef Grain-Free Formula

I fed Francis Newman's Own Organics Second Generation Dog Premium Dog 
Food Organic Beef. He was in great health and full of energy the evening that I 
tried this food for the first time. By morning he was lethargic and seeming to feel 
unwell by evening he was worse and beginning to have some breathing 
problems. I was able to get him into the vet in the morning. Before we left the 
house he urinated blood and was so tired he was unable to stand. He was 
diagnosed with Imune Mediated Thrombo Cytopenia. The vet was unable to 
save him and he died the next morning. I am reporting this because this was the 
first and only time we had tried this food. The food was the only factor that 
differed from all other days. I do not know that anything was wrong with the food 
but thought it should be checked out. The number on the can-053511 09/28/18 
182.01

5 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 23 Pound

EON‐305399 3/13/2017 1:16 Nudges Jerky Cuts Made with 
Real Chicken

Violent vomiting within 2 hours of eating a single treat. He vomited all over the 
bed and living room before I could get him outside. He continued to vomit for 
about 8 more hours and then had explosive diarrhea. He wouldn't eat for 24 
hours and any water he drank he immediately vomited up. He was able to eat a 
little bit this morning, but has not had a bowel movement since the horrible 
diarrhea.

12 Years Dalmatian Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐305378 3/12/2017 15:20 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
Jerky Strips with Chicken & 
Carrots

was given a small piece of purina byond natural grain free jerky strips with 
chicken & Carrots. Within 10 minutes or eating if he started shaking 
uncontrollable as if he was having a seizer. I brought him to the animal hospital 
and they thought it could have upset his stomach. The next day he had the 
same systems so back to the animal hospital we went. After several hours of 
tests we were told my puppy Harry had gastro distress caused by the treat

15 Month
s

Terrier - Boston Dog 28 Pound

EON‐305376 3/12/2017 14:44 Merrick Turkey Steak Patties A package of Merrick's turkey steak patties dog treats was contaminated with 
worms or some sort of larvae. I kept the unopened package in the bottom of an 
airtight container, was rearranging some new treats this weekend, and found 
the bottom of that container covered in these worms. There is no chance they 
came from any of the other items in the container, everything else was sealed 
except for a bully stick and pork skin chew at the top of the container, neither 
with any sign of the bugs. The worms are still clearly visible in the package with 
the patties, and must have broken out looking for another food source (or air, 
since the container itself is airtight even though Merrick's packaging clearly 
isn't). I notified the manufacturer via their customer support form today as well.

EON‐305368 3/12/2017 12:08 Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Chicken & Cheese in Gravy, 
Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Turkey & Cheese in Gravy

was eating Purina the poultry flavors of Friskies and Fancy Feast cat 
food without any problem. About a month ago, she started throwing up after 
eating the chicken or turkey flavors and then started refusing to eat any poultry 
flavor at all. Two friends with multiple cats reported at a meeting last Friday 
(March 10, 2017) that their cats were also having problems and refusing to eat 
the Purina brands, and one of their cats who did eat the cat food developed 
diarrhea. If this were an isolated incident with one cat, I wouldn't think anything 
of it. But we're talking seven cats.

4 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐305320 3/11/2017 12:24 Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Turkey & Cheese in Gravy

Put the food down and the cat turned away. She is a very BIG eater and this 
was highly unusual. She did come back and tried to eat it. She had a massive 
throw up. 

It was a can of Friskies purchased at Shop Rite. Flavor - Turkey and Cheese in 
Gravy Tasty Treasures. My cats eat Friskies all the time and something was 
wrong with this can.

9 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐305316 3/11/2017 11:20 DreamBone He had started vomiting,and was sick like he had a flu, he would not hardly eat 
,after a couple of days seemed fine,and at different times I was finding where he 
had vomited,so I took him to the vet , and he was put only on his dog food, of 
course no vomiting,when I gave him the dream bones back it started again, so 
he no longer gets these,and he has been eating these for several years, it was 
like a blockage effect,I hope there is no long term effect, from this so far he has 
done really well,I make his own treats now . They say they are better than the 
rawhide chews , but I believe they are very dangerous Thank You

6 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐305183 3/10/2017 10:52 4Health Grain-Free Large 
Breed Formula

I have a 5 year old chocolate Labrador retriever. She ALWAYS eats all her food 
the minute I put her bowl down. I bought a new bag of 4 Health Grain free dry 
dog food for large breed dogs (same as always). She wouldn't eat it. I was 
afraid she was sick and even made an appt at the vet to have her checked b/c 
this had gone on for several days. I finally decided to try a different dog food, 
just to see, before her vet appt. I bought Blue Buffalo dry dog food for her and 
she scarfed it down immediately. I have tried mixing the 4 Health in with the 
Blue Buffalo and if it is on top she won't eat it. I have to mix it up to get her to 
eat it. I am wondering if the recipe has changed or if something is actually 
wrong with it. I am no longer mixing it with her new dog food as I am concerned 
that something may be wrong with it. I just wanted to make sure that it is 
checked.

EON‐305108 3/9/2017 19:08 Fromm Adult, Fromm Mature Switch my 2 Dobermans and 1 English cocker to Fromm Adult and Fromm 
Mature purchased by Chewy.com. Within 3 weeks my working Dobermans 
became lethargic, diarrhea, eye infections, ear infections, hives, blisters, open 
wounds, intestinal infections, licking themselves enough that they now have lick 
granulomas. Sent out food for testing, but no response yet. There is something 
going on this something in the food they are having sever allergic 
reactions...confirmed by my Vet. They are on: Animax, Trizketo, Betagen Spray, 
Predisone, Metroridaioe, Diawin, Fortiflora, Steriod inj, Cepnasag, Betagen for 
all their issues. Vet visit was 3/5/2017. I emailed Fromm and they gave me a 
blanket standard email that nothing is wrong with their food.

EON‐305096 3/9/2017 16:40 4Health Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

developed diarrhea after eating 4health dog food. 2.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 88 Pound

EON‐305084 3/9/2017 16:16 4Health Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

 developed diarrhea after eating 4health dog food. All 4 of our dogs got 
sick.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐305080 3/9/2017 15:48 4Health Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

 developed diarrhea after eating 4health adult chicken and rice dog food. 
All 4 of our dogs got sick.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐305074 3/9/2017 15:28 4Health Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

After eating 4health dog food, tarah developed severe dihhrea, like water. Took 
tarah to the vet yesterday and they prescribed meds. All 4 of our dogs 
developed diarrhea after eating this food. At first it's like they have an 
abstruction and can't go to the bathroom, after that it's like water, no solid stools 
at all.

13.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 94 Pound
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EON‐304645 3/8/2017 15:52 Wellness Core Grain-Free 
Original Formula, Wellness 
Core Grain-Free Indoor 
Formula

Purchased two bags of Wellness-Core-bagged dry cat food (both cats had been 
eating this same food prior to buying the two new bags). One bag was the 
"original" product line and one bag was the "indoor" product line. Upon feeding 
the cats the newly purchased food one of the cats began to vomit shortly after 
eating. At this time cat #2 did not show any symptoms. Cat #1 became 
increasingly ill after eating as time went on until he could not hold down as few 
as 6 pieces of the kibble and would vomit it up almost immediately. Cat #2 after 
about 1 1/2 weeks then begin to vomit immediately after consuming the food.

Upon seeing cat #2 eating and then immediately vomiting I realized it was the 
food as cat #2 is purely indoors and has only vomited twice in the 3 years prior 
to this. To test my suspicion I went to the store and purchased a couple of cans 
bland wet food and fed a table spoon of the wet food to the sickest cat #1. He 
consumed it with no problems what so ever. I increased the amount until he had 
the eaten the entire can - again with no vomiting. Shortly after I fed him another 
can ( he weighs 15 pounds) again with no problem. 

Age and weight of cat entered above on form is for cat #1 estimated age 6 
years and 14.9 pounds-neutered male. Cat #2 is 3.4 years and weighs 8 
pounds- spayed female. 

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 14.9 Pound

EON‐304619 3/8/2017 13:48 Solid Gold SeaMeal I found a small feather in the product.
EON‐304608 3/8/2017 12:36 Ranch Hound Maintenance 

Mini-Chunk Dog Food
On Sunday the 26th of Feb. We purchased 2 40# bags of Ranch Hound Dog 
Food from  in . I have been feeding it to my 4 dogs 
for a little over a week. My Pyrenees was acting fine 2 Days ago running around 
and on  she was dead, she lethargic and not acting right had paralysis in 
her back end. My Red Heeler is the same way, not sure he is going to make it. 
My other 2 dogs didn't really care for the food and did not eat as much. They 
seem fine. 

11 Month
s

Great Pyrenees Dog 60 Pound

EON‐304597 3/8/2017 11:12 Canidae Grain Free PURE 
Wild Limited Ingredient Diet 
Made with Fresh Wild Boar 
Adult

Gave 1/4 cup new Dry Canadae Grain free Wild Boar to 3/4 cup of old food. 
That night she went out two times and would not eat the following morning. 
Gave the same ratio of food(she did not eat all the food) About 1 hour later she 
started with heavy beathing, body and tail trembling, a little while later threw the 
food up, was drooling and was having seizure like symptoms, could not get up, 
head shaking. Took her to the emergency vet which thought it could be 
vestibular. Went back to only old food last night and she did not have any 
problems.

13 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐304585 3/8/2017 10:28 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula Adult

Purchased 44lbs bag of Purina One Lamb & Rice dog food from BJ's Wholesale 
Club , . After the dog consumed the 
food he has been experiencing persistent vomiting, lack of appetite, and has 
been lethargic. Has not had a bowel movement (only urination) since 
consuming the food.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐304541 3/8/2017 2:04 Wellness Complete Health 
Kitten Health Deboned 
Chicken Chicken Meal & Rice 
Recipe

Was scooping out the last bit of the bag into our cat's food bowl and out fell a 
small metal ball, about the size and shape of a BB pellet. Only noticed because 
the cat's bowl was completely empty to start with. This is the only one I found 
but can't say I didn't miss any before now.

EON‐304508 3/7/2017 21:44 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe Puppy

Made my dogs vomit each time they ate this product. Fed to one dog for several 
days she vomited each day and eventually vomited blood. Brought her to vet 
had to be given IV antinausea meds and IV famotidine sent home with 
additional oral form of medication and special food to eat for one week. She did 
not vomit while eating other food. After one week started blue buffalo food again 
and she vomited again, gave her different food and she stopped vomiting. My 
husband saw the left over food in cabinet and gave some to our other dog and 2 
hours later he vomited. Both dogs are Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers one 
is 1 and the other is 5 one male one female.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 29 Pound

EON‐304483 3/7/2017 17:36 Dingo American Made Market 
Cuts CJT

The owner brought  in for acute onset of excessive drinking and urinating. 
Otherwise seemed unchanged. A urinalysis showed moderate glucosuria, trace 
protein, hypostenuria. Then chem panel showed normal glucose, slight 
dehydration.

6 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 22 Pound

EON‐304451 3/7/2017 15:08 Pedigree Puppy Growth & 
Protection Chicken & 
Vegetable Flavor

I have been feeding my puppy the same brand of puppy food , Pedigree puppy , 
since I got her , she has ate the food just fine. We got her a new bag and she 
will not touch it. Tried mixing it with pedigree little champions puppy. She was 
spitting out the dry food around the wet. I googled it and it says that it could be a 
bad batch of food, to report it ASAP.

7 Month
s

Coonhound - Black 
and Tan

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐304443 3/7/2017 13:32 Beneful IncrediBites Began feeding Beneful incrediBites approx 4-6weeks ago as supplement to wet 
food (Little Ceasars & Mighty Dog- both brands used for years, no changes).
Symptoms began to develops. Muscle twitches, listless, confusion, poor/ no 
appetite, vomiting, diarrhea, belly bloat, wobbly & weak gait, stumbling, 
incontinence, drowsiness.
Taken to vet, suspected Liver failure/disease.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.8 Pound

EON‐304345 3/6/2017 15:40 Rawhide This patient was referred to me for further evaluation of anemia and recent 
vomiting/diarrhea. Ultimately we diagnosed him with suspected mycobacterium 
(based on FNA of peripheral lymph nodes, abdominal lymph nodes and spleen). 
The mycobacterium cultures are pending. The dog is not obviously 
immunosuppressed or has been exposed to immunosuppressives. He was 
given a raw hide treat prior to becoming ill, since there is not an obvious source 
or reason for why this young dog developed this infection, I would like the raw 
hides tested to be sure that it is not contaminated with mycobacterium.

2 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 6 Kilogra
m
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EON‐304293 3/6/2017 10:52 Fromm Adult Gold, Fromm 
Four-Star Surf & Turf

We bought her new dog food because her supply was running low. She ate 
about two feedings and wouldn't touch the food again. We thought there was 
something wrong with the food. Kept trying to have her eat but no luck. 
Contacted the pet store. They were very helpful. She has not eaten properly 
since.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Malinois

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐304246 3/5/2017 16:24 Retriever Hi Protein Hemorrhagic gastroenteritis with bloody diarrheal and ample vomiting in the 
most severely affected dog. Two other dogs had bouts of vomiting.

9 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐304227 3/5/2017 10:12 Zuke's Z-Bones Edible Grain-
Free Dental Chews Giant

purchased Zuke's Z-bones for dogs that weigh 90+ pounds. Gave him one on 
Wednesday night after he was chewing on it for a while he swallowed like all 
dogs do with these type of bones. In fact my dog usually chews his food very 
well not a food gobbler. I noticed him acting very restless I figured it did not 
agree with him. He was pacing all night so next day brought him to vet because 
he would not eat anything and still was acting very strange and lethargic. Vet 
gave me something for upset stomach to rule out something not agreeing with 
him. By Saturday morning there was no change so I took him to VCA an 
emergency animal hospital. They did an ultrasound and X ray which reveled the 
bone had lodged in his lower esophagus. They had to do a scope and it took 
nearly 4 hours to chip away at the piece of bone lodged in esophagus. Doctor 
said she never seen anything like it and could not believe that the bones are for 
dogs 90 pounds or more. They are too big and would not soften up. I feel saying 
gulping a product can be harmful is not enough of a warning. how does one 
stop an animal from gulping? product should not be made that large perhaps or 
should soften up. They surgeon thought at first she could push it through to his 
stomach but once in found just how hard the product was and did not soften but 
expanded and stayed hard with the water he was drinking. I feel dog owners 
need to be made aware of this and they did to recall and redesign product. If it 
got stuck in a 100 plus pound dog clearly it's not for any large breed dog.

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐304226 3/5/2017 9:24 Beneful Healthy Weight After eating Beneful Healthy Weight, and tgen drimking water  starting 
throwing up digested and partially digested food. He also had multiple solid 
bowel movements but his stomach was distended. When taken to the vet, his 
temperature was normal. She could feel a hard ball in his stomach and stated 
the food had blown up in his stomach and would pass. 3 hours later  
passed away, still javi g solid stool come out. It is my contention that Beneful 
which  had been eati g for only 3 weeks blew up in his stomach after 
deinking water and causes his death. I see many cases reported on line with 
similar situations.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐304218 3/5/2017 2:12 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Formula with 
Wild Boar

I opened a new bag of taste of the wild and the next day everybody had severe 
diarrhea and were vomiting. I fasted them but they remained sick for another 24 
hours.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐304215 3/5/2017 0:24 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Healthy Weight 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

Since  is an older dog and his vet also recommended him to lose weight, I 
purchased «Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Healthy Weight»from our 
commissary. From my research, this company took pride in their healthy 
ingredients, i.e. whole grains, garden veggies and fruit, NO chicken (or poultry) 
by-product meals, NO corn, wheat or soy, NO artificial colors, flavors or 
preservatives.

has been on Blue Buffalo for about a month. He did not have problems 
when switching over his dry dog food. During the past 1-2 months, I noticed that 

 skins get healthier with less scratch for itchiness or hot spot (which I can't 
tell if that's the benefit from the dog food or the new shampoo and disinfectant I 
used when I showered him), poops are firmer and not as watery as he 
had when he was on his previous diet. did drink a lot of water and poops 
pretty good size of poop during every walk, has bad gas, and vomited a couple 
times. 

I honestly did not think twice that his drinking a lot of water, bad gas, has large 
amount of poops 3x/day and the two-time vomiting were issues. But out of 
nowhere, on ,  suddenly lost his mobility and balance, he 
shivered, looked very lethargic and drowsy, panted (which was quite unusual in 
cold winter days), restless at night, with decreased appetite and watery eyes. 

I rushed to the local vets, his MRI and X-rays ruled out arthritis or brain/ear 
problems (for his losing balance and mobility). I discontinue  on the dog 
food, and seemed to be able to regain his strength in walking and moving 
around.

13 Month
s

Sheepdog 
(unspecified)

Dog 76 Pound

EON‐304203 3/4/2017 19:08 Cesar Classics Top Sirloin 
Flavor in Meaty Juices

Lots of string in product
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EON‐304193 3/4/2017 14:00 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero 
Grain Turkey & Potato Recipe

One hour after eating Rachael Ray Nutrish (turkey, brown rice and venison) my 
dog started tremoring and twitching. I was trying Rachael ray dog food because 
she had so many flavors so I mixed 1/4 of Rachael ray dog food with 3/4 his 
normal dog food so he had eaten about 3/4 of a cup of Rachael ray dog food 
total. He was unstable he could not jump. He was having major neurologic 
symptoms related to eating this food. Nothing else new had been added to his 
daily routine except the new dog food. This was a very scary moment for me. I 
constantly had to monitor his respiratory rate, thinking that this would be the 
next sign of deterioration. I also monitored him for seizing. I did not note any 
seizing to take place. This food has something in it that is causing horrible 
neurological signs and symptoms. I could not image what would have happened 
if I would have fed him his normal 2.5 cups with this food. I think he would have 
seized to death. I am also concerned that this will affect him forever. What kind 
of neurologic damage has this food done to my dog. I bought this from Walmart 
on 2/27/17 the numbers on the bag for identification are 18226903, There is 
another number listed under the ingredients and it reads 1507290000 
MDD123v11. The bar code reads 0 71190 00685 1 then there is a number 
above the bar code reading 03-1822691502.00. Expiration date reads MAR 25 
2018 TL1 10:49 8

4 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐304097 3/3/2017 15:12 Pedigree Puppy Chopped 
Ground Dinner with Chicken 
& Beef

Notes: When I opened the PEDIGREE PUPPY® Complete Nutrition - Chopped 
Ground Dinner with Chicken & Beef can it had four pieces of hard white 
cartilage in the food - two were 1/2 size of a dime and the other two were 1/3 of 
a dime. This could have been very dangerous for a young puppy to eat. 

Brand: Pedigree 
EAN: 2310001301 
Batch Code: 705BKKCF1059WP 

EON‐303981 3/2/2017 21:08 Wellness Chicken & Herring 
Formula

I found two (2) wood splinters, each measuring one inch in length in a 5.5 oz 
can of Wellnes canned cat food - "Chicken & Herring Formula." I divided the 
food onto three plates for my three cat's dinner. Two hours later, I picked up the 
plates with any uneaten food to discard. At that time, I found the wood splinters 
in the uneaten food on two of the plates. At first, I thought they were fish bones, 
until I rinsed them off and they are clearly WOOD SPLINTERS!!!

EON‐303959 3/2/2017 18:16 Blue Buffalo Homestyle 
Recipe Beef Dinner with 
Garden Vegetables

I found small hard bits of foreign material, white and black in color in the Blue 
Buffalo Beef Dinner with Garden Vegetables. I buy it by the case from 
Chewy.com. I reported my complaint to Chewy.com and the were kind enough 
to reimburse me for my last purchase. I have switched my dog's food to another 
brand. 
I was at the end of a full case and had already reordered a new one. I am not 
sure whether my dog has been affected as she has had intermittent stomach 
problems.
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EON‐303944 3/2/2017 16:44 Pedigree Dentastix Variety 
Pack Large

We bought PURINA DENTASTIX at Costco. Gave our dog three one-inch 
sections as treats. That night he experienced the worst diarrhea I have ever 
seen. It was totally uncontrollable. The next morning he seemed okay. So we 
gave him three more one-inch sections of Dentastix over the course of the day. 
We were awakened at 4:00 a.m. with the same thing: messy, uncontrolled 
diarrhea. And a very sad dog. We watched him the next day closely: he drank 
twice as much water as he usually does. In the afternoon my kids gave him one 
small piece of Dentastix. Within 3 hours the diarrhea was back. We stopped 
giving him Dentastix immediately. That was yesterday. Today he seems back to 
his usual healthy, energetic self. It is clear to us that the Dentastix were causing 
some major intestinal problems.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐303928 3/2/2017 15:44 Chomp'ems Chicken Jerky 
Chips

Presented with inappetence, vomiting, and soft stools of a 2 day duration. Blood 
work complete and all WNL. Treated with SQ fluids, Cerenia. 
Pet returned 2 days later still not eating. Preformed cPLI testing, radiographs, 
fecal analysis. All was negative and WNL. 
o has been feeding Chomp'ems Chicken Jerky Treats, manufactured in China 
by Westminster Pet Products. o has been feeding them since Dec/Jan.

3 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 15.1 Pound

EON‐303757 3/2/2017 10:56 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Triple Flavor Ribs

After 3 days of eating treats became sick. started with vomiting, developed 
diarrhea, fever, lethargy

1 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐303741 3/2/2017 9:56 Earthborn Holistic Primitive 
Natural

A 3 year old spayed female whippet developed congestive heart failure in 
September 2015 and was treated with medications for congestive heart failure. 
She was evaluated by a veterinary cardiologist on  and findings 
consistent with dilated cardiomyopathy. Her housemate, a 4 year old castrated 
male whippet, developed congestive heart failure in April 2016 and was also 
evaluated on , and found to have dilated cardiomyopathy. Both dogs 
underwent blood testing for a heavy metal screen and were found to have 
increased total blood iron concentrations. Both dogs underwent MRI evaluation 
for heart and liver iron and were negative. The male dog died on , and his 
heart was evaluated by a pathologist at the  

. The findings were typical of idiopathic dilated 
cardiomyopathy, and results of special stains for iron were negative.

Both dogs had been fed the same dry food (Earthborn Primitive Natural) as their 
only diet since January, 2015 (9 months prior to the female developing 
congestive heart failure and 15 months prior to the male developing congestive 
heart failure. A sample of the food was submitted for analysis for iron content 
through a commercial laboratory (  

 The sample, taken from a bag of food purchased at a pet food 
center in  in April 2016, showed an iron content of 731 mg/kg, 
which appears to be high, according to a veterinary nutritionist contacted.

EON‐303712 3/1/2017 22:40 Friskies Classic Pate Variety 
Pack

We have three cats all from one litter  started vomiting followed by weight 
loss. After a number of Vet visit and tests with no specific diagnosis  was 
euthanized mid January 2017 having dropped to 9 lbs.

 and is two siblings have been on a diet of Friskies Pate their whole lives. 
The two surviving cats have been refusing to eat the 
Friskies until this evening when I opened a can. Several hours later the other 
cats vomited the Friskies.

12 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 15 Pound

EON‐303690 3/1/2017 18:12 Authority Grain Free Adult 
Chicken & Pea Formula Small 
Breed

I bought Authority small breed no grain chicken dog food. It was infested with 
worms, which spread to my laundry room (where I keep the food). The worms 
turned to moths which where all over my home. It took me weeks to get this 
problem under control. 
I continue to buy Authority because my dog likes it and is used to it, but I have 
to inspect it thoroughly before using it.
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EON‐303585 2/28/2017 19:32 Friskies, Fancy Feast Gave my cat (as usual) his feeding of 1/2 of can of Fancy Feast (usually Grill or 
Beef Pate). He would not eat it at all which is VERY UNUSUAL! I tried the 
chicken Fancy Feast with no avail. Then I resorted to jar baby food, and he ate 
that. Immediately thought this was the end, it will be a matter of a few 
days.Then he quit drinking water, then I knew something was wrong. I got a 
brainstorm! Grandma always said "chicken noodle soup always helped the 
soul'. So I gave my cat DILUTED chicken broth warmed and WOW he drank it 
all up! The next day he cried for food and looked alot better.I gave him Friskies 
can chicken pate and he ate it up! I do not know if this cat food was a problem 
or not but I am questioning it closely. I never had a problem before this but I did 
notice that where I work at in retail, the cat food shelves have been BARE for 
over TWO MONTHS now! What gives?

23 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐303541 2/28/2017 13:16 C.E.T. Enzymatic Oral 
Hygiene Chews for Dogs

Gave treats to all 3 dogs, all got sick. Each had a different level of illness.  
had the worst. Gave 2 chews had to take him to vet next day do to 
stomach issues.  had one chew and next morning had vomited and 
pooped in house,  had vomited 8 times and pooped in house and was 
lethargic. Took  to vet also.

2 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐303490 2/28/2017 5:12 Buster's Choice Liver Bites 8 dogs fed Buster's choice Liver bites by Petztacular. 5/8 showed severe 
agitation and signs of nausea, one vomited.

3 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 7 Kilogra
m

EON‐303488 2/27/2017 23:32 Stella & Chewy's Tantalizing 
Turkey Meal Mixers

Opened newly purchased bag of food. Very strong fish smell, but for a non-fish 
product. Black fragments in some nuggets. Have purchased this product for 
several months. Strong smell and fragments not common from my experience. 
Gave pet a little of the product before noticing fragments. Will monitor pet.

EON‐303472 2/27/2017 20:52 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Chicken 
Wing & Thigh Dinner with 
Fresh Harvest Sweet 
Potatoes in Gravy Recipe

My issue is that bones ate in dog food NOT disclosed on label. The name of the 
Product was Castor & Pollux Organic Dog Food/chicken wings and thighs/grain 
free canned dog food. On 2/12/17, I fed this to my dog. I noticed bones in the 
food. I gave the food to the dog, trusting the Company. The dog started acting 
sick the next morning. The dog ate the food at 5pm, that was his last meal. I 
ordered this food from Chewy.com. The label DOES NOT STATE BONES in the 
food. If it stated bones, I WOULD NOT HAVE Bought the food. I had to 
euthanize my dog two days later on . AFTER The dog was euthanized, I 
read their website. There are many many complaints and bad reviews from 
unhappy customers who have served this dog food to their pets. The bad 
reviews speak about the bones in the food WITHOUT warning, without the 
bones mentioned on the label, and how unsafe eating bones can be for certain 
dogs.

14 Years Bichon Frise Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐303470 2/27/2017 20:16 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice Formula

I opened a new bag of dog food and the dog threw up and the food was still 
whole. Then  stopped eating and showing no interest in his food. He was 
admitted to the vet where they did x-rays which did not show anything. They 
then did exploratory surgery and could not find anything except grass. After 
surgery he was put on iv for dehydration and given medication. The vet was still 
confused at what else to do. After about a week of not eating he finally has 
started eating and still on his medication. I tried to introduce the dog food today 
but he will not eat it at all. He will eat another bag of food but turns his head up 
at his old food.

Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐303352 2/26/2017 21:08 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

I fed all three dogs portions of one can of Evangers Hunk of Beef dog food. I 
had bought 2 cans of the Hunk of Beef after it had been recommended by the 
Pet Store to add to my dogs regular food. I threw away the can that I fed them 
not know that there was a problem with the food but the second can of food had 
the number 1816E23HBW17 Best June 2020. All three dogs had uncontrolled 
diarrhea. the older dog with health issues began vomiting and had a 
seizure the following day and the vet was unable to control the vomiting with 
medication and IV's. He was in such horrible shape and suffering so severely 
that the vet recommended having him put down due to his age. Heartbreaking. 
We had not idea what the problem was. The other 2 dogs recovered but 
appeared different for a few weeks and  seemed to have increased 
issues with controlling her weak hips. We did not get the information that the 
food was recalled until a weak and 1 day after  had been euthanized. I 
turned the other can of the food into the Pet Store and contacted Evangers. I 
cannot believe that animals that have euthanized with pentobarbital can be 
introduced in to the pet food industry. I am horrified that the FDA has not done 
anything to correct this problem.

14 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound

EON‐303342 2/26/2017 13:56 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct with Real Turkey & 
Venison

I purchased Purina True Instinct Turkey and Venison dog food. I fed my dogs 
once with it, then when I went to feed them again I noticed there were hundreds 
of dead bugs and cocoons inside of the dog food, and growing on the dog food. 
Someone else had a similar problem on facebook with the same kind of food. 
Her bag had live worms in it, and her dog had to be taken to the vet to get 
dewormed. My dogs have thrown up and have diarrhea. I notified the place I 
bought it from, and contacted Purina, but have not heard from them
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EON‐303338 2/26/2017 13:12 4Health Grain Free Chicken 
for Dogs

I purchased approximately 48 cans of 4Health Grain Free chicken canned dog 
food on 2/15/17. I used several cans to make a gravy to pour over kibble for my 
3 dogs. A few days ago I opened a can that had a small orange piece of rubber 
in it. I fished the rubber out, but went on and used the food (not smart probably). 
I wasn't to alarmed, but photographed the can info and the piece of rubber. A 
couple of days later, I opened another can and found a similar piece of rubber. I 
again photographed the rubber piece and the can info, but threw away the food. 
I contacted the distributor - Tractor Supply - and after I provided evidence of the 
problem with the food and evidence of purchased, they called me and said that 
if I returned the food to my local store, they would exchange it for food with a 
different lot number. I thought it best that I contact the FDA first. I still have 39 
cans of food, unopened, from this lot number. I also have the rubber pieces and 
photos of the rubber with the cans that were contaminated. My concern is what 
else may have gotten into the food. My dogs are not acting sick at the moment, 
but I want to protect other animals as well.

EON‐303293 2/25/2017 15:24 Purina Pro Plan Natural Grain 
Free Lamb & Egg Formula 
Adult

When first opened the bag, I didn't see anything. Transferred some of the food 
into 3 smaller plastic containers. When refilling the smaller containers, noticed 
little larvae in the original bag, webs and moths. Noticed larvae in the container 
being filled. This is the second bag in a row we found this in and from the same 
store. Took the food back to the PetSmart and spoke to the manager. He said 
this has been a problem, primarily with Purina products for the last year. He's 
had to throw out ~$7,000 worth of food due to the moths and that they were 
Indian Meal moths. There have been other stores with the same problem. He 
has contacted Purina but can't be sure if its a problem in the distribution center 
or manufacturer. I don't know if Petco or other sellers are having the same 
problem.

EON‐303002 2/24/2017 8:32 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Mature for 
Cats

Both cats vomiting over a period of weeks since I started feeding it the dry Blue 
Buffalo wilderness chicken formula. My older cat  died after puking up his 
food. He was fine that morning, ate the food, threw it up, had a seizure and died 

. Went to store to buy new weight control formula for other cat. He 
ate that for a few weeks no problem. I had some of the older cat food that I now 
think is contaminated and put it in his bowl 1 day ago. Sure enough he has 
started vomiting again.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐302989 2/24/2017 3:16 Old Glory Dog refused to drink water and started throwing up stomach acids and I found 
hundreds of reports online of dogs that died from the product.

3 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐302988 2/24/2017 1:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Grain-Free Puppy Chicken 
Recipe

I bought a bag of Blue buffalo freedom puppy food from Petco 2 weeks ago. 
Ever since i have fed him out of this bag of food he has had diarrhea ever since. 
I have fed him bags before this and had no problems. This bag was bad.

4 Month
s

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐302928 2/23/2017 13:44 Meow Mix Original Choice Cat was given 1 scoop of Meow Mix original 2/20/17. She ate on it for 2 days. 
On 2/22/17 the cat vomited 7 times throughout the morning. We took her to the 
vet and they determined she had pancreatitis. They stated they could not 
definitively determine the pancreatitis was from the food, but it could have been 
and we were told not to give her anymore. The bag of Meow Mix was new and 
had not been opened before 2/20/17. The cat has been on this brand and type 
of food since she was a kitten. There were no other changes or new foods 
introduced. She received one can of food 2/20 and 2/21 like normal, same 
brand and type as before. There was no human food given, interaction with 
other animals, and she stays inside all day. The new bag of food was the only 
thing different.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐302921 2/23/2017 13:00 Wysong Epigen Beef After mixing about 6 ounces of the canned food into his kibble he acted very 
lethargic and sleepy... when he fell asleep he was in a coma like sleep then had 
dog nightmares all night...fed the rest of the can in Am today and he was wobbly 
after... called Chewy.com and Wysong and found food is made by Evangers 
and is same 95 % Beef type food... Chewy wants me do donate it... but what 
type of person would I be if Pentibarbitol is in the Wysong also... Being a big 
dog I doubt he will have long lasting affect...but if a smaller dog had eaten this 
food it would have been trouble. Do you want to test the food..if not the 
remaining cans are going to the trash dump..

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐302920 2/23/2017 13:00 Authority Grain Free Adult 
Salmon & Potato Formula

Patient began to rapidly lose weight. Stopped eating and was vomiting. Took to 
emergency vet on 1-30-17. X-rays and labwork done. Received fluids and came 
home. Patient became lethargic overnight. Barium x-rays performed to rule out 
foreign body. Patient started on IV fluids and antiemetic. Vet diagnosed with him 
with gastritis and inflammatory bowel. Switched to prescription diet and he 
improved. 

Second cat began peeing blood. Urine sample showed struvite crystals. Patient 
started on prescription diet and improved.

Third cat stopped eating and became listless. Switched to a different brand wet 
food and she improved.

Fourth cat was vomiting up food. Switched food and she improved. 

Remaining cats were also switched to new food.

Domestic Shorthair Cat Pound
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EON‐302872 2/22/2017 23:56 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Recipe Ground Entree

I opened a can of Beyond Dog food, Salmon flavor and the product and can 
were covered in mold. I photographed the can and then threw it away. I emailed 
Purina but got no response.

EON‐302866 2/22/2017 21:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

I had just purchased this new bag of Purina Waggin Train Chicken Jerky, 
Product of China, from Sams Club. I gave my 30 pound Chug (Pug & 
Chihuahua mix) one(1) strip of a Purina Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders 
on the afternoon of February 18 and I noticed he was lethargic that evening, did 
not eat any dinner and then, during the night he had multiple episodes of 
vomiting (bile like) fluids. He was very thirsty, would drink water and vomit again 
and again. He slept most of the day February 19th and only drank water and 
had one more episode of vomiting. I spoke with a friend of mine, who owns a 
Pet store, regarding what had occurred with my dog and she informed me that 
there have been many reported incidents of dogs getting very ill following the 
consumption of Chicken Jerky Tenders.

EON‐302788 2/22/2017 10:56 Nutro Small Breed Adult 
Chicken Whole Brown Rice & 
Oatmeal Recipe

I noticed a piece of the Nutro Small Breed Adult dog food i give my dog had a 
piece of bright green plastic melted into it. I purchased the bag about 3 weeks 
ago and have already gone through about half (4lb bag).

EON‐302768 2/22/2017 9:32 Wellness Complete Health 
Sliced Salmon Entrée

This is the 2nd time I found a foreign substance in Wellness Core cat food since 
2014. In 2014 I found what looks like a partial price tag in the canned food. 
Today 22 Feb 2017, I found a small piece of plastic in the food! I've written to 
both the retailer to warn him and the manufacturer and am waiting for the 
manufacturer's feedback. 

I'm extremely concerned about the quality of food that goes into these canned 
food for pets. I would suggest you investigate their plant thoroughly for breaches 
in food safety. I have pictures of the affected canned food items and the foreign 
items found in them as evidence. Please email me if you would like me to send 
you those pictures.

EON‐302760 2/22/2017 5:12 Dog treats Gave my dog one of this treat and had sickness and diarrhea. Waited a week, 
gave him another and again sickness and diarrhea. My dog in two years has 
never suffered any tummy problems. It could be coincidental but I have strong 
suspects about product. I have one left but no packaging thou I can recognise it.

EON‐302754 2/22/2017 0:32 Ol' Roy bacon flavor dog food After eating this dog food my dog had diarrhea. 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐302753 2/22/2017 0:24 Ol' Roy bacon flavor dog food After eating this food my dog had diarrhea. 6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 32 Pound

EON‐302752 2/22/2017 0:12 Ol' Roy bacon flavor dog food After eating this food my dog had diarrhea. 3 Years Spaniel (unspecified) Dog 37 Pound

EON‐302751 2/22/2017 0:04 Ol'Roy Bacon Flavor Dog 
Food

After eating dog food my dog had diarrhea. 7 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐302749 2/21/2017 23:36 Ol' Roy Bacon Flavor Dog 
Food

After eating this food my dog has had diarrhea. 15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 27 Pound

EON‐302745 2/21/2017 21:08 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
White Meat Chicken & Egg 
Recipe Dog Food

I purchased a dry dog food, Purina Beyond grain free white meat chicken and 
egg recipe. When I opened the bag, the food contained long white strands with 
egg like sacs in them and a bug with wings.

EON‐302642 2/21/2017 11:00 Evanger's Classic Beef and 
Bacon

Fed him his evening meal and after he ate he went into a seizure. Tried to calm 
him down for a few minutes then rushed him to the vet. He usually eats in the 
morning and at night. Rushed him to the vet and they put him in a medical 
induced coma to try to stop the seizure.The vet asked if he had possible eaten 
any poison such as snail bait or anything I could think of. I told her I was feeding 
him and after he went into a seizure. She asked if maybe a neighbor could have 
poisoned him. I told her I didn't thank so as all my dogs were outside at the 
same time. I also advised her that there are clover weed in my back yard tht 
they could have possible eaten. She did her best to try to help him based on the 
infomation I could give her. I decide to Euthanize because they said if they 
treated him there was no way to know he if he would make it. The vet said he 
would probably have to be on special meds the rest of his life. I couldn't afford 
to treat him without knowing for sure he would make it. I had opened a new can 
when I fed him. I'm not certain it was the food. My other 2 dogs did ate out of the 
same can and they are ok but they are much older.I just wanted to report it in 
case it turns out to be the food so no other dogs have the same fate. The food is 
Evangers Beef and Bacon. I still have unopened cans of the food. I had my dog 
cremated after he was euthanized.

15 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐302610 2/20/2017 23:08 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

Ate 4 ounces of Evangers Hunk of Beef Au Jus 1816E04HB09 - Best by June 
2020 Uncontrollable bowel movements formed and wet. No appetite. Lethargic

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐302607 2/20/2017 21:28 Friskies Meaty Bits Chicken 
Dinner in Gravy

We noticed that our cat had began to vomit, it took one more feeding time after 
the first adverse reaction to notice that he was doing so within four hours (as 
short as 1 hour, as long as three hours) after consuming Friskies Canned Cat 
Food, of the Meaty Bits line, as well as appearing very ill after vomiting. 
Normally this line is the only type of food he will eat and digest well. We tried 
one more time, and after he threw up again, I decided to look in the box. I 
realized that we had only fed him the Chicken Dinner in Gravy so far. In order to 
make sure that that particular food was what was making him sick, we decided 
to try and feed him the other kind and if he was still sick take him to the vet as it 
would then clearly be some other factor. However, after switching the food, he 
has stopped vomiting or appearing ill after eating. I decided that this was 
evidence enough to raise concern and to submit this report. Thank you for 
taking the time to read this, I was surprised to find this service available online. 
It is a very important thing and I am grateful!

7 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

EON‐302597 2/20/2017 17:44 Primal Pet Foods Nuggets for 
Dogs Chicken Formula

is a Pomeranian (not listed?)
She had a severe HGE and almost died - the Veterinarian is convinced it is the 
Primal Dog food and that it occurred due to bacteria.

5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐302579 2/20/2017 15:12 Against the Grain Big Kahuna 
with Crab & Tilapia, Against 
the Grain Shrimp Daddy with 
Tuna & Salmon, Against the 
Grain Bimini Brunch with Krill 
& Egg

FORM ISN'T ACCURATE AS IT WAS 3 KITTENS... I have 5 cats that eat 
Against the grain (same facility that had 2 other recalls in Feb 2017 however 
didn't know this until I came back from the vet and googled it) 2 adults cats 
barely ate it however the 3 kittens only 8 months old had severe intestinal and 
vomiting for a couple days. Vet said kittens would be more likely to have a 
reactions then larger adults cats. All 3 kittens went to vet with severe intestinal 
problems and they can only assume it was the food after other stuff ruled out. 

reporting but sister  had to type and send as  didn't have a 
computer.

1 Days Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐302565 2/20/2017 13:40 Evanger's Nothing but Natural 
Jerky Treats Natural Buffalo 
with Fruits & Vegetables

Ordered these treats from an online supplier. Had fed my dogs approx. 1/3 of 
the bag before I noticed that the treats at the bottom of the bag were covered in 
mold.

EON‐302552 2/20/2017 12:24 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula 
with Roasted Lamb

Have been feeding taste of the wild lamb formula for 5 years to both  
(yorkshire terrier), and  (great dane). Dogs have never had adverse reaction 
to the food and do not get treats or human food, they both have regular 
Veterinarian and prior to illness dogs had clean bill of health. Took  (great 
dane) to the Vet for diarrhea, where they ran multiple tests ($1200) and said 
they could not find a reason for the diarrhea. Dogs are now on a prescription 
diet for sensitivity.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐302526 2/20/2017 9:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

Bought a new bag of Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Small Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice at Tractor Supply in . Opened the new 
bag on Tuesday 2/14/17 in which my dog started eating. On Wednesday she 
began vomiting and having diarrhea with mucous and blood. Took her to the vet 
on 2/16/17 whom stated that the dog has probably ingested something 
contaminated. We did not know what it could've been. Started her on antibiotics. 
The dog didn't want to eat much of anything, but got her to eat some chicken 
that we were mixing her medicine in. Friday she seemed much better and was 
actually playing and had an almost normal stool (was still a little loose, but no 
blood or mucous). She ate her dog food Friday and had a relapse on Saturday 
with more vomiting and bloody, mucous diarrhea. She stopped eating again, 
kept giving her medicine and fluids. She felt much better again on Sunday 
2/19/17, so then started eating her dog food again....today Monday 2/20/17 
another relapse with vomiting and bloody diarrhea. We have watched her 
closely and the only thing that has changed is this new bag of dog food.

2 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐302521 2/20/2017 9:00 Fancy Feast Classic Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Feast

would not eat/consume food that they had always eaten and this was offered 
three days in a row total of 15 cans...bought alternate food that they consumed.

Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐302509 2/20/2017 0:20 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

Fed 1/2 can of Evanger's Hunk of Beef evening of  The next afternoon, 
12 yr old dog, , was extremely lethargic, with extreme difficulty walking. 
After blood work showing anemia and x-rays at our regular vet, we were sent to 
an emergency clinic where they did an ultrasound. Asked us if she could have 
gotten into rat poison, given the build up of fluid around the heart & lungs. No 
way. Said then that it was likely an aggressive cancer (Hemangiosarcoma), with 
a poor prognosis, and that the fluid would come back. That evening , we 
had her euthanized, to avoid further suffering. About one week later, we learned 
of the recall. Looked at another can bought at the same time and it was not the 
specific batch, but one of those made during that week. The lot # 1816E07HBW 
15 and barcode read 20109. Expires June 2020. Our other 8 yr old Aussie was 
subdued and limping, but we did not pay much attention since he/we sometimes 
overdo Frisbee.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐302506 2/20/2017 0:00 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

went off his food, I quit feeding the Hunk of Beef and he felt better in a few days. 
Thats when I called Evengers, and within a week or so it came out that 
penabarbitol was in the food. I have 5 1/2 cases of that food that is being 
returned to the distributor. I also have 2 open cans in my freezer.

9 Month
s

Terrier - Fox Smooth Dog 19 Pound
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EON‐302458 2/19/2017 13:36 Pedigree Pedigree Small Dog 
Healthy Longevity Grilled 
Salmon Rice & Vegetable 
Flavor, Pedigree Choice Cuts 
in Gravy with Lamb & 
Vegetables

My dog vomited a couple of times so I decided to switch her from the dog food 
she has been eating for at least the past 5 years (champion breed complete 
formula, from Kmart) to a dog food for mature dogs. I bought Pedigree small 
dog healthy longevity complete nutrition (dry dog food) and pedigree choice 
cuts in gravy ( canned dog food) approximately 3 weeks ago and mixed the dry 
with the canned. My kids and I started to notice she wasn't as lovely as normal 
immediately but didn't realize it was a reaction to the new food. 5 days ago I 
witnessed her having a seizure and she had another one 4 days ago and 
another one 3 days ago. She was weak and when she walked she was off 
balance and falling over and she was disoriented and confused and scared and 
flinched when the kids or I came near hear. I would put her outside to go to the 
bathroom and she wouldn't leave the porch and would do her business all over 
the house. She was completely potty trained. So two days ago I decided to give 
her the champion complete dog food instead and she has not had another 
seizure she is walking around totally balanced not falling over. She isn't 
confused or scared and she is doing her business outside again. Three days 
ago her health was deteriorating so rapidly I thought I was going to need to 
have her out to sleep. Today she is back to her old self. I'm filing this complaint 
because after looking up pedigree dog food online, there are 100's of 
complaints about pedigree dog food causing seizures in dogs. This dog food 
needs to be recalled because it isn't safe for dogs to consume.

14 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐302453 2/19/2017 12:04 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

Thursday my husband dealt with the vomiting of . I put her on a Science diet 
gasto. food I had on hand Thursday night/ all day Friday, Saturday and she 
improved. I checked expiration date after she started vomiting, use by date was 
Jan 2018; so though the dog had gotten into something else. Saturday morning 
I fed the dogs the Beneful again.  and  got sick after morning 
feeding. Then at the evening feeding the ,  and  began 
vomiting and realized it had to be food. Vets aren't open Sat/Sundays out here 
in the country and it is over an hour to the city to one that is open. I changed 
their food Sunday morning and to this point none have had any vomiting or 
problems.

4 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐302433 2/18/2017 17:32 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

I started feeding  Beneful Originals food and she became violently ill. 
Puking numerous times, had bloody stool, seemed like she was thirsty more 
often. Less active. She just plain was sick and sad.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog 95 Pound
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EON‐302424 2/18/2017 15:16 Heath Bird Suet I am a former employee...not disgruntled, but disgusted. I have witnessed 
packages shipped and stored that had open seals, dead and live bugs in others, 
mixers and vats of tallow wide open and surrounded by cobwebs etc. constantly 
falling in them. Products having a different products label purposely placed on 
them. Roof's/ ceilings dripping/leaking on stored products. All of these things 
that I've described were/are well known by all supervisors and managers...who 
threaten everyone's job if the employee doesn't turn their head and do as 
they're told. No hair nets, etc. either. I only know all of this was happening from 
when I was hired  so I'm sure if you haven't heard about it yet, its 
always been that way. Heath Manufacturing- bird,squirrel, etc food. Can provide 
pictures later if need be.

EON‐302412 2/18/2017 11:52 Evanger's Organics Cooked 
Chicken

On 3 separate occasions I contacted Evanger’s to report manufacturing issues.

1. Dented cans: On at least 3 shipments (2 flats each) of Evanger’s organic 
chicken canned dog food, approximately 50% of the cans were dented 

moderately to severely. All cans appeared to maintain their vacuum seal, So, I 
used them. The dented sides of the cans were all hidden by either being turned 

towards the inside of the flat or actually being in the inside of the flat. My 
opinion: it is statistically impossible for this to happen by chance. The cans were 

turned to hide the damage.

2. I received a can of the same organic dog food that did not have a vacuum on 
the can. I did not use that can and made a video telling people how to detect if a 
can has a vacuum before opening the can, I published it on Facebook and sent 

a copy to either Evanger’s or the product distributor (I can’t remember which 
one or both).

3. I received a shipment (2 flats) of the same organic dog food. The texture, 
consistency and color of these cans made me believe that the contents were 

not chicken, but beef. My dogs reacted to the food with the typical (what is this?) 
look, this from 2 bullmastiffs (they are known to eat anything), this behavior led 

me to believe that the contents were not in-fact chicken.

Given the push back I received from Evanger’s (from 1 of their VP’s), I made the 
decision to change dog food brands. This occurred prior to the recall.

As a mechanical designer, I understand that manufacturing mistakes happen, 
and hold no ill will towards Evanger’s; My dogs did not become sick. However, If 

I cannot trust their mechanical manufacturing processes, how can I trust their 
ingredient processes? It appears I was correct.
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EON‐302405 2/18/2017 8:40 Blue Buffalo Blue's Stew 
Country Chicken Stew

I put a heaping tablespoon of Blue - Blue's Stew- Country Chicken Stew on top 
of her kibble. I rotate between the Beef and Turkey. I decided to pick up a 
couple of cans of the Chicken for variety and she regurgitated her whole meal 
for three days after using the Chicken Stew. I stopped with the chicken and all 
flavors for 3 days and resummed with the Turkey flavor and haven't had a 
problem. I understand the recall is the Healthy Recipe, but I wanted to report 
this problem I had with Blue's Stew.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 42 Pound

EON‐302379 2/17/2017 18:40 9 Lives Plus Care I've been feeding my cats 9Lives Plus Care cat food from our local Walmart for 
several years now. My mother and I both feed our cats that same thing. 

 was very healthy, quite muscular and energetic. Someone dumped 
some dogs in my yard so he was gone for about 2 days but when he returned 
home I noticed that he was very thin and lethargic. He wouldn't eat anything that 
I offered him but he did drink a lot of water the first day. The next day he 
wouldn't eat anything and was very weak. I took him to the vet the following 
Monday (it was a Friday that he returned home) and they informed me that he 
was in kidney failure and that they're not sure what could have caused it. He 
was mostly an outside cat so it's hard to know what he could've gotten into. I 
had to have him put down. I didn't find anything in the yard that could have 
caused him to get that sick. I assumed it was one of those fluke things that 
happen from time to time until my mother informed me that her cat was put 
down today due to kidney failure. It was very sudden. I'm not sure if it's the cat 
food that could have caused this. I do know that we buy the same exact brand 
and I'm not sure where else to start.

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐302369 2/17/2017 15:44 Evanger's 100 % Beef Three times my dog came down with diarrhea and confusion. By the time the 
second and third time came around I had written down what she ate the day 
before. In both cases it was Evanger's Grain Free 100% Beef. I promptly threw 
away the rest of my cans and called the company I had gotten them from and 
was told that they hadn't had any complaints. Not everyone pays attention to 
their pups when they open the door and send them out to potty, but mine likes it 
when I go out with her and thank goodness or else I would never have known !

11 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐302243 2/16/2017 20:00 ExCellR8 This product can't have what it claims and should be removed. 
https://www.bigdweb.com/product/excellr8+topical+cream+4+oz.do They claim 
to be selling stem cells in a topical cream. There is no possible way this can be 
stable or possible to create. There is no human product of this nature and this is 
false marketing.

If you would like a copy of the video, my email address is 
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EON‐301962 2/15/2017 21:08 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula 
with Roasted Lamb, Taste of 
the Wild Pacific Steam 
Canine formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Both of my dogs experienced GI distress (diarrhea & bloody stool as well as 
vomiting) after consuming a dry taste of the wild food. We have 1 other dog in 
the home that does not eat this food and she did not have any GI issues. 1 of 
the dogs required a trip to the ER vet as he experienced difficulty breathing and 
had cyanosis of the mouth (tongue specifically).

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐301909 2/15/2017 14:48 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

I had purchased Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky from my local Walmart store 
on 2/2/17. I started giving the treats to my dog & within a few days she stopped 
eating her regular food. The night of , she was panting very heavily & 
couldn't lay down. She was becoming very lethargic as well. I brought her to my 
local veterinarian & they ran every lest possible, but everything came back 
normal. They then did an x-ray to discover that her abdomen was filled with 
fluid. They told me to take her straight to the Emergency animal hospital in 

. While there, they drained 3 liters of fluid (blood) on . On 
, they drained 1 liter & another liter on , After multiple x-rays & 2 

ultrisounds, they informed me that she most likely had cancer & would probably 
not survive. After running a c-scan, it was conclusive that she did not have 
cancer or lacerations that was causing the internal bleeding, but had no idea 
what was happening! We were able to take her home on  & she is slowly 
recovering & is on many medications. She most likely will need a blood 
transfusion by the end of the week & also a stint inserted to continue to drain 
the blood. We have spent almost $5000.00 in a matter of days. After talking to a 
neighbor about what happened, they told me of a friends dog that went through 
the same thing (unusual internal bleeding), after eating Golden Rewards 
Chicken jerky. I started doing some research only to discover to my horror that 
the FDA is aware that this product has been making dogs severely ill & or died. 
Walmart has also been made aware of this & yet they still carry this product. I 
contacted another vetrinarians office & they have posted a picture of this 
product warning owners to not feed this product to their dogs.
I know that there was a class action lawsuit over another chicken jerky product 
that was made in China with the exact same symptoms. I am absolutely sick 
that my precious dog almost died because of this product.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐301875 2/15/2017 13:52 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

Excessive Urination, excessive drinking. 3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐301815 2/14/2017 21:48 Freshpet Nature's Fresh 
Chicken & Ocean Whitefish 
Recipe

This report is a formal complaint regarding Freshpet Nature's Fresh Cat Food: 
Chicken & Ocean Whitefish Recipe. I purchased a pouch in December 2016 
from a local Whole Foods Market in  with LOT/BB code: 
04/17/17 07:57 L1. This product was found to have mold contamination and 
spores growing on the kibble. My cat experienced two bouts of excessive 
vomiting accompanied by esophageal hemorrhage, dehydration and general 
discomfort. Each bout required visits to a veterinarian's office for testing 
(physical examination, bloodwork, x-rays), symptomatic treatments 
(subcutaneous fluids, anti-emetics injections) and at-home medical treatment. 
This product was brand new to his diet and was used only twice, of which both 
servings resulted in stated vomiting episodes. After his second episode, we 
inspected of all his food products and discovered the mold spores in the pouch 
of FreshPet, which had been properly stored since purchase. Investigation of 
this issue resulted in finding complaints and partial recalls of Freshpet products, 
specifically for mold growth resulting in illness and death in pets, dating back to 
2014 with no concern or attention shown by their company. Even a simple 
Google search for "freshpet mold" returns a multitude of consumer reported 
problems. This unapologetic and apathetic approach is unacceptable, highlights 
a lack of ethics and directly opposes the Freshpet Commitment stated on their 
website: "Freshpet is dedicated to bringing the power of fresh, real food to pets. 
From the care we take to source our ingredients and make our food, to the 
moment it reaches your home, Freshpet's integrity, transparency and social 
responsibility are the way we like to run our business. Our goal is to do the right 
thing for pets, for people and for the planet." In the spirit of your stated business 
commitment I request swift resolution to be brought to this issue.

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12.1 Pound

EON‐301809 2/14/2017 20:52 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Lamb 
Rice and Vegetable Formula

was an 11 year old mixed breed (beagle/basset/shepherd, I think) with 
NO history of medical illness and who was never even remotely sick 1 day in his 
life. On Friday, , I gave him Kirkland Super Premium Lamb, 
Rice, and Vegetable dog food for the first time. I do not recall if I fed him that in 
the morning or if evening was the first time. At 7:30 p.m. I noticed him shaking 
and wobbly and arching his back. Within 15 minutes, I have him at the 
emergency vet who tried for 3 hours to get the seizure under control to no avail. 
Euthanasia was recommended. 

I don't know that it was the food but it certainly seems very odd and I would not 
want anyone else to endure this pain.

11 Years Beagle Dog 55 Pound

EON‐301806 2/14/2017 20:12 State of Nature Raw Chicken 
Complete Raw Blend for 
Dogs

I found a piece of metal in a newly opened package of food. At first I thought it 
was a piece of bone. But no. I have included pictures. There is still food 
embedded in whatever this is. I previously found an elastic string in the food. 
The company refuses to admit any fault
And has accused me of lying. I have the package and metal piece that you can 
test as evidence.
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EON‐301801 2/14/2017 18:40 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Dog Food

On 1/24/17, we purchased a large bag of Pedigree dog food from a Sam's 
Wholesale store. (We have the receipt as well.) Two days after the food was 
purchased we began noticing symptoms such as fatigue, difficulties getting 
around and loss of appetite. Our dogs' abdomen became distended, and he 
began to be extremely thirsty. We received medication from our vet based on 
the initial symptoms, but he then began vomiting and unable to keep the 
medication or water down. We went to the vet and after lab work was 
completed, the vet informed us that  liver enzymes were elevated and 
he was also in kidney failure. Two weeks ago this past Saturday , our 
chocolate lab, " " passed away.(We opted to euthanize as our vet 
informed us that he could buy him a few days but that he wouldn't recover as 
his kidneys were too far gone) We couldn't stand the though of our dog 
suffering. 6 days after  passed our other family dog,  ( astray that 
we have had over two years) also passed, she also had similar symptoms as he 
did. We have since through process of elimination felt that the dog food could 
have been the cause and are no longer giving it to our remaining dog, a siberian 
husky that is 10 years old.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐301755 2/14/2017 12:36 Purina Pro Plan True Nature 
Natural Ocean Whitefish & 
Salmon Entree

I fed my cats a can of pro plan true nature adult cat food. They only took one 
bite and wouldn't eat any more. I heated it in the microwave for a few seconds. 
Sparks started cracking from the cat food like it contained metal. It was natural 
ocean fish and salmon entree. I didn't feed it to them after that. Obviously 
something is wrong with it
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EON‐301712 2/14/2017 8:24 Orijen Original I have purchased all of my pet food from Chewy.com for just over a year. I 
switched my dog's dry dog food recently to Orijin Originals. I mix half dry and 
half canned each morning and evening. I did not change his canned food. The 
first two days I used his new dry food  picked out the dry pieces and left 
them on the floor outside of his bowl. The third day I finally got him to eat some 
of the dry food by letting the mixture sit for a while first with water in it. He ate 
about half of it. A few hours later he started vomiting and continued to do that 
about every 3 hours for almost 12 hours. He had no other symptoms. I went on-
line to Chewy and read customer comments about the product. I learned that 
others had problems getting their dogs to eat it so I posted my experience there. 
Then I went to the Orijin website and sent them an explanation about what 
happened and included the product lot number and expiration date for the 
product (300396-62992, BB26 APR 2018 19 06BS). That was Sunday, Feb. 12. 
Today is the 14th and I have not heard back from them yet. Chewy sent me an 
email this morning and said they read my comments and are refunding my 
money for the product. They are a good company. I didn't even ask for that. 
Since Orijin has not responded to my email yet, I thought it was smart to let you 
know what is going on in case you receive other reports. I hate to think other 
dogs are having to go through this.  (my dog) is an Aussie who is very 
healthy, only two years old, and competes in agility. He is very strong and 
healthy. I hate to think what this stuff would have done to him if he were old. He 
seems fine now, and I have been mixing his canned food with oatmeal for a 
couple days to calm his stomach. There doesn't seem to be any lasting effects 
of the incident.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 155 Pound
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EON‐301699 2/13/2017 19:52 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

When we received a fresh, sealed 15 lb bag of Taste of the Wild,  (dog) 
was reluctant to eat the kibble but proceeded slowly. He then had diarrhea and 
vomiting for the next 2 days. After recovery from illness, he refused to eat Taste 
of the Wild. The kibble smelled off so I contacted Chewy's, the retailer, and 
obtained a refund. The remaining kibble (about 14 lbs) in the airtight container 
was discarded and the container was thoroughly cleaned and air dried. The 
water and food bowls were hand washed and dried thoroughly. A second fresh, 
sealed bag of Taste of the Wild from Amazon's was opened and fed to  
(dog). After a day,  (dog) again refused to eat the kibble. Even after 
storage in a clean, dry airtight container, the kibble developed an odor rapidly. I 
suspect the kibble was contaminated during the manufacturing process 
because 2 bags of the same kibble spoiled within a day of opening.

Food Storage: The 15 lb bags are stored in a temperature regulated kitchen. 
After opening, the kibble is stored in a 25 lb Gamma2 Vittles Vault Plus Pet 
Food Storage.

Dog's Behavior:  (dog) previously ate Purina, Hill's Science Diet, Fromm's 
Gold, and Taste of the Wild enthusiastically. The "picky" eating behavior is not 
typical for him. In fact,  (dog) had been eating Taste of the Wild for over a 
month and loved it so much we used it as treats sometimes. The rapid aversion 
to the food is unexpected and continues even after recovering.

17 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐301651 2/13/2017 13:04 Premium Pork Chomps Pork 
Earz

Dog was given a Premium Pork Chomps pork earz (roasted pork skin) made by 
Scott Pet of Rockville, IN 47872 (800) 989-4178, expiration date: 09.01.19 on 
February 06, 2017. The dog did not act herself the next couple days, wouldn't 
as usual. Began vomiting February 09 and February 10 and would not eat or 
drink. Treated with antinausea meds, sucralfate. Bloodwork done and was 
within normal limits (CBC/chemistry screen). Dog then developed diarrhea. Anti-
nausea meds were continued and dog also started on metronidazole tablets. By 
February 12, 2017, 6 PM, dog began to improve and as of this morning 
(February 13) dog is nearly back to herself. Metronidazole and bland diet are to 
be continued for a few days.

7 Month
s

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 32.8 Pound

EON‐301592 2/12/2017 23:08 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

I gave my dog golden reward duck jerky treats and now he is vomiting, won't eat 
and very lethargic.

10 Month
s

Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐301583 2/12/2017 19:12 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

Gave this product to my dog around 3pm on 2/2/17 which she ate within 10 
minutes. Within 4 hours, my dog was vomiting up chunks of the red center that 
this product is comprised of. For the next 10 days (2/2/17-2/11/17) my dog was 
vomiting up chunks of the red center along with bile. On 2/11/17, however, my 
dog began to show severe signs of distress (lethargy, confusion, restlessness, 
vomiting, lack of appetite, etc). After many hours of nervous pacing and 
vomiting, I called an emergency vet to consult on what to do as I was beginning 
to think that my dog may pass away. Eventually my dog was able to find enough 
comfort to lie down and rest. The next day upon inspecting her stool, I found 
more marble sized rock-hard & completely undigested chunks of this red dog 
treat. If my dog had been unable to vomit/pass this through her system, I fear 
that the undigested treat remaining in her stomach for over a week would have 
killed her. Upon further investigation, I have found countless petitions and 
reviews online of people who have experienced the same situation that my dog 
and I had to get through, with many people claiming that this treat caused 
thousands in vet bills, surgeries, or that they were too late and that the treat 
killed their dog. This product NEEDS to be removed from stores and the 
company needs to be investigated properly on why they are putting indigestible 
ingredients in their treats.

15 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐301577 2/12/2017 16:44 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Salmon & Pea Recipe

I began  on PURE BALANCE (Salmon) purchased from Walmart a few 
months ago. It is a fishy smelling food. However, when I opened the third bag of 
food, it seemed unbearable to smell, but I didn't really think it was bad. About 3-
4 weeks later slowly started seeming ill. He wasn't himself, he got bloated, 
he wouldn't roll over, he seemed to have something going on is his head 
because he kept looking up and sometimes stretching while he did this. He also 
seemed to stop drinking at the end of the 4 weeks and constantly licking his 
chops. I finally remembered that the food didn't smell good after thinking for a 
while that he must have gotten into something that made him sick. It wasn't until 
his last day on the food when he literally would not eat it that I knew something 
was wrong and it was likely the food. (Believe me, my dog does not turn down 
food!!!!) Anyway, I bought a new brand and gave it to him that night and he 
threw up, and then I noticed that he had thrown up earlier that day. By day 2 on 
the new food,  was like a puppy and his bloat went away and he is the 
naughty dog he always was. I am coming to you with this because I cannot find 
a phone number for the MFG. I know it is made for Walmart.

9 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐301568 2/12/2017 10:32 Friskies Indoor in Sauce 
Saucy Seafood Bake with 
Garden Greens

Gave my cat , half the can of new Purina Friskies Saucy Seafood 
Bake with Garden Greens Indoor in Sauce Friday night  for dinner. He 
ate at least 3/4 of it. Friday night he was in a deep sleep and could not wake 
him up. He had never done this. Saturday morning at 7:30AM I woke up, went 
to bathroom. He came into bathroom and seemed fine. After I finished I stopped 
at my bed and heard a loud crash. Rushed into the dining area and found 

 lying on his side, mouth open. He meowed loudly and within 3-4 
minutes took his last breath. He was not sick. He did not demonstrate any 
illness at all. Called the Vet and told to bring him in. They could not tell what he 
died from. There was food in his bowl from night before. I could not tell whether 
he ate more or not.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐301560 2/12/2017 4:08 Chef Toby Chicken Jerky 9 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 5 PoundSuspected Acquired Fanconi Syndrome from Chicken Jerky Treats in a 9 month 
old Pomeranian: 

 presented to  on emergency for acute lethargy, 
anorexia and vomiting on . Physical examination revealed dehydration, 
mild tachycardia and luxating patellas. Diagnostics were not performed due to 
financial constraints. She was treated with subcutaneous fluids and Cerenia 

injection. 

 presented to  on ER again on  for anorexia, vomiting, mild 
hypothermia (Temp 98.1F) and lethargy  symptoms mildly improved then 
declined again on previous treatment. Physical examination revealed moderate 

dehydration, severe lethargy/dullness/depression and luxating patellas. The 
following diagnostics were performed: 

Complete Blood Count - mild leukocytosis (23.64), mild neutrophilia (20.02), 
otherwise within normal limits 

Chemistry/Electrolytes - ALB 2.5, severe azotemia (BUN >180, Cre 2.8), mild 
hyperphosphatemia (7.1), mild hypokalemia (3.5), otherwise within normal limits

Urinalysis - collected via cystocentesis, clear yellow, USG 1.040, blood 2+, 
glucose 2000++, pH 6.0, protein 300 2+, trace ketones, microscopic - blood 2+. 

cocci 2+, epi 1+
Uricult in-house urine culture - no growth as of 2/12/2017

Lepto Snap Test - negative 
ACTH stimulation test - negative for hypoadrenocortism 

Ultrasound of kidneys and adrenal glands - adrenal glands wnl, kidneys 
texture/appearance/structure wnl, fluid surrounding kidneys bilaterally 

Differential diagnoses included: Acquired Fanconi Syndrome, Pyelonephritis, 
Leptospirosis, Hypoadrenocorticism 

 was (as still is) hospitalized for acute renal failure. Her treatment has 
included:
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EON‐301507 2/11/2017 2:32 Fancy Feast Classic Tender 
Beef Feast

Vomiting after consuming the product. Occurred on multiple occasions until we 
discovered the particular product that caused the vomiting. He had consumed 
the product many times before without issue, leading us to believe there is a 
problem with this batch.

12 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐301494 2/10/2017 21:16 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

Loss of muscle control. Complete collapse. Unresponsive. 9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 80 Pound

- Intravenous fluid therapy with electrolyte support (KCl), Vitamin B Complex, 
Reglan CRI

- Intravenous and Oral Cerenia, Famotidine and Ondansetron
- Intravenous Antibitiocs - Baytril, Unasyn (switched to Ampicillin), 

Metronidazole
- Subcutaneous injection of Convenia 

- Sucralfate 

During her hospitalization her symptoms mildly improved then became static 
and having since been declining. She has developed bicavitary effusion which 

is worsening. Her anorexia has been prolonged and owners are unable to afford 
to place a feeding tube to help support her nutritional requirements. 

Leptospirosis was ruled out due to very low to no exposure possibilities. 
Hypoadrenocorticism was ruled out by an ACTH stimulation test. 

Pyelonephritis was ruled out by a urine culture and kidney ultrasound. 
Acquired Fanconi Syndrome due to jerky chicken treats is the suspected 

differential at this time. Her only change in routine was administering the jerky 
chicken treats - 1 treat/day for the previous 2 weeks. 

Owners were not able to afford the hospitalized care and friends/family donated 
to make the treatment possible.  requires continued intensive hospitalized 

support for her ongoing condition. Due to financial constraint the owners are 
only able to have  in hospital for possibly 1 more day of care. 

Recommended to continue care for estimated total of 7+ days of care - as 
recorded reports have shown improvement between 4 and 7 days of care. 

Product Information: 
Chef Toby Pet Treats - Chicken Jerky High Protein and Low Fat Treat, Lot # 

16816
Distributed by: Dog Goods USA LLC 552 Main St. Tobyhanna, PA 18466 United 

States Info@doggoodsusa.com 
Made in Brazil, Tested in the USA

UPC 856500005065

Please contact myself, the hospital or the owners for any questions or more 
information.
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EON‐301423 2/10/2017 13:52 Royal Canin Adult Boxer was fed royal canine boxer specific dog food, was diagnosed with ecoli and the 
vet determined it could have come from the food as of the 3 dogs we own, 

 is the only one eating this dog food. we would like the food tested if 
possible to determine if this is in fact the problem.  was treated with 
medication and given a clean bill of health.

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 96 Pound

EON‐301370 2/10/2017 9:24 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

Dogs got very sick, throwing up, diarrhea, lethargic. Took them to the vet and 
they did a blood panel on one and said they it was kidneys. Then when we were 
mentioning what could have caused it, she mentioned any treats and if they 
come from China its a high probability. First dog passed away two weeks ago. 
Then last night the other dog passed with the same issue. Third dog who never 
liked nor ate the product is fine.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐301362 2/10/2017 5:56 Purina ONE Sensitive 
Systems

First bag no issues same as our other cat.this bag they both started vomiting 
within two days stopped product for few days thinking they were sick as soon as 
I gave the food back they both started vomiting again.. Now I have two cats that 
require vet care over this food

11 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 9 Pound

EON‐301361 2/10/2017 5:40 Purina ONE Sensitive 
Systems

This is the second bag we have gotten for the two cats. First bag no issues. 
This bag both cats have been vomiting daily after eating it..I have stopped the 
food kept what is left they both now need to go to the vet for testing..

10 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐301340 2/9/2017 18:08 Evanger's Hunk of Beef Au 
Jus

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐301311 2/9/2017 15:24 DreamBone Made with Real 
Sweet Potato - Mini

Pet had loss of appetite, lethargy, and increased drinking/urination. Urinalysis 
showed glucosuria and proteinuria despite normal blood glucose.

13 Years Terrier - Fox 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐301246 2/9/2017 11:40 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Chicken 
Wing & Thigh Dinner with 
Fresh Harvest Sweet 

chicken wing bones in canned dog food

EON‐301206 2/9/2017 2:28 Purina Pro Plan Bright Mind 
Adult 7+ Turkey & Brown 
Rice Entrée

Twice in the last week my dog was given Purina Proplan Bright Mind 7+ small 
breed turkey and brown rice entree (3 days apart). About 30 min to 1 hour after 
eating she becomes quite nauseous and will vomit multiple times. She then 
remains nauseous throughout the night. She has never

8 Years Bulldog - French Dog 8 Kilogra
m

been feeding avengers hunks of beef .1 can daily plus 1/3 can of their other 
varieties.No other products used for feeding  started to become lethargic 
in late June.She didn't seem very sick but slept 24 hours a day.The other two 

were vomiting for a few days but then got back to normal.We went for or routine 
e Vet visit.The Vet noticed that  seemed so Lethargic.He recommended 

lab tests.The results came back with seriously liver problems.At first they 
thought infection and she was on prednisone and antibiotics and Marin 

plus.Next visit liver was worse continue same treatment ,next time they came 
down a little continue same treatment.She had ultra sounds of her liver,further 

testing--no answers.Took her to a different Doctor liver function still bad.No 
improvement .I fly that prednione for so long and antibiotic were dangerous.He 

switched her to Vitamin B complex,Marin Plus and milk thistle. No 
improvement.Next Vet visit is onFeb 13.They are considering a liver biopsy.All 

of this time I was still feeding Evangers hunks of beef with 1/3 can different 
flavor Evangersdaily .UNttil I heard of the recall on Feb.8. I am devastated.I 

have voiced and E-mailed Evangers.The customer service were very 
understanding and told me to E mail them the info and costs.Then I talked to the 
owner Joel Shar.He was rude.He told me there was no recall.I told him they just 
announced it on TV.He said I'm erroneous and you can't believe what you hear 
on TV...He made me feel that I was making this up.I finally hung up because I 
couldn't stand his abuse.You would think he would show some empathy for my 

sick dog.I later found out that he has a criminal background .I cried for hours 
because I did research on all products before I started Evangers and I trusted 
them with the loves of my life.I later checked the lot numbers since I buy large 
quantities.Sure enough I had one or two cans of the affected batches left but 

who knows how many I had used since and before my dog got sick.I kept using 
it during the months because neither my Vet nor I ever thought that it might be 
the food until I saw the recall.My dog requires continous.Vet care.THEY ARE 
CONSIDERING A LIVER BIOPSY.I am sick over this.Please help me.I don't 

know the outcome since this has been ongoing since June and has not 
improved yet.I just read that the FDA has sent warning ethers to avengers 

because their foods did not contain the advertised ingredients!Now I;m all upset
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EON‐301067 2/8/2017 16:28 Dentley's Natural Smoke 
Flavor Meaty Knuckle Bones

From a social post on FaceBook, the product caused the animal to not pass 
stool and had to have the concrete like mass removed from stomach after being 
given DENTLEY's Nature Chews - Natural Smoke Flavor - Meaty Knuckle 
Bone. Label states "Distributed By Pacific Coast Distributing Inc. 19601 N 27th 
Ave Phoenix AZ USA 85027. Made in USA DEN-13-148 (For large dogs) Net wt 
: 12 oz (340g)

Unknown Dog

EON‐301018 2/8/2017 12:16 Ol' Roy Meaty Chunks & 
Gravy

When buying food for my dogs at the Walmart.com website i was trying to order 
the purina dog chow but it was out of stock so i ordered the recommended Ol 
roy beef chunks in gravy 40 lb bag ( 2 bags) it was delivered a few days later 
and once I started mixing it with their leftover dog chow all 4 dogs developed 
diarrhea and 3 days after they were eating the ol roy exclusively one of my dogs 
( my 14 year old Doberman) passed away not knowing the food was causing 
the diarrhea symptoms I continued to feed it and 5 days later my Chihuahua 
stopped eating and was had severe diarrhea I made an appointment to being 
her to a vet the next morning but she never made it to the next day she passed 
away that night at 7 pm right in my arms aftet that happened i figured it must be 
their food so I changed them back to the dog chow asap and the diarrhea 
completely clear up and I called walmart.com and the ol roy company and they 
never got back to me and seemed more interested in refunding the money for 
the food and they acted like my dogs dying was of no concern to them.I know 
the food is tainted just by the way both died 5 days apart and how the other 2 
dogs when stopped eating the ol roy had no more diarrhea.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound
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EON‐300975 2/8/2017 9:56 Evanger's Organics Turkey 
with Potato and Carrots 
Dinner

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐300955 2/8/2017 2:56 Grreat Choice Food for Large 
Parrots

They all suddenly died 10 Years Cockatoo 1 Pound

I have seen the recall for Evanger's canned beef that is contaminated with 
Phenobarbital. I looked up the symptoms online because one of my dogs had 

recently acted sick after eating and I had no idea why. 

I feed my dogs Evanger's canned organic turkey. A week ago, 2/3/17, about an 
hour after they ate, one began showing symptoms of Phenobarbital poisoning. I 
didn't know then what they were symptoms of, but only that he was acting sick. I 
took him to the vet, who looked him over but did no tests. The vet said to bring 
him home and watch for vomiting. He gradually improved and was walking and 

eating after 5 hours but not back to his usual self for about 24 hours. 

My other dog was fed from a different can of the same food and showed no 
symptoms. 

I buy the food in quantity from Chewy.com and pile the cans up in my cupboard, 
where cans from different cases get mixed up. I throw the cans away as soon 
as I've emptied them. So, I can't determine now which can that particular meal 

came from. It could have been one with a July 2020 best-by date. 

Not long before that, I opened a can to find a golf-ball-sized irregular lump of 
something hard and yellowish-grey in it. I reported it and gave the numbers on 
the can lid to Chewy. They were going to report it to Evanger's. I threw that can 

away. 

For almost the entire time I was buying this food, I received many dented and 
smashed-in cans. Chewy always refunded or replaced them, but it seemed as 
though Evanger's had some problem they couldn't or wouldn't fix. But a good 

OG canned dog food at a reasonable price is hard to find, so I stuck with 
Evanger's till now. After the lump and the recall for Phenobarbital, I quit buying 

anything made by Evanger's. 

I think you should investigate this company thoroughly, especially the possibly 
presence of Phenobarbital in other types of their food and the possibly criminal 

source of the Phenobarbital. 

Thank you -- 
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EON‐300954 2/8/2017 0:20 Manna Pro Unimilk Puppies fed Unimilk from 2nd. day of life & thriving. Opened new bag on day 13 
of life and fed product. Puppies did not find the product palatable & consumed 
less then usual feeding amount & refused subsequent attempts to feed. Within 
approx. 8 hrs. the puppies could not right themselves, hold their heads up, 
balance, sit or walk. The sickest one had consumed the most & he was 
posturing & had a grand mal seizure. All were deathly ill. I bought a different 
product & was able to feed & hydrate adequately. They received supportive 
care & began recovering motor skills but could not right selves for 4 days, 6 
days for the most effected puppy.

13 Days Mastiff Dog 2 Pound

EON‐300952 2/7/2017 23:48 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

We had purchased a $20 bag of Waggin trail Purina chicken jerky treats and 
gave our schnauzer 1/2 a piece 2 days in a row. We noticed she seemed 
lethargic and uncomfortable. The 2nd night she was up and down all night 
asking to go outside. She started throwing up all night and next day. The liquid 
started to show blood as did her stool. We took her in to the vet and they 
immediately admitted her while treating her for pancreatitis.
The doctor pointed out the introduction of this new treat as the most probably 
change in her diet. She was there 2 1/2days on medication and pain 
management. Then we had to take her for an Ultrasound and the admitting 
nurse asked if we had given her waggin trail treats. They'd seen a few other 
issues recently with other small breed dogs

11 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐300946 2/7/2017 20:44 Merrick Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain Free Real Duck 
Recipe

Opened a can of Merrick,Limited Ingredient Diet, Grain Free, Real Duck Recipe 
food. I saw several large areas with very black shiny substance in the food. I 
was very concerned the dogs had eaten some before I saw it as what was 
visible was in the lower half of the can.

EON‐300944 2/7/2017 20:08 IAMS Classic Pate with 
Chicken & Rice in gravy

After eating half a can (first time feeding her this brand and specific food) at 
breakfast 8:00 am 2/7/2016, she began to have frequent diarrhea at 5:30 pm. 
No appetite.

12 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐300843 2/7/2017 0:04 Steve's Real Food Beef 
Canine Recipe Nuggets

I opened a new bag of the food I have regularly been feeding him and starting 
the next day he became violently ill, vomiying repeatedly, could hold nothing 
down, in physical discomfort,

6 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐300790 2/6/2017 13:24 Alpo Prime Cuts with Beef in 
Gravy

Less than 8 hours passed after giving my small dog this canned food mixed with 
her normal dry brand "Iams", when she began vomiting, diarrhea, and 
unfortunately suffering a severe and deadly seizure lasting 20 full minutes. This 
occurred precisely one week after giving our dogs the canned mixture as a 
"treat" for them, and our senior dog experiencing similar symptoms at that time. 
Assuming that she possibly reacted negatively to it because of her age, it didn't 
occur to us that the reason for her illness could have been because of the food 
she was given. After having this happen once again to another dog, following 
allowing our pets this food, we now feel certain that it is completely the fault of 
the Alpo Canned food.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound

EON‐300724 2/6/2017 4:40 Cesar Classics Filet Mignon 
Flavor in Meaty Juices - 
Variety Pack

Opened an individual food tray of Cesar Classic Package of 12 dog food. When 
I removed the foil cover there was a foreign substance in the food tray and what 
appeared to be maggots. The foreign substance looked like a piece of process 
meat or lining of a organ. It was about an inch long and was thin. Purchased 
Package of 12 trays on January 12, 2017. This incident happened on February 
1, 2017. I had already feed 10 trays to my dog without incident.

EON‐300708 2/5/2017 20:20 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Small Bites Beef & Rice 
Formula

On February 4, 2017 I purchased a bag of dry purina one dog food lot number 
615410840136L14, with the instruction best by December 2017. I cut the bag 
open on February 5, 2017 and immediately noticed A foul odor from the top 
portion of the dog food was covered with a white fungus Stringy mass of spores 
similar to Spider webs. I immediately taped up the bag and returned it to 
Petsmart store number  in  I was issued a refund and 
told the clerk I was concerned that They should check their remaining stock for 
similar problems. I was issued a refund the clerk was very kind and young 
however she stated this has happened before with purina one dry dog food. 
Please check into this and have all stores check their supplies of this product 
and not sell any of this product until cleared thank you .
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EON‐300705 2/5/2017 19:16 Duckles Duck Breast Fillets 13 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 9.6 Poundwas 13 years and 7 months old at the time of the event. He was happily 
engaging in social activity, eating his meals, and unfortunately, consuming 

Duckles Duck Breast Fillets for Dogs. (Link here: 
http://www.entirelypets.com/duckles-duck-breast-fillets-2lb.html) His normal diet 
consisted of dry pet food (all FDA approved and researched to receive a 5 star 
rating from Dog Food Advisor), apples, and other safe foods for dogs. The only 

potential hazard in his diet were the Duck Breast Fillet treats. 

On ,  fell very ill. He was lethargic, unwilling to move, 
resisting food, and vomiting. He was taken to his veteranian's office on  

. On the morning of , it was discovered that he was suffering 
from acute kidney failure. Despite IV medication for several hours, he developed 

pancreatitis, liver failure, neurological symptoms, anemia, and tachycardia. 
Furthermore, his kidney function worsened to next to 0%. At this stage in his 

life, it became apparent that extreme measures would only lengthen his life by 7 
days at the maximum. In those seven days, he would have undeniably suffered 
and been in more pain than humanely allowed. For this reason, the family chose 

to euthanize him. 

Upon his death, the family began to reevaluate his diet, in hopes of a better life 
for their other, approx. 8-year old dog. Reevaluation brought them to Duckles 
Duck Breast Fillets for Dogs. These treats had been a commonplace item for 

both of the dogs. However, the strange variance between these treats and other 
dog foods purchased for the dogs was the lack of description available. The 
website claims ingredients of "100% duck" and no preservatives. However, 
these treats can last for a year, perhaps more. It is unlikely that there are no 
preservatives at all. Moreover, the "100% duck" could be 100% duck fat, or 

100% duck product. The most unusual fact about the advertisement of these 
treats is the claim that they are "tested safe in the USA." There is no seal of 

FDA/USDA approval, therefore allowing for countless consumers to believe that 
"tested safe in the USA" means FDA/USDA approved.

Countless attempts to contact the provider, Entirely Pets, were left unanswered 
and "read" through social media. The family strongly believe these treats 
caused his death. A great deal of research online shows other pets have 

suffered and passed away in the same way. The unwillingness of the company 
to cooperate is just another demonstration of this issue.
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EON‐300703 2/5/2017 18:08 DreamBone Vegetable & 
Chicken Chews Made with 
real Chicken

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐300701 2/5/2017 17:12 Savory Prime Chicken Chip-a-
roos

We bought Savory Prime Chicken "Chip-a-roos" treat for our 9 weeks Golden 
Retriever puppy. Based on the writing of the bag, it is "Great for dogs of all 
sizes". After ate this treat, my puppy stopped eating and keep threw up. We 
took her to the Vet, they found something stocked in her throat by X-ray. We 
had to took her to the Seattle Veterinary Specialists- Kirkland. They took two 
pieces of Savory Prime Chicken treats from her throat. We spent over $2200 on 
this issue. The package of the treat is really misleading. It doesn't say nothing 
about "not fit for puppy", but say " Great for dogs of all sizes". We wish the 
manufacture can attention this problem. Their treat may take puppies life. We 
also wish the company can reimburse our medical spent due to their fault.

 -  was her normal, energetic self. It was her 
birthday so my wife picked up a "treat" for her while shopping at Target that day. 

Gave one (of three) of the treats (DreamBone) to  at approximately 
3:30 PM. She ate it quickly. At approximately 6:00 - 6:30 we noticed that 

 appeared to be lethargic, not as energetic as is typical. She then 
vomited twice consecutively. I noted that the first time she vomited while laying 
down, didn't attempt to get up on her feet as dogs typically do when vomiting. 
We then called and talked to the Vet, who thought based on symptoms at that 
time that  could wait until the next morning to be seen as it was after 
hours on a Sunday evening. We continued to monitor  and over the 

next hour she quickly lost her ability to walk and then to even sit up without 
falling over. Her eyes were dilated and unresponsive to light and her breathing 
became labored. We called the vet back at 9:15 PM to establish an emergency 

visit and  vomited again while I was speaking to the Vet. Upon 
hanging up the phone, I looked down and  had stopped breathing. 
We attempted CPR for approximately 5 minutes to no avail. We then took her 

corpse to the Vet who confirmed death.

Eating the DreamBone treat was the only thing that day that was different from 
any other day and her demise was quite fast after having eaten that treat. The 
Vet believes she died from a toxin of some type based on her symptoms and 

how fast they progressed. 

We called the Vet the next day to see if an autopsy could be performed but 
were informed that it could not as  corpse had been placed in the 

freezer overnight.

There were three "bones" in the bag of DreamBones from PETMATRIX. I still 
have the other two bones and would be glad to provide them to the FDA for 

testing. I have read on-line where many other pets have been gravely sickened, 
and some killed as a result of eating this same treat.
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EON‐300697 2/5/2017 16:00 Kit & Kaboodle Original After my Uncles cat died he gave me the left over cat food. Within a few days 2 
of my cats got sick. 1 cat got over it my other cat didn't. Vet could find the 
problem and had to be put to sleep.

10 Years Unknown Cat 18 Pound

EON‐300693 2/5/2017 15:32 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 
Immune Health Blend

Owner opened a new bag of food (same brand) 1/18/17. Other cat in house 
hold had isolated episode of vomiting 1/16 but both cats began vomiting 1/18. 
On 1/20,  developed diarrhea. Other cat in household developed diarrhea 
shortly after. Owner brought both to primary veterinarian shortly after where 
both cats were febrile and had mild weight loss. They have had a diagnostic 
workup to include CBC, chemistry, fecal flotation and giardia testing, fecal PCR 
screen  has had two abdominal ultrasound as well. All testing has 
yielded fairly nonspecific results (evidence of enterocolitis for  on AUS, 
fairly normal blood work for both) and they tested negative on fecal flotation and 
PCR. They have remained persistently febrile for almost three weeks and 
although the other cats GI signs have resolved,  is still having diarrhea 
and decreased appetite. Signs not consistent with any known food toxicant but 
given temporal association felt follow up was warranted.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5.15 Kilogra
m

EON‐300558 2/3/2017 14:44 Beneful Energy with Chicken MY PUPPY THROWUP AFTER EATING BENEFUL FOOD IT COMES UP 
WHOLE ALL THE TIME, WHAT DO I DO?

1 Years Maltese Dog

EON‐300540 2/3/2017 13:40 Milk-Bone MaroSnacks - All 
Sizes

Throwing up after eating treat, undigested, multiple times.
4 Chihuahuas - ages 2, 6, 6, and 8, all spayed, 3-15 lbs.
1 Lab mix- 5 mos. 10-15 lbs (?)
All throwing up MarkSnacks chunks, several times each.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐300497 2/2/2017 22:48 Hill's Science Diet Science 
Diet Savory Turkey Entrée 
Adult 7+

I placed the wet food into the animals mall and I noticed it was a bit discolored 
from normal but I put it down for eating anyway not really thinking twice about it 
and immediately my cat upon taking just a little bite jumped back from the bowl 
and almost forced himself the hock up or to throw up what had maybe touched 
his mouth. He has not shown any other signs of sickness but I was able to get 
the food away before he had another taste. I can 100% unequivocably tell you 
that there is something wrong with this food. I have had all of my animals on 
hills science diet for as long as I can remember and I generally trust this brand 
100% so please understand that this complaint is not meant to incite any type of 
fear but to tell you that there is definitely something wrong with this batch and I 
do believe that it should be researched quickly so animals and pets don't lose 
their lives. I have placed a sample of the suspected food in a airtight jar

6 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐300486 2/2/2017 19:16 Bac-un Strips Bacon Flavor, 
Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

began drinking and urinating frequently. Stopped eating Purina Ba-un 
treats which he loves. Tonight at Vet he has glucose in his urine but tested 
negative for diabetes. We are awaiting blood work for kidney function.

4 Years Maltese Dog

EON‐300478 2/2/2017 18:00 Kaytee All Natural Timothy 
Cubes

She greatly reduced her food consumption. Eating only carrots and she ate 
them much more slowly than usually.

9 Years Rabbit 5 Pound

EON‐300371 2/1/2017 22:08 Wild Calling Alley-Gator My daughter bought the "Wild Calling! Alley-Gator" cat food from , a 
 pet supply store. I came home and gave it to  and our other 

cat  a few days later (January 29th, 2017). It came in a petal pop-top can. 
The cans of food sat unopened on my kitchen counter at room temperature. As 
soon as the food was opened, I noticed that the consistency was disgusting- it 
was extremely liquid and smelled like vomit. Two cans were a greenish-brown 
slop, and the third can was a strange oily white color that looked like over mixed 
porridge. 
This company claims that their cat food is: grain free, gluten free, artificial flavor 
free, and artificial preservative and color free. The green-brown cans of food 
smelled distinctly of corn and a smell similar to vomit. The oily white can of food 
smelled like rotten fish. I was hesitant to give them the food, but was not sure if 
the strange smells and consistency were due to the alligator meat. I have never 
had alligator meat, so I could not personally say if this is normal, but it smelled 
and looked disgusting. After feeding it to my cats they both vomited a few 
minutes later and had explosive diarrhea. I did not keep samples of the vomit or 
feces and I washed the rest of the liquid food down the drain after our my cats 
got sick and refused to eat anymore.

8.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐300369 2/1/2017 21:48 Wild Calling Alley Gator My daughter bought the "Wild Calling! Alley-Gator" cat food from , a 
 pet supply store. I came home and gave it to  and our other 

cat  a few days later (January 29th, 2017). It came in a petal pop-top can. 
The cans of food sat unopened on my kitchen counter at room temperature. As 
soon as the food was opened, I noticed that the consistency was disgusting- it 
was extremely liquid and smelled like vomit. Two cans were a greenish-brown 
slop, and the third can was a strange oily white color that looked like over mixed 
porridge. 
This company claims that their cat food is: grain free, gluten free, artificial flavor 
free, and artificial preservative and color free. The green-brown cans of food 
smelled distinctly of corn and a smell similar to vomit. The oily white can of food 
smelled like rotten fish. I was hesitant to give them the food, but was not sure if 
the strange smells and consistency were due to the alligator meat. I have never 
had alligator meat, so I could not personally say if this is normal, but it smelled 
and looked disgusting. After feeding it to my cats they both vomited a few 
minutes later and had explosive diarrhea. I did not keep samples of the vomit or 
feces and I washed the rest of the liquid food down the drain after our my cats 
got sick and refused to eat anymore.

8.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐300350 2/1/2017 17:08 PCI Natural Dog Treats 
Chicken Bites

Owner noted increased thirst and urination over a period of 1.5 weeks. 
Otherwise, no changes in energy, appetite, etc. Owner also noted urine became 
very dilute, compared to normal yellow color. Physical exam was unremarkable. 
Bloodwork showed decreased levels of phosphorus and potassium, and normal 
blood glucose; urinalysis showed dilute urine with glucose in the urine.

7 Years Maltese Dog 8.1 Pound

EON‐300316 2/1/2017 13:36 PCI Chick N' Hide Owner purchased treat @ local pet store Chick N' Hide. Owner reported pet ate 
two packages over a time period and pet then became lethargic, polyuric, 
polydyspic, anorexic. Laboratory testing noted fanconi syndrome with normal 
peripheral glucose and glucose in urine with acidosis. Called company Pet 
Center INC 1-800-390-0575 and was told this treat is made in China. Due to 
previous cases suspect this treat caused Fanconi Like Syndrome from Toxicity. 
I have not informed company. Pet on multiple medications to allow stabilization.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 3 Kilogra
m

EON‐300314 2/1/2017 13:08 Simply Nourish Limited 
Ingredient Diet Adult Sweet 
Potato & Salmon Recipe

Our 3 dogs were fed out of a new bag of the the same dog food they have been 
eating for well over 1.5 years. Shortly after consuming the dog food, , the 
dog identified above, had massive episodes of diarrhea as well as throwing up. 
Shortly after the two other dogs followed suit. Since, we have brought  to 
the vet as an emergency twice now. After xrays showing no obstructions it was 
recommenced by the vet to contact the manufacturer to report a potential 
problem with the dog food. 5 days later,  as well as the other 2 dogs are 
still experiencing the same symptoms.

10 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐300279 1/31/2017 21:08 Pedigree Dentastix  loves Dentastix and gets one every morning. For 1-2 weeks he has been 
reluctant to eat them. Yesterday he would only eat it after I broke it into bite-
sized pieces. Within 10 minutes he rang the bell to go outside. He vomited 3 
times, then stooled 3-4 time and tried to urinate several times all the while 
moving quickly about the corner of the yard. He then lay down on the cold 
ground cover next to the fence, too weak to get up. I carried him in and took him 
to the vet. He got IV fluids. His liver enzymes were slightly elevated. He quickly 
recovered. He has been eating fine since. He never actually had diarrhea and 
has had no more vomiting.

9 Years Havanese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐300275 1/31/2017 18:28 Rachael Ray Nutrish Tuna 
Purrfection

After feeding my cats, I looked on one of their dishes and noticed a fish bone in 
the food that was left. 
It concerned me that the cat may have eaten sharp little bones.

EON‐300207 1/31/2017 9:08 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Chicken & Rice Formula

Over the last yr, My dog became very lethargic, had seizures, itchy patchy bald 
skin spots with infection present, jaundice,diarrhea, lost from 86-67 lbs in 3 
months, and died of Liver failure. My dog just turned four years old on Jan 
1/2017.

4 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐300200 1/30/2017 23:52 Whiskas Temptations Merry 
Medley Chicken and Seafood 
Flavors

Approximately three hours after eating a larger than normal amount of morning 
treats, Argyle began to vomit, drool, froth at the mouth, pace, and cry. I took him 
to the emergency veterinary clinic. Staff veterinarian told me they strongly 
suspected he ingested a toxin, such as rat poison or poisonous plant. We do 
not have these products in our home. The cat is not allowed outside. There are 
no cleaning agents left out as we are a home with young children. We do not 
use bleach tablets in the toilets. We searched our home, twice, for any 
overlooked toxin source, to no avail. The ONLY source, through process of 
elimination, were these cat treats.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐300187 1/30/2017 18:04 Nulo medalseries Senior Dog 
Chicken & Lentils Recipe

19 Month
s

Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 50 PoundPurchased Nulo Senior Dog food in  on January 13, 2017. 

Four days later noticed some kind of matted fur lump on our dog  who is 
in 13 years old Belgian Shepherd Tervuren . She has never had any kind 
of skin problems so I washed the area but it wouldn't heal. Her veterinarian is 

. 

Meanwhile my husband took his dog  a 19-month-old German 
shorthair to the  on January 11 because he had a 

skin condition. A rash. Despite the medication the doctor gave him the rash was 
getting worse and bubbling up almost like a burn. None of the dogs had had any 

of these problems before except  occasionally got rash or skin 
problems common for his breed. In my husbands words (30 year military Chief 
MasterSgt.): "Well we can definitely state medication wasn't helping but there is 
a noticeable improvement with the different food." was so bad they 
did a scraping for an infestation of lice or fleas but there was nothing. Again 

 spread over areas it's never been up and down his arms in a 
bubbled up horrible looking way. 

It had never been anywhere near this bad 

The same time my three year old Brussels Griffon mix  who is three 
years old began going bald in the middle center part of the top of his head. The 
tips of his ears look like they've been chewed on, but they never look like this 
before.We watch the other dogs to make sure he wasn't getting picked on and 

he wasn't so there was nothing to explain this. He was very itchy as were 
 and .The wounds on the tips of  ears did not seem to be 

healing much like  wound on her back The wounds on the tips of  
ears did not seem to be healing much like  wounds that could not be 

explained. 
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EON‐300064 1/30/2017 10:08 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

Getting sick and Diareehia From Golden reward Chicken Jerky with blood in her 
stool

Pit Bull Dog

EON‐300044 1/30/2017 5:04 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula Adult

dog vomited and died. The vet did an autopsy and said that he died of rat 
poisoning but we have not such poison on out property. He does not eat other 
animals and would not eat an infected mouse. He was sick on  we took 
him to vet who told us most likely a stomach bug and to take food away. We did 
and he recovered. We reintroduced food on gradually. On  he 
began vomiting again and died at vets within hours.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐300022 1/29/2017 16:08 Whiskas Purrfectly Fish with 
Snapper

My cat was given the food this morning by my daughter, I didn't see it until I got 
home, and found out he was vomiting.

9 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐300010 1/29/2017 12:32 Natural & Delicious Chicken & 
Pomegranate Adult Cat

Product smelled strong when I bought it but thought it was just because of the 
high protein content. Cat ate it. A month later I went to get more product from 
the bag. Gave one scoop. Cat vomited several times throughout the day and 
was lethargic. Would not eat anything.

3 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 15 Pound

We have a large yard with a high fence that is impenetrable so our dogs don't 
visit with other dogs unless we take them to the park, which wasn't happening 

during this time because of the bitter cold 7 degrees). 

We had never used Nulo before. . 

I chose new though because Petsmart had so many recalls on so many of the 
dog foods that they do so and that was the only brand that I could find it didn't 

seem to have a lot of recalls. 

I noticed that wound on her back seem to have more areas but I didn't 
feel before. . Upon washing they were open wounds which I've never seen an 
animal. The smell was terrible. . She never had any skin problems in her life. 

 continue to go bald and have problems with the tips of his ears. So Friday 
Jan 27 11 am I took them to  They said in all likelihood it 
is there food unless they have some sort of lice lice. but they did not find any. . 

They did find Pasteles and sores on  back. The doctor said in all 
likelihood it is the food. I spoke to a cousin of mine who said she had the exact 
same problem with Nulo. I spoke to a cousin of mine  who said 

she had some same problem with Nulo--unexplained rashes. 

Since switching the dog food back for another brand Acana Wild Prairie, or 
often we get Sport Agility. The problems are resolving. . The medications did not 
seem to be helping but switching dog food back did.  bald spot is filling in 
and the tips of his years are recovering. I had to shave the back of  where 
this sores were and they are healing quickly..  also recovering nicely. 

And it has only been three days since we switched back. 
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EON‐299995 1/29/2017 9:24 Friskies Classic Pate Turkey 
& Giblets Dinner, Friskies 
Classic Pate Liver & Chicken 
Dinner

I have used canned Friskies for over 20 years as my primary brand of cat food. 
Over the last few weeks, we purchased mostly pate variety packs and cases of 
24 from Target, Amazon and H-E-B grocery stores (pate is harder to find and 5 
cats go through a lot of food). Cats began vomiting much more frequently and in 
a much higher volume than normal. Even our cats who are rarely ill were getting 
sick. We initially thought it might be viral as we had been ill. but it continued and 
ceased whenever we utilized another brand and would begin again when 
Friskies was resumed. Reaction seemed to be strongest to Liver and Chicken 
Pate, followed by Turkey Pate. Cats became reluctant to eat those flavors and 
were begging excessively for human food which is out-of-character for three of 
them.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐299991 1/28/2017 15:42 Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky Pet was being fed duck jerky treat for past few weeks. Pet presented for 
anorexia, vomiting, and lethargy. Found to have elevated renal values, 
glycosuria, and casts. Azotemia was progressive despite supportive care. 
Leptospirosis negative. Pet euthanized due to declining condition.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 16.7 Pound

EON‐299990 1/28/2017 15:42 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness dogs got stomach upset so bad they barfed everything up and had the runs so 
bad they needed hydration iv and almost died of dehydration they would not eat 
or drink they got better the same day i got rid of blue buffalo i than talked to 
other people who have had the same issue with the dog and cat food from blue 
buffalo as of jan 17 2017 and told me that blue buffalo has repeatedly been 
sued for this and has never fixed it was told to get my dogs off their food before 
it kills my dogs my dogs are alive because i stopped feeding them the food had 
a friend who stopped feeding the food then dogs got better then to make sure its 
the food fed it again dogs got stomach upset

1 Hours Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 4 Pound

EON‐299989 1/28/2017 15:42 IAMS cat food I found 4 inch long hair fungus growing in my cat food bowl this morning. (Last 
week my dog had severe diarrhea and I reported it.) I bought all the food at 
WalMart, . I have fed Iames for 30 years! They are 
adding I suspect, contaminated corn to their feed. I will be contacting them but 
they are closed now.

EON‐299988 1/28/2017 15:42 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Grain-Free Indoor Fish & 

Both cats vomited within 30 minutes or so of consuming the food 2 Years Sphynx Cat 8 Pound

EON‐299987 1/28/2017 15:42 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Formula with 
Wild Boar

Sometime in December, 2016 I purchased a 28lb Bag of Taste of the Wild 
Southwestern Canyon flavored dry dog food (UPC 074198611393) from Tractor 
Supply Company in  Towards the end of the bag, I found a metal 
piece with the food. The metal piece appeared to be part of a zipper. It was 
mangled like it had been processed through machinery. 

The bag was marked:
BEST BY 20/OCT/2017 6294330
TDB1004A1S CWB 18:48
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EON‐299926 1/27/2017 14:07 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

presented on  for not eating for 3 days except would eat her 
chicken jerky treats (she has been eating 1 chicken jerky treat a day for about 2 
years), bloodwork showed low normal bun, mild increased creatinine, increased 
alt, mild increased bilirubin, radiographs of abdomen taken but no abnormalities 
found, pancreatitis test-normal, heartworm test-negative, she was given a 
cerenia injection but owner said she vomited several times after that. On 

she was started on iv fluids, cerenia, penicillin, flagyl, famotidine. On  
no improvement so did exploratory surgery looking for possible foreign body, 
bloodwork prior to surgery showed decreased bun, increased alt but slightly 
improved from previous value, decreased potassium, no foreign bodies or 
abnormalities found in gi tract during exploratory other than stomach seemed 
full of gas, continued iv fluids, cerenia, famotidine, penicillin, add 
metoclopramide, sucralfate, buprenorphine. On  fecal-no parasite seen, 
continue current treatment, add syringe feeding, she is urinating alot and drinks 
water well, rash started on abdomen, ran urinalysis which revealed severe 
amount of glucosuria despite normal blood glucose, bilirubin+, protein +, ph=8-
9, specific gravity=1.010, wbc ++, ddx- fanconi syndrome from chicken jerky 
from China most likely,  was sent home for the weekend, owner 
continued to syringe feed her. 1-17-17  sleeping at home alot, continually 
leaking urine, owner syringe feeding. 1-18-17  ate a little roast when hand 
fed and then did go to her bowl for more. 1-20-17  ate her regular food 
today for the first time since being sick, owner still supplementing by syringe 
feeding, last night was the first night she didn't urinate on herself at night.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 67.5 Pound
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EON‐299925 1/27/2017 14:07 SPORTMiX High Energy 
Adult Mini Chunk

is a Cane Corso in excellent health with lots of energy, the food he usually 
eats is SportMix High Energy Adult Mini Chunk Dog Food, on thursday 01/19/17 
we got him a new bag since he was out of food. As soon as we opened the bag 
we noticed a weird smell, it didn't smell like dog food, it smelled like a weird 
plastic. We figured it was nothing and fed him that day and the next day, he had 
three meals, 7.5 cups all together. He reacted differently to this food, he didn't 
want to eat it. He left it laying around all day and finally ate it since there was 
nothing else. We noticed a drastic changed in his health and behavior. He 
began vomiting, had diarrhea, and refuses to drink water. He's been shaking his 
head a lot lately as well. 
We didn't give him any food for 15 hours and then slowly got him to eating rice 
and bland chicken, he's managed to keep it down somewhat, but he's still not 
drinking water and shaking his head. He's lost weight and seems lethargic. His 
energy level has dropped and we're severely concerned he's got a neurological 
disorder from being poisoned from the dog food.
We have taken him to the vet and he's been given meds for nausea, vomiting, 
and upset stomach, as well as Metronidazole, and a special diet. If he doesn't 
improve in 2 days were to take him back right away. 
This food smell is unlike anything i've smelled before. We're very scared our 
dog was poisoned.

9 Month
s

Mastiff Dog 102 Pound

EON‐299924 1/27/2017 14:07 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

was given the treat at approximately 9:30 pm on 7. At 2:30 am on 
1/21/17 he began vomiting and shook as if he was cold for a short time. He laid 
down to rest and was found lifeless at approximately 7:10 am on . The 
vomit was examined and partially digested dog food and the treats remained 
along with a white foam-like substance.

19 Month
s

Brittany Dog 38 Pound

EON‐299922 1/27/2017 14:07 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

Started feeding Beneful kibble dog food approx. a year ago, has been ill for last 
4 months or so. Throwing up, diarrhea, stomach issues

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 98 Pound

EON‐299921 1/27/2017 14:07 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

A couple days after starting our cat on the Rachel Ray Nurish cat food my cat 
started having an issue when he laid there howling. 
Tonight he just did it again. The food I am feeding him is causing him seizures. I 
have seen issues with this brand cat food before but with the moist cat food and 
the dog foods. I know he was having a seizure because a family members dog 
has seizures. I have seen them before. He started howling, laying on the floor 
with his back arched and his hair standing on his back. He laid there with his 
legs laying out behind him looking around like he was confused. After a couple 
seconds he stood up and tried to walk but stumbled a little like he was I 
toxicated. After a minute he started acting normal. I am switching him to his d 
cat food. I switched him because according to the bag it was more natural for 
him. I am keeping the bag just in case. I have informed the company tonight and 
wanted to also inform you. I don't want this to ever happen to anyone else!

Unknown Cat
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EON‐299920 1/27/2017 14:07 Natural Rawhide Bone for 
Dogs

I purchased some raw hide bones at a  on 
1/25/2017 (both large and small bone UPC Code: 1111083018) that have a foul 
odor (bad enough to stink up the room). I took the bones away from the dogs 
immediately once we found where the smell was coming from. The bones are 
especially smelly around the "knot" part of the bone. I opened another small 
bone I had purchased (same brand and UPC code) and the "knot" of the bone 
fell off. The bone has a fuzzy white, brown, and a little green material on it 
where the knot should have been connected to the rest of the bone. I have 
retained the receipt and bones from this purchase.

I have a bone that we had bought a few weeks ago that I had thought I had 
purchased at PETCO that had the same issue. To be honest, I could have been 
mistaken where I purchased this bone at. My dogs had almost consumed the 
entire bone before we figured out the stench was the bone. This bone has a lot 
of visible green fuzzy material on it and the same smell. 

My concern stems from the safety of my toddlers who plays with the dogs and 
the bones as well as the health of my dogs.

EON‐299918 1/27/2017 14:06 Healthy by Design Chicken 
and Beef Dinner

While warming canned cat food up in microwave on a microwave safe and 
clean plate, there were sparks coming from the food. I wondered if there were 
problems with any types of metal getting into the cans. The food is called 
"Healthy by Design" canned cat food. The flavor is "Chicken and beef dinner." 
On the bottom of the can it says best by May 05 18 and the code underneath 
that is UCCBS4 00:20

EON‐299917 1/27/2017 14:06 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

developed vomiting and diarrhea following consumption of a Chicken 
Jerky snack.

5 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 18 Pound

EON‐299915 1/27/2017 14:06 Bone Bons Chicken Feet Sealed package of Bone Bons Chicken Feet Dog Treats contain mold.

EON‐299914 1/27/2017 14:06 PCI Chick N' Hide PU/PD positive for Fanconi 
ENH: 01-23-17 at 2:12p: swo. Discussed positive Fanconi syndrome with 
moderate to severe damage. May or may not reversible. Recommend UMIC 
soon with RDVM.
AS: 01-23-17 at 8:35a: SWO Urinated in the house twice now. Owner is 
concerned and wanted to see why this is happening. Owner would rather not 
come in to do any more expensive testing. I told owner that I would talk to  

 and see if she had any recommendations.  is doing ok other than 
having accidents in the house 

AF: 01-23-17 at 7:28a:

8 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 7 Kilogra
m
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EON‐299913 1/27/2017 14:06 Wysong Archetype Chicken 
Formula

I have three cats and each eat different foods, but I top off their wet food with 
Wysong Archetype Chicken Formula. All three became sick with diarrhea and 
vomiting. I stopped everything, even buying bottled water, to figure out what 
was causing their illness. When I reintroduced Wysong Archetype Chicken 
Formula, the vomiting began but I stopped before their condition progressed to 
diarrhea. I have been using this product for about 6 months with no problem, so 
I was wondering if there has been a recall.

6 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐299912 1/27/2017 14:06 Pup-Peroni Original Beef 
Flavor

I am an Epidemiologist. I have six rescue dogs. I was given a bag of treats for 
 for them, pupperoni. Last week, my Shepard became very ill after 

eating these treats, high fever. She got progressively worse and passed away 
at my vet's office.

I did not suspect the treats at the time.

Yesterday, I gave my other dogs the same treats. They all became ill within 
hours, throwing up the treats and spiking a high fever. None have died yet but it 
is touch and go.

These treats need to be recalled!!

8 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐299911 1/27/2017 14:05 Unknown multiple dog treats was presented to  
 for evaluation of chronic vomiting.  clinical signs 

were first noted about six months ago when started sneezing.  
became anorexic and energy level decreased about two months ago.  
sneezing has improved but she is now vomiting more than ever: in the past 
week, she has been vomiting multiple times per day. Although she seems 
hungry, she vomits routinely within a few hours of eating. The vomitus consists 
of fluid/No diarrhea, coughing, sneezing, or polyuria/polydipsia has been noted. 
Activity level and appetite are normal. No travel history. No known exposure to 
ticks or toxins.

5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 3.95 Kilogra
m
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EON‐299910 1/27/2017 14:05 Beneful Playful Life After eating Beneful Playful Life with Real Beef and Eggs on Friday 1/13/2017,
(and my other dog ) started throwing up her food on Saturday 

1/14. she
stopped eating on Sunday and later, she's throw up yellow liquid every couple 
hours.
She started having bad diarrhea. This continued on Sunday 1/15 and Monday 
1/16. Tuesday morning
1/17, we switched her to Beneful Original Chicken as she never had a problem 
with it. She ate a little on 1/17 and was back to herself on 1/18.

has a very tough stomach and has never had something like this
happen before. We've had to switch dog food several times because nobody 
locally
had stock of food we were giving her and she never had any sign of upset 
stomach.
There's something wrong with this food. Since it affected two of my dogs 
severely and
possibly my 10lb dachshund who ate some of the food when the others didn't 
finish it,
something is wrong with it.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐299908 1/27/2017 14:05 4Health Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

started swelling. Died a few days later under care of specialist vet who 
couldn't find out what was wrong.  &  are now having seizures. 
All 3 live in different homes. Same food is only common denominator.

6 Month
s

Pit Bull Dog 30 Pound

EON‐299906 1/27/2017 14:05 Emerald Pet Smart n' Tasty 
Turducky Twizzies

I purchased two Turducky 6" Treats in December . I gave one to  and 
she chewed it down to about 2" so I took it from here. She definitely enjoyed the 
taste of it and consumed it easily within 15- 20 minutes. Aprox hour later she 
had numerous bowels movements of diarrhea and this continued all evening. 
She was noticeably uncomfortable and did not eat much that night. I did not 
feed her another one and have been alternating other treat purchases since that 
event.She has never been able to eat a whole treat like that with the other 
brands I purchased so far. I decided to try the second one since I could not be 
certain the treat was the cause and the same situation happened except she 
could not hold it this time and was experiencing explosive diarrhea all over the 
kitchen. I am up set that I have used numerous treats and they have not done 
this so I feel something is not right with these at all.

5 Month
s

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 33 Pound
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EON‐299905 1/27/2017 14:05 Beneful Playful Life After eating Beneful Playful Life with Real Beef and Eggs on Friday 1/13/2017, 
(and my other dog  started throwing up her food on Saturday 

1/14. she stopped eating on Sunday and later, she's throw up yellow liquid 
every couple hours. She started having blody, mucousy stools and was 
dropping bloody, mucousy spots all over the house. This continued on Sunday 
1/15 and Monday 1/16. Tuesday morning 1/17, she still wasn't eating and her 
face and snout were swollen so we took her to the vet. Vet tested her urine and 
all looked good. Her swelling had gone down by this time so the vet figured she 
had a reaction to the food but wasn't sure why she didn't swell in the face back 
when she first ate the food on 1/13. We moved her back to Beneful Original 
Chicken and she has slowly started to eat more and more but is still not 100% 
as of 1/23.

 has a very tough stomach and has never had something like this 
happen before. We've had to switch dog food several times because nobody 
locally had stock of food we were giving her and she never had any sign of 
upset stomach. There's something wrong with this food. Since it affected two of 
my dogs severely and possibly my 10lb dachshund who ate  food 
when she didn't finish it, something is wrong with it.

2.5 Years Unknown Dog 59 Pound

EON‐299904 1/27/2017 14:04 Kit & Kaboodle Original I gave the food to my cats, 2 of them backed away and the other 2 ate some of 
it and later both vomited.

Unknown Cat

EON‐299902 1/27/2017 14:04 Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky presented on 1-21-17 for 24 hrs of anorexia and lethargy. Mild azotemia - BUN 
= 47, Creat = 2.4, U/A - spec grav = 1.016, 2+ protein, 1+ glucose (BG wnl), 
urine culture neg, lepto pcr and titers neg. Hospitalized and aggressively treated 
for kidney failure. Markedly oliguric, azotemia worsened. 1-23 - BUN = 176, 
Creat = 8, Alb = 2.5. Euthanized that evening for grave prognosis. (Had BW 6 
weeks ago with completely normal kidney values)

2 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 17 Pound

EON‐299901 1/27/2017 14:04 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary 
Diets NF Kidney Function 
Feline Formula

I purchased a 24- can case of Purina ProPlan Veterinary diets NF Kidney 
Function cat food. Several of the cans in the case have extremely dry food in 
them, not at all like the NF canned food I have fed my cats in the past. Cats ate 
some of the food, but began to refuse to eat it. None of the cans were dented or 
appeared to have had a bad seal when opened. The food was not discolored.

I informed Purina about the issue. They stated that a lot number beginning in a 
"9" was unlikely, as that would indicate the food was manufactured in 2009. 
Attached are digital images of the lot numbers taken from 2 cans from the same 
case. I did not open the remaining can with the lot# beginning with a "9" to see if 
it was dry, as Purina asked me to return it for analysis. I have confirmed that 2 
cans of lot 63471159 L6B882043 and one can of lot 63471159 L6B882042 
appear to be ok.
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EON‐299900 1/27/2017 14:04 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition

My German Shepherd started having issues with bloody runny stools and 
extreme pain when going to the bathroom. Took her to the vet, they treated her 
for a bacterial infection. Took her off the Pedigree Food and started her on a 
limited ingredient food diet. She improved. Returned her to Pedigree Food - 
symptoms returned even worse than before. Have taken her back to vet for 
treatment and evaluation. She is still at the vet undergoing tests and procedures 
at this time. Something needs to be done to remove this food off the market 
before other animals become sick or even worse die! Codes on bag 
23100/10731

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐299899 1/27/2017 14:04 IAMS Proactive Health Adult 
Minichunks

I bought a new 15 pound of Iams proactive health minichunks, chicken 
#1901461090 7. I've fed her Iames her whole life. Within four days she had 
extreme diarrhea and threw up once. I got with the vet, stabilized the problem, 
she started eating again and had diarrhea again.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 146 Pound

EON‐299898 1/27/2017 14:04 IAMS IAMS Grain Free 
Naturals Chicken + Salmon 

VOMITING AND BLOODY DIARHEA 19 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

EON‐299894 1/27/2017 14:03 Heritage Ranch Salmon & 
Sweet Potato Formula

We fed all 3 of the dogs this food yesterday and today. They seemed reluctant 
to eat, which is unusual, but we encouraged. 
Now they are lethargic and seem in pain. Trouble lying down, not feeling well. 
Not acting normal. Besides our labrador we also have a female Alaskan 
Malumute age approx 6 and a mixed terrier dog age approx 13.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐299893 1/27/2017 14:03 Pork Chomps Twist We have three very healthy dogs, and when we gave them Pork Chompers 
pork skins Made in China, they all three, suffered stomach upset, discomfort 
and vomiting. All three have currently experienced this and are now resting.

3 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐298887 1/20/2017 11:00 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

I opened a new bag of Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky treat I recently 
purchased at Walmart and immediately notice a very strong and foul odor that 
smells similar to petroleum. There is no damage or smell on the outside of the 
bag. I have purchased this brand many times before and did not have this issue. 
I am concerned and do not want to feed these to my dog.

EON‐298883 1/20/2017 10:48 Friskies Indoor Delights My daughter grabbed the wrong food as i usually feed him Whiskas, but I 
decided id use it until i can get to the store again. Within a few hours of the first 
day he vomited. I thought it was just a bad day but each time he ate it he 
vomited. I have stopped using it and he is no longer vomiting.

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 25 Pound
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EON‐298843 1/19/2017 19:52 Friskies Classic Pate 
Mariner's Catch

I am a foster parent of cats. All of the cats were doing fine and were healthy. I 
bought new 32 packs of Friskies wet cat food from walmart..com I served some 
of the cans to the cats when and when I needed more I opened the second 
case and a day or so later they began to get sick one after the other. All of them 
began vomiting at different points and vomited several times over the next few 
days. I contacted the vet on three occasions to see what we can do to help 
them. If they continued to be sick they would have to be seen. I immediately 
stopped giving them the new food. I called the purina company and gave them 
the code numbers on the cans and was told those cans were expired in 2016, 
even though the dates stamped on the cans said 2018. The lady said a mistake 
was made somewhere. They agreed to refund the carton price. I gave them the 
can numbers and dates to document it. I am positive one or more of the new 
food cans made all our cats ill. They all eat the same food and all were fine until 
1-2 days later when they began to vomit one after the other. Some worse than 
others.
Some of my cats are coming along very slowly and others are still throwing up 
after eating anything. They are not playing, barely eating anything and are still 
quite ill. I still am very concerned at this point. I called our vet three times for 
advice and may still have to take some cats in if not better in another day or so. 
The questions below are difficult to answer as some are recovery and some are 
still ill and they range in age and weight from 4 pounds, 6 months old to 6 years 
old and up to 11 pounds.

2 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 7 Pound

EON‐298770 1/19/2017 13:12 Simply Nourish Grain Free 
Small Breed Adult Canine 
Formula Chicken with Peas & 
Potatoes Recipe

My dog has been eating this food brand for the past few months. This new bag 
of food has made her vomit after eating, every single time that she has eaten it. 
This has continued for the last five days. Last night I switched her food and she 
was fine. I believe this food has some sort of contamination. After perusing the 
internet for others who might be having the same issue, I was able to find a 
Web site where other dog owners were experiencing the same event after 
feeding their dog Simply Nourish dog food.

4 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog

EON‐298718 1/18/2017 21:36 Nutro Adult Chicken Whole 
Brown Rice & Oatmeal 
Recipe

I recently purchased a 33 pound bag of Adult Chicken, Whole Brown Rice & 
Oatmeal Nutro dog food from Petco and began feeding my three dogs. Two of 
my dogs started vomiting yellow bile and I noticed a hair like fiber sticking out of 
one of their pieces of food. I got online to see if the food was recalled and many 
people were reporting similar issues with the recent batch of dog food. The 
expiration date on my bag reads Best By 18 October 17 and the barcode is 
079105121521. After learning of this company's past issues and recalls I've 
also heard of another case in of dogs vomiting blood and another case here 
in  of dogs becoming ill after eating this food. Please send out a recall or 
check the food something is not right. The food has been contaminated.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐298631 1/18/2017 11:08 Pet Pride Small Bites Adult Eats Kroger King Soopers) Pet Pride Small Bites Adult Dry Dog Food and 
throws up entire meal of undigested meal shortly after.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 39 Pound
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EON‐298615 1/18/2017 7:00 Rachael Ray Chicken Lover's 
Variety Pack

Within two days of feeding  this food for the first time, he began vomiting 
and having diarrhea. He was also very lethargic. While speaking with the vet, I 
was asked if we had given him any new foods, which prompted me to stop 
feeding  the Rachael Ray food and go back to his regular diet. Within 24 
hours  improved visibly. He was able to eat and drink, no vomiting or 
diarrhea, and his energy levels are back up. This is the only time since he has 
been part of our family (we adopted him at five months old), that he has ever 
been ill or disinterested in play.

1 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐298561 1/17/2017 17:00 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Limited Ingredient Diet Turkey 
Formula

I purchased a case of Nature's Variety limited ingredient turkey from 
chewy.com. I started feeding it to my dog.... in about the 3rd can in I realized I 
could see little orange specks in the food. I know the limited ingredient turkey 

only has turkey and peas. I checked the ingredient list and it was still only turkey 
and peas. I emailed the company the next day. They confirmed that it should 

only have turkey and peas. I took photos of the batch number on bottom of the 
can, photo of the front of the can and a photo of what was inside the can. the 

can I took a photo of has even bigger pieces of carrot. 

The company did a review and emailed me on JANUARY 6, 2017, stating: 

Nature's Variety QA team received the information and photos and forwarded 
them to our canning manufacturer. Our canning manufacturer did confirm that 
this was a changeover error by one of their operators. They had run a similar 

Nature's Variety product immediately before this particular lot of LID Turkey Dog 
cans. One of the obvious differences between the two diets was that the first 

diet has carrots in the formulation while the LID Turkey Dog does not. 

Nature's Variety and our canning manufacturer apologize for the incident and 
we will work together to prevent incidents such as this going forward. 

Thanks for bringing this to our attention. 

Sincerely, 
 

They sent me a coupon for a FREE Case of cans. 

Yesterday, I went to the PetSmart at 13866 Metrotech Drive in , 
 yesterday to pick up 12 cans. 
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EON‐298381 1/16/2017 14:48 Orijen Puppy Large Since eating Orijen food produced at new facility in Kentucky, puppy has severe 
diarrhea. Has been eating food produced in Canada since weaning with no 
issues. Pending veterinary appointment.

5 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 38 Pound

I was shocked and extremely upset to see that the cans on their shelves have 
the Same Exact Numbers on the bottom of the cans as the ones I had reported!! 

[THESE CANS SHOULD HAVE BEEN PULLED FROM THE SHELVES....] 

This morning I emailed Nature's Variety and received an email response right 
away stating: 

Hi  - it is possible that there are other stores with the same batch 
number. Here is a link to the store locator to help you find a store near you that 

may have a different lot number. 
http://locator.naturesvariety.com/locations 

If you would prefer a refund for this, I would be happy to help you with it that 
way, rather than have you call to find it. If you have a copy of the receipt or you 
are able to tell me about what the case cost you, I will start the refund process. 

Thanks! 
Sincerely, 

 

I responded with this: 

Hi  

Is this correct? Or am I missing something..... ?? 

[after confirmation from your canning manufacturer that this was a changeover 
error by one of their operators and knowing 

that the food in that batch is Not the Limited Ingredient Turkey, you are still 
going to allow places to sell that batch...] 

Thanks, 
 

I never heard back from them. 

I am very upset because these cans were making my dog lethargic.... they 
should Not be on the shelves!! 
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EON‐298375 1/16/2017 13:20 Evanger's Nothing but Natural 
Gently Dried Beef Liver

The Evanger's Beef Liver food dog treats (4.6 oz.) contained live worms. I 
purchased the product from Chewy's online, and received it on 1-13-2017. I 
opened the plastic container (which had 2 strips of tape from the manufacturer) 
and found live worms through out the container. I disposed of it immediately, 
after my dog ate 1 treat. I notified Chewy's today, and called and e-mailed 
Evanger's today. I provided my name and phone number.

EON‐298348 1/16/2017 4:20 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Feline Hydrolyzed Protein 
Adult HP

Here is the product review Royal Canin refused to publish citing "profanity" as 
the reason:

After a slow two week transition to this food my 13 year old cat suffered his first 
seizure. The seizure lasted from the time I discovered him suffering at 5:30 am 
until the emergency vet gave him a sedative- about 20 minutes of pure hell. My 
cat was diagnosed with diabetes 7 years ago. I was worried the seizure was 
due to low blood sugar. But the test run by the emergency vet said his blood 
glucose was in the normal range for a diabetic cat. After reading reviews on 
Consumer Affairs and other sources I am worried that this food was the cause 
of the seizures. The comments posted about soy based pet food have been 
scathing. But the diet was recommended by my vet to treat the inflammatory 
bowel disease my cat was diagnosed as having. There was no improvement in 
his condition and then came the seizure. I wish I could take him off this food and 
try something that is grain free. But I chose to say goodbye to him instead. I 
have no way to know for sure the food triggered the seizure. So I am posting 
this comment to urge you to think long and hard before making this purchase.

13 Years Unknown Cat 20 Pound

EON‐298342 1/15/2017 23:52 Purina Dog Chow Complete excessive vomiting and diarrhea of blood the size of a dinner plate. Had to 
throw out mattress and scrub carpet. Still to soon to tell if recovering. Just 
happened. Bought sale purina dog chow adult complete.

10 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐298341 1/15/2017 23:44 Bixbi Hip & Joint Beef Liver 
Jerky Recipe

12 hours after ingesting 2 jerky treats, she had a bad and uncharacteristic UTI Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐298328 1/15/2017 13:44 Authority GNC Pets Healthy 
Weight + Joint Support Adult 
Dog Food

Began losing weight even though she was eating more. Began having 
digestive/pooping problems, bad inability to poop. Had her glands checked, no 
glandular problems.

8 Years Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐298320 1/15/2017 10:12 Member's Mark Complete 
Dog Food

My dogs were eating this food and dog #1 had her anus become inflamed and 
she started bleeding very badly. Dog #2 (  ) started urinating on everything 
(took her to the vet and had her treated for a UTI but she was still having 
symptoms after the medication was finished), vomiting, and her eye wondered 
off to the side. Two days within changing their food, dog #1-the anus swelling 
went down and the bleeding slowed down, dog # 2- eye went back to normal 
but she was in such bad shape, due to the fact that she would finish dog#1's 
food if she didn't eat it, that the vomiting and urination continued and she was 
having a hard time keeping the new food down. I contacted the vet and gave 
her chicken and rice but it took her a few hours to be interested in even taking a 
bite. On her last day, she lost most of her muscle control, and had to be put to 
sleep.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐298317 1/15/2017 9:52 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato for 
Dogs

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 PoundOur dog began experiencing sudden spells of weakness and/or disorientation 
that would cause her to lose her footing momentarily and stumble. This started 
around 12/23/16. She lost her appetite, started vomiting, and stopped eating 

over the week starting 12/23. She would not touch her dog food (Costco 
Kirkland brand) but would occasionally eat small amounts of my moms dogs 

food (another brand). She would eat human food.

By January 3, 2017, she was extremely ill. She had lost a great deal of weight, 
was refusing to eat, was having what looked like sudden convulsions and she 
would fall to the ground. She was pacing, nervous, could not sleep at night, 

panting and drinking excessive amounts of water. She was still able to eat small 
amounts of human food.

I took her to the veterinary ER on January 5, 2017, and all of her blood panels 
(we did an extensive panel, and at least two others) came back normal. They 
could not find the cause of the problem although they could see that she was 
very ill and had mobility problems. We were afraid we were going to lose her 

over the next two days. She was vomiting everything and could not eat or drink 
or walk at all.

We continued to care for her, and as she rested, she started to improve slighty. 
We began feeding her canned dog food to entice her to eat. She regained the 

ability to walk, eat small amounts, and drink small amounts. 

As she seemed to be recovering, we mixed a small amount of her Kirkland dry 
dog food into the canned food that she was eating to make it more filling. Once 
she realized the dry food was in there, she stopped eating it. It was too late as 
she had already had a few bites, and once again, her condition worsened. She 

started having convulsions again, lost her ability to walk, started vomiting all 
food and water. That was approximately between January 10-13.
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EON‐298304 1/14/2017 22:32 Cat was given snack called Friskies tender strings, which were orange hard yet 
bendable sticks, that came with a mouse toy. Number on bottom of plastic 
enclosure is624360010604L16. Because he liked it so much he ate two strings, 
his and the one belonging to my other cat who sniffed it and refused to consume 
it. All night he has been hacking and throwing up the same orange colored 
substance. He has been crouching and hiding in pain. Doesn't want to eat or 
drink because he knows it will just come back up. Once a spunky cat who 
followed me everywhere and ask for food (I only feed him grain free Taste of the 
Wild kibble) he is now hard to locate in the house. What sort of poisonous stuff 
have they put inside these treats along with "rice, gluten, corn syrup and yellow 
coloring" all unfit for cats!?!?

2 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

At this point we realized she had been poisoned by the food and on January 14, 
bagged it up and cleaned the area. We prepared our own homemade food for 

her to be certain of the safety and she has recovered again somewhat, although 
she is still experiencing weakness and mobility issues with occasional (and less 
severe) convulsions which cause her to fall to the ground. We are not sure what 
will happen now but deeply regret the re-exposure to the poisoned dog food as 

she had been recovering very well until we re-introduced it.

It is important to note that my toddler had two weeks of a mysterious diarrhea 
and we realized later that he had been playing with her dry dog food. Once the 

food was removed from our home and the dogs eating area sanitized, his 
condition cleared rapidly.
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EON‐298278 1/14/2017 10:28 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Large Breed Adult Formula

Purchased a 31 lb bag of Purina One Smart Blend for Large Breed Adult Dogs 
from Walmart on Jan 11, 2017.
Found the contents to have an extremely high amount of oily grainy powder and 
crumbs. The individual kibbles are coated in this and when I tried to clean 
individual kibbles off , it stuck to my hands, countertop or wherever it landed (I 
have saved this in a ziplock bag, outside of the original dog food bag)
One Scoop (about a cup) would easily contain maybe two tablespoons or more 
of this grainy powder and crumbs not including what is still stuck to the kibbles.
I do not know if this is safe for my dogs to eat, but I do know they would not eat 
it.
along with the safety factor is the cost involved in having to purchase additional 
food for my dog.

I contacted Purina on January 11th and received an initial email confirming 
receipt and stating that I should expect a response within 24 to 48 hours. Ii have 
not received a response.

I have not returned the product to the store, but I may try to do that today.

Here is the information I originally took from the bag,, did not label the codes 
when I wrote them down, and the heavy bag is inside a bin of which I can pull 
back out to clarify codes if needed. 
Product: Purina One Smart Blend Large Breed Adult Formula
Size: 31.1 Lbs
UPC Code? 1780014923
?? Code 63651079
?? Code 1310L1E
BB date: June 2018
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EON‐298238 1/13/2017 18:08 Nutro Max Chicken Rice & 
Lamb Dinner Homestyle 
Ground Adult

Have been feeding both shih tzus the Nutro Max brand wet food (various 
flavors) for many months. In December,  (8 months old at the time) 
started throwing up and getting little polyp-like bumps all over his body. I took 
him to the vet. The vet did a biopsy on the bumps. The results came back for 
hives, but the bumps were not red or itchy at the time, so the vet had the labs 
run again. Results came back for hives again. Vet had no explanation for this, 
advised giving Benadryl drug. 

The other dog,  has also been throwing up & having diarrhea, but since he 
is heavier (15 lbs.) & older (4 years), his symptoms were not as severe.

Later in December,  began to throw up & on Christmas Day he started to 
throw up while twisting violently (possible seizure). The hives also began to itch 
and he would scratch constantly. All thru the night & day. He became lethargic. 

I googled reviews of the Nutro dog food and found reports from other 
consumers stating that they have been feeding their dogs Nutro for years, 
however in NOVEMBER 2016, they began to notice their dogs throwing up, 
having diarrhea, and seizures. 

I removed the Nutro from both their diets and noticed a lessening of their 
itch/scratching & vomiting within a few days, although they are both still having 
these issues, intermittently. I believe something in the Nutro recipe or their 
resources has changed, causing this recent outbreak in sickness of dogs that 
consume the Nutro brand dog food. I respectfully request an investigation.

9 Month
s

Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐298152 1/12/2017 18:08 Zuke's Hip Action Fresh 
Peanut Butter Formula

An item was found in one of the treats I gave my dogs on Friday, January 6, 
2017 . The only reason I found it was because I always break these treats up in 
3 portions for my 3 dogs. The foreign item in the treat seems to be wood. I am 
very concerned that they would have choked if i hadn't of seen it.

EON‐297923 1/12/2017 1:56 Top Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets

Purchased top chew chicken jerky fillets from costco, began giving them to our 
dog and noticed the onset of diarrhea. First off and on then persistent. Took our 
dog to the vet and she was given medicine to help treat the stomach issue

3 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐297921 1/11/2017 23:16 My Land Electric Air Pot 
EHPT1008

I purchased two of the "My Land" Automatic Electric Thermos Pots at  
 in  in October, 2016. On 1/8/17, I found 

the pot become rusty from the lid to bottom side. I brought the pots back to 
store, the store manager refused to issue a refund or a store credit. I called 
Kam Kuo Trading Inc., the distributor, they can only accept exchange. I refuse 
to take exchange due to the reason of defect and bad quality would affect 
human health.
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EON‐297919 1/11/2017 21:44 Friskies Classic Pate Mixed 
Grill

Opened and was preparing to feed Friskies canned food when I noted a dime 
sized piece of blue rubber/Plastic materiel mixed in the food.

EON‐297828 1/11/2017 0:08 Beneful Oiginal I found a coupon for beneful dog food and thought it might be nice to give my 
dog a new food. After a few days his appetite increased from 1 bowl of food 
every 3 to 4 days to 1 1/2 bowls daily. His thirst increased from a bowl of water 
every 2or 3days to 2 bowls of water daily. He began urinating 10 to 12 times a 
day. Appx a month and a half later, he has lost 1/2 his body mass and has 
begun eating his feces. There are times when he cannot control his bladder and 
urinates involuntarily. He has an appointment tomorrow with the veterinarian.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐297683 1/9/2017 22:40 Milo's Kitchen Duck Jerky 
Recipe

Gave two treats the day prior spaced apart by several hours. The following day I 
came home at lunch and the dog had vomited her breakfast in two large spots 
and had a large loose, runny bowel movement in the house. She has only done 
this once prior, and while I cannot positively confirm it, that episode may also 
have been after feeding her the same brand of dog treat.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐297492 1/7/2017 13:00 True Chews Premium Jerky 
Cuts Made with Real Chicken

He started not eating regular five days ago when he used to scarf down and 
then today he vomited twice. He started eating the treats about 8 or 9 days ago.

2.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐297489 1/7/2017 11:48 Purina ONE Urinary Tract 
Health Formula

Hello - 

I have purchased two bags of Purina ONE® Urinary Tract Health Formula cat 
food from two different Petsmart locations and found both bags infested with 
weevil larvae. 

I reached out to Purina and the store of purchase about this and got nowhere. I 
want to make you aware of this as it appears to have originated at the Purina 
manufacturing plant. I carefully inspected both packages and didn't see any 
evidence of intrusion from the outside; I firmly believe the weevil larvae was 
introduced into the product at the manufacturing plant. 

The UPC code from the product is: 017800549172 
The code under the best by date is: 62211086 1724L06 

I look forward to your reply and thank you in advance. 

EON‐297482 1/7/2017 9:24 9 Lives Tender Morsels with 
Real Flaked Tuna & Egg Bits 
in Sauce

Severe emesis and diarrhea over 28 hrs, decreased appetite. Symptoms 
started 28 hours ago and Molly still has no appetite and cannot eat. Full impact 
unknown at this time until we see she is eating and recovering. Any neurological 
impact unknown due to onset 28 hours ago following vomiting/diarrhea all day 
yesterday.

3 Years Maine Coon Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐297446 1/6/2017 13:24 Full Moon Chicken Jerky Over past three days,  has had 1 (or 1/2) chicken jerky pet treats per day. 
Over last two nights,  was crying all night and needed to go out. He had 
vomiting and liquid diarrhea. We took him to the vet this morning, who said he 
was poisoned by the chicken jerky treats we gave him. The product was 
purchased at Walgreens. Brand: Full Moon Chicken Jerky. Bag says "100% 
USA Made." but Vet told us that was a lie. She said a Chinese company ships 
them to the US and has a US company repackage them.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐297442 1/6/2017 13:00 Rachael Ray Natural Grain 
Free

I bought some Rachel Ray Natural Grain Free dog food, my dogs have had it 
before, but not in a while. On Tuesday Jan 3rd I mixed it in with their current 
food and gave both dogs the food.  only ate a few bites and refused to eat 
anymore,  ate all of hers, on Wed Jan 4th  continued to eat,  
did not, I thought at that point  was just being difficult as she can be a picky 
eater. So I tried to put some peanut butter in  food, she picked the food out, 
licked the pb off and dropped food on the ground. That afternoon  poop 
started to get loose, that night it was even worse. Thursday Jan 5th I didn't give 
either of them food in the morning around 8 am  started to vomit, 
including with blood, and it continued throughout the day, and once she became 
lethargic and wouldnt move as much I brought her to the vet. Vet thought it was 
the food but couldn't be sure what exactly. They gave  some anti vomit 
medicine and antibiotics and she hasn't thrown up since. Today the 6th I am still 
watching both dogs, their appetite is not back yet

5 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐297373 1/5/2017 23:16 Beneful Healthy Weight Has been on Purina Beneful dog food since 10 wks old. Was switched to Purina 
Beneful weight maintenence at age 3 yrs or so.
Was always having frequent urine and ear infections, with alot of likking her 
paws and rear.
Was felt to have food allergies. Beneful was stopped and wihin 1wk her likking 
of the paws stopped. She never ha any more urine or ear infections. 2 months 
later at age 5 yrs as dx as having protein losing glomerulonephritis. Associated 
hypertension and anemia.
She lived or 18 months, and passed way 3 wks ago.
I read on line that there were2 class action law suits against purina. Over 3,000 
complaints of dogs either died or got sick from eating Purina Beneful weight 
management food  died from Kidney Failure.

6 Years Akita Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐297278 1/5/2017 12:56 Cesar 3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian (unspecified)

Dog 43 PoundMy fiancé was dog sitting ours and my sister's dogs, 4 total. After feeding my 
sister's older dog,  (10 yo, Carin Terrier mix) a partial can (small plastic 
container) of Cesars wet food, she started vomiting the following day (Friday) 

and had bloody diarrhea, and became very lethargic. We ended up taking her to 
the Emergency Care on Saturday (regular vet clinic closed). She was extremely 
dehydrated, extremely low blood sugar, low platelets, etc. Long story short, she 
ended up getting a blood transfusion because of her constant bloody diarrhea. 
She received 24 hour care, antibiotics and fluids for 5 days. Because the team 

of vets could not figure out what the problem was, they labeled it as 
Hemorrhagic Gastrointestinal Enteritis (HGE). Two days later, not knowing it 

was the food that caused the illness, I mixed the remaining of the Cesars in my 
Belgian Malinois' kibble. The following day (Monday), she had violent bloody 
diarrhea and vomited. I brought her to my vet ASAP since it was the same 

symptoms as . At this point we had not yet realized it was the food. My 
vet thought it might be some type of toxin in my back yard and we searched 

everything and found nothing. She labeled the illness as HGE as well, but it's 
NOT a contagious disease, so the two could not have got it from each other. We 

then later realized the only thing those two dogs had in common was the 
backyard environment and the Cesars food. The other two dogs in our care 

were exposed to the same environment but did not have the Cesars food....they 
did not get sick. My dog ended up going on antibiotics, liver medicine (enzymes 
were elevated), daily fluids and 8 hour/day vet observation for a week. She's still 

on liver meds until blood retest but seems to have made a good recovery. I 
started doing research on Cesars dog food and found tons of people who this 
has happened to with the exact same symptoms...great one day and on their 

death bed the following day after eating Cesars food: 
http://petfoodtalk.com/dogfoodreviews/cesar/. The problem we all have is no 

one saved the food to get it tested (we threw our can away as well, not thinking 
it was the food). I don't know the lot number or 'use by' date because we threw 
away the can. I know that my sister buys the Cesars food weekly at the King 

Soopers in ...not sure it can be traced that way or not?? I'm sure 
you probably can't do anything about our case, but I hope that someone in your 
agency starts taking a closer look at what they are putting in Cesar food (made 

by Mars, inc), if the ingredients are expired, etc. and test it occasionally because 
it seems there are a lot of complaints out there: 

http://petfoodtalk.com/dogfoodreviews/cesar/ and dogs that have actually died 
because of it. Thank you.
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EON‐297154 1/4/2017 20:56 Acana Pacifica Regional 
Formula

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30 PoundThis is in part what was submitted to Dog Food Advisor in September 2016. 
Since then on a blog link, many many people are reporting problems and 

lodging complaints with their sick animals. DFA suggested I contact you as well. 
Here is one of several entries, and others on the site can be found: 

http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/forums/topic/so-bag-of-acana-bought-today-is-
from-the-new-kentucky-plant-anyone-else/page/2/#post-93077. We have had a 
terrible, terrible experience when the Acana Pacifica that our Sheltie was on for 
years stopped being produced. In its place was the new US version vs former 
Canada produced. My dog got sick almost immediately, even though we were 
very slowly transitioning her over with only about 10 kibbles or less. In a short 

time we noticed an awful puddle of greasy "goo" at the bottom of the bag as well 
as in the smaller container we had put some in. It was awful, probably rancid or 
soon to be, and we returned it to the pet store. They took it back immediately 

but then suggested we try another, this time the mackerel. Our dog continued to 
be sick and 3 visits later to the emergency clinic now over a month later, she 

refuses to eat ANY kibble at all. They put her on a temporary prescription 
canned formula for easy digestion which she ate for awhile, but now again, not 
eating. Now I am having to make rice and boiled chicken for her and she only 

eats less than 1/4 cup of anything and has lost 3#. Many tests and x-rays reveal 
no other problem other than the "hit to her liver" that bad dog food did. I have 

contacted the company, Champion, who refuses any accountability whatsoever 
other than to admit that early batches of food "appeared wet" and "the problem 
is being fixed". We are really upset about what she has had to go through and 

want to avoid other dogs and pet parents suffering, so contacted Dog Food 
Advisor for suggestions. They suggested this blog and also included helpful 
links to other resources we can contact. Has anyone else experienced this? 

Granted we do have a senior dog (10) with an autoimmune disease (SLO) that 
could make her more sensitive, but we have never had a problem like this 
before she had absolutely no problem and thrived on the original Canadian 

produced Acana Pacifica. As a follow up,  died a month later. Unfortunately 
we did not save any product to have it analyzed and more of our blog entries 
can be found on Dog Food Advisor. We spent over $4,000 so did not do an 

autopsy when it was recommended that we euthanize her. Our vet specialist 
could therefore not say for sure the dog food caused her death, but definitely 
told us to go to a different dog food to be sure for our next pet. Since so many 
others are having continuing issues and have sick dogs, I believed it best to 

notify you even though inclusive, and especially since Champion refused any 
accountability. Perhaps this could save others from the horrible grief we have 

experienced. Thank you.
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EON‐297145 1/4/2017 17:12 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

On 11-22-2016, I took  to the NC State Veterinary hospital. She had 
diarrhea and had vomited. She also was violently shaking and did not react to 
my touch. The last thing she had eaten was the day before - a Purina Waggin' 
Train Chicken Jerky Tender. I believe this treat made her ill.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.8 Pound

EON‐297136 1/4/2017 12:52 Trader Joe's Chicken Breast 
Strips

My dog  got violently ill after eating a chicken jerky dog treat from Trader 
Joe's. He got sick on 1/2/17 and his symptoms progressively got worse until we 
took him to the vet this morning on 1/4/17. He had liquid diarrhea every 1-2 
hours all through the night, was shaking and crying, and wouldn't take any food 
or water. He's currently at the vet receiving an IV of fluids and anti-diarrheal 
medication.

1 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound

EON‐297133 1/4/2017 11:48 Wellness Core 95% Chicken 
with Broccoli

Animal presented to primary veterinarian. 
Serum samples submitted for thyroid testing.

Unusual elevation in T3 and Free T3 concentrations, low T4/Free T4 
concentrations, low normal TSH, No thyroid auto-antibodies.
Iodine levels were checked and were elevated.

Based on prior cases, there was a discontinuation of the canned diet. 

Thyroid test results returned to normal 1 month later.

4 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 18 Pound

EON‐297132 1/4/2017 11:28 Wellness Ninety-five percent 
Beef

Dog presented to its Veterinarian ill.

Serum sample submitted to the MSU DCPAH for thyroid profile analysis
Initial profile showed low concentrations of T4 and free T4, elevated T3 and 
Free T3, low normal concentration of TSH, and normal thyroid auto-antibody 
results.

***These findings were repeated on a followup sample approximately 1 month 
later. At this time there was a 6 lb decrease in body weight noted.

Recommendation to discontinue the canned diet. One month followup serum 
sample revealed a decrease in T3. 

***Serume samples were also tested for iodine concentration (initial 
concentrations were markedly elevated. Subsequent followup was decreased).

15 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐297129 1/4/2017 10:04 Wellness Ninety-five percent 
Beef

Animal presented to personal veterinarian with PU/PD and restlessness. 
Initial lab work showed low concentration of total thyroxine (T4).

Serum sample submitted to MSU DCPAH for complete Thyroid profile. Unusual 
result of elevated T3 and free T3, low T4, low normal TSH, normal thyroid auto-
antibody results. 
Subsequent analysis of total and inorganic iodine in the same serum samples 
revealed marked elevations. 

****Similar results had been seen in multiple dogs associated with canned diet 
with high meat content.

Followup testing after change in diet showed a marked decrease in T3 and free 
T3 values and iodine.

8 Years Terrier - Tibetan Dog 21 Pound

EON‐297110 1/4/2017 2:12 Purina ONE Indoor 
Advantage

I have a bag of dry cat food from Purina that has mold in it. I am also reporting 
this to the state dept. of agriculture. To make this easier, I am going to copy 

paste the letter I just sent to Purina as it has all the relevant data in it. 

"Hello! I just went to feed my cats their dry food, which is the Purina One indoor 
advantage variety, when I noticed that the food at the bottom of the bag is very 
moldy! I am not sure if my cats ate any of it - I hope not but I will be watching 
them closely and already contacted my vet just in case. This was a 16lb bag 
and it takes me awhile to get through it so I do not have the receipt. Also, the 
manufacturer number is a little hard to read due to wear on the bottom of the 

bag but here is all the info I can make out:

Best By April 2018
Number below that is, I believe, 628760010952L06

The UPC is 17800-03385

There is some data on the top of the bag where the seal was, which reads as 
follows:

LN-3319-322-TFT2 06/16/2016 02:26

I have bought many bags of this food before believing it to be of superior quality 
and value for my cats, but I am very concerned about this discovery. Had I not 
looked closely at the bowl after filling it, there is a very good chance my cats 
could have ended up very ill. There is still a possibility that they did consume 

some of the moldy food and have not yet shown symptoms. The bag is mostly 
used up but there is roughly another couple pounds worth of food left, which I 

will be bagging up and storing in a cool location so it can be tested if necessary. 
I understand accidents happen but I have done some research and I see this is 
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EON‐297102 1/3/2017 22:00 Sojos Complete Lamb Recipe I just purchased a new bag of dog food, which requires you to soak it in water 
before serving. When it was ready for consuming, I noticed what looked like a 
black string sticking out of the food as I was putting it into the bowl. I grabbed it 
and it turned out to be a black wire over an inch long. Fortunately I did not feed 
it to my dog, but it had the potential for damage to my dogs intestines, stomach 
and digestive track. I called the manufacturer on 12/30 and even though their 
office said they were open, no one answered. I left a message, but they did not 
call me back and it's now 1/3. I find this alarming. I called Chewy.com where I 
ordered it from and they said they would contact SoJos, the manufacturer, but 
I'm not sure I believe it.

EON‐297097 1/3/2017 20:36 Nutro Small Bites Adult Lamb 
& Rice Recipe

 always ate her food, even slowly, it it was never a problem until we recently 
bought a small bag of small bites Nutro Lamb and Rice Dog food. She wouldn't 
eat the food, although she would eat other things... dog bones, chewiness, 
anything that fell from the table. I thought maybe she was just being picky, then 
she wouldn't even eat the dog bones she normally does. We took her to the vet 
who thankfully said there was nothing wrong with her, and we have gone to buy 
a different brand of dog food. The other dog, her brother, eats anything and 
everything and hasn't had any issues, although he has been more lethargic 
since we've been with this bag of dog food.

8 Years Unknown Dog 27 Pound

EON‐297095 1/3/2017 20:20 Holiday Time SMALL 
RAWHIDE CANES

I had given  a rawhide Christmas cane treat.LOT#160075 BEST BEFORE 
08/15/2018 DISTRIBUTED BY WAL-MART MADE IN CHINA 
YFWX073///BARCODE 6 956937 700220. TREATED BY: IRRADIAATION, 
BEEFHIDE, FD&C RED #40. After she chewed on it she began to wobble, and 
she was lifting her paws very high and falling over. I rushed her to my Vet 

and  examined her and he told me to 
discontinue the treats...otherwise her heart, lungs etc. checked out.

2 Years Great Dane Dog 105 Pound

not the first time this issue has arisen. I am very displeased with this situation 
and would very much like to hear from you ASAP so we can determine how 

best to move forward. I will also be contacting the FDA and the State 
Department of Agriculture to investigate this further. I am sure your company 

does not wish to harm animals, so I expect this will be dealt with professionally 
and swiftly. If you need any additional information from me, all you need to do is 
ask, you have my full cooperation. I would ask that if possible you contact me 
via email as due to illness I tend to sleep odd hours, but I understand if you 

need to call. Thank you very much and I look forward to hearing back from you 
soon. "
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EON‐297094 1/3/2017 19:24 Orijen Free-Run Duck Purchased Origen Dog Treats Freeze-Dried Free-Run Duck 1/3/17. Gave pet 
treat around 1:30 PM. Within the hour, she vomited up product. Continued 
vomiting for 30-45 minutes some of which was bloody. Rushed pet to vet. They 
treated her for severe stomach upset. Gave her famotidine injection, fluids, and 
Cerenia injection. Prescribed famotdine for home as well and restricted diet. 
Watching her tonight carefully for any toxicity manifestation. Pet is still lethargic 
but no longer vomiting.

3.5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 13.6 Pound

EON‐297076 1/3/2017 11:48 Purina ONE Urinary Tract 
Health Formula

Hello -

I have purchased two bags of Purina ONE® Urinary Tract Health Formula cat 
food from two different Petsmart locations and found both bags infested with 
weevil larvae.

I reached out to Purina and the store of purchase and they both offered some 
form of compensation. I want to make you aware of this as it appears to have 
originated at the Purina manufacturing plant; I carefully inspected both 
packages and found them uncompromised. 

The UPC code from the product is: 0178WS49172
The code under the best by date is: 62211086 1724L06

I look forward to your reply and thank you in advance. 

EON‐297057 1/3/2017 1:04 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

I have been feeding my dog pedigree dog food for 5 years and puppy for the 
first year. This is a new bag that I purchased from Wal-Mart, which is the 50lb 
adult complete nutrition. Upon eating a normal serving about 3/4 cup of food, 
about 1 hour after eating she started shaking and shivering then vomited 3 
times completely emptying her stomach. This was after opening the fresh bag of 
food. The next day after letting her tummy rest, I fed her the same amount from 
the same bag and once again identical results.

6 Years Pug Dog 26 Pound

EON‐297053 1/3/2017 0:00 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct Formula with Real 
Salmon & Tuna

I bought a large bag of true instinct formula with real salmon & tuna. From my 
local Sam's and these past few days I've notice that the tuna chunks have a 
white film in them. Today I opened one up to find the same white film and a 
dead and alive worms inside the tuna. I doubt worms are supposed to be in his 
food.
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EON‐297043 1/2/2017 18:36 Mighty Dog Chicken & 
Smoked Bacon Combo

Went to feed my dogs the same food I have been feeding since 2006, two cans 
of Mighty dog, the flavor variety of these two cans were chicken and smoked 
bacon combo, 5.5 oz from a 12 pk purchased at Walmart,  

. The cans looked fine no damage, the seal was great, when I opened the 
first can instant smell of spoiled rotten nauseating putrid stink. Emptied the can 
and rinsed it out with hot water and soap. Took the second can and it was not 
damaged, sealed tight, when I opened it the same experience, spoiled rotten, 
nauseating. Emptied it out and set them both aside, the next two cans were 
different flavor and just fine. I called Purina and gave them all the information 
and they told me I would receive two coupons for one can each to replace these 
two cans.

EON‐297033 1/2/2017 15:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

The rep I encountered at Petsmart stated that Blue Buffalo had rebranded their 
food including Fish & Brown Rice which was Fish & Sweet Potato, claiming 
nothing was changed. When I contacted the manufacturer, they stated they only 
removed a dried egg protein and added nothing. Upon starting this rebranded 
food my dog began with horrible gas, which turned in increasingly more liquid 
horrific smelling diarrhea, and vomiting of whole food after a couple days in 
addition. Once the food was switched to another brand, immediate 
improvements were noticed and we experienced no more issues. We had a vet 
exam within a month of this experience and our dog is in optimal health for her 
age and hip dysplasia condition.

7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound

EON‐296996 1/1/2017 22:32 Purina Pro Plan Focus Puppy 
Large Breed Chicken & Rice 
Formula

We've been feeding our puppy purina puppy food for about three weeks since 
we brought her home. She started vomiting after a few days and we took her to 
the vet and she was tested for parasites, she came back positive and started 
two rounds of medicine. We noticed she is still vomiting intermittently. Today we 
noticed that her food has been infested with maggots or some other kind of bug. 
The food was stored in an airtight container as soon as we brought the bag 
home, and is stored inside the house

13 Weeks Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 13.8 Pound

EON‐296972 1/1/2017 9:40 Friskies Summer 2016 noticed FRISKIES CANNED CATFOOD, ALL VARIETIES HAD 
MAGETS CRAWLING ALL OVER WHICH TURNED INTO BLOW FLIES. 
Stopped feeding this and went to Fancy Feast and hope it does not develop this 
problem. 

Also having severe problem with vet yearly shOTS to get flea meds. Killed my 
Siamese cat from breeder only 6 years old. IN THREE MOS. HE WAS DEAD. 
WHAT A SHOCK.

EON‐296872 12/30/2016 11:36 Milk-Bone Flavor Snacks 
Biscuits - Small/Medium

we were giving the small flavored milk bones to our dog. On the bottom of the 
container, which we use to put a few treats for our pet, we saw little worms. My 
husband broke open a milk bone and it was filled with the worms. So he 
checked several others and they were the same.
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EON‐296852 12/29/2016 21:40 Purina Pro Plan Chicken & 
Rice

Found bugs and worms in our bag of Purina Pro Plan, chicken and rice, and 
had been feeding it to our dogs. It was riddled w/ black bugs and small white 
wormy bugs. Saw several posts on YouTube of others finding the same. I was 
worried about my dogs. I called purina and they did not seem worried about it, 
but said it was not uncommon and happened in the distribution area. People 
should know what to look for in the food. They said to expect diapered and/or 
vomiting. Not good!

EON‐296773 12/29/2016 13:36 Purina Puppy Chow Tender & 
Crunchy

On Thursday December 22, 2016 refused to eat, on Friday she started 
throwing up and just laying around. She seemed better over the weekend so I 
thought that maybe she was just having a day. Yesterday December 29th I 
found the mold when I noticed she didn't eat her dinner. I would have never 
dreamed it was molded dog food.

9 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐296676 12/29/2016 11:08 Special Kitty Gourmet Cat 
Food

Hi There! I am writing to you guys as I would like for you all to take a look into 
Special Kitty Cat Food (Dry Food) sold at Wal*Mart. We purchased this about 2 
weeks ago from our local Wal*Mart. Normally we buy different food but my 
husband went to there instead of the grocery store. We HAD a two year male 
HEALTHY house cat. On  we noticed that 
Thunder had thrown up a couple times in the night. Not really thinking about it 
we did nothing. Then Friday he was still throwing up so we took his food away 
and decided that evening to give him water via syringe. Saturday he was acting 
different then his normally cuddly self. He was hiding but would be so where he 
could see us. We got different food but he would not eat it and we continued the 
water via syringe. Christmas Day (Sunday) he was still staying away but would 
not really move from where he was. Around dinner time I gave him water and 
left him on the counter, I came about 30 minutes later and he was laying in his 
split water. We dried him off and wrapped him in a towel. The family left for 
about 45 minutes. When we came back he was still in the same spot. My 
daughter cuddled him for a few minutes and went to bed. We tried to give him 
water but he was breathing funny. I cuddled on him for about 15 minutes. I 
believe then he had a seizure but I am not sure as he was breathing weird and 
shaking. I loved on him and cuddled him and told him how much we all loved 
him.  then died in my arms. When I had to tell my 6 year daughter (Cat 
was really hers) the next morning, it was awful. She cried so hard I felt so bad. I 
did not know at that time it was the food. Please help get this food off the shelf. 
A friend of my recommended I look up the food. Here is a link about it. 
http://www.petfoodratings.org/dry-cat-food/special-kitty-walmart-brand/ After 
reading that is when I discovered it was because of the food. Thank You 
Sincerely, 

2 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐296655 12/28/2016 20:12 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct Grain-Free Formula 
with Real Chicken & Sweet 
Potato

Got a bag of Purina Smartblend True Instinct grain free food at the  
Petsmart on 12/5/16. Opened the bag a few days later. Noticed a white-ish tint 
to the food. It was also clumpy and stringy. Assumed the appearance was due 
to the fact that it was a grain free food (we had never used grain free food 
before). Fortunately we were very slowly transitioning our dogs onto the food 
due to prior gastroentestinal issues because I opened the bag to feed them on 
12/22/16 and at least half a dozen insects that looked like moths flew out of the 
bag directly into my face. After getting rid of those I then inspected the food. 
There were dozens if not hundreds of maggots or some type of white worms 
crawling all over the food, some made their way onto the outside of the bag.

EON‐296651 12/28/2016 18:20 Friskies Prime Filets Turkey 
Dinner in Gravy

Patient was reportedly doing well at home and seen eating cat food. The 
following day was acting very lethargic, not eating or drinking. Patient 
hospitalized on IV fluids.

8 Month
s

Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐296642 12/28/2016 14:08 Dentley's Nature's Chews 
Natural Flavor Pork Femur 
Bones

I gave this treat to my dog as a Christmas gift. My Dog has had these types of 
true bones before and we loves to chew on them and it helps with his anxiety. I 
was watching tv as he was chewing on Dentleys Nature Bone Dog Treat. He 
Chewed on it for about 3o min and then we went to bed. I woke up to hearing 
my dog vomit in the bedroom at 1 am. He was throwing up shards of the bone 
with a pasty wax build up that was the same color as the bone. I knew it must of 
been from that Bone. He threw up for 4 more hours, but oddly he was trying to 
go number two in between throwing up but he was constipated. I gave him 
some water and called my vet at 5 am. I brought my dog into the vet and she 
thinks he could pass this item through but I have been looking up if anyone else 
has had this issues and many cases pop up with this same complaint. They 
have to go in to remove this build up from his intestine and stomach. This 
product is a hazard to dogs bones should not curl off like butter. This WAX build 
off is the reason we might have to put our poor dog down. I will never buy this 
item again I will be sure to let any of my dog friends know that is a complete 
hazard.

4 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐296360 12/27/2016 15:00 Mighty Dog Canned Dog 
Food Variety Pack

Animal "WAS" in excellent health prior to putting her on a diet of Purina Mighty 
Dog canned food. My dog started to have siezures. Siezures became worse. I, 
the dog owner, changed her diet. My dogs diet is now home-made. My dog is 
back in what appears to be excellent health. No more siezures have occurred. I 
am not a biochemist, however i am currently researching this intrusion trying to 
figure out how these seizures manifest. Please see my face book page for a 
video of my dog,  having a seizure. (  

). I understand everyone needs a job. What I don't 
understand is why the pet food industry has to sell poison? For goodness 
sakes, charge more for the product without poisoning poor animals! I am not OK 
with this! I can (I won't, unless for the good of all animals) feed  Mighty Dog 
canned food and within 2 1/2 to 3 days she will begin having seizures. This is 
not a one time bad lot of food. This is a constant ingredient or ingredients. 
Thank you for your attention. I will gladly help in any way needed. Good day!

1 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐296336 12/27/2016 12:40 Meow Mix Original Choice 
Dry Cat Food

From June to August i fed my cats Meow Mix Dry & Wet food. It took quite some 
time for the symptoms to become completely obvious, looking back now there 
was alot of little things that seemed like nothing but were all pointing to UTI with 
Crystals. Three months later and both of my cat's have full blown infections. The 
vet had stated that meow mix has so many minerals that its too common for this 
to happen. $150 SO FAR!!!!!!!!!!! We have to go back in two weeks that will 
probably be doubled. UN BELIEVABLE that the FDA actually is allowing such a 
TERRIBLE quality food to be on the shelves. I am one of THOUSANDS who are 
complaining about the same issue. When will this dog shit food be recalled?

8 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐296334 12/27/2016 12:12 Beneful Healthy Puppy I bought a bag of Beneful Healthy Puppy on Thursday December 23 2016 and 
gave my dogs a cup full in each of their bowls. on December 24 2016 I woke up 
to my puppy  throwing up. He threw up 3 times by 10 am and slept most of 
the time. Then he threw up again around 2:20 and again at 9 pm. He did not 
throw up the rest of the night so I thought it would be safe to give him a little bit 
of food but he began throwing up about 45 minutes after he ate. 
I continued to give my other dog the food thinking it might have been something 

 ate outside that was making him sick. But on December 25th my other 
dog began throwing up. So I stopped giving Beneful and they have both 
stopped throwing up and have their energy back.

3 Month
s

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog

EON‐296311 12/26/2016 23:56 Pedigree Puppy Growth & 
Protection Chicken & 
Vegetable Flavor

My dog has been eating Pedrigree puppy food and has been fine. I bought a 
new bag of the same Pedigree puppy food and my dog has had runny diarrhea 
ever since. I took her off of the food and didn't feed her anything for 24 hours. I 
gave her a can food after the 24 hours and her stool was back to normal. The 
next day I started her back on her Pedigree puppy food and once again she has 
bad runny diarrhea.

6 Month
s

Dachshund - Standard 
Long-haired

Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐296253 12/25/2016 22:56 Simply Nourish Small Breed 
Adult Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

My dog has been eating the Simply Nourish small breed chicken and rice dry 
food since he was 6 months old or so. I purchased a bag of food on 12/19/16 
from Persnart and fed my dog food from the new bag 12/20 morning. My dog 
has eaten and had diarrhea every day since yesterday 12/24. Today, 12/25, I 
fed my dog white rice with broth and he did not have diarrhea. Since my dog 
has been used to eating this food for years, I'm afraid this most recent bag is 
contaminated.

3.5 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 25 Pound

EON‐296236 12/25/2016 13:36 Evanger's Super Premium 
Duck & Sweet Potato Dinner 
for Dogs

Off odor from dog food: Evanger's Super Premium Duck & Sweet Potato Dinner
Dog would not eat so no adverse impact

EON‐296235 12/25/2016 11:28 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Chicken & Rice 
Formula, Kirkland Turkey & 
Rice

dietary change. Over a period of one week my dog became lethargic to the 
point of eating poorly (much less) and sleeping on his bed all day (quite 
unusual) and would drag along on a daily walk. I changed (added) about 8 
grams of a canned chicken and also turkey ground up mix to his kibble(about 8 
grams) -This was done twice a day ( total canned ground up poultry mix-35-50 
grams per day). Both products purchased at Costco in cans. I have stopped 
feeding this mix.Dog is slowly getting back to normal. I can UPS you cans of this 
mix if you like. Please let me know.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐296221 12/24/2016 19:52 Natural Balance Ultra 
Premium Dog Food Chicken 
Formula with Carrots Brown 
Rice Potatoes

I've been feeding my 6-yr old yorkie canned Science Diet food. I decided to try a 
can of Natural Balance chicken formula last night. Today he's had yellow 
diarrhea and vomited. His diarrhea had a trace of blood in it.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 14 Pound

EON‐296119 12/22/2016 23:28 Evanger's Grain-Free 
Pheasant

I purchased a can of Evanger's canned dog food, Pheasant, grain-free, lot# 
1816E23PH11, Best by june 20 20.
I had just fed my dog half of the can and when I went to scoop out the other 
half, at the bottom of the can was a piece of rusted steel about as big as a 
penny. It was steel because I could pick it up with a magnet. Am sure it is NOT 
supposed to be there. It was not part of the can or any other can. The metal was 
too thick to be from a can...and was rusted.

I have like 3 other cans from the very same lot still unopened. Since they were 
the last of what was on the shelf, I am debating if I should feed them to my dog 
or hold on to them for a recall or throw them away or send them to someone for 
an analysis to see of their are any more metal fragments in any of them.
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EON‐296116 12/22/2016 22:04 Nutro Limited Ingredient Diet 
Senior Lamb & Rice Recipe

He had been eating Nutro Lamb and Rice for well over a year then suddenly he 
didn't want it anymore. He would just pick at it. He began having severe 
diarrhea and vomiting. The vet tried giving him a sensitive stomach prescription 
food which seemed to help but then as we would try to get him back on his 
regular food (the Nutro) the vomiting and diarrhea would come back worse than 
before. Then it turned bloody. At this point he was hospitalized in the vet's ICU 
for over a week and watched around the clock, things weren't looking good. 
They did ultrasounds to check for intestinal masses, blood work and just about 
every other test possible. After ruling things out they decided that it had to be 
food related. He fortunately started to get better with IV medications and fluids 
and 2 months on a prescription food. We have kept him away from the Nutro 
ever since. He hasn't had any issues with any other formulas of food in the past 
as well as in last 6 months since this incident(senior diets, adult food, Lamb, 
chicken, beef and even table food). We spent thousands of dollars on getting 
him healthy again, there has to be something wrong with this food .........

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐296093 12/22/2016 11:36 Ol' Roy Cheeseburger Flavor I recently bought a large bag of Ol Roy Cheeseburger dog food. The product 
was fine until you started reaching food settled halfway through the bag. I found 
spots of mold. Being a curious pet owner I decided to pour more out, which 
resulted in more mold. I even found a clump of dog food held together by mold. 
This is disgusting.

EON‐296091 12/22/2016 10:52 Diamond Naturals Lamb & 
Rice Meal

It actually not only affected Yorkshire terrier but also Shih Tzu . A 3 year old 
Yorkshire terrier was pooping quite a bit of blood. Another was just starting to 
do the same. Vet and I decided to pull the food. We ran blood work on this dog. 
Gave him science diet ID food and metronidazole also as others got this same 
treatment . As a 3rd dog got it I brought poop in to be tested . We tested for 
coccidia , giardiasis, worms, and she did a quick smear under the scope. The 
blood work came back normal. All poop tests came back normal . They would 
run a small temp and a couple of hem threw up but thankfully no one went down 
on us. The blood would last approx 3 days on the treatment and then improve. 
All sick dogs are on ID and were treated with metronidazole. There were a few 
dogs that didn't have this food and are not affected.

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog

EON‐296089 12/22/2016 10:24 True Chews Premium Jerky 
Cuts Made with Real Chicken

Acute onset of lethargy and anorexia. When presented to primary veterinarian 
chemistry showed elevated kidney values, hypertension and proteinuria.

Persistent elevated kidney values and proteinuria for 3 weeks.

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 32.5 Kilogra
m
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EON‐296057 12/21/2016 16:52 Best Bully Sticks Premium 
Chicken Jerky

As a former employee of TDBBS (parent company of bestbullysticks.com, 
barkworthies.com, bullybox.com, topdogtreatsandchews.com) - this is a 
manufacturer of natural animal pet treats, I have witnessed the packaging of 
"treats" that were on the same tables where salmonella was tested and found 
positive. These tables were not cleaned. I have also noticed many bugs in the 
bags. Management (CEO / CFO) tries to skimp on cleaning and whenever an 
inspection is performed by officials, they will have the officials put into a 
conference room while an assistant will call the warehouse managers and have 
them perform a "fire drill" to clean everything and have the employees put on 
hats, gloves, etc BEFORE the inspectors walk through. I have been in many 
conference meetings where discussions of customers have called in to report 
their pets have gotten very sick from the treats (mold, etc). I would like to see 
them be held accountable for causing pets to be sick from their non-cleaning 
approach. 
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EON‐295987 12/21/2016 9:56 PCI Chick N' Hide, Cadet 
Triple 3 Chew

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 3.2 Kilogra
m

 was seen through the ER and has been hospitalized since  for 
decreased appetite and vomiting. He was transferred to the  

 on  for treatment of kidney disease. Based on the diagnostics 
performed a fanconi like syndrome is strongly suspected secondary to the 

ingestion of chicken jerky treats.

Fanconi syndrome is a normally rare kidney disease typically seen in certain 
breeds, such as Basenjis, as a primary hereditary condition. Part of the normal 

function of the kidneys is to filter out waste from the blood while keeping 
nutrients such as glucose, bicarbonate, and amino acids in the body. In 

acquired Fanconi syndrome, a part of the kidney's filtering mechanism called 
the proximal tubule is damaged by toxins or infection, and these nutrients are 

lost into the urine instead of being reabsorbed.

 was initiated on antinausea, gastroprotectant, and antibiotic therapy. An 
nasogastric feeding tube was placed on . He has been tolerating feedings 
well. Kidney values and electrolytes have been monitored in hospital. His kidney 

values increased despite therapy, and appeared to plateau on . IV fluids 
were weaned over that evening and he remained stable on  He was 

assessed to be stable for outpatient care and close monitoring on  to see if 
he would eat better at home, with recommendations to consider an 

esophagostomy feeding tube if he does not improve by recheck.

DIAGNOSTIC WORK-UP: 

Serial kidney biochemistry monitoring: 
Date BUN 7-27mg/dL Phosphorus 2.5-6.8 mg/dL Creatinine 0.5-1.6mg/dL

11/29 32 4.6 2.2
11/30 33 3.3 2.0
12/1 27 5.5 2.2
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12/2 40 5.8 3.3
12/3 53 7.2 3.7
12/4 46 6.1 3.4
12/5 45 7.5 3.5

Normal blood glucose on daily measurment, ruling out diabetes as a cause of 
glucosuria.

Complete blood count:
Within normal limits.

Urine culture:
No growth after 48 hours.

Leptospirosis titres:
Mildly reactive to L. icterohemorrhagiae, consistent with previous exposure or 

vaccination, less likely active infection. Convalescent titres PENDING.

Urinalysis and Urine Protein/Creatinine ratio analysis:
Concentrated urine with mildly elevated protein (UPCR 0.5), red blood cells (11-

20 pHPF), and white blood cells (2-3pHPF), consistent with inflammation or 
infection. Glucosuria consistent with Fanconi syndrome (given normal blood 

sugar).

Recheck dipstick 48 hours ater hospitalization was positive for glucosuria. 

ACTH Stimulation test:
Normal, ruling out Addison's disease.

Abdominal ultrasound:
No significant findings.
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4Dx infectious disease screening:
Negative for heartworm and tickborne diseases.

Systolic blood pressure:
Within normal limits

DIAGNOSIS: 
Kidney injury - Fanconi like syndrome

Suspected secondary to toxic insult (jerky treat ingestion), less likely Leptospira 
spp. infection (convalescent titre pending)

MEDICATIONS:

ITEM DESCRIPTION DIRECTIONS 
Cerenia (Maropitant) 24mg Tablet 

Please give 1/4 tablet by mouth every 24 hours as needed for decreased 
appetite, nausea, and vomiting. This is an antinausea medication. It is generally 
well tolerated. If  experiences side effects, discontinue and seek veterinary 

advice.
THE NEXT DOSE IS DUE THE EVENING OF DECEMBER 5th.

Omeprazole 10mg/mL Oral liquid
Give 0.3mL by mouth or tube every 12 hours until finished. This is an antacid 

medication. It is generally well tolerated. If  experiences side effects, 
discontinue and seek veterinary advice.

THE NEXT DOSE IS DUE THE EVENING OF DECEMBER 5th.
Mirtazipine 7.5mg Tablets Please give 1/4 tablet by mouth every 24 hours as 

needed for decreased appetite. This is an appetite stimulant. It is generally well 
tolerated, but may cause sedation, excitation, or abnormal behaviour. If  

experiences severe or other side effects, discontinue and seek veterinary 
advice.

THE NEXT DOSE IS DUE THE MORNING OF DECEMBER 6th.
Clavamox 62.5mg/mL Oral liquid Give 1mL by mouth or tube at least until 
Leptospira titres have returned. THis is an antibiotic, giving with food helps 

reduce gastrointestinal upset.
THE NEXT DOSE IS DUE THE EVENING OF DECEMBER 5th.

Aluminum Hydroxide (Alternagel) 64mg/mL Give 2mL PER DAY split over 
feedings by mouth or tube. THis is a phosphate binder used to reduce 

phosphorus.
THE NEXT DOSE IS DUE WITH THE NEXT MEAL.

RECHECK ADDENDUM:
Since his last recheck, remains azotemic and glucosuric, suggestin 

ongoing acquired fanconi like syndrome. Clinically he has improved.
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EON‐295984 12/21/2016 7:12 Wellness Small Breed All five dogs received a new bag of Wellness small dog dry dog food on 
12/15/2016, Thursday by Saturday night, 12/17/2016 they all had extreme 
diarrhea, some also had vomiting. I brought the Yorkie and the Maltese to the 
vets on 12/20/2016 and after extensive blood work and testing she asked if we 
had opened a new bag of dog food which we had. She told us to throw it away 
and contact Wellness dog food of this event. I have been unable to find a 
website to report but will call in this complaint as soon as possible. I have a vet 
bill for $247.21 for the visit and will be bringing a dog to the vet on 12/22/2016. I 
am waiting to see if the issues get better but now all five dogs are required to 
receive special diets of gastro - health dry dog food. Cost of which is $30.00 
plus per small bag. This dog food was purchased at Petsmart on  
in 

10 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐295939 12/20/2016 11:40 Pedigree Puppy Growth & 
Protection

She started puking none stop and had diarrhea, went to put food in her bowl 
and noticed chunks of mold in her food after I've already been giving it to her , 
just noticed and realized that's why she's been so sick.

4 Month
s

Bulldog - American Dog 15 Pound

EON‐295908 12/20/2016 0:36 Priority Rawhide Retriever 
Rolls

20 minutes after chewing on a Priority Rawhide roll, dog had a severe allergic 
reaction
I bred this dog and he has not and does not have allergic reactions to any food
He had severe hives. I treated him with 200 mg Benedryl. Hives went away after 
15 hours. Dog was in pain and cried all night. I stayed up with him and 
comforted him

12 Month
s

Mastiff Dog 140 Pound

EON‐295860 12/19/2016 10:44 Newman's Own Organics 
95% Turkey Dinner Canned 
Cat Food

I opened the can of Newman's Own Organic Canned cat food, Turkey Dinner 
flavor, 5.5 oz can. As I was dishing it out, I noticed a small piece of blue plastic 
in the food.
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EON‐295815 12/18/2016 15:28 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 78 Pound13 November 2016 (Sunday) Purchased Purina Beneful Originals 3.5-pound 
bag (BEST BY SEP2017 62551084 0717L11) as temporary substitute for 

Pedigree Adult Nutrition normally and consistently fed to both dogs over the 
years. Still have the Beneful bag with about 3 pounds remaining.

14 November (Monday) Boxer fed and ate approximately 2 cups of Purina 
Beneful Originals, a 2-cup morning meal. Terrier-beagle mix (second male dog, 

11 years old) fed and ate about 1.5 cups.
 Boxer slept in, extremely rare, and had reduced 

appetite, never seen before. This dog had been perfectly healthy until this point 
in time. Terrier-beagle mix seemed fine.

 Boxer noticeably lethargic.
 Condition worsened. Vet visit early afternoon. Jaundice 

skin, pale gums, low temperature. Early diagnosis of anemia. Blood samples 
taken. Next-day result was high white and low red blood cell counts. Liver and 
kidney function indicators were good. Immediately (Friday afternoon) began 

treatment with doxycycline and prednisone.
 Began steady improvement. Continued full course of 

antibiotic and tapering prednisone treatment.
 Noticed streaks of blood on edge of dog bed. Thought 

blood came from a front paw; now think it came from internal bleeding and 
mouth. Increased water intake.

 Seemed strong and well so decided not to talk with 
vet about earlier bleeding and increased water intake.

) Noticeable deterioration in condition, very low energy, 
loss of appetite, increased water intake. Down to every-other-day prednisone 
pill and this was a no-prednisone day. Discomfort and coughing prompted a 
prednisone pill in the evening, about 5 PM. Spoke to vet and confirmed that 

giving prednisone was right. Planned to visit office Saturday for additional pills. 
He passed away at 6:30 PM on  evening. We are heartbroken; he was a 

wonderful dog. 
18 December (Sunday) Terrier-beagle mix seems to be OK. Possible that some 

dogs react badly to Beneful. Don't want to see this possibility ignored or 
dismissed because of low frequency of occurrence, possible coincidence with 
another problem, social media effect or because the food meets current rules. 

The goal is no dog harmed.
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EON‐295793 12/18/2016 0:32 Purina Pro Plan Focus Puppy 
Chicken & Rice Entrée

Pet has been eating a mix of Puppy Purina Pro Plan Focus canned and dry food 
since I adopted her in April. She has been very healthy since adopting her. 
Today at 11:30 am I opened up a new can of Purina Pro Plan Focus Puppy 
canned food and fed her, within an hour and a half she began vomiting. From 
12:30pm to 2:40pm she vomited five times. Then around 2:45 I noticed her face 
beginning to swell. By time I got her to the vet her entire face was swollen and 
her eye was beginning to close shut from the swelling. They immediately took 
her in the back and gave her Benadryl through IV and administered a shot to 
stop the nausea. It was explained to me that she was in Anaphalactic Shock. 
We immediately decided to draw blood work to check her organs. To find out 
that she has abnormally high liver enzymes (Alt). Normal enzyme level is 10-
125. Her level was 725. She is staying overnight in the animal hospital and they 
are going to flush her system with IV Fluids. She has never been giving any 
other dog food. For treats she gets beggin strips, little jacs treats, and milk 
bones. Upon inspection of the Purina Pro Plan Focus Puppy Canned food I 
found several black specks in the food.

10 Month
s

Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 15.5 Pound

EON‐295783 12/17/2016 20:52 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Chicken 
Wing & Thigh Dinner with 
Fresh Harvest Sweet 
Potatoes in Gravy Recipe

I got a can of Organix Castor & Polluck dog food. The Butcher & Bushel. The 
can had 4 whole cooked chicken thigh bones in it. The numbers on the bottom 
of the can are 16268 CL 3 36012 1059. Exp: 24 SEP 18

EON‐295779 12/17/2016 20:04 Freshpet Fresh Chicken 
Recipe Dog Food

I bought an 11 lb. bag of Freshpet canine dry food. I found several, what 
appears to be, raisons in the bag. There is absolutely no mention of raisins or 
anything that could be mistaken for a raisin in the list of ingredients on the bag. 
As you know, grapes and their dried product, raisins, are toxic for dogs.

I have contacted the company by email several times but have only received 
flippant denials without any seriousness being taken for such a grave 
accusation.

EON‐295774 12/17/2016 19:21 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula Adult

Opened new bag of dog food on  and starting  he 
didn't want to eat. Continued to. Barely eat and became more lethargic. With lab 
work on sat he was in kidney and liver failure. Had to put him to sleep  as 
he was suffering.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐295769 12/17/2016 16:48 Kibbles 'n Bits 24 hours of trying kibble N bits for the first time my dog began vomitting blood 
and passing bloody diarrhea. She passed away at 10:00 that evening.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐295754 12/17/2016 16:17 Beggin' Thick Cut Hickory 
Smoked Flavor

out of date dog treats
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EON‐295660 12/16/2016 12:12 Kibbles 'n Bits always fed our dog Purina Food went to store they didn't have it so my husband 
got kibbles and bits after eating for 2 days he got sick took him to the vet and 
they flush his system out. He had been to the vet at least once a week had to 
have an ultrasound done. Got in touch with  from JM Smuckers 
sent him food and they tested it and said part was good kibbles and bits another 
part was outdated kibbles and bits and little of food that they don't make. My vet 
out ruled everything and found it was the food and  refuses to do anything 
about it pay the vet bills and claims that we bought kibbles and bits before left it 
in the container for over a year and then but new kibbles and bits in and that we 
never cleaned the container. I am filing a small claims against them but really 
don't think I should and that they should pay the vet bills

EON‐295403 12/15/2016 21:16 4Health Puppy Formula I was feeding my dogs 4 health dog food purchased from TSC and about 2 
weeks ago they starting puking, diarrhea, and had horrible gas and smell to 
them. I asked my friend who feeds his the same and same symptoms plus not 
eating well. We stopped feeding them the food and replaced with rice for 1 
week and then introduced new food. We later find that my uncles dog was 
diagnosed with kidney failure and same symptoms and is feeding his dog the 
same food!!! This cannot be coincidence.

8 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog
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EON‐295394 12/15/2016 19:12 Primal Pet Foods Nuggets for 
Dogs Lamb Formula

9 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 4.3 Kilogra
m

Patient with past history of atopy and pyoderma. 

Dermatology appointmentt 7/28/16 with : New development of facial 
alopecia, thick crusting at muzzle, lip folds, ventral chin, neck, and chin, light 

scaling hyperkeratotic changes at paw pads. 
- Skin biopsy histopathology summary: MODERATE, CHRONIC, DIFFUSE, 

HYPERPLASTIC DERMATITIS WITH MARKED PARAKERATOSIS, 
SUPPURATIVE INTRACORNEAL AND MILDLY PUSTULAR INFLAMMATION, 

AND MILD TO MODERATE LYMPHOPLASMACYTIC LICHENOID 
INFLAMMATION. 

- Pathologist notes: The changes are most immediately suggestive of zinc 
responsive dermatosis although the breed is not typical...generic dog food 

dermatosis is another differential. Allergic dermatitis and chronic yeast 
infections can cause 

parakeratosis, but is not typically this severe. 
- Zinc supplementation was recommended but not immediately started by 

owner. 

Dermatologist appointment 10/4/16: 
- Zinc gluconate 50mg: 1/2 tab PO SID for 1 week, changed to 1/4 tab due to 

upset stomach on 1/2 tab. 
- Obtained plasma zinc levels: 0.50 PPM. Reference ranges: CANINE: 0.8 - 2.0, 

NORMAL 2.0 - 4.0, ABOVE NORMAL, 5.0 - 6.0 HIGH 
- yeast dermatitis and otitis noted 

- Switched to zinc methionine biscuit for supplementation, stopped Apoquel, 
added fluconazole. Medrol added 10/12/16. 

Dermatologist appointment 11/2/16 with : 
- Lesions improved, facial/elbow crusting improved. 

- Current treatments: fluconazole 100 mg PO SID, Medrol 2 mg PO SID, Zinpro 
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EON‐295384 12/15/2016 17:24 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

I recently purchased Golden Rewards Chicken jerkey treats from Walmart for 
my dog and after giving her one, she has vomited multiple times per day for 
over 2 weeks. After researching on the internet about this brand, there are 
numerous other reports of these treats causing illness.

8 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 18 Pound

biscuit (2/day) 

Nutrition consultation 11/28/16 with : 
- Fleas and mild erythema noted but previous crusting and facial lesions much 

improved/resolved. 
- Current treatments: Finished taper of fluconazole. Getting Medrol 2 mg PO 

q24h, Zinpro biscuit (2/day, 6 mg elemental zinc per biscuit per manufacturer) 
- Diet history review: Had been fed Primal Frozen Nuggets, various flavors but 
mostly lamb (2 nuggets 2x/day) for life. Occasionally fed commercial treats and 

rarely given table food. No supplements. 

Contacted Primal to obtain more information about zinc content of Primal frozen 
nugget lamb diet. Company website 

(http://www.primalpetfoods.com/product/detail/c/7/id/4) includes the following 
AAFCO statement: Primal Pet Foods Canine Lamb Formula is formulated to 

meet the nutritional levels established by the AAFCO Dog Food Nutrient Profiles 
for All Life Stages. However, the website states that the product provides 27 

ppm zinc as fed. With calorie information of 53 kcal/oz (calculated: 1870 
kcal/kg), this equals 14 mg zinc/1000 kcal, well below the AAFCO 2016 
minimums of 25 mg zinc/1000 kcal for growth/reproduction and 20 mg 

zinc/1000 kcal for adult maintenance. 

The manufacturer was contacted to request confirmation of zinc content listed 
on the website and to ask for a typical analysis of the finished product. . 

, Marketing/Customer Service for Primal Pet Foods, provided the 
following information by email: 

53 kcal's / oz x 35.274 oz per kg = 1869.522 kcal's per kg (AS FED) 
Dry Matter kcal's per kg = 5842.256249999999 kcal's per kg (DM) 

Typical analysis, as sent: moisture 68.17%, zinc 15 ppm 
Typical analysis, dry weight: zinc 46 ppm 

The 46 ppm DM zinc concentration in the company-provided typical analysis of 
this diet is well below the AAFCO 2016 minimums of 100 mg/kg DM for 

growth/reproduction and 80 mg/kg DM for adult maintenance. Furthermore, the 
zinc concentration of the diet is even lower after correcting for the diet's high 

calorie density (5842 kcal/kg DM as provided by the company or 5873 kcal/kg 
DM when calculated using the moisture content of the typical analysis 

provided). After correcting for energy density, the zinc concentration is 31 mg/kg 
DM.
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EON‐295376 12/15/2016 12:28 Friskies Classic Pate Poultry 
Favorites

Both cats were exhibiting unusual behavoir 8.5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 16 Pound

EON‐295064 12/13/2016 10:28 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

Bought a 50lb bag of Pedigree Adult Complete Nutrition and it has mold on food

EON‐295038 12/12/2016 22:12 Natural Balance Dog Food 
Rolls - Beef Formula

Received Natural Balance Food Rolls which has small, hard bumps under the 
plastic packaging. The bumps were in the food and you can't tell what they are 
even after opening the roll. The substance could be gravel or bone or plastic or 
some other hard object.

EON‐294999 12/12/2016 15:32 Blue Buffalo Chicken Jerky, 
Blue Buffalo Duck Jerky, Top 
Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets, 
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

I like to use treats to train my dog and I purchased Jerky treats for Petco and 
Costco brand I purchased was Blue Buffalo and the Costco brand, and flavors 
were chicken, turkey and duck. I didn't put two and two together until I read the 
FDA website, but about a week to a week and a half after using these treats my 
dog started getting sick, throwing up, not wanting to eat (he loves eating), very 
inactive but drinking a lot of water (then throwing up). I immediately asked family 
members if they had feed  (dog) anything and the only thing they feed him 
was dog food and treats. I immediately started to see if there were any recalls 
on food, but didn't think about the treats and don't usually buy the jerky treats . I 
could not find any negative things on the food. So I gave my dog Pedilight, 
water, bought canned dog food (since most dogs love canned food), and gave 
him some vitamin B12. He got better in about 3-4 days. He got sick about two 
times after that, but this is because I kept feeding the treats.

12 Month
s

Rottweiler Dog 85 Pound

EON‐294843 12/11/2016 22:40 Nature's Domain Beef Meal & 
Sweet Potato

Purchased 2 (40 lb.) bags of Costco Nature's Domain Beef/Sweet Potato Dog 
Food. Within eight hours, ALL THREE dogs were vomiting all over the house. 
This continued for three days, until I realized what was making them sick. 
Stopped feeding them the dog food, purchased a new brand at a different store 
and all three dogs stopped vomiting.

2 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 25 Pound

EON‐294769 12/9/2016 21:56 Core Grain-Free Turkey 
Chicken Liver & Turkey Liver 
Formula

Today 12/09/2016. Found a metal object in can of Wellness Core Grain Free 
pet food

EON‐294750 12/9/2016 17:56 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Filet Mignon Flavor

Found a large piece of what looks like rubber in can of Pedigree dog food, 
"Chopped ground dinner-filet mignon flavor, 13.2 oz.
Numbers on the bottom of the can - BB 083118 21 3, 635EKKCC 2309LG, BB 
083118 21 3, 635EKKCC 2309LG

EON‐294563 12/8/2016 14:24 MEDIHONEY Gel Dressing 
with Active Leptospermum 
Honey, Wedderspoon 100% 
Raw Manuka Honey KFactor 
16

Last Friday, December 2, 2016 owner noted some blepharospasm and facial 
stiffness but thought nothing of it.

This Monday, dog came back in the clinic and is a text book early case of 
tetanus with the classic risus sardonicus, etc. We have started aggressive 
treatment and amputated the affected leg mid-femur.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25.1 Kilogra
m
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EON‐294438 12/7/2016 21:12 IAMS ProActive Health 
Optimal Weight Adult 

Our dog suddenly began vomiting immediately after eating dog food. After 3 
meals of this happening, we began to make his food and give him that, the 
vomiting stopped. After 2 days of feeding him homemade food, we gave him the 
IAMS again, and he immediately vomited again. We switched to a different bag 
the next feeding and the vomited stopped. Seems like the bag is tainted.

5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐294437 12/7/2016 20:32 Primal Pet Foods Nuggets for 
Cats Rabbit Formula

Hello,
I've been feeding my two cats and dog the Primal Raw Rabbit for over a year. 
They have never had any problems with it. I keep it in the freezer and bring it 
home immediately after purchasing from store. I give it to them at least once or 
twice a week and never had any problems. Well, I had just bought a new bag 
and gave all three of them some after thawing. My Siamese cat vomited all over 
the house and threw it all up. The dog had no adverse reaction, but the other 
cat would't eat it. He seemed ok though, so not sure how much he ate. 

Well, that had never happened, and the other two animals (other cat and dog) 
didn't get sick, at least that I could tell - no vomiting. So I though maybe Noah 
was just sick already. So almost a week later, I fed it to them again. Again, 
Noah the Siamese, normally very healthy cat, vomited all over the house again. 
At that point I knew I couldn't feed that food to my animals again. The dog 
seemed to have an upset tummy too, as she was belching, which she never 
does. I'm afraid the food is bad, but the store where I bought it said I could bring 
it back and get an exchange. 

Just want to report this so no other animals will get sick from it. I'm going to call 
the company. I took a picture of the bad with the lot number.

19 Month
s

Siamese Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐294191 12/7/2016 8:12 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 17 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs # ,  

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats; I had written in previous reports (on this same matter) that 

only five had eaten the food. Two should be on a canned food-only diet, but the 
dry Purina food was not out of reach of them. I suffer from PTSD and have had 
problems with sleeping disorders since I was a teen. My sleep schedule is very 
erratic. On weekends, my husband is usually awake long before I am, and to 
keep the cats from waking me up, fills the food dish. He also puts out canned 
food, but that has not stopped the other two from sneaking into the dry food. 

Since submitting reports for five of the cats, I've learned that the other two who I 
thought were not affected, do indeed have symptoms. One is quite ill at this 

time.

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old), , 
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea. was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats, (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had  for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat,  (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.
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Later that evening,  had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
 vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught  dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.

On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from , as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat,  (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems.

A couple of hours later, another cat,  (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.
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All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. The Friskies had come from a pack of 24 cans. 
The cats had been working through those for several days before without any 

sign of illness.

I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 
chicken since. I was gradually working small amounts of canned food back in 

with the chicken, but I have since been instructed (by a veterinarian that I 
consulted yesterday, Dec. 6) to keep the cats on a bland diet of boiled chicken 

or tuna for a few days or until their stool is all solid.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased in all but . Prior to  vomiting yesterday morning, was 
the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30. stools are still on 

the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the litterpan again. 
and now have normal stool.  still had loose stool as of 

Nov. 5, some appearing to be soft solid. I have not seen a bowel movement 
since. stool had improved from full liquid to a thick puddling-like state a 

few days ago. I have not seen him have a bowel movement since. The cats had 
all initially slept more, but have been more active as their symptoms have 

improved.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
i f
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responded to that query aside from the automated response.

The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 
not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). There has been dialogue 
with Purina; someone named , who said she is a supervisor. She has 
asked to speak to me on the phone, but I told her that I prefer to stick to written 

correspondence at this time. While she seems to have put more effort than 
cutting/pasting into her responses, over the weekend I received a message 

from her. Actually several messages - two very similar, sent some hours apart. 
She'd forgotten in that time that she'd responded to me already, but the content 
of the message was the same. That felt very much as if that was or is a scripted 
response. She later wrote asking that I disregard the last message. In her latest 

message to me (Dec. 5), she asked if I would speak with a claims adjuster 
about the veterinary costs (there were none at the time). I replied to her, but 
have not heard from anyone at Purina since. As I understand it, a mailer was 

supposed to be overnighted to me so that I may send a sample of the food back 
to Purina, but at the time of this writing, I have not received that mailer.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to of it to prevent the 
bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 

degrees Fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for 
a long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others; definitely eats 

the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats that eat 
significantly more canned food than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea 

sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms. In  case, I am 
listing the day when I first saw blood (Dec. 1, and though I didn't know it was 

from her), the infection had to start days prior to show blood.
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EON‐294157 12/6/2016 20:56 Acana Grasslands Regional 
Formula

My cats have been eating Acana grasslands cat food for several years. The 
latest batch from Chewy.com with their new formula made one of my cats very 
sick. All four cats generally avoided the food so we knew something was off. 
Our largest cat who tends to eat the most dry food vomited profusely several 
times in the days following introduction of the new formula. He then vomited up 
pink tinged fluid and solid matter which we believe is blood from his digestive 
lining being raw. We took him to the vet and he was treated for dehydration, 
nausea and given an antacid. We hope he improves soon. We stopped feeding 
them the new formula when we noticed the issue and Chewy sent us a bag of 
the original formula which arrived today. If you look on their website you can see 
a number of customers saying the new formula made their cats sick. Please 
take note and investigate. Maybe it's not just the new formula - maybe their is a 
food spoilage issue making them sick.

10 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐294149 12/6/2016 17:04 Rachael Ray Nutrish Chicken 
Purrcata

Within a half an hour of being fed a third of a" brand new" can of the Rachel Ray 
"chicken purcata" wet food, which he had been eating with no prior adverse 
effects for over a year. He had diarrhea and vomiting. Then he spent the rest of 
the day hiding, not eating or drinking, which is very abnormal for him. He was 
lethargic and we thought he might be dying. We took him to the vet and they ran 
blood work and took x-rays and could not find any underlying cause. He was 
running a temperature so they kept him for three days in- patient on IV fluids 
and antibiotics. He refused to eat those three days when he finally came home 
for the first week we could only get him to eat mostly broth. It took about two 
weeks before he started eating normally. He still will not touch poultry of any 
kind, remembering that was the last thing he ate before becoming deathly ill. His 
vet bills were over $1200.00. I contacted the manufacturer Ainsworth Pet 
Nutrition Inc. on Monday 11/21/2016 and they took until 12/2/2016 to call back 
and only after two follow up calls. They claim no other cats became ill after 
eating the food and that they were going to test the batch. I still have the original 
tub which I froze to preserve and bacteria.

10 Years American Shorthair Cat 9.7 Pound

EON‐294132 12/6/2016 16:00 Whole Paws Indoor Formula 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

I have been feeding  for about a year with Whole Paws Indoor Formula 
with very few problems. However, with the latest purchase on 11/29 of the same 
product, he has been getting constantly sick (vomiting). At this point, he will not 
eat the Whole Paws at all so I've been giving him regular canned tuna as of 
today with no issues. He clearly has a very strong appetite but still wont touch 
the Whole Paws regardless of how hungry he is.

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐293926 12/5/2016 22:56 Pet Botanics Training 
Rewards

Our beautiful rough collie ,  was the sweet ,active dog only 2.8 years old , 
I ordered pet botanics reward treats approx Nov .16 ,2016 . First,my dog ,stay in 
the house and if she has to go walk or bathroom she is on a leash at all times . 
she is never without us unless we go to store .which she is in a safe area of the 
home  in the am approx 9 am my husband  came over to him 
and pee on the floor  never pees in the house .he took her for a walk 
came .back she came in drank some water , jump on the couch . ate some 
amount of dog food blue buffalo which she been on since puppy . then she was 
playing her toys short time took a nap jump on the couch with me ,jump down to 
see my husband laid her head on shoulder . then she wants to go bathroom so I 
took her she pee by the door . she never did this before . came back in drank 
water laid down check lung where clear , resp normal. laid down took 3 breaths 
she was gone .she was in renal failure from the treats. now this could have 
been gradually happening since she would get treats.occasionally she was a 
very active dog till  she died  at 130 am  time happen so fast

2.8 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 50 Pound

EON‐293916 12/5/2016 18:08 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken Flavor

i have 3 dogs, i was told to fill out three different reports,, so here is the second 
report, this dog like the others has/was eating pedigree adult since they were 
old enough for adult food. In the last two years i have noticed when she goes 
and takes a dump, she is very loose. with in hours of eating she like the others 
are full gas. and the amount of Poop is unreal... Two months ago, she had a 
seizure or ( or i thought she had). It is unclear if she did or not, my other dogs 
are showind signs of medical problems too.. As stated in the first report my 
chocolate lab is showing the most issues. At times she laxtates and then 
nothing. I have noticed these problems over the past two years and now it is to 
the point I think the damage is taking its toal.. I have read the internet and all the 
complaints regarding Pedigree and I too am seeing the problems. I called 
Pedigree and discovered that they purchase thier ingrediants form China. No 
Way.... And now my dogs are sick. $$$$$ ick

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐293912 12/5/2016 17:40 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken Flavor

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐293845 12/5/2016 13:00 Alpo Prime Cuts Savory Beef 
Flavor

1-to-2 weeks after switching to Purina ALPO Prime Cuts (31-lb bag) dry dog 
food, 2 episodes bloody diarrhea, one yesterday and one today; food has been 
discontinued today and pet switched back to long-term food by Pedigree 
manufacturer

4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 72 Pound

i have been feeding my dogs Pedigee Adult for over 10 years, two years ago, i 
notice my dogs were having loose stools on and off,,,, and then more and more. 

I had them checked for worms, they have all their shots, the vet found no 
problems. In the last year, i had to put one dog down for an unknown illness we 
"assumed" was due to old age. Now my remaining three dogs are all showing 
signs of a medical issue. April i had to take my Chocolate lab to the vet, all the 
blood, urine and x-rays, ultra sound test were taken and all they found was an 
elevated liver count and no explanation why. She cries out and passes urine. 

No seizure's she just acts really sad, her face looks like a blood hound and she 
will wimper and pee a little, she has control of her bladder but acts like 

something hurts, and she is full of gas... This issue with my dogs has be 
concerned, all of them have been seen by my vet and two of three have had all 
the test and no one knows what the hell is going on. SO HERE IS WHAT I DID. 
I took my bag of Pedigree Dog Food and Called the phone number in Canada, I 
ask on question.... Does Mars Inc. Purchase ingredents from China for the dog 
food? I was told Yes,,, Today December 5th 2016 i am online and investigate 

this futher and what do i discover to my horor, Pedigree was purchased by Mars 
about the same time i noticed these issues begining. I believe they are using 
ingredients that are causing harm to my dogs... I stopped using thier product 
because i am not feeding my dogs anything that comes from China. the FDA 

has no control what comes from China to Canada and then from Canada to the 
USA. there for enough of that,, What i do find so disturbing,,, you no longer 

have that right to KNOW WHERE PRODUCT OF ORIGIN IS,, there is no more 
Made in U.S.A. and we are more and more consuing products from China 
without Knowing it, Thanks free trade. I think you need to figure this out,,, 

https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/pedigree.html read all the problems they 
are having. My vet bills are over $2,000.00 since the this problem start around 

2015...... Read this one : 
http://www.naturalnews.com/041694_Pedigree_dog_food_pet_deaths_custome

r_complaints.html
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EON‐293822 12/5/2016 11:44 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
Beef & Spinach Recipe in 
Gravy

Feed  at usual time, 3:00 pm, on Thursday, December 1, 2016. He had 
been eating this product for 8 months. He ate as usual... finished completely as 
usual. Two hours later he was lethargic, vomiting and diarrhea. He would also 
stand in one spot and just stare at the wall. We thought he had a stroke. This 
continued all night. By morning he couldn't keep his head up. He would raise it 
then crash to the floor. We took him to our vet who found elevated white blood 
cell count and liver numbers off. He said he had a bacterial infection and 
immediately started IV fluids and antibiotics. We picked him up at the end of the 
day on Friday and have continued the antibiotics and Denemarin. He has 
improved over weekend. We have attempted to start feeding him again but he 
will not eat. Decided to try another food and he ate well. He will not eat the 
Purina canned Beyond anymore. He won't go near it.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound

EON‐293765 12/5/2016 9:56 Fancy Feast Flaked Fish & 
Shrimp Feast

I have been buying canned Fancy Feast Fish and Shrimp for several months for 
my diabetic cat. I recently received 2 new cases and opened 3 cans total of the 
2 cases, each contained fish that is brown (vs the normal pink) and smells bad. 
I reported this to chewy.com where I purchased it and they sent me 2 more 
cases but unfortunately the same lot no. I opened 1 can and it also contained 
brown smelly meat. I have all 4 cases at home. Purina Fancy Feast has never 
replied as of today, but Purina rarely answers questions anyway.

EON‐293702 12/4/2016 16:12 Nutro Limited Ingredient Diet 
Senior Lamb & Rice Recipe

Within 1 week of starting a new bag of Nutro lamb and rice limited ingredient 
diet for senior dogs, Patches began a wheezing cough becoming more and 
more frequent, often producing clear/cloudy liquid puddles on the floor. The 
liquid is slightly yellow when wiped up with a paper towel. She was taken to the 
vet after no improvement in 2 weeks. While the exact diagnosis is currently 
unknown, she was running a fever and started on antibiotics and steroid 
treatment and will revisit in a week. She does not have an interest in eating her 
Nutro currently, and is begging for a different food that the others eat that is not 
targeted toward older dogs. Normally, she loves the Nutro and could care less 
about the other brand. Since this is a new bag, I have to wonder if there is 
something going on there due to the out of character behavior and illness.

14 Years Beagle Dog 24 Pound

EON‐293665 12/3/2016 13:16 Friskies Classic Pate Chicken 
& Tuna Dinner

I think the cat food I purchased is bad. One cat became sick and the other two 
cats will not eat it. I have been feeding them this exact same food for over a 
year. Usually they gobble this food down and nothing is left in the bowls.

4 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐293628 12/2/2016 17:20 Top Chews Dried Chicken 
Fillets

My neighbor gave me a bag of Top Chews chicken fillets, b/c his dog wouldn't 
touch them. I trialed them with a very tiny piece to my bigger (45lb) dog, the size 
of a quarter. He is very sensitive, so i only gave him a tiny bit. I gave my little 
dog, who can eat everything, 2 small pieces, about the size of quarters. At 6 am 
Kiko, the small dog, was throwing up on the foot of the bed. She then went out 
side and had 2 rounds of diarrhea. She would not eat, or drink. I called the vet, 
and they wanted her to come in. I brought samples of the vomit and diarrhea, 
and the bag of treats. $232 later, and taking the medicines,she began to 
improve, but was really not back to herself and fully eating normally for 8 days. 
I called Tyson pet products, to let them know, and they had a lawyer contact me 
a few days later.
He took my statement on the phone, called the neighbor who gave them to me, 
and my vet. H just sent me a letter stating Tyson pet products deny any liability 
and all claims. They advised I can take them to small claims court.

19 Month
s

Terrier (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐293577 12/2/2016 14:52 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

Found a softball size clump of something inside bag of Blue Buffalo Fish and 
Brown Rice 30 lb bag of dog food. Had just cut open the bag and dumping the 
food into the storage container when it came out of the bag.

EON‐293576 12/2/2016 14:24 Purina ONE Salmon & Tuna 
Flavor

I have been feeding my cat Purina One Salmon and Tuna flavored cat food for 
her entire life. Purchased a new bag at Walmart in . Place the 
new bag in my empty food container and started feeding. Within 24 hours she 
started throwing up and had diarrhea. I thought maybe she just had an upset 
tummy. Went away a day later for the Thanksgiving Holiday and my son stayed 
home as he had to work. She continued to throw up and have the diarrhea the 
entire weekend.

Did some research on line prior to taking her to the Vet as this was completely 
out of character for her and I was concerned, but it did not seem like her. They 
said to not give her food for 24 hours. I started with 12 hours and she kept the 
water down. By 18 hours I gave her treats because I knew how hungry she was 
and wanted to see if she would keep the treats down, which she did. I continued 
with the treats for another 24 hours and no adverse effects. 

I then started her back on a handful of the Purina One Cat food and within hours 
she through up several times. No diarrhea this time. I immediately stopped 
giving her the Purina One Cat Food. 

I now have her on canned wet food starting last night and today and she has 
had no issues keeping it down.

6 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 14 Pound

EON‐293573 12/2/2016 12:28 Nylabone Natural Nubz 
Edible Dog Chews

After eating nubs chicken chews Igore had a neurological event including 
convulsions and blindness suggesting poisoning , per vet. OUr other dog 
vomited.

9 Years Basset - Fawn Brittany Dog 64 Pound
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EON‐293537 12/2/2016 7:00 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs # ,  

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats, two are on strict canned food only diets, the other five have 

access to the dry food at all times to graze. 

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old),  
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea.  was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats,  (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had  for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat,  (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.

Later that evening,  had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.
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On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from  as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat,  (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems.

A couple of hours later, another cat,  (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.

All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. I know this my two senior cats,  (17) and 

(15) eat only the Friskies canned food, the same cans that the other cats 
eat from/had eaten from, but  and  both have showed no signs of 

illness. This told me that it was the Purina Cat Chow.
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I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 

chicken since.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased.  was the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30.  
stools are still on the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the 
litterpan again. I have not seen  or  use the litterpan, but I also 
have not seen  drag her bottom across the floor since. I did not see 

 in the litterpan on Dec. 1, so I can not report on his stools other than that 
he still had diarrhea on the night of Nov. 30.  still has diarrhea, but it 

appears to be a jelly-like consistency now rather than entirely liquid, as it was 
on the 28th.  and  have slept more than usual in this time, and 

 has been less active. She was playing earlier, so she is back to that. 
was last lethargic on Nov. 30; he too was more active earlier. is still 

lethargic.

 is able to hold water and seems to be able to hold food at this point, but he 
has eaten very little and still has diarrhea. As the consistency appears to have 

improved in the last day (though it is still very loose/thin jelly-like), I giving it one 
more day to see if his stools go back to normal before taking him in to see a 

doctor.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
responded to that query aside from the automated response.
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The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 

not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). I have not received a 
response.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to of it to prevent the 
bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 

degrees Fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for 
a long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others  definitely eats 
the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats (excluding 
the seniors who only eat canned food) that eat significantly more canned food 

than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms.
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EON‐293536 12/2/2016 6:52 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs # ,  

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats, two are on strict canned food only diets, the other five have 

access to the dry food at all times to graze. 

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old),  
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea.  was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats,  (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had  for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat,  (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.

Later that evening,  had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught  dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.
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On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from , as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat,  (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems.

A couple of hours later, another cat, (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.

All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. I know this my two senior cats,  (17) and 

(15) eat only the Friskies canned food, the same cans that the other cats 
eat from/had eaten from, but  and  both have showed no signs of 

illness. This told me that it was the Purina Cat Chow.
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I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 

chicken since.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased. was the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30.  
stools are still on the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the 
litterpan again. I have not seen  or use the litterpan, but I also 
have not seen  drag her bottom across the floor since. I did not see 

 in the litterpan on Dec. 1, so I can not report on his stools other than that 
he still had diarrhea on the night of Nov. 30.  still has diarrhea, but it 

appears to be a jelly-like consistency now rather than entirely liquid, as it was 
on the 28th.  and  have slept more than usual in this time, and 

 has been less active. She was playing earlier, so she is back to that. 
 was last lethargic on Nov. 30; he too was more active earlier.  is still 

lethargic.

is able to hold water and seems to be able to hold food at this point, but he 
has eaten very little and still has diarrhea. As the consistency appears to have 

improved in the last day (though it is still very loose/thin jelly-like), I giving it one 
more day to see if his stools go back to normal before taking him in to see a 

doctor.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
responded to that query aside from the automated response.
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The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 

not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). I have not received a 
response.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to of it to prevent the 
bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 

degrees Fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for 
a long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others  definitely eats 
the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats (excluding 
the seniors who only eat canned food) that eat significantly more canned food 

than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms.
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EON‐293535 12/2/2016 6:40 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs #41/085, 10718 

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats, two are on strict canned food only diets, the other five have 

access to the dry food at all times to graze. 

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old),  
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea.  was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats,  (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had  for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat,  (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.

Later that evening, had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
 vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught  dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.
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On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from  as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat  (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems.

A couple of hours later, another cat  (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.

All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. I know this my two senior cats,  (17) and 

 (15) eat only the Friskies canned food, the same cans that the other cats 
eat from/had eaten from, but  and  both have showed no signs of 

illness. This told me that it was the Purina Cat Chow.
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I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 

chicken since.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased.  was the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30.  
stools are still on the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the 
litterpan again. I have not seen or  use the litterpan, but I also 
have not seen drag her bottom across the floor since. I did not see 

 in the litterpan on Dec. 1, so I can not report on his stools other than that 
he still had diarrhea on the night of Nov. 30.  still has diarrhea, but it 

appears to be a jelly-like consistency now rather than entirely liquid, as it was 
on the 28th.  and have slept more than usual in this time, and 

 has been less active. She was playing earlier, so she is back to that. 
 was last lethargic on Nov. 30; he too was more active earlier. is still 

lethargic.

 is able to hold water and seems to be able to hold food at this point, but he 
has eaten very little and still has diarrhea. As the consistency appears to have 

improved in the last day (though it is still very loose/thin jelly-like), I giving it one 
more day to see if his stools go back to normal before taking him in to see a 

doctor.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
responded to that query aside from the automated response.
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The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 

not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). I have not received a 
response.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to of it to prevent the 
bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 

degrees Fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for 
a long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others;  definitely eats 
the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats (excluding 
the seniors who only eat canned food) that eat significantly more canned food 

than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms.
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EON‐293534 12/2/2016 6:32 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 6 Years Siamese Cat 7 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs # ,  

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats, two are on strict canned food only diets, the other five have 

access to the dry food at all times to graze. 

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old),  
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea.  was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats, (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat,  (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.

Later that evening,  had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
 vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught  dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.
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On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from , as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat, (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems.

A couple of hours later, another cat,  (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.

All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. I know this my two senior cats,  (17) and 

 (15) eat only the Friskies canned food, the same cans that the other cats 
eat from/had eaten from, but  and  both have showed no signs of 

illness. This told me that it was the Purina Cat Chow.
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I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 

chicken since.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased.  was the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30.  
stools are still on the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the 
litterpan again. I have not seen  or  use the litterpan, but I also 
have not seen  drag her bottom across the floor since. I did not see 

 in the litterpan on Dec. 1, so I can not report on his stools other than that 
he still had diarrhea on the night of Nov. 30.  still has diarrhea, but it 

appears to be a jelly-like consistency now rather than entirely liquid, as it was 
on the 28th.  and have slept more than usual in this time, and 

has been less active. She was playing earlier, so she is back to that. 
 was last lethargic on Nov. 30; he too was more active earlier.  is still 

lethargic.

 is able to hold water and seems to be able to hold food at this point, but he 
has eaten very little and still has diarrhea. As the consistency appears to have 

improved in the last day (though it is still very loose/thin jelly-like), I giving it one 
more day to see if his stools go back to normal before taking him in to see a 

doctor.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
responded to that query aside from the automated response.

T f ll i (N 30) I i i i
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The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 

not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). I have not received a 
response.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to of it to prevent the 
bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 

degrees Fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for 
a long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others; definitely eats 
the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats (excluding 
the seniors who only eat canned food) that eat significantly more canned food 

than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms.
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EON‐293533 12/2/2016 6:16 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 PoundA 22 lb. bag of Purina Cat Chow Indoor formula was purchased last week on 
Thursday or Friday (Nov. 24-Nov.25) from H-E-B Food-Drugs # ,  

. I put the food out that night for my cats. I 
have seven cats, two are on strict canned food only diets, the other five have 

access to the dry food at all times to graze. 

On Saturday (Nov. 26), I noticed the youngest cat (4 years old),  
dragging her bottom across the floor. She's never exhibited this behavior, nor 

have any of my other cats. I looked the symptom up online and saw that it could 
be caused by worms (my cats are strictly indoor cats, have no fleas, and have 
been de-wormed. They also exhibit no other symptoms of worm infestation), or 

possibly bottom agitation from straining or diarrhea.  was behaving 
normally otherwise, so I decided to keep an eye on her, but didn't think much of 

that initial incident as anything other than maybe she had an itch.

Later that evening, one of my other cats,  (approximately 6 years old) 
vomited up food several times. I have had  for a little over a year, and 

this was the first time I had seen him vomit.

On Sunday (Nov. 27), another cat, (approximately 6 years old), vomited 
up food. I have had  for nearly four years and have seen him vomit less 

than a handful times prior to this, and it was always due to a hairball.

Later that evening  had a bowel movement outside of the litterbox. 
 vomited up yellowish water, but was behaving normal otherwise. I 

caught  dragging her bottom again. A few hours later, as she was in the 
litterpan, I saw that she had diarrhea.  tries to "cover up" in the litterpan 
but is horrible at it; this is the first I've known her to every have diarrhea, and I 

have had her since she was ten days old.
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On Monday (Nov. 28), after I woke up, I walked out into the house and found 
several areas where a cat or cats had vomited food and liquid, though I don't 

know which cat or cats vomited. There was more stool outside of the litterpan, 
softer than usual, I assum(ed) from , as I had seen him have a bowel 
movement outside of the litterpan the night before. While I was cleaning vomit 

from the floor, I heard an unusual squirting sound. My cat,  (approximately 8 
years old), was standing tall, having a bout of diarrhea (entirely liquid). I have 

had  for five years now. I have never seen him have diarrhea. He has been 
a healthy cat. He has had times where he has eaten too fast (a result of being 

abandoned by his previous caretakers and starving) and has thrown up 
immediately, but I have never seen him vomit otherwise, nor has he had bowel 

problems. Not longer after, another cat,  (6 years old).

A couple of hours later, another cat,  (6 years old), used the litterpan and 
had diarrhea also (very loose). I have had  since he was two months old 
and he's had one instance of diarrhea ever - when he was first brought home 
from the Humane Society in 2010. The doctors weren't sure what was wrong, 

but placed him on a round of antibiotics (7-10 days, I can't remember which). He 
has not had any bowel problems since. He is another cat that I have only ever 
seen vomit less than a handful of times previous to this, and it was always due 

to hairballs.  vomited twice that day.

All of the cats who had access to the Purina Cat Chow had become sick with 
vomiting and/or diarrhea after eating the food.

The did also have access to Friskies pate canned food as well, but it is not the 
Friskies that made them sick. I know this my two senior cats, (17) and 

 (15) eat only the Friskies canned food, the same cans that the other cats 
eat from/had eaten from, but  and  both have showed no signs of 

illness. This told me that it was the Purina Cat Chow.
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I took the Cat Chow away immediately. The cats had their food restricted (but 
had access to water) for approximately 13-14 hours. They have been on boiled 

chicken since.

The vomiting and diarrhea in the cats has been sporadic. The vomiting has 
ceased.  was the last to vomit (water) on the night of Nov. 30.  
stools are still on the soft side, but he is having bowel movements inside the 
litterpan again. I have not seen  or use the litterpan, but I also 
have not seen  drag her bottom across the floor since. I did not see 

 in the litterpan on Dec. 1, so I can not report on his stools other than that 
he still had diarrhea on the night of Nov. 30.  still has diarrhea, but it 

appears to be a jelly-like consistency now rather than entirely liquid, as it was 
on the 28th.  and  have slept more than usual in this time, and 

 has been less active. She was playing earlier, so she is back to that. 
 was last lethargic on Nov. 30; he too was more active earlier.  is still 

lethargic.

 is able to hold water and seems to be able to hold food at this point, but he 
has eaten very little and still has diarrhea. As the consistency appears to have 

improved in the last day (though it is still very loose/thin jelly-like), I giving it one 
more day to see if his stools go back to normal before taking him in to see a 

doctor.

I contacted Purina through a form on their website (Purina.com) on Tuesday, 
Nov. 29th to inform them of the situation. I provided them with the UPC and 
manufacturer numbers. I received an automated reply stating that I should 

receive a response from someone at Purina within 24-48 hours. Purina has not 
responded to that query aside from the automated response.

T f ll i (N 30) I i i i
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EON‐293529 12/1/2016 22:08 Blue Buffalo Multi-Cat Health We decided to try our cats on Blue Buffalo Life Source when we saw our dog 
doing ok on it..BAD IDEA!! There are sharp pieces of what feel and look like 
splinters or stickers in the pieces of food! They are so sharp that when you 
press it with your finger it does not bend or break. Some of them actually made 
my finger bleed they were so sharp! I am extremely worried about my cats now 
and hope that they don't have any pieces stuck in their digestive system or 
stomachs! I returned the bag to our local Petsmart and will now be taking our 
dog off of the brand of food as well. That is very scary to see and even the 
manager and employees at Petsmart were in shock and worried about the other 
bags on the shelves.

The following day (Nov. 30) I sent a message about this situation through the 
Purina Cat Chow Facebook page. I received a response yesterday, which I 

believe was mostly cut and pasted (it said "cat" rather than "cats," and asked 
the number on the bottom of a can, but I clearly stated that the food was 

bagged). I was asked to provide the location of the store where the food was 
purchased as well as numbers (UPC and the date from a can, but as that was 

not applicable, I provided the manufacturer number). I have not received a 
response.

I understand that I am to provide more detail about how the food was handled 
and stored. When I fed my cats the Cat Chow, I used a clean scoop to put the 
food into a clean bowl. The rest of the food remained in the bag in which it was 
purchased, with the bag rolled up and books placed on to pof it to prevent the 

bag from unrolling. The bag has been sitting in the house that sits at 74-75 
degrees fahrenheit around the clock. The cats have been eating Cat Chow for a 

long time (years). Some of the cats eat more than others;  definitely eats 
the most of all of them, and he is the one who remains ill. The cats (excluding 
the seniors who only eat canned food) that eat significantly more canned food 

than dry stopped vomiting and/or diarrhea sooner, to the best of my knowledge.

The food has been disposed of, but I have saved a few zipper bags of samples. 
I would estimate that 6-10 cups of the food were consumed.

The date I have selected as the onset of symptoms is the date when I first found 
saw that each individual cat was exhibiting symptoms.
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EON‐293437 12/1/2016 11:44 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Sensitive Systems Formula

6 days after eating Purina One Sensitive Systems with Salmon, lot number 
62551084 2140L03 she had diarrhea and vomiting for 3 days. She was given 
boiled rice for 4 days while her system stabilized. Then she was fed from the 
same bag. 6 days later she started having diarrhea and vomiting again. After 
that, a veterinarian was consulted. The veterinarian prescribed medicine and 
canned dog food. I have switched her to a new lot number, and have not had 
problems for 7 days.

6 Years Greyhound Dog 50 Pound

EON‐293404 11/30/2016 23:48 Cesar Classics Grilled 
Chicken Flavor in Meaty 
Juices

i cut my dogs dog food as normal and put the food down for her to eat. When 
she started coughing and choking I pulled a long plastic piece from mouth/throat 
area.

EON‐293312 11/30/2016 0:16 Pedigree Meaty Ground 
Dinner with chopped beef

I am having issues with the new improved dog food
All my dogs have gotten sick time after time ever since you changed the food. I 
thought it was just me as I went online noticed similar complaints same 
symptoms what is being done to resolve this problem? All have been throwing 
up, diharea one is having seizures please do some thing about this problem

12 Years Chihuahua Dog

EON‐293309 11/29/2016 22:16 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Maintenance Cat 
Chicken & Rice Formula

We rescue cats and perform community TNRC. 
Our feline family has 16 indoor members from 1 to 17 years old. 
1- /3 yo/9 lbs. 
2- /2 yo/12 lbs.
3- /5 yo/15 lbs.
All three cats have diarrhea and vomit mostly dry food, and other cats are 
vomiting mostly dry food. This all started around the time we purchased a new 
load of "Kirkland Maintenance Dry Cat Food" from COSTCO. Also noted, the 
newly purchased food has WHITE SPECKS which it DID NOT have before. I 
have been feeding my cats the same food since approx. 2008. I ordered a fecal 
test for  was negative for Giardia as well as other potential issues. I 
addressed the issue three ways: 
1) Mixing canned pumpkin in their morning wet food, "Friskies Paté" 
(Poultry/Salmon/Supreme Supper/Mixed Grill/Ocean Whitefish, etc.
2) Mixing Forti Flora in their same morning wet food.
3) Our vet prescribed a sedative fo
Nothing slowed down the issues.  has diarrhea in the middle of the kitchen 
while the other cats make to their litter boxes.
I am desperate for answers.
Thank you.

5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐293308 11/29/2016 21:44 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Small Breed 
Chicken & Rice Formula

Pet was not eating his purina pro-plan food. Owner looked at the food and 
found small larvae within the bag.
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EON‐293211 11/29/2016 12:40 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Adult Indoor Chicken Recipe

After I changed his food to 
"Blue Buffalo Freedom Indoor Adult Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Dry Cat Food, 
11-lb bag" on Nov 17 evening, he started to vomit next day, I thought it was mild 
reaction to changing food. Then my cat vomited another 3 times about once 1-2 
days, so I changed his food back to what he ate before immediately. But the 
next day he slept all day long and right after he wake up he vomited once again 
(around 11:00 pm on Nov 24.), this time he vomited blood. 

I took him to doctor next morning, and the doctor gave him a shot to settle his 
stomach and baby food to help him digest, now he looks ok (has not vomited for 
2 and half days and looks active). According to doctor, the possible reason is 
the food of Blue Buffalo Freedom Indoor Adult Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Dry 
Cat Food. The last time because he has not eliminated all the blue buffalo he 
ate before. 

does not like canned food but my other cat likes, at that time  ate 
more dry food of blue buffalo and my other cat mostly ate canned food and the 
other possible reason is ragdoll has more sensitive stomach. But it dose not 
mean it's right for this food is possible to cause my cat vomit blood. I changed 
his food for a lot of times, this situation is the first time. 

I am reporting to leave a record in case other cats has the same situation.

2.7 Years Ragdoll Cat

EON‐293173 11/29/2016 9:44 Purina Cat Chow Indoor We purchased a new bag of cat food on 11/19. This is the brand and food type 
our cats have eaten for years. The cats were eating normally until Thursday 
11/17, when  stopped eating. 11/18 he began to have copious amounts of 
bloody diarrhea and was very weak. He was given fluids at the vet 11/18. He 
continued to have bloody diarrhea. We brought him back to the vet 11/19 and 
he was given IV fluids for the day, and given metronidazole. They suggested 
further hospitalization but we were unable to afford that. We brought him home 
and he has slowly recovered. The bloody stool stopped by 11/20. His appetite 
has now returned. His stool remains abnormal but is returning to normal. We 
have a second cat, for whom I will submit a second report, who also became ill 
stopped eating and had one bout of bloody stool. He did not get as sick and did 
not require further supportive care. Neither cat had any other changes 
preceding this event, no changes in household products used, no other 
medication or food changes, which is what leads me to believe it was the cat 
food that caused this illness.

12 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐293003 11/28/2016 11:32 Rachael Ray Nutrish Chicken We have been feeding our 3 dogs Rachel Ray Nutrish Chicken Formula dog 
food for at least 2 years. Over this time they have had intermittent vomiting and 
stools with mucus. There have been times that they have all had these 
symptoms at once so we thought that they were passing a sickness between 
them. Our dogs are usually very healthy and active. Over the past few days, our 
dogs have been vomiting large amounts of mucus. They do this intermittently, 
but lately it is happening in the middle of the night. I moved a book case today 
near a door and found multiple spots of dried vomit, all probably mucus. We 
thought we were not feeding them frequently enough so we added a snack at 
bedtime. We have done this for the past few months. It seems that the 
symptoms are worse. All three of them have vomited over the past few days. My 
husband and I are physicians and thought it might be the food as we are giving 
them more now than in the past. I looked the food up online to see if this has 
happened to anyone else. There are plenty of reports of the reactions above 
from other pet owners. It seems to be mostly with the Chicken Formula. It 
seems to be associated with pancreatitis, kidney failure, and death. We have 
noticed that our dogs are drinking a huge amount of water. I was worried that 
they might all be diabetic. I am absolutely sure that the food is at fault. I am filing 
this report to protect others who might give it to their pets without the knowledge 
that something is not right about it.

7124 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐292974 11/27/2016 21:20 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Grain-Free Salmon & Potato 
Recipe

After opening a new bag of blue buffalo basics limited ingredient grain free 
salmon and potato dog food (my dog has been eating this food for several 
months now) he began to get violently ill after eating the food for several days. 
He usually eats his food with no problems, but with this new bag he would sniff 
the food and eat a little chewing it up and spitting some of it out. After feeding 
him plain white rice due to his extreme nausea and vomiting I thought he was 
better and offered him his dog food again. He only ate a tiny bit then refused it 
and proceeded to get sick and vomit multiple times after only eating a small 
amount of the food.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 96 Pound

EON‐292964 11/27/2016 13:56 Beggin' Strips Bacon & 
Cheese Flavors

Within hours the dogs began vomiting and continued to do so for about 6 hours 5 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog

EON‐292946 11/26/2016 22:40 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

Purchased Purina dog food in the clearance section of my local Stop & Shop. I 
fed the dog on 11/26 and noticed she was picky through the food and not eating 
all of it. When I examined her bowl, I found several pieces of wood chips and 
small plastic pieces. I then looked in the bag and found many more plastic 
pieces and wood chips in the bag. The bag was not previously open, and I did 
not cut the bag open until 11/26 when I wanted to feed the dog. I also reported 
this to Purina who said they would mail me a return package so I can mail them 
a sample of the food.
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EON‐292940 11/26/2016 18:56 Rachael Ray Zero Grain 
Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Recipe

Started feeding my dog Rachael Ray Zero Grain with sweet potato 4 days ago. 
She has been having liquid stools with the kibble still intact; basically 
uncontrollable stools, and needs to go out at least 10 times per day. She has 
vomited a few times as well. Prior to this food I had Blue Buffalo for small 
breeds but wanted to save a few dollars, and it was a huge mistake. This is not 
good food for dogs, and some of the ingredients are even toxic to dogs, such as 
pea protein. They cannot digest this well and it may be an allergy for some. I am 
hoping my dog pulls through this just fine, since I now have had to throw away a 
huge bag of Zero Grain and continue with Blue buffalo. There should be 
warnings on this food regarding the contents.

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 35 Pound

EON‐292915 11/25/2016 23:04 Nylabone Healthy Edibles 
Roast Beef Flavor

On  I gave the Nylabone Healthy Edible ("Wolf" size) 
product. The product became lodged in his esophagus and was not edible. I 
immediately took him to the  in  and 
they referred me to the  in 

 They removed the product from his esophagus and fortunately after 
a couple days he was able to return home. A brief search on the internet 
revealed that this is a fairly common problem with this product and one in which 
the Manufacturer rebukes any suggestion of liability.

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 23 Pound

EON‐292901 11/25/2016 2:12 Loaf Treat Shop Pet treat distribution with no license. Pet treat distribution with no labeling of 
ingredients.

EON‐292839 11/23/2016 15:56 RedBarn Naturals 7" Bully 
Stick

Owner opened a new package of bully sticks last week and fed one to  on 
. They were purchased from Amazon on line 6/1/16. She noted the 

package smelled stronger than usual, as he has had these treats before. The 
next day  stopped eating and started vomiting. A visit to our office on  
he seemed a little quiet but was otherwise stable, and I attributed his illness to 
the bully stick causing some GI discomfort, which is not uncommon. He 
returned on  and radiographs were taken and no GI obstruction was seen. 
Labwork was drawn on  and the results showed severe acute kidney 
injury. He has been hospitalized since the evening of , and his kidney 
values are still showing no improvement and are off the scale. He has normal 
kidney labwork from July that is documented. Thank you-- , 

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 3.1 Kilogra
m
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EON‐292756 11/23/2016 4:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe, Blue Buffalo 
Blue Wilderness Duck Recipe

I bought a brand new bag of Blue Buffalo Wilderness Grain Free Dry Cat Food, 
Chicken Recipe, 12-Pound Bag from Amazon.com. As soon as my cat ate it 
they were both vomiting with in a hour. Then they got diarrhea and lethargic. I 
had never fed them the chicken flavor before so I thought it might be a reaction 
to the chicken. So I mixed it half and half with the duck recipe food I still had left 
and they would puke off and on so I figured it was the chicken flavor so I 
immediate ordered the Blue Buffalo Wilderness Grain Free Dry Cat Food, Duck 
Recipe, they have been eating this food for almost a year with no problems. As 
soon as I gave the cats a bowl of the duck food they started puking off and on 
and had diarrhea. This went on from Oct. 5, 2016- Nov. 19, 2016 when I had to 
discontinue the food completely and put my animals on a bland diet help them 
recover.

1 Years Sphynx Cat 10 Pound

EON‐292550 11/22/2016 0:32 Kit & Kaboodle Essentials After 1-2 weeks of eating the product at issue, my cat started having 
uncontrolled diarrhea. Once we switched his food to another brand, the diarrhea 
stopped. We tried mixing a small amount of the product at issue into the other 
brand, and the diarrhea resumed in about an hour of ingestion. We then 
eliminated the product at issue completely from my cat's diet again, and the 
diarrhea stopped again. After another week, we tried mixing a small amount of 
the product at issue into my cat's diet again, and the diarrhea resumed in about 
an hour of ingestion. After this, we switched my cat off the product at issue 
permanently.

7 Years Unknown Cat 11 Pound

EON‐292547 11/21/2016 21:56 EverPet Ocean Whitefish 
Dinner Cat Food

The kitten was given Everpet canned cat food and she vomited repeatedly 
within hours of eating it. 
She became very lethargic and would not eat. The same thing happened to my 
adult cat when fed the same food.

2 Month
s

Domestic (unspecified) Cat 1 Pound
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EON‐292536 11/21/2016 18:56 Golden Rewards Flavored 
Biscuits Wrapped with 
Chicken

I bought her some dog treats at Walmart about a week ago. My mom had also 
brought the same treats about 4 days ago.  started acting weird not feeling 
good. She starting actingup with hiccups and couldnt catch her breath, then i 
believe it was weds or thurs late evening and all thru the night, she started 
having bad diahrea, vomiting here and there during the day and yesturday nov 
19th she started having blood come from her butt. My moms dog has also been 
having the same reaction but without the blood. Today i got on the Internet to 
look for any recalls or illnesses going around in dogs around the area ect and to 
my shock, there is a major recall on the exact same dog treat from Walmart. Its 
called Golden Rewards..chicken jerky treats. I called the store but they haven't 
received any recalls, but the website alert had mentioned that walmart has been 
notified and are not cooperating. This product is from china. Many pets are 
getting gravely ill and many have already died as a result from this product. We 
still have our receipts. I have a veterinarian appt tomorrow 11-22-16. They are a 
family vet and it takes 2hrs to get there since we dont live in that area any 
longer. We dont have money for the vets near us and since this id our family 
vet, the dr will work with us on payments. If i take my dog to the emergency and 
cannot pay, they will not let me have her back. We spoke to our vet about what 
we can do in the meantime, so im makkng fresh chicken and rice, and im too 
obtain a stool sample to bring tomorrow. 
Please help us. Thank you so much.

2 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐292279 11/21/2016 2:44 Simply Nourish Long Lasting 
Chews Chicken & Harvest 
Vegetable Flavor Medium

15 Month
s

Corgi (unspecified) Dog 25 PoundTuesday 11/15/2016 I woke up at 4am to my dog vomiting in my studio 
apartment who I quickly rushed outside and turned the lights on as we entered 
back into the apartment where there was numerous area's of vomit as well as 

diarrhea all over the carpet and linoleum floors. 5 vomits in the house and 
several times outside, plus diarrhea, that continues to this day without a bland 

diet and dog anti-diarrhea meds, even then it's soft to slightly runny He has 
been pooping 8-10 times a day. Tuesday and Wednesday he also had blood 

dripping from his rectum. 

It's been a scary, nerve racking week. Had to have carpets professional cleaned 
as management from my apartment complex can verify.

Having only $40 in my bank account (not enough for even an examination at the 
vet, I had to take out a small title loan just to take him to the vet and get testing 

(stool) and antibiotics (per the vet) . 
Vet thinks he may have contracted bacteria or parasites from the dog park or 
apartment complex where I live, but the stool sample lab results will give us 

more info. 24.7 lbs down from when I last weighted him several months ago at 
25 lbs.

Labs come back from on Monday 11/21/2016. I have left them a message this 
evening already for for the vet's office, . 
Advising them of the maggots I found in his favorite treats and to advise me 

what I should do about that as well as any lab test results.

Since my dog has been eating bland foods, boiled protein and barley mixed with 
the dog version of Kopectate (recommended by my vet at $17 a pop), I have 
been giving one of his favorite treats which I thought would be good since it is 
packed with protein and veggies at $29.99 for a 20 count bag from a RECENT 

purchase at petsmart I believe was either Nov 10th or 11th, I have yet to look for 
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EON‐292278 11/21/2016 0:08 Pur Luv Grande Bones 
Peanut Butter Flavor

Dog ate pur luv grande bone peanut butter flavor in the afternoon. Next morning 
dog threw up large red piece approximately 1 inch cubed.

1 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐292276 11/20/2016 23:12 Acana Duck & Pear Singles 
Formula

Acana Duck and Bartlett Pear Dog Food from the new Kentucky plant was wet, 
oily and smelled rancid. The first time, I returned the bag. The second bag I 
opened, I called the manufacturer and they said it was fine to feed. My dog are 
less than one cup and got terrible gas, diarrhea and vomiting.

2 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 90 Pound

the receipt.

With my light sensitive I keep lights pretty dim in my apartment but tonight I was 
cooking dinner for the week and when I went to give him another of these treats 
I found maggots!!!!!! and the treats at the bottom of the bag have been food for 
these creatures and you can all the chewed visible parts. I have also found the 

"sacks or shells" these maggots hatched from. 

$30 bucks for 20 treats full of maggots! Are you kidding me?!!!!!

My dog only 15 months old has had at least half. It's al little hard to tell just how 
many are left but it's less than 10 from this 20 count bag. This product has cost 
me a shit load more than the $30 bucks I paid for them. Money I don't have. I'm 

pissed at hell!!!

Product Info:
Simply Nourish Long Lasting Chews

Chicken & Harvest Vegetable Flavor, Dog Treats
Medium for dogs 25-60 labs

20 chews per bag

Best By Date stamped on bag 06/23/2018
Bar Scan Code # 3725752595

Quote from Bag" When you choose Simply Nourish Treats, you can be sure 
you're giving your pet the very best!"

Apparently Not!
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EON‐292262 11/20/2016 15:00 Diamond Naturals Beef Meal 
& Rice Formula Adult

within a day of opening a new bag of feed (we typically buy 6 at a time) the dog 
began vomiting and displaying signs of bladder control but minor in nature. by 
the third day he was still vomiting the food 6-8 hours after eating and again 
showing bladder control issues with extremely foul odder. on the 4th day or so 
we realize the correlation to opening the new bag and go ahead and open a 
new one. the two bags show obvious physical differences neither shows 
negative signs. the 5th day he went down very hard and refused to eat or drink 
at all. by now it was the weekend so we try another food from the neighbor to 
get him by until the vet can see him Monday. he does finally eat a small amount 
before we call it a night. the next morning he exhibits no signs of being ill at all. 
this was after being off the food in question for a day and half or two days.

1 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐292258 11/20/2016 14:04 Victor Grain Free Yukon River 
Canine with Salmon & Sweet 
Potato

I purchased a bag of Victor Yukon River dry dog food. I read the ingredients on 
the label, which did not list flax. I later viewed the Victor website to read further 
information regarding the food. I noted in the ingredients listed on the website, 
flax was included. As one of my dogs reacts adversely to flax, I do not feed 
foods containing flax. I contacted the manufacturer and inquired as to whether 
or not the product contained flax. They stated that Yukon River dry dog food 
does contain flax and that it's listed on the ingredient label. I asked if there had 
ever been an ingredient change to the product, and they indicated that there 
had not. I advised them that flax was not listed in the label and provided a 
photograph to them, at their request, of the label on the bag I had purchased. 
After I sent the photograph of the label, they didn't respond until I informed that I 
would be notifying you that the product was knowingly being distributed with an 
erroneous label. They offered to allow me to return the product to the store 
where I purchased it, 67 miles from my home, for a refund. 

I have email communications and a photograph of the label that I would gladly 
provide you.

EON‐292186 11/18/2016 22:36 Kibbles 'n Bits Chef's Choice 
Homestyle Roasted Chicken 
& Vegetable Flavors

I just bought kibbles and bit dog food on  and he ate the night and 
next day. And in the , he started to diahrrea and vomiting and he 
didn't eat anything afterwords and last night, he was throwing up water mix with 
blood and blood from his stool and he didn't have any energy what so ever. and 
today, he just lay down and not move and his body was getting cold. so I took 
him to vet and he died. 
vet told me that whatever he ate last thing made him sick and died.

EON‐291989 11/18/2016 8:28 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato

developed severe skin problems loosing hair and scratching and biting his 
rear, back, stomach. This started sept 2016 the vet said he had an allergy. He 
has been on this same dog food for 5 years with no problems. Once I removed 
him from the Kirkland Signature nature's domain salmon & sweet potato his 
systems have subsided. Kirkland has changed something in the makeup of this 
dog food.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66.5 Pound
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EON‐291971 11/17/2016 22:16 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Hearty Turkey Stew

I opened this can of food and it had pieces of card board in the can!

EON‐291957 11/17/2016 19:08 Hartz Natural Within 2 hours after ingestion of Hartz Natural Chew she started vomiting. 
There was no change in regular dog food.

9 Month
s

Dalmatian Dog 40 Pound

EON‐291955 11/17/2016 19:00 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky began vomiting and passing lots of blood in diarrhea and also vomit. 3 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐291954 11/17/2016 19:00 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

began vomiting and passing blood both through her vomit and diarrhea. 4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐291953 11/17/2016 18:52 Hartz Natural Retrievers Within 2 hours after finishing the Hartz Natural chew stick; he started throwing 
up. There is no difference in dog food, he does not eat human food and any 
other disease can be ruled out. The only difference is the ingestion of this 
product.

14 Month
s

Dalmatian Dog 45 Pound

EON‐291952 11/17/2016 18:48 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

 began vomiting and having diarrhea and passing blood. 5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐291945 11/17/2016 17:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Grain-Free Adult Salmon & 
Potato Recipe

Opened and used a new bag of food to feed breakfast and dinner to the dog. 
That night beginning around 2am he woke up and experienced multiple bouts of 
liquid diarrhea. The symptoms continued until taking him to the vet that morning 
around 8 am, at which point he was prescribed Metronidazole and a bland diet. 
Since discontinuing the feeding of the suspect food he has not had any further 
symptoms. He did not get into anything toxic in the home or outside and did not 
eat anything that day except the food in question.

10 Years Greyhound Dog 79 Pound

EON‐291942 11/17/2016 17:16 Old Mother Hubbard 
Liv'R'Crunch

I purchased LivRCrunch flavor, Old Mother Hubbard biscuits/treats via Pet 
Supplies Plus in  several eeeks ago and my dogs have been vomiting 
ever since. Initially I blamed it on other factors as they have been given. this 
brand treats for years, but this time they became ill. Pet Supplies Plus sells 
these as a bulk item and you scoop the treats into a plastic bag and label the 
twist tie. I contacted the store and spoke to , manager. I was told that the 
box the bulk item came in was not available so no lot number or expiration date 
available.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐291664 11/17/2016 3:20 Purina Cat Chow Indoor, 
Purina Cat Chow Naturals

My cat became lethargic and had jaundice. I took him to the vet and they were 
extremely concerned. We submitted blood work and it came back that his liver 
was failing. I switched to an urgent care food from the vet and liver 
supplements. Wothim 3 days he began improving.

7 Years Persian Cat

EON‐291637 11/16/2016 16:28 Royal Canin I am unsure if it is related to the Royal Canin food, but my dog stopped eating 
two days before passing. The two days leading up to death she was very weak, 
having uncontrollable diarrhea and vomiting. The morning of her death she 
became unresponsive and then passed. We want to moreso ensure that the 
dog food was not the cause to prevent this happening to others. 

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐291635 11/16/2016 15:36 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

Owner switched from Purina Beyond to Rachel Ray cat food. Cat is now 
drinking excessively, lethargic and vomiting.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11.25 Pound
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EON‐291579 11/16/2016 13:36 Cesar Classics with Beef in 
Meaty Juices

I found a chunk of plastic in a package of Cesar Classis Beef Flavor.

EON‐291188 11/13/2016 16:16 Beneful Dry i bought at petsmart beneful dog food on 10 30 2016 as next bag to use and 
opened about 11 4 2016 i noticed today 11 13 2016 magnots in food and 
surrounding area...Took back to store got refund..they didnt seem concerned at 
all.. had me stand in line to get refund after handing them the bag in a trash 
bag.. I have not had this happen before...Not sure what it will do to my w dogs.

EON‐291159 11/13/2016 8:48 Friskies Savory Shreds with 
Beef in Gravy

Was feeding the cat Friskies Savory Shreds (32 pk) 60981159 L7FT61601 is 
the can code with an expiration date of 4/2018. Cat was not eating food as she 
normally does and has been vomiting the food.

Domestic Longhair Cat

EON‐291151 11/12/2016 22:20 Weruva Truluxe Quick 'N 
Quirky with Chicken & Turkey 
in Gravy

I've bought a 24-pack of cat food from the brand Weruva, line Truluxe, flavor 
Quick N' Quirky (Chicken and Turkey in Gravy), my pets have eaten most of the 
pack, but today when I opened one of the cans, I found a gray and weird stuff 
inside the can and it doesn't smell good, the smell is definitely different from the 
other cans. The other cans had none of that stuff and my pets don't have any 
symptom or problem but they didn't eat from the can with the strange stuff in it.

EON‐291144 11/12/2016 18:48 Meow Mix Original Choice Upon opening a 22 lb bag of Meow Mix original choice cat food just purchased 
from the Target Store in , laying across the top and riddled 
throughout the cat food is what appears to be some type of insect webbing 
which clings the cat food particles together. It is difficult to determine exactly 
what this is, but it seems to be throughout the entire contents. The bag was 
totally sealed with no apparent holes.

EON‐291123 11/12/2016 9:36 Cesar Classics with Turkey in 
Meaty Juices

I have 3 dogs that got sick off of this food ,also my yorkie and maltese began 
throwing up and yorkie had rash. The french bulldog had tremors and fell over 
and was lestargic and passing alot of gas. She is in the hospital with toxic 
poisoning

5 Month
s

Bulldog - French Dog 6 Pound

EON‐291110 11/11/2016 20:00 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Gave him a piece of the Purina Waggin Train chicken jerkey, a sample from 
Sam's Club on Tues 11/1/16 around 1pm. He started throwing up and became 
sick by  at 3am. Took him to the Vet on Sat.  for treatment, tests 
showed kidney levels were elevated, thought to be from ingesting toxins. After 4 
days of tests, fluids/treatments, he could hardly walk or balance. He was 
euthanized on Weds. .

9.5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 80 Pound

EON‐291084 11/11/2016 15:20 Top Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets

The patient had gotten into the bag of american made chicken jerky from Costo. 
She ate about a half of a bag and drank a lot of water. The owner brought her in 
for blood and urine workup. We ran a urinalysis which came back high in pH, 
protein and Glucose-strip. We then sent out blood work to test the patients 
superchem, CBC and to test for Leptospira. The superchem came back with 
slightly high results in total protein, globulin, BUN, Creatinine, Chloride, and low 
in Amylase. The CBC came back with a slightly elevated MCV. The last test we 
ran was the Leptospira PCR. The results of the PCR came back negative. Due 
to these results the Veterinarian came to the conclusion that it was FLS.

2 Years Retriever - Flat-coated Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐290893 11/10/2016 3:28 Alpo Prime Cuts with Beef Shortly after consuming Purina Alpo Prime Cuts, my dog began having 
seizures. She is very sick and the vet bill was over $400.

12 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐290206 11/7/2016 12:16 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
Free Beef & Lamb Meal 
Formula

Instinct dog kibble was purchased from one store Pet Smart on El Toro road in 
El Toro. Both bags contained the incorrect kibble. Our dog was ill after eating 
the product. This happened in both October and November. We have 
purchased the product at other stores and there has been no issue. PetSmart 
management was notified and aware of the concern. 
We have pictures from the second bag, UPC, expiration date, lot number if 
needed.

Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐290199 11/7/2016 12:16 Barkery Americana Bones 
Bacon Flavor

On three separate occasions during the past five days, I gave my dog one 
Barkery Americana Bacon Flavor chewy bone, all three times she threw up 
within the same evening of consuming the bone. Majority of the vomit was a 
white gel-like substance mess along with bits of brownish/maroon chunks, same 
colors as the product. upc 0-7309182269-1 [2 lb 10 oz] Barkery Americana 
Bacon Flavor. Product code= 1596skc101, expiration May 2019. sergeants.com

3 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 50 Pound

EON‐290072 11/4/2016 14:00 Purina Beyond Simply 9 
White Meat Chicken & Whole 
Barley Recipe

meal moths and larvae in Purina Beyond Simply 9 White Meat Chicken and 
Whole Barley Recipe. Extreme infestation but more importantly I had noticed 
the same in almost every other previously purchased bag (approx. 8-12). 
Problem is: because it was in such small amounts I did not pay much attention 
to the white sticky web type debris of meal moths since I thought it might have 
been normal for that recipe. I now realize all the bags were infested to a lesser 
degree.

EON‐289932 11/4/2016 0:44 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

Within 18 hours of having the first treat, dog began to exhibit decreased 
appetite, and vomited multiple times. Over the course of the next several days, 
while encouraging dog to eat, he was given approx 5 additional treats, and pet 
continued to have vomiting and diarrhea. When the new jerky treats became the 
suspect of his illness, treats were discontinued. Pet stopped vomiting, appetite 
began to return and he had a normal bowel movement. Then a child 
accidentally gave the dog an additional treat and within 6 hours he had diarrhea 
again and vomited multiple times. Treats were moved out of reach and pet has 
had no additional vomiting or diarrhea since.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 74 Pound
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EON‐289931 11/3/2016 23:48 Friskies Indoor Delights I opened the bag of cat food Friday October 28 and poured my cat a healthy 
portion as we would be gone for the weekend. Upon coming home we noticed 
she hadn't touched it, which was unusual. Two more days passed by and she 
barely ate but acted as if she was starving. She drank her usual amount.This 
morning she was acting very strange and by noon her pupils were very large 
and she was spinning in circles and acted as if she were drunk. I took her to the 
vet where he said she likely got into something toxic. But looking through the 
whole house found nothing but a very small amount of her food gone. After 
coming home we have spent several hours trying to get her to eat some food, to 
which she literally hissed at. When I tried soft canned food she ate it as if she 
hadn't eaten in months, which leads me to believe thier may possibly be 
something wrong with it, or it is contaminated. I'm not sure of this however I 
bagged up the rest of her food and the remaining of the new bag and have 
stored it. I don't know if this is who I should report to, but just in case maybe you 
can help me find out if this is the cause. She has severe swelling in her pupils 
and is currently blind.

EON‐289724 11/2/2016 18:44 Canine Carry Outs Bacon 
Flavor

Canine Carryout treats that are carried by many retailers such as Walmart, has 
made my puppy incredibly sick. After giving her 2 treats as a perfectly healthy 
dog, she started reacting shockingly in less than 30 minutes. Vomiting 
accompanied with unusual heavy seizures were present. After doing some 
research, I found that this producer puts anti freeze in it's treats (no idea why), 
and many pet parents had devastating similar or and worse effects after feeding 
their dog with those treats.

3 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 20 Pound

EON‐289671 11/2/2016 13:20 Pure Balance Flaked Tuna & 
Shrimp in light sauce

She was fed one can Pure Balance Flaked Tuna & Shrimp in light sauce which 
is manufactured in Thailand and distributed by Wal-Mart Stores Inc. Bentonville, 
AR per day for a period of 8-10 weeks. She began projectile vomiting; refusing 
to eat; refusing to drink water. Taken to a veterinarian in  who ran 
blood work and determined that her liver enzymes were out of whack. Sent her 
immediately to a specialized veterinarian hospital in  where it was 
determined that her gall bladder, liver and kidneys were all inflamed. Detected a 
liver infection. Initial tests were negative for liver cancer. Was in the hospital for 
two days receiving IV treatment. Sent home with several different medications 
including anti-nausea and antibiotics. Follow up blood work indicated that gall 
bladder and kidney had improved but only slightly for liver. Continues on 
medications and returns week of  for follow-up blood work.

6 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound
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EON‐289598 11/2/2016 8:52 Simply Nourish Indoor Cat 
Food Chicken & Oatmeal 
Recipe

Originally reported as LFR EON-288504. Transcribed here by  for 
record keeping in PFR. Description by reporter as follows:

"I purchased a bag of dry cat food from the Petsmart in . When I got 
home I cut off the (indicated area to cut) top of the bag just above where there is 
an inside zip up sealer. I immediately noticed some cob web type of material 
and some dried insects on the inside of the bag and in the plastic track for 
resealing the bag. While it did not smell good, there was not an overwhelming 
odor coming from inside the bag. I DID NOT FEED ANY OF THIS PRODUCT 
TO MY CATS! I intend to return the entire bag to the Petsmart for a full refund."

EON‐289586 11/1/2016 22:16 Pedigree Meaty Ground 
Dinner with chopped beef, 
Pedigree Meaty Ground 
Dinner with chunky turkey & 
bacon, Pedigree Choice Cuts 
in Gravy with Chicken & Rice

I opened 3 different flavors of Pedigree wet can food: Turkey & Bacon, With 
Beef as well as Chicken & Rice and all had glasslike shards of plastic. Not just a 
little a lot. I have the cans in the refrigerator if you need them shipped.

EON‐289484 11/1/2016 12:48 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken Flavor

Purchased Adult Complete Nutrition Chicken Flavor 08/15/2015 from Walmart 
at  The product number was 
002310010736. After a week of feeding, she became lethargic, vomiting, 
diarrhea, wouldn't eat, we took her to her vet. I remembered seeing something 
on Facebook about dog food containing metal and pieces of plastic so I 
scooped up her dog food from her bowl and looked at it. There were plastic and 
metal shards sticking out of the kibble. I took a small sample to my vet who 
confirmed it was NOT HAIR. I took a small sample to the Walmart we 
purchased it from, and, mortified, they gave us our money back, with a phone 
number to call to report this product. I was directed to , a MARS Pet 
Care representative, and given case number . I gave her all 
information I had, she contacted and interviewed my vet, then would not return 
any of my calls for this past YEAR. She answered today when I tried again just 
to tell me that no proof that it came from their product. I just wanted to be 
reimbursed for the vet bills. Also, after just a few weeks of feeding my sweet 
dog a new dog food, she stopped losing her fur, her coat is beautiful, she 
became VERY active and still is, it doesn't pain her to get up from laying down.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 163 Pound

EON‐289424 11/1/2016 11:52 Purina ONE Smartblend Dog 
Food

I recently purchased a bag of Purina One dog food from petsmart and it is filled 
with bugs inside the bag

you: One of my coworkers also has purchased the same type of food from the 
same petsmart and has gone back for 3 other bags , all with bugs
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EON‐289034 10/29/2016 15:40 Blue Ridge Beef  presented to  on 10/14/2016 with a 
one day history of vomiting, fever, chills and elevated WBC count characterized 
by a neutrophilia. Parvo test was negative. IV fluids and IV ampicillin were 
begun, as well as Cerenia for nausea.  condition worsened and she died 

 despite treatment. Necropsy revealed Salmonella, E coli, and 
Staph. Bacterial enterocolitis and septicemia were determined to be the cause 
of death. The puppy was being fed a frozen raw food diet Blue Ridge Beef. The 
family was given instruction to isolate and save the remaining product in the 
freezer, but not feed it to any other pets.

6 Weeks Saint Bernard Dog Dog 6.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐289033 10/29/2016 15:32 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

Dog had diarrhea for approximately 2-3 weeks and lost 5 pounds. A bland diet 
of cooked rice and chicken cleared it up after 5 days but the dog cannot eat raw 
chicken at all any more. (Dogs were being fed raw diet until the chicken jerky 
was fed). He is now permanently on a raw chicken and rice diet with 
supplements (yogurt, pumpkin, raw organ meat).

6 Years Unknown Dog 38 Pound

EON‐288751 10/27/2016 1:12 Fancy Feast Seafood Feast 
Variety

Both my cats have always enjoyed Fancy Feast wet, and Fancy Feast Dried 
food (Chicken and Turkey) or 'Gold' in Canada. Some time around 2013-14, I 
noticed they were vomitting with almost every meal. They were still eating it, but 
vomitting frequently. 

I live in a border town and do half my shopping in the US. After 2014, whenever 
I picked up FF in the US, they refused to eat it. I have tried it a few more times 
and if I am stubborn and don't put anything else down for them, they'll eat it, but 
vomit some of it or all of it up. For some reason they don't vomit with the 
Canadian FF any more. The dried food - if I buy it in the US they will not even 
touch it. So there is something going on. 

So , they are not ill, they just cannot eat Fancy Feast wet or dry, without 
vomitting, if it was purchased in the US. 

PS both cats are not the same. I didn't know how to fill that in.  is a British 
Blue,  is a tabby, 6 years old, 13 lbs. She has no teeth so I have only 
given her wet food. Thanks

8 Years British Blue Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐288738 10/26/2016 20:00 Whiskas Purrfectly Chicken 
Chicken Entree

I have 3 cats in total. 1 cat is separated from the other 2 and has no contact at 
all with them. 1 of the cats that is separated was fed the Whiskas Purrfectly 
Chicken Entree. Within a couple of hours of consuming the product she 
vomited. That same night she had watery stools. The following morning her 
stools had blood in them. After 2 days of watery diarrhea, I gave her rice in her 
food. The following morning her stool began to firm up a little. Not knowing it 
was this food causing her problem, 2 days later, I fed the same food to the male 
cat that I keep in a separate room. Within 1 hour of consuming the food, he 
vomited. He is now going through the same watery, bloody stool problem my 
female cat had. My female cat is 11 years old and my male cat is 13 years old. I 
keep them separated, due to my male cat still having his feral tendencies from 
when I adopted him as a young kitten. I have immediately began the rice 
treatment with my older cat, in an attempt to stop the diarrhea. My 11 year old 
female is stable. My 13 year old male I will not know his outcome until tomorrow 
morning.

13 Years American Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐288667 10/26/2016 7:00 Beneful After several months eating Beneful dog food my dog started experiencing 
seizures incontinence yellowing of the eyes dehydration ear infection falling 
weight loss

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog
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EON‐288527 10/24/2016 22:24 Deck Hand Premium Cat 
Food: Tuna with Salmon, 
Deck Hand Premium Cat 
Food Tuna with Shrimp, 
Merrick Purrfect Bistro Duck 
Pate, Merrick Purrfect Bistro 
Tuna Pate, Merrick Purrfect 
Bistro Salmon pate

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 16.5 Pound

EON‐288514 10/24/2016 18:16 Purina Cat Chow Complete My cat vomited 12x (and had diarrhea 1x) in the last 24 hours about an hour 
after consuming this food. He did not go outside, nor was he given anything else 
to eat.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

On December 3, 2015 the cat exhibited signs consistent with vestibular disorder 
(ataxia, nystagmus, falling). The primary veterinarian diagnosed him with 

idiopathic vestibular disorders and recommended MRI; we were referred to a 
veterinary neurologist, who gave the same diagnosis and recommendation. I 
declined the MRI, citing 1) undue stress to the animal, especially 2) not yet 
having results of bloodwork and 3) high likelihood that radiology would only 

confirm the idiopathic diagnosis. Upon reviewing the client handout, we 
suspected thiamine deficiency. After consulting the veterinary literature, we 

supplemented the cat with 50 mg thiamine daily for two days; after consulting 
with a veterinary expert in nutritional disorders, we increased the dose to 100 

mg daily. Signs improved remarkably in a few days, and disappeared 
completely by two weeks. We tapered the dose down to 25 mg/day over ~11 

days, and mild vestibular signs relapsed. This response to treatment (and 
relapse upon reducing treatment) strongly suggests thiamine deficiency. The 

dose was increased to 50 mg/day for 10 days, and tapered down to 12.5 
mg/day over the next 10 days. Cat is has been completely normal with only a 

slight head tilt.

Purchase records revealed an introduction of several new brands of food into 
the diet over the 6 months preceding the onset of vestibular signs. Uneaten 
samples were submitted to a food testing laboratory for thiamine analysis in 

January 2016; results confirmed suspicions that the new food was very low in 
thiamine (=1mg/1000kcal), compared the previous food, which was very high in 
thiamine (~20-30mg/kcal). We performed comprehensive testing (3 different lots 

of each brand/variety given to the cat, according to purchase records) and 
identified several lots that were below NRC RDA (and some below NRC 

minimum). However, we would like to emphasize that while the vast majority of 
foods met or exceeded NRC and AAFCO standards, the cat is very large 

(almost 17 lbs) and old (thus with a reduced overall food intake), so the food 
likely did not meet his requirements even though they met NRC standards 

(which are based on a 9-lb cat eating 250kcals/day). We are thus reporting lots 
that met or exceeded NRC/AAFCO minimums, because they are clearly not 

formulated to meet all life stages (especially for big cats).
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EON‐288439 10/24/2016 0:32 Beneful Originals with real 
salmon

I was feeding him with Beneful Original for the first time for a month, he seemed 
to like it and was very happy and alert, and I thought he was getting fat because 
his belly was getting big. On June 16 he vomited, became lethargic and could 
not get up. I took him to the vet, he made some blood lab tests and the dog was 
hospitalized. His liver and pancreas enzymes were extremely high, he also had 
blood traces in the stool. A few hours later he had a cardiac and respiratory 
arrest but the vet saved him, after a second one he did not survived and died. 
Nobody knows why he died but I know it was the food. A sample of it was 
analyzed and the results show presence of Aspergillus fungi and Staph aureus 
bacteria. It has not be analyzed for toxicology because I do not know which lab 
does these tests here in .

2 Years Pug Dog 11.5 Pound

EON‐288429 10/23/2016 19:24 DreamBone Vegetable & 
Chicken Chews Made with 
real Chicken

Sitter fed both of our dogs(  a Pomchi) and (  a Hairless Chinese 
Crested) each one DreamBone (The healthy alternative to rawhide) made by 
Petmatrix in China the evening of . The next morning both had vomited. 

, prior to 5pm  spit up some Saliva with blood and had a bloody 
stool, which I have a picture of, and she was not her usual spunky self. Sitter 
checked on  at about 11pm and she was deceased with a pool of blood 
that had come from her mouth. There was another spot near her of thick dark 
blood. , had some red blood in his feces but is acting fine, even 
through he did vomit yesterday.  died before we could get her to a vet. By 
the time we got back in town today, Larry appears to be feeling okay with 
minimal bleeding and doesn't appear to need to see a vet.

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐288427 10/23/2016 19:04 Golden Rewards Wrapped 
Sweet Potato with Chicken

See history for  (Report ID ) 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57.2 Pound

EON‐288424 10/23/2016 18:48 Golden Rewards Wrapped 
Sweet Potato with Chicken

 and his housemate ingested most of the bag of Golden Rewards 
Sweet Potato and Chicken treats and became acutely anorexic and began 
vomiting ( ). Vomiting did not resolve with initial anti-emetics ( ) and 
pets became more lethargic ( ). ( ) Blood work was performed and 
revealed elevated kidney values in both pets (  had much worse 
elevations). Hospitalized on IV fluids and GI meds (Cerenia and Famotidine). 
Undergoing treatment at the time of this report

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐288392 10/22/2016 17:16 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Chicken and 
Sweet Potato

We bought Natural Balance LID Sweet Potato & Chicken Dog Food. As we 
were using up Nutro Lamb and Brown Rice, we slowly mixed in the Natural 
Balanced LID into the food about 2 weeks ago.  health started going 
down hill. We were about to completely switching to the Natural Balanced LID 
on 10/19/2016, our dog  had severe diarrhea and vomited up all the 
undigested food everywhere over night into 10/20/2016. We didn't quite sure if it 
were the food, so we tried to give him more but he wouldn't eat it. Sparky was 
laying around, tired, lethargic, confused, had trouble walking, had trouble 
hearing, and wouldn't be playful like usual. We hurried and went out and bought 
Nutro dog food Friday night, and he was happy and ate the whole thing. The 
very next day  was lively and started to come back to his normal self. We 
still weren't sure, so we gave my mother's dog,  some. He nibbled a few 
but didn't want to eat it the next day or any other food.  was also 
extremely fatigue the next day. It is highly suspicious that there was something 
wrong with this bag of Natural Balance LID Sweet Potato & Chicken Dog food. 
My mother contacted Petco.com and agreed to refund our money. On Friday, 
10/21/2016, I took  to the vet but all his blood tests came back normal 
and couldn't find any problem after spending $291.66 later. We stored the dog 
food in a cool back room pantry. If FDA would like to test the dog food, we still 
have the dog food. Thank you.

12 Years Collie - Border Dog 47 Pound

EON‐288391 10/22/2016 17:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Bite Senior 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

My dog became very ill rapidly a couple of days after eating this product - 
lethargic, weak, head down, sunken eyes, dry heaves, uninterested in eating or 
drinking, and breathing problems. This was the only change in his routine and 
he was not out of my care during this time. Once I was able to force him to 
ingest water, he began to flush it out of his system, but it was a terrible couple of 
days.

9 Years Terrier - Welsh Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐288386 10/22/2016 16:04 Cesar Classics 10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 PoundMy dog went from being happy and playing, to acting a bit down. She threw up 
once in the middle of the night outside and then was just a bit more quiet for the 
next week, spending more time in her bed then usual. she stopped eating her 
cesar dog food for the most part, though I did put fresh food down for her each 
day,I only saw her eat table food. She went to the groomer on September 24th. 
Over the next two days, she spent more and more time in her bed. I noticed that 

the skin around her rear-end looked red, she gets shaved at the groomer and 
the area seemed irritated. We brought her to the vet on . He 
said it looked like irritation from diarrhea and gave us an antibiotic pill and an 
antibiotic spray. She had a doggie door and would go out as she pleased so I 

had not noticed an issue with her bowel movements. The antibiotics did nothing 
to help her, over the weekend ( ), she went down hill, I made her 
chicken and she would eat a little bit. She would occasionally make a yawning 

type action like there was an issue with her throat or mouth. She had to be 
carried from her bed to go outside and her abdomen seemed very swollen. 

When I carried her outside and put her down, she could barely stand. She could 
only release little drops of diarrhea,so I couldn't even get a good stool sample 
for the vet. I analyzed a little drop of watery stool that was on a leaf and saw a 

few small pieces of what looked like uncooked rice, I used a plastic knife to 
check the consistency of the white pieces, thinking it could be a worm type 
thing, the pieces where firm and unbreakable. I took her to the vet again on 

, they did an xray and said that she had a whole lot of fluid 
in her abdomen and that it could be a blockage or cancer. I had the option of 

bringing her to a specialist for exploratory surgery but I didnt have the money for 
that and I work so I wouldn't be able to give her the care she would need after 
surgery. The vet assured me that she was suffering so I had no choice but to 
have her put to sleep that day. On october 16th, I went to shoprite, as I had 

gotten two cesar dog food variety packs and we only used one, the other was 
unopened so I went to return it. When I did, I was informed that the case of 

cesar dog food that I was returning, had been recalled, due to plastic pieces. As 
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EON‐288362 10/22/2016 0:40 Gravy Train Meaty Ground 
Dinner, Gravy Train Meaty 
Ground Dinner with Beef & 
Bacon

I feed my dogs Gravy Train dog food mixed with the dry food they have been 
eating for awhile now. That evening both of them were acting different. That 
evening taking them out they both went potty and it was runny. Morning when 
we got up they had gone potty all over the house. Far too much for one dog. 
Throughout the day both of them were lazy and didn't eat breakfast. I didn't 
know if they had gotten into something. At diner time I went to feed them and 
when I opened the can food it was disgusting! Smelled and looked like it had a 
thick layer of grease with a pattern that looked like brains. That is what it 
reminded me of. So figured out it was bad and why they were sick. This food I 
bought at Dollar Tree on sale for $.79 a can.
About a month later same thing happened but I bought this food at Dollar 
General and a very low price 4/$1.00 which should have been a clue. But I 
didn't pay much attention I thought first time was just a one time thing. I did keep 
the lot number from the first can and glad I did. One had diarrhea for a couple of 
days this time and the other lasted about four days.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 110 Pound

I reflected, it all made sense, I feel my dog was so sick because of the cesar 
dog food ( filet Mignon flavor was her favorite)unfortunately I did not keep the 

plastic pieces in the stool, but the next time I was not working and had 
daylight(10/22) to look in my yard, I went to the area where she had thrown up 
that night and even though it had been a long time, I saw a little remainder of 
vomit and in the middle of it was a white flat object. I saved it and the sample 

from the ground if this would be of any value, it is very different then the rice-like 
pieces that I no longer have. I dropped off a letter explaining the situation and 

asking my vet if I should contact the FDA, when I went to pick up the impression 
of my dogs footprints today at the vets. I wanted the vets opinion and did not 
want to contact the FDA if she felt that the illness was most likely caused by 
something else. The office called me later and said that foreign objects in the 
cesar dog food could have indeed caused the symptoms in my dog and that it 
would be reasonable if I felt the need to contact you. I have looked online and 
the company says that there are no reported injuries or deaths related to the 

recall, its upsetting and I truly believe that my dog became sick because of their 
food. My vet said they will provide me with a report this week. Please let me 

know if I should contact the company as well. 
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EON‐288361 10/22/2016 0:24 Friskies Classic Pate Classic 
Seafood Entrée

Our cats are fed Friskies canned cat food, seafood flavors, exclusively. Around 
October 3,  exhibited symptoms of pancreatitis by vomiting, hiding, refusing 
to eat, drinking copious amounts of water, and general malaise. We brought her 
to our veterinarian on  and then to an emergency clinic where she 
remained for several days being hydrated, medicated to give her an appetite 
and waited for the pancreatitis to pass. She is still on these medications and 
pain medicine in the case she may revert to the illness. We strongly believe diet 
is responsible for this as two other of our cats got similarly ill and now we have 
one more that is showing signs of issues.

13 Years Maine Coon Cat 8 Pound

EON‐287255 10/19/2016 12:32 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 
Salmon Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe

Message I left on Big Heart Pet Brand website today (10/19/2016):

Re: Grain Free Salmon Sweet Potato & Pumpkin recipe...

UPC: 7 30521 50614 8
Product code: 6147304 1 2234

Best if used by: 05/26/2017
(Purchased from online PetSmart.com) 

It is with great sadness that I have to report this food is contaminated. 

My three dogs had severe vomiting and/or diarrhea. 
It has been an emotional roller coaster since last Monday 10/10/2016... One of 

my dogs had diarrhea over the weekend ( )...she has been 
euthanized.

I was monitoring the other two dogs and Wed. 10/12/2016, I had another dog in 
the vet's office for severe diarrhea.

At this point we were not sure if it was the food...but we stop giving the food. 

Then Monday  (morning) the third dog had this dog food (1/2 cup 
with plain chicken and rice) and by afternoon she had vomiting and diarrhea 
that progressively got worse...had to rush her to the emergency vet. hospital.

We have done process of elimination...and believe this is the cause of all the 
illness.

Please note we have used Nature's Recipe for years, and never had any trouble 
until now.
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EON‐285912 10/18/2016 6:12 PROIN Dog food spoiled, Rotten!manufacturer defect
$118.00 refund request

EON‐285902 10/17/2016 23:28 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Maintenance Cat 
Chicken & Rice Formula

We bought a new bag of cat food and the cat suddenly stopped eating and did 
not want to get out of bed. We were able to get him to eat a little bit of wet food 
for a few days and was still drinking water, but now the cat is not eating or 
drinking and started throwing up foam. The only thing that changed was the cat 
food, so I started wondering if this cat food has been recalled.

8 Years Ragdoll Cat 12 Pound

EON‐285891 10/17/2016 20:40 Gravy Train Meaty Classic 
Beef Liver & Bacon Flavor

In an effort to improve enthusiasm about his food, puchased a new food 
on Monday  - Gravy Train - fed him 1-1 1/2 cup with warm water that 
evening  vomitted half a dozen times throughout the night (batches of 
Gravy Train). He continued to vomit the next day (liquid), he would not take any 
food or water (but did take a few ice cubes), he became increasingly lethargic 
and died at 11:30 Tuesday evening

12 Years Spitz - Dutch 
(Keeshond)

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐285889 10/17/2016 19:56 Friskies Flaked with Tuna & 
Egg

Both times I fed my cats Friskies Tuna (multiple kinds), my cats had a puke fest. 
There was so much puke that it had to be both cats. This happened once 2 
weeks ago, and again today. Both times they were fed Friskies canned Tuna 
and they were bought at the same time from Giant Eagle in  The 
cats are fine now.

11 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐285876 10/17/2016 17:52 Nutro Large Breed Lamb & 
Rice

After eating the Nutro lamb and rice food began having bloody stool, smelly gas, 
and eventually stopped eating and vomiting food Nutro food she ate. Would not 
eat the Nutro. New bag not a week old. After two days still not eating the food. 
Gave her different food senior natures recipe which she ate. Went and bought 
another different food natures recipe for adult dogs and she ate. Took her to the 
vet and after multiple tests and xrays he suggested that the manufacturer must 
have changed the recipe. No new recipe on the label of Nutro. She ate at 4pm 
today 10/17/2016 natures recipe and so far so good.

2 Years Ridgeback 
(unspecified)

Dog 78.2 Pound

EON‐285779 10/17/2016 11:08 Dave's Delicate Dinners opened a can of Dave's dog food noticed black mixed in the food, empty the 
can on a paper to examine and found several black foreign matters in the food. I 
have been using this food for a year now and have never seen black mixed in 
with the food.

EON‐285768 10/17/2016 10:48 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Triple Flavor Twists

Both dogs vomited all night, after ingesting treats. 6 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32 Pound

I truly hope you act immediately and recall this particular food.

With kind regards,
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EON‐285665 10/16/2016 23:56 Fancy Feast Classic Chicken 
Feast, Fancy Feast Classic 
Turkey & Giblets Feast

All 4 of my cats have started vomitting their food up. They were being fed Fancy 
Feast classic pate : chicken, turkey. It started 2 weeks ago and has been 
getting worse. I finally decided to switch them to a different brand and within 24 
hours they stopped vomiting. One of them has crystals in his urinary tract and 
the vet said it could be his food. He's being tested again in a week.

5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 13 Pound

EON‐285660 10/16/2016 18:28 Beneful In the past month, we started to notice our dog exhibiting symptoms of loose 
stools with blood, diahrrea, lethargy and loss of appetite. I suspected it might be 
a bad batch of dog food because we had been feeding him Purina 
Beneful for several years without these problems. We started doing research on 
the internet and noticed there are hundreds of complaints with other owners 
listing similar symptoms in their dogs. Our dog has been taken to the 
veterinarian and prescribed mediation but does not seem to be getting better. 
The blood tests show elevatation of three liver enzymes.

11 Years Beagle Dog 36 Pound

EON‐285659 10/16/2016 16:36 Nature's Domain Turkey Meal 
& Sweet Potato

I fed my dog 1/4 cup of the Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain Turkey Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog food at night and 1/2 cup the next morning. He started 
throwing up on Thursday morning. He then began not eating on Friday morning 
and threw up again. I took him to the vet and we started medication to help with 
the vomiting. On Saturday afternoon he started having orange diarrhea and by 
the night it was yellow. During the entire few days he was lethargic, drooling and 
his nose was either dripping wet or dry.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 101 Pound
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EON‐285650 10/16/2016 14:36 Natural Balance Original Ultra 
Whole Body Health Small 
Breed Bites Chicken Chicken 
Meal Duck Meal Formula

3 Years Terrier - Sealyham Dog 27 Pound

EON‐285648 10/16/2016 13:24 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
Free Chicken Meal Formula

Dog developed epistaxis. Was taken to primary care vet and then to  for 
evaluation of epistaxis. Echocardiogram showed vegetative lesions on mitral, 
aortic, and pulmonic valves, consistent with endocarditis. Also, anemia, 
lameness identified. Dog eats raw meat-based diet (Nature's Variety Instinct 
Chicken Meal Formula). Blood and urine cultures negative. Fecal sample and 
Bartonella pending.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8.6 Kilogra
m

My dog (pure bred Irish Cocker Spaniel 3 1/2 years old) had been eating this 
dog food since he was 2 months old. He loved it and never had any reaction to 
it what so ever! It is; Natural Balance Original Ultra Whole Body Health Small 
Breed Bites with Chicken, Chicken Meal & Duck Meal Formula. It is the 4.5 lb. 
bag and cost's $15.00, so quite expensive. He would eat about 1 & 1/2 to two 
cups daily. This was the only dog food he has ever eaten! About a month ago 
after I bought a new bag of the food I noticed something happening to my dog. 
At first he just had soft stools,then within a week the stools had been replaced 

with watery blood filled diarrhea. It became worse & worse. I took his food away 
& gave him a bland diet of white rice, chicken,egg,etc. It went away within 

hours. The next week I began giving him just a little of his dog food, within hours 
his stool had went from normal to bloody & watery diarrhea, as well as him 

heaving some of it up along with a lot of mucus. I took a sample of his stool to 
the vet. We thought maybe he had Giardia. They tested for all microbs, 

parasites,etc. & found nothing! No worms or any other thing that would be 
causing this. They found nothing wrong with digestive tract. They advised taking 

him off the Natural Balance & keeping him on a bland diet until I could find 
another dog food that was better for him. I have been keeping him on a bland 
diet & trying to make my own dog food. Immediately after stopping the Natural 
Balance he began to improve! Within a few days he was back to his happy self 

although he really wants that dog food. I am looking into alternatives. Here is my 
theory; when Dick Van Patton was alive the food was wonderful! They would 

even have special coupons from time to time.He had improved the ingredients 
in the formula. It even says so! After he died they almost immediately changed 
the formula! And since it already said that on the label they could get away with 
it! I believe the food is not nearly as good as the original. They may be cutting 

corners to try & make as much money as possible! They no longer give or 
promote coupons as well. I am so glad that I discovered this about the food. My 
dog is fine now, & will forever be on either a homemade dog food diet or a very 

bland one! This last bout took him longer to recover so maybe there is 
something in the food now that is toxic. That is all I can think of since he ate it 

for three years & was very healthy, & now he eats from the new packages & he 
almost dies from it!
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EON‐285634 10/15/2016 22:20 Fromm Four-Star Game Bird 
Recipe Cat Food

after eating a new food (just purchased, given for the first time on the evening of 
10/14/2016) and about 1-4 hours passing after eating the food,  began 
to throw up. I checked on him and let him out of the bedroom, he throws up 
periodically because he's a cat so I wasn't as concerned as I was when I woke 
up the next day - I found piles of foamy white ish throw up all throughout the 
living room and guest bedroom.  was sitting oddly calmly on the 
bathroom rug, which he never does. He did not get up to greet me, I went over 
to check on him and he was acting very odd (for him). We watched him for a bit 
and he threw up yet again, so we called the vet and took him in. Blood work 
showed elevated liver and kidney values and low RBC and EOS. His temp was 
a little low as well. After giving him anti nausea and pain medicine we brought 
him home. He still won't eat and is still very obviously not feeling well.

8 Years Unknown Cat 20 Pound

EON‐285632 10/15/2016 21:44 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula Adult

I discovered worms in the dog food. I contacted both the store and the 
manufacturer.

EON‐285626 10/15/2016 18:24 Cesar Classics Chicken 
Flavor in Meaty Juices, Cesar 
Classics Filet Mignon Flavor 
in Meaty Juices

has been very gassy and when she finally would go.wet,watery, or 
extremely hard and long...not normal for her at all. As I was purchasing Ceaser 
Wet food today at Walmart..two flavors I couldn't buy was Grilled Chicken and 
Filet Mignon. These are my usual flavors I feed her, so now this recall may 
explain why she has been this way. They were still on the shelf but the register 
alerted the cashier who then notified the dept. manager. I never heard of a 
recall..how would a consumer know..never heard on the news or in the paper!

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐285591 10/15/2016 0:24 Castor & Pollux Natural 
Ultramix Whole Chicken 
Thigh Fresh Cut Carrots & 
Sweet Potatoes Entrée in 
Gravy

Purchased can of dog food. Could not read fine print on label. Thought I was 
purchasing food containing chicken and sweet potato. Opened can at home. 
Primary ingredient was water. Then found four large chicken bones in can. 
Before putting them in trash, tried to break them up and they easily splintered in 
my fingers. Contacted company and representative indicated that bones were in 
can ON PURPOSE as a TREAT for my dog. Said bones were soft enough to 
safely eat which was absolutely not true and could have seriously harmed my 
dog.

EON‐285575 10/14/2016 19:08 Purina Pro Plan Focus Adult 
Indoor Care Turkey & Rice 
Formula

Three cats housed in single dedicated room. Purchased bag of Purina ProPlan 
Focus Adult Indoor Care turkey & rice (same food had eaten for some time) 
from Amazon 2 weeks ago. Owner thinks cats may have lost some weight since 
then. evening,  seemed a little off but otherwise eating well and 
active. Next morning  found dead,  very lethargic,  lethargic 
and not eating. No necropsy on .  moribund on presentation, 
worsened and died despite treatment.  in better condition but progressed 
to neurologic signs and stupor within 12 hours, euthanized.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐285507 10/14/2016 14:20 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 
Chicken, Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe

We fed them Natures Recipe Pumpkin, Chicken and Sweet Potato. We fed him 
for 3 days and he vomited quite a bit from those feedings. He also had a lot of 
blood in his stool. We returned the food to Pet Smart in Phoenix and are feeding 
him chicken and rice until he feels better.

1 Years Basset - Griffon 
Vendeen (unspecified)

Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐285395 10/14/2016 8:08 Woofums Chicken Jerky 
Strips

I purchased Woofums chicken jerky strips approximately three weeks ago. 
These are chicken/sweet potato strips made with no preservatives and made in 
the USA. They have a best by 8/23/17 date. I have used about half of the 
package but when I went to get one this morning, I discovered fungus on it. 
Looking through the package about half of the remaining strips have fungus.

EON‐285389 10/14/2016 0:48 Savory Prime Cod Skin 
Treats

I give my dogs Cod Skin Treats, brand: Savory Prime. I noticed both of them 
gagging, cough, and trying to spit up when they gets these. I called the 
company and they said the have had no complaints with this product. I took the 
treats and cut them up with a scissors, and then soaked another batch of whole 
treats in water. Low and behold, I found some Cod Skins, lots of "pin and 
needles" type of bones and some bigger bones, all very hard and sharp, even 
after soaking them. Ingredients say the bag contains only 100% Cod Skins, 
nothing is said about bones, cartilage and other damaging,sharp and dangerous 
parts of fish.

14 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 28 Pound

EON‐285387 10/13/2016 23:08 Purina Pro Plan Focus Large 
Breed Adult Chicken and Rice 
Formula

 was diagnosed with a bacterial infection in his bowels. He ate the food 
Tuesday morning 10/11/16 and had diarrhea that afternoon. This was the very 
first kibble from the new bag of food purchased. We did not mix the prior bag 
with the new bag.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 81 Pound

EON‐285367 10/13/2016 21:28 Orijen Original Grain-Free Dry 
Dog Food

Finishing a bag of Orijen Original Grain-Free Dry Dog Food, shipped on 
9/3/2016 from Chewy.com. Found a piece of plastic sticking out of one of the 
kibbles

EON‐285344 10/13/2016 21:08 Golden Rewards Peanut 
Butter Flavored Biscuits 
Wrapped with Chicken

Purchased Golden Rewards Chicken/Biscuit treats from Walmart on 
10/12/2016. On 10/13/2016 I gave one treat to my dog. Within 10 minutes he 
was out in the yard frantically eating grass. He ate grass for 20 minutes. Finally 
came inside and was heaving, trying to vomit. Finally did vomit several times. 
One hour after vomiting he seems to be back to normal. Out of curiosity i looked 
up these treats on the internet and was shocked to find that they have caused 
so many sicknesses and deaths in dogs. I have disposed of the bag of treats.

7 Years Havanese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐285246 10/13/2016 12:00 Purina Deli-Cat Fed him his morning meal of purina deli cat shortly after he vomited up the food 
later on that evening he began howling in pain. Then he began getting weak 
and just deteriorated from that point .

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐285245 10/13/2016 10:16 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Advanced Fitness Small Bites 
Lamb Meal & Rice Recipe

Found a petrified dead mouse in my 33lb bag of Science Diet 1-6 yr old Active 
Fitness Dog Food. Seems to be according to the Web a common occurrence at 
Hills! My dog has been sick for 2 weeks now.
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EON‐285222 10/12/2016 23:16 Stella & Chewy's Chewy's 
Chicken Meal Mixers

On 10-11-16 I gave my dog 2 small Stella and Chewy's chicken mixers at 8 p.m. 
(they were a free sample shipped with my order from Drs. Foster and Smith. My 
dog woke me up at 1 a.m. to go to the bathroom (which she never does at 
night). She had a slightly loose stool. I ate a snack so I gave my dog 4 or 5 
more Chicken Meal Mixers (I note now that these are raw freeze dried food). At 
six a.m. my dog woke me again and raced to the back door, but she had 
completely liquid stool all over my kitchen floor. She has never gone to the 
bathroom in my house. This morning I gave her home cooked chicken broth 
only, and tonight she seems okay. I called Drs Foster and Smith and reported 
this to them this morning. I told them that I would make a report to you. I 
suggested that it was rather urgent that they stop sending this particular raw 
food out. I have some sample of the product left Please contact me.

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐285164 10/12/2016 10:52 Cesar Classics with Chicken 
& Liver in Meaty Juices

On October 10, 2016 at around 8:30PM my dog appeared hungry. I opened a 
can of Cesar Classics with Chicken and Liver in Meaty Juices. She ate the 
whole can. About 2.5- 3.5 hours later she began to vomit. At first it was just dark 
food mixed into the vomit. The next day (October 11th, she vomited a few more 
times. Then I checked her feces after defecation and there was blood in it at 
2:00PM, her vomit was bright white and foamy. I decided then I would take her 
to the vet, I made an emergency appointment and took her right in. On the way 
there, she began to vomit what appeared to be foamy mucous mixed with 
chunks of bloody intestinal material. I looked up recalls and I found one for 
Cesar's Filet Mignon (purple tub) two days earlier which showed plastic particals 
in the cans. The vet injected her with antibiotics, and gave her some digestive 
meds to help her. She was ok for several hours, then started vomiting bloody 
mucous material. This morning, I took her back for IV treatment for dehydration. 
I am waiting for results.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10.7 Pound

EON‐285146 10/11/2016 22:24 Friskies Classic Pate Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner

Large mold colony found on the top surface of the food immediately after 
opening the can. Many more dark moldy spots found on the side of the can.

EON‐285141 10/11/2016 20:44 Dr. Carson's Worming 
Powder

I am really concerned that this product is being marketed as a dewormer and 
claims to be an "effective wormer for all pets" when it doesn't seem to contain 
any anthelminthic ingredients at all. It is making unsubstantiated efficacy claims 
and also doesn't clearly list what is actually in it.

EON‐285007 10/11/2016 11:12 PCI Quackers We bought her different dog treats then normal because we were on vacation. I 
normally only buy her treat made in the USA, but didn't think to check the label 
while we were away. She stopped eating the treats after about 3 days, which is 
not like her. Then about two days after that, we noticed that she was drinking 
lots of water, urinating frequently & large amounts, not eating & losing weight. 
The vet ran blood & urinary tests and finally confirmed after about 4 different 
tests & trips to the vet that she has Fanconi Syndrome. We are in the process of 
managing it with multiple vitamins & supplements and monthly tests at the vet. 
Hoping she makes a full recovery, but the vet said it will be months before we 
know for sure.

6 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐284915 10/10/2016 14:44 Barkworthies USA Chicken 
Jerky

Client had been feeding chicken jerky treats daily. Patient became PU/PD; a 
urinalysis revealed hyposthenuria with glucosuria, but there was no concurrent 
hyperglycemia. Her baseline cortisol was elevated; a low dose dexamethasone 
suppression test was also WNL. Client discontinued jerky treats and within less 
than a week PU/PD had already improved. No repeat urinalysis has been 
performed at this point.

5 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 10 Kilogra
m

EON‐284891 10/10/2016 12:52 AvoDerm Chicken & Rice 
Formula

1 AvoDerm can swollen on top and bottom. Noticed on 10/9/2016. Did not open 
can.

EON‐284880 10/10/2016 12:16 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato for Cats

We switched to Natures Domain Salmon and Sweet Potato cat food purchased 
at Costco in Vallejo California. Of our four cats, three wouldn't eat it and the one 
who did became complete listless for two days and was dead by the third day. 
These little kittens were kept full time in our bathroom with no access to any 
danger or any other food source. It's clear that the food was the source of his 
death.

8 Weeks Mixed (Cat) Cat 3 Pound

EON‐284836 10/9/2016 23:08 Nudges Jerky Cuts I purchased Nudges Jerky cuts from BJs in  three weeks ago. My 
dog vomited several times and had diarrhea. drunk a lot of water. had a 
seizure... died on .

6 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐284816 10/9/2016 12:32 Cesar Classics Filet Mignon 
Flavor in Meaty Juices, Cesar 
Classics Porterhouse Steak 
Flavor in Meaty Juices

Our dog gets sick afte eating Cesae Classics - Filet Mignon & the Porterhouse 
Steak flavor. She is a yorkie and when she eats this food she throws up and 
has diarrhea. She lays around and is not herself. We took her to the vet 2 
weeks ago which costs us $129 and they put her on a bland food that they have 
there and she seemed fine after that. So we thought she was OK and we gave 
her y'all's food again and now she's sick again. There is something wrong with 
y'alls food and you'll need to get it fixed because y'all's food is hurting sweet 
innocent animals. At this point we will never feed this food to our animals again 
and we want our money back. She has eaten this food that we have bought 
from Sam's club in  and also from Winn Dixie here in 

 off of .
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EON‐284807 10/9/2016 10:04 Nutro Ultra Large Breed Adult We switched to Nutro Ultra Large Breed dry dog food in March 2016 because 
she had gained weight with her Hill's Grain Free diet and was not losing even 
with cutting back. Over the course of the next five months, I noticed that  
was panting or shallow breathing at inappropriate times. I called the Vet and we 
discussed what might be causing it.  seemed less energetic, but was not 
what I would call lethargic. In August,  got sick and we had to take her to 
the Emergency Vet. During that visit, they did blood work, but nothing definitive 
was found. I had a feeling that it might be the food so I started doing some 
research and became alarmed at the numerous reports of similar symptoms 
and links to liver and pancreas. I then went to pull blood results to compare April 
2016 to August 2016 and sure enough all the levels tied to liver and pancreas 
were elevated. I immediately took  off the food and within 48 hours she 
was no longer panting. Over the last month, I have been working with my Vet 
and Veterinary Specialist at , We have done tests to rule out Cushing's, 
pancreatitis, and kidney; all of which were normal. I am convinced that the Nutro 
food has had an adverse impact on my dog. I only hope that she continues to 
improve and that her ALK-P and other elevated levels return to normal over 
time.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐284766 10/8/2016 12:56 Nutro Ultra Senior I purchased a new bag of Nutro ultra senior mid September. My dog began 
having severe diarrhea. Vet gave her antidiarreal meds. I fed her chicken and 
rice for 1 week and then gradually introduced the Nutro dry food back into her 
diet. Once she was back on the Nutro fully the diarrhea began again. There are 
numerous reports on consumer affairs.com of dogs becoming I'll and dying from 
Nutro food purchased between June and October of this year.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐284765 10/8/2016 12:04 Merrick Backcountry - Hearty 
Chicken Thigh Stew

I have been feeding my 17 year old Jack Russel Back country canned. A can of 
hearty chicken thigh stew contained a whole thigh bone and partial bones. I had 
fed him part of the can before I discovered the whole bones. He had really loose 
stools that day so I think there may have been some small bone remnants. Part 
of the reason he is 17 is that I try to take good care of him and don't feed him 
things like chicken bones. A $3.00 a can dog food should have better quality 
control

EON‐284764 10/8/2016 10:56 Beggin' Strips Bacon & 
Cheese Flavors

On october 6th, 2016 I purchased the beggin strips for my animal. He was in 
perfect health and happy. The evening of the 6th I gave him one of the beggin 
strips purchased from the Vons store in . The following morning on 
the 7th my dog started vomiting around 4am. He was lethargic and dry heaving. 
After vomiting he was noticeably better. The entire day he barely ate and 
refused water. I did not make the correlatiom that the treat had made him ill. 
The evening of the 8th, I gave him another treat. He again woke up vomiting 
around 4 am. He has a horrible smell to his breath. Each time the vomit 
contains bits of the treat.

4 Years Bichon Frise Dog 8 Pound

EON‐284752 10/8/2016 6:44 eCOTRITION Essential Blend 
Rabbit Food

Purchased a bag of Ecotrition Rabbit food. I opened up the bag of petfood and 
to find that it was filled with cobwebs and smells bad
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EON‐284679 10/7/2016 17:04 Purina Puppy Chow Tender & 
Crunchy

BOTH DOGS THROWING UP AFTER I PURCHASED A NEW* BAG OF 
PURINA PUPPY CHOW. DOGS ARE USED TO THIS DOG FOOD AS 
STANDARD USE DAILY. DOG FOOD HAS A HORRIBLE* ODOR**, LIKE 
ROTTEN* MEAT AND ALSO SMELLS**LIKE VOMIT*! I NOTICED A 
TERRIBLE* ODOR**IN MY HOME AND THOUGHT MAYBE* DOGS HAD AN 
ACCIDENT ETC., CLEANED ALL THEIR BEDDING, WASHED THE TILE 
FLOORS--STILL**STENCH**--HAD NO IDEA WHAT* TO DO NEXT! I HAVE 
TWO**BOWELS OF DOG FOOD(DRY) FOR THEM OUT SITTING ALL THE 
TIME---CHECKED THE DOG FOOD--**IT WAS THE DOG FOOD!***!!! I HAD 
NOTICED WHEN OPENING THE BAG* A STRONG* SMELL**BUT I ALWAYS 
TURN AWAY AS NOT**TO INHALE**THE DRY FOOD -. I EMAILED PURINA* 
AS THIS IS **SOMETHING UNUSUAL**AND MAKING THE DOGS ILL! JUST 
STARTED WITH THIS NEW* BAG AND LOOKS AS IF NEW* DESIGN ON 
BAG AND PIECES A LITTLE* LARGER THAT USUAL. I ASKED PURINA 
ABOUT NEW*FORMULA AS WE ALWAYS USED THIS AND NEVER* HAD 
THE PUPPY CHOW SMELL**OR AFFECT THE DOGS! DOGS STILL NOT 
FEELING WELL!

5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐284660 10/7/2016 15:24 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Lamb & 
Brown Rice

Upon opening a can of dog food last night I saw a black piece of what looked 
like plastic in the food. I pulled it out and rinsed the food off of it. It looks like it 
could be part of a conveyor belt. It was all one piece at first (approximately 1" 
square) and then broke off into several pieces.

EON‐284556 10/7/2016 11:44 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult Indoor

My cat began to vomit, blood in stool. I took her to the vet, did a fecal that was 
negative, he gave her pepsid and some OM cat food and sent her home. She 
worsened over night vomiting blood and blood from rectum, very dehydrated. 
Took her back into vet early next morning. They did ex-rays, a full blood 
chemistry, there was no obstruction and blood work looked good however her 
temperature was very low. Gave her sub Q fluids then an IV for fluids . The vet 
could not get her stabilized. She passed away. Both my vets think she was 
sepsis from too much bacteria in the blood. They feel it was the cat food that 
caused her death.

6 Years Persian Cat 8 Pound

EON‐284503 10/6/2016 23:24 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Tuna Pate

Both cats vomited within 2 minutes of starting to eat the food. I immediately 
pulled it from them and our other 3 cats. I believe they the cleared all they had 
eaten. Within 15 minutes they happily ate a different brand of cat food. They 
both appear to be fine now, 6 hours later. They are both healthy very active 
young cats that I have never seen vomit before. They appeared to be as 
shocked as I was.

2.5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐283997 10/5/2016 11:40 Nature's Recipe Healthy Skin 
Venison Meal & Rice Recipe

Started feeding both dogs this food on Sunday evening. Tuesday morning  
started vomiting and continued to do so all day. I took  for an hour and half 
walk where she was fine. Fed her a bit later this food. Had to leave the house 
for 1 1/2 hours, upon returning around 8 pm there was meringue looking, 
mucous feeling vomit throughout our home. Not sure if it was both dogs as  
was now not looking too well, moaning a bit with a hard stomach.  belly 
was hard as well. Throughout the night,  drank water and vomited it all up, 

 the active golden laid still. We took them to our vet at 8 am, no doctor in; 
called a vet who used to work at our vet and she agreed to see them at 9 am. 
She came in, immediately looked at (10.5 years) then (11.5 years). 
Took both temps- high normal,  had one. She took  away to X-
ray her abdomen. When the doctor came back she told us she could treat 

 but could not treat and we needed to take her to the emergency vet 
in . An IV was started and we got there about 15 minutes later where 

 needed to be put on a stretcher. The doctor there put her on pain meds, 
and placed a needle in her abdomen to release the gas. We were told  had 
bloat, esophagus was dilated and could not release the gas, her stomach had 
twisted. We had her euthanized as the prognosis was not good. Suspicious that 
both otherwise healthy dogs became violently ill. I had discussed the food issue 
with both vets about the food and both said changing food would not cause 
this.....contaminated batch? spent the day at the first vet getting fluids and 
medicine, not feeling back to herself until Sunday. Did not see an expiration 
date on bag.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐283977 10/4/2016 21:24 Ol' Roy Variety Pack Mini 
Chunks in Gravy

I opened a pouch of Ol Roy Chicken and Rice and the contents that came out of 
the pouch was black and smelled like raw sewage. I went to the dog food web 
site and saw that many other dogs have gotten sick and also have died from 
their brand of food. I took pictures of the food (raw sewage) and the box it came 
from. The expiration date is February 28, 2018. That should never have 
happened to us. We have another box of this food but we are returning it to 
Walmart asap. We are hoping to get the money back for this.

EON‐283976 10/4/2016 21:00 Ol' Roy Filet Mignon Flavor I bought the ol roy filet mignon wet dog food today 10/4/16 and when I open the 
box. I smelled a bad oder coming from the box so I removed a packet of the 
food from the box and I noticed a brown liquid coming from the packet with a 
bad odor.
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EON‐283931 10/4/2016 13:32 Rachael Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 
Recipe

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐283913 10/3/2016 23:32 Blue Buffalo Sensitive 
Stomach Adult Cat Formula, 
Blue Buffalo Blue Indoor 
Hairball & Weight Control

There must have been an issue with the current batch of Blue Buffalo: I mix two 
types Blue Buffalo Indoor Hairball & Weight Control Chicken Cat food & Blue 
Buffalo Sensitive Stomach Chicken Recipe Adult Dry Cat Food. My cats 
suddenly started getting disinterested in their food and started throwing up (both 
of them). I thought it was something else, but after a few days it became clear it 
was the food. I'm positive there was something wrong with one of these bags of 
cat food.

6 Years Maine Coon Cat 19 Pound

In Sept 7th, 2016, bought 1 Bag of "Rachel Ray - Just 6 " Lamb Meal and 
Brown Rice Dogfood from Walmart,  , STORE#  

 @ 10:57:21

Poured most of it into container where we keep dog food in. And started giving it 
to my 2 dogs. They did not like the dog food. Initially, i mixed my old dog food 

with this 1:1 for a week... but they'd eat the old one only.... When it was done... 
just poured the new dog food.

Since it was the first time I used this, thought it was beginners jitters. They 
would not eat it unless they were very very hungry... and that too gingerly. Then 

both of them had diarrhea and vomitting for a couple of days. They puked in 
their crate at night and on the carpet in the daytime.

Went and looked at the bag... and it had a "best if Used by" date of JAN 
17TH,2016.

This was expired over 8 months, when i bought the dog food.

Threw away the rest of food in container and got new food. Went to Walmart on 
Sept 27th or 28th with what was left in the bag... and the lady there " " in 

Customer Service, did not bother to even hear me out. Right when i started, she 
cut me off, saying the dog food in the bag was not enough for a refund. 

So with my son watching, decided to pursue this at a later date... which is today. 

The LOT# TL4 22:30 D

Manufacturer : Ainsworth Pet Nutrition
MEADVILLE, PA 16335

You need to penalize WalMart and also have them re-train their associates. Its 
a good thing that my dogs did not get anything major. Someone needs to 

monitor the shelf regularly.
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EON‐283889 10/3/2016 20:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 
Recipe

We decided to switch her to the just six dog food and slowly she began 
swelling. Then with in a week of final all just six dog food she wasn't peeing or 
pooping, eating or drinking. She began vomiting and peeing blood. The next day 
we put her back on her old food. By afternoon everything disappeared and she 
is now fine. Bet believes it to be dog food possibly.after researching, I found 
many dogs this occured to and i hope someone can simply look into it.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 26 Pound

EON‐283778 10/3/2016 13:36 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct with Real Turkey & 
Venison

I have four dogs. We bought a bag of Purina One Turkey with Venison dog food 
from Walmart. Almost immediately after eating the food all four of my dogs 
started vomiting uncontrollably and diarrhea started right after. Three of my 
dogs managed to recover, sadly, my fourth one passed away this morning, 

 With every effort put forth, he still died. My family and I deeply hurt 
by this and wanted to make you aware of this horrific incident before it happens 
to another animal and family. Yes, they have had this food before with no 
issues, until now.

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog

EON‐283560 10/3/2016 9:16 Wild Calling Grassland 96% 
Buffalo

Code on can 1716E26WCG 04 Best Buy 2020
Opened a can of dog food by Wild Calling, Buffalo flavored. It is a "ring" can 
(pop top) not "can opener" type of lid. As I opened it, I am not sure if my brain 
was already telling me by the sound or how it was opening, that something 
might be wrong. (IE: maybe not sealed properly but not sure if that is even a 
possibility with that type of lid.)
There was a big "black" spot along the side and so I decided to smell it. It 
smelled absolutely "putrid". 
I kept the can and placed the food in a baggie in the refrigerator for now.
Unfortunately I seem to recall another can at some point in time having a small 
black spot which I "scooped out" and since it did not smell bad, I did feed it to 
the dog. I do not recall how long ago that was and I buy two types from this 
company, buffalo and beef and really cannot remember which one it was but I 
think it was the buffalo. 
Code on can 1716E26WCG 04 Best Buy 2020
Store at room temperature until opened
UPC CODE 8 18038 01088 1
12.8 ounces
Product stored in kitchen cupboard before opening
Item was purchased online through Chewy.com within the last two months. 

EON‐283540 10/2/2016 17:04 Purina Pro Plan Savor The product has worms in it
EON‐283530 10/2/2016 12:44 Mentos Sugarfree Gum My 2 dogs ate a bottle of Mentos sugar free gum.  ingested more than 

.  went into extreme hyperglycemia and had seizures. Both dogs 
were taken to veterinary emergency room for treatment.

7 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐283258 9/29/2016 21:56 Hill's Prescription Diet c/d 
Multicare Canine

 had a small kidney stone that led to a UTI. The vet treated him with 
medication and put him on Science Diet c/d dog food. After a few weeks of 
eating the food, his eyes started to look irritated. Within 24 hours of these 
symptoms, he quit eating and drinking, became very lethargic; and wouldn't 
even open his eyes because they had so much mucus in them. We took him to 
the vet, ran multiple tests that showed nothing. Blood work, urinalysis; kept him 
overnight and treated dehydration. In three weeks, my 13 pound dog had also 
lost over a pound. The vet determined that he probably had cancer and gave 
him a week or a month to live. 
I started feeding him different food after reading some bad reviews on the food. 
Now, three weeks later, after having NO MORE c/d food, he is better. I spoke to 
a friend about what had happened and she said the same thing had happened 
to her dog, except she never took her dog off the food and ended up putting the 
dog to sleep.

13 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐283195 9/29/2016 16:20 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Boost Mixers Beef Formula

I purchased Instinct Raw Boost Mixers Beef Formula for my dogs. When I gave 
it to them, two ate it cold the other two didn't like. I decided to nuke it in 
microwave. I put about 5 pcs in microwave for about 5 sec. The microwave 
made a loud humming sound and the I saw a spark come from the right size of 
the microwave toward the food. I was standing in front of it so I immediately 
opened the door. Nothing different about the food. I thought it was my 
microwave and still gave the morsels to one dog. I put 5 more pieces in for the 
other dog. The microwave did the same thing. Made a loud humming sound but 
this time, there was a bigger microwave "lighting bolt" strike to the meat. My 
concern was that others may put food in microwave and walkaway. I was 
concerned that I could have caught fire. There was no indication on the 
package as to "DO NOT MICROWAVE". Supposed to be raw food but I don't 
see why it should act as if a type of metal was in it to cause such a reaction.

EON‐283184 9/29/2016 15:44 Companion Sliced Beef 
Dinner in Gravy

The most recent case of Companion Premium Cat Food (2 flavor sliced variety 
pack) has a foamy scum visible when can is opened & does not look like it 
usually does. Although this is the brand I regularly buy, neither cat would eat it. 
Opened a total of 3 cans from the case, all had the same foamy scum, so I will 
be attempting to return the remainder of the case.
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EON‐283099 9/29/2016 11:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult Small 
Bite

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire DogApproximately 3 to 4 weeks ago I purchased a small bad of Blue Buffalo 
Wilderness Adult Dry food for my Yorkshire Terrier dog. I opened the bag for the 

first time to feed her the next morning after my purchase. She is extremely 
spoiled and won't ever eat her food without me staying in the kitchen where she 
is eating. She had just begun to eat when I noticed a piece of glass in her bowl. 

It appears to me that it was a broken once off a fluorescent bulb. I contacted 
Blue Buffalo and spoke to a gentleman named . I assured me they would 

investigate and get back to me promptly. He offered some treats for my 
problems with the food. I declined anything he had to offer.

He told me he would send a self addressed stamped envelope so I could send 
the glass back to them. Again I declined this request. We did settle on pictures 

of the glass to be emailed to info@BlueBuff.com
These pictures were taken from every angle I could get. He assured me this 

email address was the place where ALL emails and complaints were taken care 
off. He gave me a case # to add to the subject line which is 338562. 

This was a 4.5lb bag of Blue Wilderness Small Breed - Adult Dog Chicken. 
Expiration Date- NOV 12 17.

I ASSUME THE LOT # IS L233 05:17. SKU 8 59610 00567 3. Another # above. 
The SKU # MT410474.02BE

I have contacted the company on several occasions since this incident and get 
no response. My dog is 7 years old and it terrifies me that this company does 

not even try to follow up on any complaints of this nature.

The last two weeks, my dog has been very ill. I took her to the vet today to see 
what the issue could be. I do want to save my dog although trying to find 

enough money for a complete x-ray of my dog was going to be quite costly. The 
bill just today for blood tests came to $296.00. I can't continue to pay for these 
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EON‐283065 9/28/2016 23:36 Diamond Dog Food Puppy I fed the Diamond food to the dog in my kennel. I found foreign particles in the 
food and notice it smelled different. My dogs all got diarrhea. One of my girls 
went into premature labor and I lost a litter of puppies. I am not certain if this is 
the total cause for the litter loss but I have filled out the paperwork with my vet 
and am sending one of the decease puppies to the CVM veterinary medical 
diagnostic lab for a necropsy. Once I pulled the food and gave my dogs another 
brand, the stools are now forming again. After speaking with Diamond I 
searched the web and found that others were complaining as well on the 
consumer affairs website located at 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/diamond_dog_food.html

I was encouraged to file this report from the Vet I spoke with setting up the 
testing on the puppy and he provided me with your website information. I feel 
they should recall this product as I am not the only one complaining. I spoke 
with their vet today and sent her pictures of the foreign items in the food. If I can 
help in any way do not hesitate to let me know.

1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

vet bills when Blue Buffalo is the one that is the cause and effect of her illness. I 
am very sure she did eat some of the glass before I was able to retrieve the 

piece I found. If this is the case, my dog will definately die. I love her with 
everything I have in me and totally believe in taking care of the animals that God 

put us together with. She is my life and Blue has neglected to even do an 
overall recall of this batch of food. This was one of my demands to . He 
said it couldn't be done. As far as I am concerned, a couple of bags of treats 

with no investigation is not sufficient to save my girl. 

This case needs to be thoroughly investigated through the FDA. If I can get no 
results here, I will start in on a class action lawsuit to save the other thousands 

of animals that are eatinf this food today.

I would hope you are willing to thoroughly investigate this matter, as you should. 
If not, I will include the FDA IN THIS LAWSUIT.

I can be contacted at any time, day or nigh . This is my cell # and 
is with me at all times. Please, if you get no answer, leave me a message and I 

will call back immediately.
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EON‐283053 9/28/2016 20:28 Dentigenic splash 240ml - 
veterinarian use for oral 
higienic

I was advised by my veterinarian to use a product called dentigenic for oral 
higenic of my dog. I followed the instructions for about 15 days. After that 
period, it started to act strange, with no energy, doesnt want to eat food and has 
vomited once. We tested its blood and the results pointed a liver lesion. My vet 
said it was genetic. I got suspicious and started investigating. I found that the 
product DENTIGENIC contains xilitol. I searched the internet for dog problems 
related to that substancy and found the warning on the fda website, among 
many others. i have already suspended the product, but it doesnt say how much 
of xilitol it contains. Im worried about my dogs health and I dont know how its 
possible to a product wit xilitol to be sell specifically for dogs. Can you help me? 
What should i do?

6 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 6 Kilogra
m

EON‐282933 9/28/2016 0:48 Holistic Select Grain Free 
Adult & Puppy Health Salmon 
and Anchovy & Sardine Meal 
Recipe

My dog had just recovered from a bout of diarrhea when I switched her back to 
her regular food. I purchased a brand new bag and fed it to her for several 
servings - she vomited, and we ended up back at the vet. After an anti-emetic, 
we came home and she was on beef and rice again for several servings, and 
once again got better. I began to feed her her regular food again - while I was 
feeding it to her, her brother/litter mate that belongs to my parents and sister 
came over and ae half the plate. He usually eats this food as well, but hadn't 
had any from this bag until this point. He is in excellent health and has vomited 
only a handful of times before. However, he started throwing up that night and 
got sick again in the morning. My dog also developed diarrhea the following 
day, which got progressively worse, -!: then developed vomiting. We had three 
emergency vet visits within 24 hours of each other, ending up with my dog being 
hospitalized. The vets are very suspicious of the food since they saw both of our 
dogs with similar symptoms, and the only common factor they had was that 
food. Since my dog had been sick already and struggles with digestive health, 
she was hit a lot harder than her brother. I wouldn't have thought anything of it if 
her symptoms didn't return BOTH atones I put her back on a food she has done 
well on previously and if her brother with an iron stomach didn't get so sick as 
well.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐282922 9/27/2016 22:08 Taste of the Wild I changed her cat food from FDA regulated purina to the hollistic Taste of the 
Wild. Within a year she acquired an extremely rare disease, cantaneous 
lymphoma which eats her skin away and has progressed into cancer and death.

14 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐282911 9/27/2016 21:08 Milo's Kitchen Beef Sausage 
Slices With Rice

The only problem with his health is a very bad case of diarrhea. I could not think 
of anything different that he was eating except the Milo's Kitchen home style 
dog treats beef sausage slices with rice that my husband had purchased a 
week ago. I asked him if he was feeding them to the dogs every day and he 
said yes. So I asked him to stop for a day or two so I could see if the diarrhea 
would stop. And it did exactly 1 day without the treats my poodles stool became 
normal again. my other terrier breed did not get diarrhea but he has had a 
sudden loss of appetite this past week. Not sure if it is related but I am thinking 
it is. It seems like his appetite has improved today.

9 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐282772 9/27/2016 12:36 Acana, First mate I worked for a place called  in  (second store in  
) and we had a couple of infected hampsters (I have pictures of the 

infection on them) for sale and one escaped and has been on the loose for a 
couple months now. In this time it got into a few dog and cat foods and when I 
notified the Owner and Manager I was instructed by text to tape up the bags 
and sell them as damaged product for %10 off. My concern is that the animals 
were sick when they escaped and that there could be urine, droppings, or the 
disease in the foods that are being sold. On top of this she is also selling foods 
that are well past expired the date. 

I also have pictures of many of the bulk treats there covered in bugs and 
maggots and again through text I have proof of being told to just rinse them off 
and freeze the cookies to be sold the next day. 

This is not the first time this has happened here after talking with ex-employees 
that have told me similar stories.

EON‐282724 9/26/2016 21:32 Jerky Treats Tender Strips 
Dog Snacks Beef

I had never gave my dogs treats before, for the first time we tried this Jerky 
Treats. We first gave them this treats about a month ago, and this past week 
one of my dogs started having diarrhea and was not eating and two days latter 
he had diarrhea again and was not eating, the last day he not really moving and 
staying in one spot so I new there was something wrong so I was going to take 
him to the doctor in the morning since it was 11pm and two hours latter he died 
and he had gotten diarrhea with blood, since the time the diarrhea started 3 
days ago to dying. the only difference that we could think of was the treats, his 
death was all so sudden. then at 1am I started to do some research and found 
that the FDA had already been doing an investigation on Jerky treats made in 
china, but the once I was giving my dog were Beef Jerky Treats made in USA 
Distributed by: Big Heart Pet Brands San Francisco, CA 94111 (sir# 
6049TP270610)(Exp Date 8/12/17) Please Please look into this..

4 Days Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐282600 9/26/2016 13:12 Freshpet Vital Grain Free 
Chicken Beef Salmon & Egg 
Recipe with Cranberries & 
Spinach

Violently throwing up, dehydration, severe nausea, shaking, could barely stand, 
diarrhea

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐282463 9/26/2016 11:48 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Adult Indoor Chicken Recipe

As soon as I opened the bag the cat food appeared very mealy (broken down or 
eaten?). I tried using the product anyway but the cats seem to be throwing up a 
lot.

10 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐282404 9/26/2016 10:36 Beneful Original My dog  died of Kidney failure this year 2016. I feed him Purina 
Beneful Originals for 3 years which contains the ingredient propylene glycol. I 
read about the clash action lawsuit against Purina and believe my dog died 
because of Beneful dog food.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound

EON‐282370 9/26/2016 9:52 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Stuffed Liver Twists

I gave my german Shephard mix dog a Good"n"fun stuffed chicken liver twist 
treat by Healthy hide company. I noticed she wasn't finishing it which is unusual. 
I noticed a small pool of blood and bloodied drool coming from her mouth. I 
looked at treat and was shocked at the pointed and sharp edges of this treat. 
even a prong shaped piece was inside apparently which had the the stuffing 
around it. there are five stiff and very pointed and sharp points on this. I will not 
purchase this product again. I've tried unsuccessfully to contact manufacturer to 
inform them. but theres nothing coming up underwww.healthyhide.com except 
sellers. I write to Salix Animal HealthLLC listed as manufacturerfer: they said i 
contacted wrong company. so i turn to you. I feel thisdangerous to pets.Idid 
save product and packinging. 5.3 oz lot # HX151104 ex 11/2017

EON‐282341 9/25/2016 22:28 Freshpet Vital Grain Free 
Chicken Beef Salmon & Egg 
Recipe

Purchased product 5.5 Lb bag of Freshpet VITAL at PETCO,  on 
9/21/2916
SELL BY DATE: 10/11/2016
UPC CODE: 6-27975-01041-6
(Cannot locate a lot # on the package)

Husband fed our dog - stated that the package had a strange smell when 
opening and fed our dog a small amount(we had no other dog food in the house 
and I was out of town.) Dog stopped eating. I returned and when I went to feed 
him I opened the package and realized that the food had an unfamiliar odor and 
visible moldy areas. I immediately put the bag back in the refrigerator and will 
return to Petco tomorrow (9/26/2016).

Dog is not eating and is vomiting.

12 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐282308 9/25/2016 6:40 Northwest Naturals Raw 
Meaty Bones 8 - 1 inch Beef 
Bones

My collie had to have emergency surgery to remove over a dozen pieces of a 
beef bone distributed by Northwest Naturals. I gave each of my four dogs a beef 
marrow bone, and checked them twice. After an hour, I circled around to collect 
the bones. I found three of them, but not the one that  had. That bone was 
substantially larger than the others, so now I think it may have come from 
another part of the cow, even though it had marrow.

I immediately called the vet, and brought  in to have x-rays. They saw 
bone pieces in her stomach, and I authorized surgery. The vet tells me he found 
more than he expected. He expected to have to remove 3 or 4 pieces, but he 
found 4 large pieces, 4 medium pieces, and 6-8 small pieces. I have the bag of 
stomach content he removed.

 is not a strong chewer. I give the dogs (3 collies, 1 cairn terrier) these 
beef bones at least once a month and I've never had any of them even chip the 
bones. I believe something was different with the bone I gave 

3 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 66 Pound

EON‐282302 9/24/2016 23:04 One Happy Tail Dog Bakery One Happy Tail Dog Bakery  operating without the proper 
license through the state of 
unknown products and contents of products

EON‐282301 9/24/2016 22:40 packaged pet treats without 
labels

has not obtained  Chemist approval for sale of treats

EON‐282281 9/24/2016 14:24 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Salmon

I switched my dog to Purina Smartblend Salmon and within 2 days, she started 
vomiting blood. The same with my Rat terrier, within 2 days he started vomiting 
blood as well. I stopped the food and they stopped vomiting blood.

1 Years Great Dane Dog 65 Pound

EON‐282280 9/24/2016 14:08 Friskies Classic Pate Variety 
Pack, Fancy Feast Wet 
Classic & Flaked Seafood 
Feast Variety Cat Food, 
Whiskers Lickin's

After I switched my cats food to the Friskies multi-pack wet food from Costco, 
she began vomiting. It was worse with some of the flavors more than the others. 
I assumed they were all coming from the same place so I didn't think anything of 
it. I switched her to the Fancy Feast multi-pack wet food, also at Costco, to see 
if it made a difference. It didn't so I thought the issue was my cat and not the 
food. I didn't realize until it was too late that they are both made by Purina. I also 
noticed that the beef flavor smelled horrible. I didn't think much of it though 
because I'm a vegetarian and I thought I was just overly sensitive. 

I wish I had done my research. My cat was losing weight and her eating slowed 
down. I assumed it was because of her age. One night she vomited so much I 
had to take her to the vet. She was diagnosed with kidney disease and liver 
failure. I had to put her to sleep. I know she was old for a cat, but she was 
always healthy before I gave her the Purina food. I also gave her Friskies cat 
treats. I never gave her more than what was recommended on the package.

21 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat
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EON‐282272 9/24/2016 11:48 Authority Savory Cuts in 
Gravy Beef & Rice Formula 
Adult

Vomiting over the course of eight hours until all of the offending food was gone. 8 Years Chihuahua Dog 17 Pound

EON‐282269 9/24/2016 11:28 Pedigree Meaty Ground 
Dinner Filet Mignon Flavor

All 3 affected dogs receive canned Pedigree dog food twice daily, morning & 
evening.  started having perfuse diarrhea 4 days ago, & the other 2 
started having diarrhea 2 days ago  was examined by a veterinarian this 
morning, & there were no findings of parasites or other abnormalities, & we 
were advised to report the dog food mentioned above as possibly 
contaminated. The codes on the bottom of this batch of cans is:. BB 080718 21 
1, 732BKKCC 0838LG
All 3 of these dogs were placed on antibiotics starting this morning

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐282266 9/24/2016 11:12 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Chicken & Rice Formula Adult

When we opened the bag of dog food there were cob webs and little green 
worms in the food.

EON‐282265 9/24/2016 10:44 Milk-Bone Brushing Chews - 
Small/Medium

I bought these the other day. I gave  (who is at 110 pounds now) one when 
we got home. Gave him one the next day. Yesterday morning I noticed when he 
went to the bathroom it was soft. Gave him another yesterday evening. Didn't 
even think about it. Last night at 3 am we were outside of the hotel with 
diarrhea. Again at 6:30am. And again at 7:30 am. I mean like 4 or 5 times in 
each outing. I decided to look up the reviews on these! OMG!! THEY ARE 
TERRIBLE!! Dogs are sick with diarrhea, puking, blood! Some small dogs even 
died of kidney failure! They immediately went into the trash!!! When I bought 
them I realized I had bought for small/ medium dogs. Glad I didn't get the large 
dog ones!!!! I'm off to go out again he's at the door!!!

1 Years Rottweiler Dog 110 Pound

EON‐282249 9/23/2016 23:04 Wellness Complete Health 
Beef & Chicken Recipe

Cats have not been eating wellness canned cat food well for several weeks 
despite this being their standard food. 9.23.16 I picked up the leftover food and 
one dish had a green "capsule" shaped foreign object in it along with uneaten 
food. I kept the object and have it in a ziplock bag. I am concerned the batch of 
good I purchased is not "right". I did send am email to the manufacturer several 
days ago to see if they changed the formula due to the sudden failure of my 
cats to eat it. That was prior to my finding the object.

EON‐282242 9/23/2016 20:44 Nature's Domain Turkey Meal 
& Sweet Potato

Dog has diarrhea and vomiting since starting new bag of Kirkland dog food, 
about a week and a half. This is her usual dog food. Our puppy started eating 
the food today and now she has diarrhea as well. The puppy is usually fed a 
different type of food than our adult dog. 

We took our adult dog to the vet on Wednesday past and she was started on 
antibiotics but they did not test her stool.

12 Years Greyhound Dog
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EON‐281890 9/22/2016 22:16 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Medallions

Nature's Variety® Instinct® Raw Medallions had a Natures Variety Rep at the 
Pet Club in . 
She was nice but really pushy on buying this product for an 8 year old chiuhaha 
( , due to her picky eating habits...
She said my dog  would love it too, its so healthy, blah blah blah... well

 would not go near it...
So then my other dog ( 12 year old blueheeler ) ate it ( as he eats just 
about anything you try and give him ).

 has ALWAYS been healthy, no vet visits, ( besides check ups ) and 
always had very healthy bowel movements.

After he ate that Raw Medallion, he had the runs/squirts worse than I have ever 
seen in any dog, EVER. He was well trained, yet couldnt even hold his diharea. 
He peed and pooped all over our house, and was a complete mess. for the last 
2 weeks we had to restrict him from his normal food and be put on a "vet diet" 
with medication and probiotics to help improve his stomach again and get rid of 
"salmoella" type virus. Today I found out that it actually became more intense 
and created pancreatis!! 

Maybe if this food started as a puppy, but to take in raw foods like this as a 
senior dog was awful. I feel so bad for him and its all due to this food!! 
Their reps need to be warned and this company!

EON‐281818 9/22/2016 15:28 Premium Pork Chomps 
Jumbo Crunchy Bone Bacon 
Flavor

I purchases a Pork Chomp Jumbo Dog Treat on September 17th at my local 
Tractor Supply Company. They have been notified. Later that night I gave her a 
third of the stick as a treat. Within 20 minutes she started exhibiting signs of 
distress. She started itching horrible and broke out in hives that got 
progressively bigger and her eyes started to swell shut. I gave her a Benadryl 
tablet and waited to see if that would slow the reaction. I had to give her another 
one 40 minutes later to stop the swelling. Later on that evening she began 
throwing up and continued to throw up all that night the following Sunday. The 
swelling in her eyes finally went down Monday Evening and by Tuesday she 
was eating some what normally.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Malinois

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐281807 9/22/2016 12:20 Everpet dog food, Whiskas 
Cat food, Alpo dog food, 9 
lives.

Dollar General store #  at  keeps pet food and 
bottled water outside in the Florida heat. Brands are Everpet, Whiskas, Puppy 
Chow, 9 Lives, Alpo. They also have packages of water in plastic bottles. I have 
emailed DG and called the toll free number to report this but they have not done 
anything about it. I do not fault store management as this is done at various 
other stores. When I called last I was told a GM would address it. But it is still an 
issue and I fear for people that do not know the ramifications of pets ingesting 
the dog food and people the water.
I don't know the date this started but it is ongoing.
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EON‐281769 9/22/2016 10:32 Authority Chicken Jerky The dog was given the chicken jerky treats over 3 days. On the night of the third 
day he yelped in pain and immediately had uncontrollable diarrhea in the house. 
Unless very sick, he will NEVER go to the bathroom in the house. He then 
proceeded to throw up 2 times. I stopped feeding him for the day (all food and 
especially the treats). I went to identify what could have possibly made him sick 
and the only change in his diet/day/routine was the chicken jerky treats. Since 
ceasing use of the chicken jerky treats, he appears to be better, he is eating 
and drinking, and seems to be okay as of now. Still keeping an eye on him.

4 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐281739 9/21/2016 21:08 Purina Cat Chow Indoor 
Immune Health Blend

Both cats, age 6 months and 6 years, weighing 1 lb to 9 lbs, began vomiting 
after several days of eating the food. They are not as active and are lethargic. 
Their food was changed to this food so this was the only new item in the cats 
environment. The food has been removed from the house as of 8:30pm 9/21/16.

6 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 1 Pound

EON‐281738 9/21/2016 20:32 Fancy Feast Seafood Classic 
& Flaked Variety Pack

Purchased a case (48 cans) of Fancy Feast from Costco in . 
When I took the first can out, the
lid was bulging/swollen. I threw it out. She was fed a can with the lid intact, but 
got sick, after eating a few
bites. She had diarrhea and vomiting over the next two days. I tried feeding from 
a couple other cans, and
she refused food. The next two cans had bulging lids. Threw out one, saved 
one for the vet. Cat went to vet
who treated her for infection (based on lab work - blood tests) and dehydration 
with antibiotics, fluid and electrolite
and vitamin replacement. She received a second treatment today and a course 
of antibiotics.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐281600 9/21/2016 0:40 Nutro Adult Venison Meal 
Whole Brown Rice & Oatmeal 
Recipe

In July I changed  from Nutro Minichunk to Nutro Venison because he had 
a rash on his abdomen and I felt that the Minichunk food smelled like it had 
changed, it now smelled like peanut butter. He had been on this food for 6 years 
but the labeling had recently changed. I mixed the old and new food and 
changed it over the course of a week. I tried treating the rash at home but it got 
worse. I took him to the vet on July 19th he had lost 11 pounds, he had been on 
the Venison for 2 weeks. They gave him a steroid shot and started him on 
steroids, probiotics and antibiotics. We returned to the vet on July 30th because 
he was still losing weight even though he was eating 6 cups of food per day. He 
looked like a skeleton and was down another pound. On August 8th we 
returned to the vet again and he had gained 6 pounds eating 9!!! cups of food 
per day. I had purchased a new bag of Nutro Venison on August 6th and on the 
8th after returning home from the vet He refused to eat the food from this new 
bag, both my dogs acted like there was something wrong with the food. He did 
eat some of it and for the next week would eat it with chicken broth on it. I 
changed him off this venison food on August 18 when my other dog was in the 
hospital. I feel his weight loss was from this food and his rash was from a food 
allergy to something they changed in the Nutro Minichunk.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐281599 9/20/2016 23:12 Nutro Adult Venison Meal 
Whole Brown Rice & Oatmeal 
Recipe

 was a healthy plump dog who loved food. I changed her food to Nutro 
Venison because her littermate was having problems with Nutro Minichunk. 
Once she was fully on the Venison she stopped eating, was incontinent of urine 
and had dark black mucousy stools. She had vomiting and rapid weight loss. 
My daughter and I observed both my dogs act like there was something wrong 
with the food. She was seen by the vet and started on antibiotics and steroids 
with little effect. She stayed overnight at the vet for observation and then started 
on doxycycline. They did an ultrasound and found that her spleen was very 
enlarged, a biopsy was negative. She continued to lose weight and refused to 
eat. I watched her become weaker and weaker as she continued to lose 
weight.(about 20 pounds) She ate very little, refusing most everything offered to 
her and died of a stroke on Tuesday . As a nurse I found it very 
distressing not to be able to help her get better! I truly believe she died because 
of this food. Both my dogs got sick from it. I really hope to prevent other dogs 
from getting sick by submitting this report.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐281571 9/20/2016 14:40 Purina Busy Rollhide was eating a Busy bone made by Purina and immediately upon finishing the 
bone began top salivate and appeared to be having trouble breathing. She then 
started gagging over and over and we took her outside to see if she would bring 
it up. We gave her water and she tried to bring it up but couldn't. She continued 
to drool (unlike a normal new drool) literally firing from her mouth. I walked her 
to see if she would eat some grass (which has helped in the past with upset 
stomachs).  consumed quite of grass and eventually threw up three large 
piles. That night she slept but in the morning started vomiting bile. After sleeping 
a bit she awoke wanted water and was interested in eating. There have been no 
further incidences, but we have stopped feeding her those bones. Important to 
note that  prior to this incident has been eating these exact bones almost 
every night as a dessert for almost a year with no issues.

5 Years Newfoundland Dog 170 Pound

EON‐281552 9/19/2016 20:17 Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato 
& Chicken Wraps 
Cadet Gourmet Chicken & 
Apple Wraps

I started giving my dog these treats by Cadet (apple/chicken wraps and sweet 
potato/chicken wraps. About 2 months after giving them to her she became ill. 
1st she quit eating, became lethargic, and then was trying to hide, she vomited 
every day for about 1 week, randomly throughout a day. Also she became very 
blotted. For not eating, her tummy was hard as a rock. After 1 week of this I 
brought her to our vet,  at . He 
said she had some sort of gastro issues and needed to keep her for bloodwork, 
xrays and admit her for the night, he IV cathed her and gave her fluids 
intravenously. her bloodwork shows some high marks, (HGB, MCH, MCHC, 
WBC, NEU, an BASO.) Dr. was concerned with NEU. She has been eating her 
reg. dog food for over a year now. This was a problem after the treats.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22.2 Pound

EON‐281543 9/19/2016 18:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 
Recipe

Each time he eats this dog food he is throwing it up with yellow bile and white 
foaming looking substances and the food is not digested its in whole pieces.

13 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐281405 9/18/2016 20:32 Nylabone Nutri Dent 360 
Cleaning

I purchased a Nylabone 360 cleaning bones (I think the 36 pack) on Friday, 
September 2nd, 2016 at Walmart in  at the  and 

. The lot# for this product was LT20090. And I have pictures of the worms. 
I didn't open this package and notice the worms until I believe it was Tuesday, 
September 6th. I contacted the store as soon as I noticed and spoke to Pet 
Department Manager , who said he would be calling Nylabone and taking off 
shelf as well as putting in the system so the other Walmarts would be notified... I 
also contacted Nyla bone regarding this product and asked them what they 
were going to do about it and they said these things happen, and its likely just 
the Lot it came from and they would look into it. I asked if there would be a 
recall and they said no, they said it was just due to a bad batch.. I visited the 
Walmart again today (Sept 18th, 2016) and went to check the shelve where I 
found more infested Nylabone 360 cleaning bones (I didn't go and check every 
single one and I didn't inspect any of their other products) 4 of the maybe 8 
bags I checked had nests and little moth like things in them. The 14 pack which 
is what I checked Lot#'s T22702, T21065 and T22677. Please note all the Lot 
#'s are different and when I contacted Nylabone, they said they were only going 
to check into the Lot #s.... Must be a infestation in their warehouse/factory.. I am 
concerned for my dog, because I had this worm infested product from Sept 2nd 
with a chip clip and big ziplock bag on it, and I found one of the worms escaped 
the chip clip and was inside the zip lock bag which had a few holes in it it 
possibly chewed and is now possibly in my house! I have told the department 
manager, Ali, as well as the store manager, I believe his name is  about 
this, and showed them the infestation and also e-mailed Nylabone explaining 
this again to them.. I don't think they are taking this seriously based on their 
responses to me on how they are handling this and the continuous shipment of 
infested products and am concerned for other dog owners including my own if 
they escaped which I think they did, and would like to see this problem resolved. 
Thank you kindly, 

EON‐281400 9/18/2016 15:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Bite Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice

After purchasing a new bag of dog food,  had bad diarrhea which turned 
into bloody diarrhea & vomiting. Since we started using this bag of food  
has been sick twice with HGE which can be fatal for small breed dogs. She was 
sick on 7/18/16 & 9/11/16. My other chihuahua has also been sick twice with the 
same symptoms. I realized it was the food when one of my large breed dogs 
(who normally gets different food) got into the small dog food and then he also 
became ill with the same symptoms.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐281398 9/18/2016 15:04 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

After purchasing a new bag of dog food,  had bad diarrhea which 
turned into bloody diarrhea. Since we started using this bag of food, he has 
been sick twice (6/28/16 & 7/26/16). My other chihuahua has been sick 
twice with HGE, which can be fatal for small breed dogs. I realized it was the 
food when one of my large breed dogs (who normally gets different food) got 
into the small dog food and then he also became ill.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐281383 9/18/2016 9:56 Purina Beyond White Meat 
Chicken Cutlets

Toy Pomeranian had 1/2 a Nestle Purina Chicken Jerky Treat and became 
violently ill within hours. Unable to walk, eat, drink, massive amounts of bloody 
diarrhea for days.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 3 Pound

EON‐281362 9/17/2016 19:40 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

Exposed to food, vomited, lost appetite, lethargy 9 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐281361 9/17/2016 19:24 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

Exposed to food, vomiting - red tinged, in-appetite, lethargy;
Evaluation and treatment by vet (8/18/16) - blood work, antibiotic - amoxicillin

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐281358 9/17/2016 19:04 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Minis

dog had been to vet 6/28/16 for nail clipping and a prov shot and was in 
excellent health. 8/10/16 i had bought a bag of purina waggin train chicken jerky 
minis made in china with a best buy date of nov 16 4549621927 201508 also on 
bag below the use by date 5229to31 or could be s229to31 hard to read first no. 
0201wa7.
as of a week of giving these treats the dog was loosing weight not eating or 
drinking could not stand on the legs and wanted to lay in the 100 degree sun, i 
was worried and took her to the vet not thinking anything about it being the 
treats..labs came back ok but the dog had lumps all over her body and in the 
neck area..and could not walk so x-rays of bones and muscle in leg area were 
take and the dog was running a high fever of 104.6 a lump has now been sent 
in to see if it is cancer and i am waiting to hear the results. vets have not asked 
about any treats but i keep pushing them for a reason a health dog is sick with 
in a week and may have to be put down.

8 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 54 Pound

EON‐281353 9/17/2016 18:20 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

Exposed to food as of ; as with other 5 cats had become ill with vomiting 
and in-appetite.
Was evaluated at  and was similarly treated - fluids, 
b12, cerenia, appetite stimulant, antibiotic, blood work on ; was treated 
again with fluids on .

 reacted to the amoxicillin, and was advised by  vet 
as of  to stop amoxicillin for remainder of weekend, and was seen again 

 by her regular vet and given a Convenia injection. Exposure to food was 
stopped  as per other affected 5 cats. Recovering well.

7 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐281351 9/17/2016 17:36 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

8/13 vaccine update (17.75 lbs); exposed to new bag of IAMS food; vomiting 
and in-appetite after exposure. Brought to vet 8/18/16 - weight down to 17 lbs. 
Treated with fluids, anti-nausea, antibiotic, b12, famotidine, and mirtazapine as 
needed to stimulate appetite; blood work - evaluated and released. Removed 
bad food believed to be cause of issue 8/16/16; 8/20/16 treated with fluids 
again.
Vomiting ceased, appetite returned, in recovery.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 17.75 Pound
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EON‐281349 9/17/2016 17:00 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

8/13 Vaccine update; 8/13 exposed to newly opened bag of IAMS 
Mature/Weight Control/Hairball dry kibble; 8/14/16 loss of appetite, lethargy, 
possible vomiting; 8/15 brought to vet for eval - thought to be possible vaccine 
reaction treatment, continued lack of appetite, possible vomiting, lethargy; 8/16 
6:30 vomiting on pillow next to owner, continued in-appetite, brought back to vet 
for eval, x-rayed (stomach inflamation), given anti-nausea, vitamin B12, fluids; 
8/16 7 pm continued vomiting, brought to  - blood 
work, given appetite stimulant, had elevated temp; 8/17 - abdominal ultrasound; 
stabilized, temp in normal range (suspect food removed 8/16/16 pm after inquiry 
re: ER about change in food).

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 19.3 Pound

EON‐281327 9/17/2016 15:08 Natural Balance Ultra 
Premium Dog Food Chicken 
Formula with Carrots Brown 
Rice Potatoes

Opened fresh can of food and found the inside of lid to look rusty. Spooned food 
out to find a chunk of mold grape size or larger in the middle of the can of food. 
Looked at the other cans we had and they looked rusty on the out side rims. I 
called chewy and reported the problem.

EON‐281296 9/17/2016 14:40 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula

Purchased Purina Choice one Lamb and rice dog food as usual. When I opened 
the bag it definitely smelled very strong. It didn't look the same either. The 
chunks of darker food looked much larger and odd shaped. Within an hour or so 
my smallest dog was getting sick and a few hours later my other dog was acting 
sick. Thought maybe they ate too fast. This awful vomiting continued. Called the 
vet she said give them pepto bismal . They were very lethargic. Could not keep 
anything down. Took them to the vet in  and they 
immediately sent us to . They were not very optimistic that 
they would ever recover completely so rather than make them suffer anymore 
we asked them to put them down. Mind you this went on for 5 days and their 
kidneys had pretty much shut down.

11 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 25 Pound

EON‐281189 9/16/2016 15:12 Freshpet Select Grain Free 
Tender Chicken with Spinach 
& Potato Dog Food

Have been giving me done Grain Free Fresh pet food and he has been vomiting 
and diarrhea. Took him off for a few days and fed him fresh chicken and rice 
with Grain Free dry dog food, which I have always mixed with Fresh Pet. I 
noticed he was feeling better. Then a few days later mixed the Fresh pet food 
and it started over again.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐281178 9/16/2016 14:28 Whole Paws Grain Free 
Shredded Salmon & Chicken 
Dinner in Gravy

I bought 12 cans of Whole Paws Shredded Salmon and Chicken with Gravy at 
the Whole Foods in . (All of my three cats love this flavor so 
it's a win-win when all three finicky eaters enjoy the same food.) When I picked 
up one can off the shelf, it felt a bit swollen, but I naively thought it was okay (I 
mean, it was from Whole Foods' own line of cat food after all and they 
supposedly place a high level of scrutiny into the products they sell) and placed 
it in my cart. I realize now that I should not have done that. 

With 3 cats, I routinely set out three bowls and a can each night for their 
breakfast the following morning. My husband, who gets up at 5AM to get ready 
for work, takes on the responsibility of feeding them. This morning, as he 
opened this particular can, he was greeted with a loud popping whoosh from the 
can and an awful smell. He soon realized that there was something wrong with 
the cat food when one of our cats, a normally voracious eater, smelled, ate a 
small bite out of his bowl, and recoiled. He then tried the other two bowls and 
refused to eat what clearly was contaminated and spoiled food. The other two 
cats wouldn't even go near their bowls after smelling it. My husband then 
cleaned up the bowls and flushed the contaminated food down our garbage 
disposal. He even washed the can before throwing it in the trash. (I have since 
retrieved it for the product info and notified Whole Foods.)

I have been monitoring my cat and so far he seems fine. I will continue to 
monitor him just to make sure he does not experience any adverse effects after 
eating that small amount. My husband suspects that the can may have had 
botulism or some other contaminant. 

, from Whole Foods, instructed me to inspect all the other cans I bought 
and bring back the original can along with the others that were in the same lot 
number. I will be going to the store to get a refund.
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EON‐281044 9/15/2016 23:16 Exer-Hides Rawhide Twists 
with Chicken

I have two dogs, , a 5-year-old Chihuahua, and , a 3-year-old 
Chihuahua mix. Both dogs are in excellent health, and have had a visit with their 
veterinarian within the last few months for a wellness check-up.

I took both dogs on a short trip with friends to the  mountains, where they 
had a great time. We stayed in a rental cabin that allows pets, and both dogs 
were leashed at all times when outdoors, so there was no way they could have 
ingested anything that I was unaware of.

On our last night, 9-12-16,  was chewing on the rawhide (Exer-Hide 
brand) that I had given to .  chews a lot, and  doesn't, but  
didn't want her treat this night. So, I let  chew on it for awhile--she so 
seldom really chews, and it's good for her teeth. But afterwards, later in the 
night/early hours of the next day,  became violently ill, with explosive 
diarrhea, and vomiting.

 was ill all the way home on 9-13-16, and all that evening, and through the 
night. She was ill all day on the 14th, as well, and it wasn't until late afternoon 
on the 15th that she started to feel better. Besides vomiting and diarrhea, she 
was extremely lethargic, and weak. I gave her water by syringe, and a little 
yogurt, also; as well, I had some Cerenia from a previous dog's illness, and 
gave her 1/4 of a 60mg tablet of that, and Imodium half tablets, as needed. She 
did not go to the vet, since I had the necessary medicine to treat her at home, 
but she was very sick for almost 3 days.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐281029 9/15/2016 18:36 Rachael Ray Nutrish Extreme Diarrhea 2 Years Unknown Dog 57 Pound
EON‐280863 9/15/2016 8:24 Fromm Classic Adult Dog 

Food
the only issue they had was not wanting to eat and diarrhea and very solumn 11 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 17 Pound

EON‐280855 9/14/2016 23:04 Blue Ridge Beef Rabbit with 
Bone

I have found a large insect in pet food from Blueridge beef. This is 2nd time I 
have filed complaints. 1st time was about blue colored metal or plastic pieces in 
food about 6 month ago. I still see the same issues with food, and this time, I 
had a insect in food. It is their rabbit with bones. I have had any issue with other 
food from blueridge beef.

EON‐280793 9/14/2016 16:16 Beneful Original Dog Food Not sure it was the dog food. Started giving her Original Beneful after giving 
Chicken flavor with no problems. After a short while she started throwing up and 
having diarrhea. Changed to another brand of food and took her to the vet for 
antibiotic. She appeared better but approximately 1 1/2 weeks later she was 
having nerve issues - back to the vet. Next day back the vet again. They could 
not identify the problem and she died that next day.

7 Years English Coonhound Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐280772 9/14/2016 15:00 Blue Buffalo Kitty Yums 5 year old female spayed domestic short hair presented to Cornell University 
hospital for animals for vomiting since 9/11/2016. Was initially presented to 
primary veterinarian where evidence of severe azotemia was noted. Referred to 
cornell. She is an indoor cat and does not have access to toxins including toxic 
plants. She became anuric during hospitalization from 9/13-9/14 and remained 
hyperkalemic. Owners reported that a few months ago PetSmart issued a recall 
from 'Blue Kitty Yums'. See the following link: 
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/ucm471748.htm

Cat was euthanized as a result of poor prognosis and deteriorating condition.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐280771 9/14/2016 14:08 Friskies Classic Pate Mixed 
Grill 
Friskies Classic Pate 
Mariner's Catch

My cats began vomiting their Friskies Mariner catch and the mixed grill. I 
changed foods and so far their health is beginning to improve. Why are theses 
foods still available on the shelf?

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐280766 9/14/2016 12:12 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Lamb and Brown 
Rice Recipe Adult

Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Adult Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog 
Food
Best by date: 10-17-17
Batch data: AA2H 1118
30 pound bag
I have a big GoldenRetriever (85LB) and always fed him Blue Buffalo and never 
had a problem until now. I fed him this batch and he became sick and started 
scratching his private parts raw. He would not touch this dog food again i return 
it back to pet smart and took my dog to the vet and she said my dog had a fever 
and gave him antibiotics and steroids. I switch dog food and he is eating fine 
and doing better after a $79.00 vet bill.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐280761 9/14/2016 11:56 Nutro Crunchy Treats with 
Real Apple

After feeding her these treats - she became very, very sick! She was throwing 
up - even foaming around the mouth. She wouldn't lay down at all - as if she 
was in terrible pain! She threw up a yellowish foamy substance. I didn't realize 
the first time this happened (after feeding her these treats) that it was the cause! 
I gave her 3 more last night and it happened again!! Now we are 100% 
convinced it's those treats as she wasn't outside where she could get into 
anything - and she hadn't eaten anything else prior to getting so sick!!!

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐280746 9/14/2016 11:11 Freshpet Select Roasted 
Meals Tender Chicken 
Recipe

Bought a bag of Freshpet from my local Walmart. It was moldy. I thought it was 
an isolated incident and exchanged it for a new bag with a different sell by date. 
That bag was also moldy. I called Freshpet. They acted like it was unusual and 
had me mail in the empty bag. They sent me three coupons for new bags. I 
went and to Walmart after a couple of weeks and bought a new bag yesterday. I 
opened it this morning and it is also moldy.
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EON‐280687 9/13/2016 21:08 Authority Apple & Chicken 
Jerky Wraps

Soon after ingesting approximately 4 - 5 of the Authority Chewy Apple & 
Chicken Jerky Wraps my dog started vomiting. First he vomited his nightly meal, 
followed by white foamy liquid. He also began drooling a lot. He continued 
vomiting through the night, and began a trembling in his legs. By morning he 
was unsteady on his feet and would fall over when trying to walk. I brought him 
to the vet that morning, where he was treated with IV fluids, anti-nausea drugs, 
etc. After a blockage in his stomach was ruled out, after several xrays, he was 
treated with activated charcoal. The vet was especially concerned over his 
continued ataxia. When symptoms didn't resole after several days the vet began 
trearing for possible Addison's Disease, and tested for Addison's Disease and 
liver function. Both tests came back negative. On the 6th days he was finally 
recovered and allowed to come jome.

10 Month
s

Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 38 Pound

EON‐279978 9/12/2016 13:48 IAMS Veterinary Formula 
Intestinal Plus

A small, irregular piece of a thin, green rubber like object ( about three-eighths 
of an inch long) was found in a can of Iams Intestinal Plus canned dog food. I 
had already given the dog about two spoonfuls from this can before seeing 
something green in the food. I contacted the distributor and they are issuing a 
refund and sending an envelope to return this object to them for investigation.

EON‐279808 9/11/2016 13:40 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Formula with 
Wild Boar

Dog vomited about 7 days after eating new bag of food in early morning hours. 
Thought dog may have gotten into garbage or ate something outiside. Fed dog 
boiled chicken and rice and continued to vomit after breakfast and 
dinner.Brought dog to vet next day. Blood work normal with mild elevation of 
temp. Fed dog rice and chicken that day and next morning. No vomiting that 
day. Fed dog chicken and rice for dinner with 5-8 pieces of dog food. Dog 
vomited dog food. Fed chicken and rice for breakfast today. No vomiting.

3 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐279782 9/10/2016 20:01 Vital Essentials Freeze-Dried 
Duck Mini Nibs Entrée for 
Dogs

The only thing I can 100% say is the food is that she started to skip her second 
meal and then refused to eat completely for three straight days. I believe this 
happened over two small 1lb bags. The skipping with the first bag and the 
refusal with the second bag. I only have the packaging for the second. During 
this time I didn't suspect the food because she actually had a urinary tract 
infection. Normally with her when I see her squat more than once we are 
instantly off to the vet because of her history of making crystals. This time there 
were zero crystals, never happened before, but lots of blood and bacteria. So it 
was cultured to find the right antibiotic. About 5 days later we had a 14 day 
course of an antibiotic specific to the bacteria she had. With a few days of that 
left I called my vet to tell her I felt like we had originally made progress, but she 
was lethargic, off, squatting a bit more and had thrown up a couple of times. We 
decided to switch to an antibiotic shot that lasts 10 days. By the time I got to that 
appointment the next day, she hadn't eaten in two days. She gagged down a 
meal the next day. Following day she refused to eat again. I tried everything I 
could think of after she pulled apart a toy and started to eat pieces, she was 
starving. That day I got a new delivery of 4 1lb bags from chewy.com. So I 
thought, I've tried everything else, I opened a new bag and put a few kibbles 
next to the other bags. She hesitantly sniffed the new stuff and then gobbled it 
down. She ate a regular meals worth from the new shipment. My dog was 
starving herself to not eat from this bag. There is clearly something wrong with 
it. It could also be why she is sick with the timing of feeding the first bag, she got 
worse on this second bag. She became more lethargic, threw up, her illness 
worsened and she was off and refusing to work for the first time ever in her life.

9.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 22.5 Pound

EON‐279750 9/9/2016 19:32 Only Natural Pet Chicken 
Breast Strips, Only Natural 
Pet MaxMeat Chicken with 
Pumpking & Parsley

nocturia for 3 consecutive nights secondary to polydypsia/polyuria and 
glucosuria

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10.5 Pound

EON‐279663 9/9/2016 12:04 Purina Dog Chow Complete Purina Dog Chow contaminated with meal moths caused diarrhea and yeast 
infection.

1 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 62 Pound

EON‐279643 9/9/2016 9:28 TetraFin GOLDFISH FLAKES I have had my Koi fish in my tank and in my pond outside for 7yrs.....all doing 
great,until later last month or so each one slowly dying. The only thing different 
was new fish food ( Tetra GOLDFISH FLAKES # 0 46798 77126 5 
....405312...03/19

Fish
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EON‐279630 9/8/2016 22:56 Friskies Tasty Treasures 
Chicken & Ocean Fish Dinner 
With Cheese Pate

I bought 2 cases of Friskiest Tasty Treasures chicken and ocean fish dinner 
with cheese pate. One case was fine, however the second case made all of my 
cats sick. I believe it was contaminated or had bacteria in the lot. It made 
cats/kittens sick at 2 houses. Terrible diarrhea and with a very distinctive smell. 

It was best by: Jul 2018
62101161 L3GD7 1212

Please look into this and let me know what you find. 

Thanks

1 Years Siamese Cat 5 Pound

EON‐279627 9/8/2016 21:48 Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast 4.5 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 12 Pound had her normal dog food, Taste of the Wild, the evening before. She had 
no signs or symptoms of anything being wrong. She jumped up into bed and 

she always stays there. There is no poison of any kind in the house. There are 
typical household cleaners under the kitchen sink, but there is no way she can 
get the doors open to get to those, besides you would have to be blind if you 

didn't see a mess in the kitchen from a dog getting into something. I woke up in 
the morning and she walked over to my face and gave me the typical nose 
nudges and the "get up" trot that she does across my stomach with her tail 

wagging. There was no signs or symptoms of anything being wrong. I took her 
outside to go to the bathroom and, as always, watch her to make sure she goes 
so that she can get a treat. She knows that if I don't see her go, then she don't 
get a treat. I've even seen her go out to go to the bathroom just to make it look 

like she did something so she could get a treat. The point is I do watch 
everywhere she goes. She did not go anywhere unusually way away from me, 
stayed pretty close. We outside altogether probably five minutes at most. She 

went to the bathroom and we came back in. She got her dog treat, Cadet Duck 
Breast. My dad also took his dog, , out as well and she got a treat too. 

 wandered into see what my dad sitting in the living room chair, about 15 
feet away and came back. I would say five minutes would have really been too 
long before she came into the kitchen and starting throwing up. She wondered 

around for a second and threw up again and again and started dry heaving. 
Then she collapsed as if she lost all muscle control and pooping uncontrolled, 

just laying there and dad scooped her up with a towel and took her outside 
while I was cleaning up behind her. I let her lay there for a minute just trying to 

figure out what the heck was going on. Her eyes would watch me, but she 
couldn't move. I scooped her up and we headed to the vet, about five minutes 
away. She still lay motionless, The doctor got her in right away and they new 

right off she was going to need major help fast. She was started on an IV, then it 
wasn't too long after that blood started coming out of her butt in large amounts 

and I think it was maybe two hours later she passed away. The vet had taken x-
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EON‐279613 9/8/2016 19:04 Paws Premium Rawhide 
Twist Sticks with Chicken 
Wrap Combo Wraps

9/7/16: drinks continuously now; going out to urinate every 1-2 hours. Urinalysis 
showed glucose in urine but normal blood sugar levels; checked both with 
comprehensive blood panel and in-house glucometer. BUN and CRE in normal 
range. Protein high, albumin high, globulins (by calculation) high. Blood was 
very lipemic and hemolyzed; results pending for rechecking high TBILI today 
probably secondary to lipemia (dog showed no signs of jaundice).

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 26.1 Pound

EON‐279503 9/7/2016 21:56 Wellness Large Breed 
Complete Health Puppy 
Deboned Chicken Brown 
Rice & Salmon Meal Recipe

Almost immediately had loose stools. Progressed to watery then bloody. 
Vomited all food.

5 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

rays and there was nothing seen in here that could have caused the massive 
amount of blood coming out of her. The doctor said if he didn't know any better, 
he said this looks just like an animal that got into some kind of poison. We took 

 into the vet to have her checked as well and her blood results came 
back as heading in the same bad direction, but certainly not in a severe as turn 
as it was for . The vet quickly put her on a medication to help possibly 
counteract anymore effects  may have. I feel that with as close as an 
eye as I kept on , it is safe to say from what I saw, that it was the dog 

treat that caused this reaction. I discussed all the possibilities with the vet. I feel 
that this dog treat did kill . The vet and I both agree that it may have only 
been one treat that was really tainted that bad in the whole bag and that's why 

 did not have the same adverse reaction, but only milder symptoms like 
no appetite and no real action out of her for the whole day. She has seemed to 
recovered at this point. We contacted the seller of the food, Tru-Value, and they 
pulled the food from the shelves and called the district office they placed a "Stop 
Sale" on all of these treats. This is as summary is as detailed and accurate as I 

know it.
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EON‐279164 9/7/2016 9:40 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice Formula

EON‐279151 9/6/2016 23:32 Eukanuba Large Breed 
Puppy

two weeks after purchase, dog became lethargic, and stopped eating or 
drinking. Vomited what little he ate, and stopped urinating. Vet hydrated by 
injection, but dog got worse. Took to animal hospital, where blood tests showed 
severe kidney failure. He died a few days later. Necropsy showed cause of 
death was mineralization in lungs and kidneys and other internal organs. 
Parathyroid was normal, and kidneys were only slightly enlarged. We are 
especially concerned that these symptoms indicate vitamin D poisoning, since 
he could not have gotten into any vitamin D (or cholecalciferol rodenticide) at 
our house. Eukanuba says no similar cases have been reported. The only other 
thing was NuVet vitamins, 1/2 wafer daily as recommended by breeder.

10 Weeks Collie - Rough-haired Dog 5 Kilogra
m

I recently purchased a 35lb bag of Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult Shredded Blend 
Chicken & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food which arrived on 8/17. I started using 

the dog food just over a week ago on or about Wednesday 8/24. My dog would 
not eat any of the food out of this bag even though he has been eating this 
brand and type of dog food for over 5 months with no issues. He was still 

interested and eating cheese and peanut butter, so no apparent issues with his 
appetite. I tried for about a week to get him to eat the dry dog food until I gave 

up and purchased a different brand and type of food. He ate all of the new food 
immediately. So I thought i should try to transition his food over. When I put a 

little of the old Purina Pro Plan food in his bowl with the new food and he would 
not eat it. I also noticed over the past week I have had a large amount of flies in 

my house, which I never do and figured out that they were coming from the 
basement near when I store the dog food in a closed bin. That's when a little 
bell went off based on  comments about the Purina wet dog food. I 

started to suspect something was wrong with the Purina Pro Plan dog food and 
looked at it further. I broke open some pieces and found small white fly larva. 

When I dumped out some of the food and exposed food that had not been 
exposed to the air, you could see fly larva coming out of the dry dog food. 

I contacted the manufacturer to report the problem and contacted the place of 
purchase (chewy.com) to request a refund. 

My dog is a 2 year old male Chesapeake Bay Retriever Mix, approximately 
60lbs. 

Additional Product Information: 
35lb bag of Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 

Formula Dry Dog Food 
Arrived in a bag 

UPC: 38100-13059
Best By Date: DEC 2017

Manufacturer Code: 6162 1082 1500 L10-99
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EON‐279141 9/6/2016 18:44 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

Purchase jerky treats from Costco on August 8, 2016. Gave 2 jerky treats over 
the course of one week. By August 15, dog started to lose appetite, on August 
17 she vomitted twice. By August 19th she refused all food. Took her to the 
veterinarian on August 20 and they performed blood tests and administered 
subcutaneous fluids. Veterinarian called on 8/21/2016 to advise that all the 
kidney function tests were very abnormal and indicated severely damaged 
kidneys. Returned to vet on 8/22 for another blood test check of blood pressure 
and more fluid. Sent home with Maropitant for upset stomach and lactated 
ringers solution to administer daily. Blood test still indicated abnormal levels for 
kidney function. Returned on 8/24/2016 for an ultrasound, urine culture, blood 
test for Leptospira. Ultrasound indicated normal shaped kidneys and tubes and 
no evidence of stones. Urine culture did not indicate any bacterial growth, 
negative also for Leptospira. Have been administering 500ml subcutaneous 
fluids daily. Appetite is returning and energy level is increased. Scheduled for 
another blood test on 8/12/2106.

4 Years Collie - Border Dog 52 Pound

EON‐279131 9/6/2016 11:28 4Health Grain Free Whitefish 
& Potato Formula

started to have some rapid weight loss that started to occur on 
08/24/2016. Weight loss continued and worsened despite additional food being 
offered and consumed. On 08/25/2016 dog still looked emaciated from the rapid 
weight loss, had no appetite at all and weakness/lethargy. Dog would not eat 
dog food, human food was offered and the dog did not have interest in people 
food. Vet was called and appointment was scheduled for the following day. 
08/26/2016 dog was seen by vet, vet did labs to check liver, kidney's and sugar. 
All those values were normal. Due to rapid onset of symptoms and severity, vet 
recommended keeping overnight for observation. Dog initially seemed to do 
well overnight, ate 3 small meals of wet dog food (Science Diet given at vet). 
The following morning 08/27/2016 dog threw up all food consumed. Vet did an x-
ray and was able to confirm that the dogs stomach was 10 times thicker than 
what it should be. Vet contacted owner very concerned. Unsure what exactly 
was happening, gave long list of issues that it could be, advised that owner 
should come visit. Vet explained may want to do exploratory surgery as dog 
was not improving. Owner agreed to surgery on , vet found 
diagnosis of intussecption which is very very uncommon in dogs over 3 months 
of age. Surgery went well and dog seemed to improve. Dog was kept at vet until 
Tuesday . Sent home on antibiotics. Dog seems to be improving 
after surgery and off the 4 health dog food.

6 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐279130 9/6/2016 11:16 4Health Grain Free Whitefish 
& Potato Formula

has been eating the 4 health grain free dog food from Tractor Supply 
that is manufactured by Diamond Pet Food for years. Approximately 8 weeks 
ago,  had a very rapid weight loss (down to 19 pounds), no appetite, 
excessive thirst, diarrhea, difficulty walking in the back end (she was barely able 
to place weight on her back legs), weakness and lethargy. All the previous 
symptoms occurred within rapidly within 24-48 hours. I contacted the vet who 
saw her the same night, had lab work to access her kidney and liver 
function and to role out diabetes. Her labs came back normal. The vet decided 
to keep her overnight for observation.  had fluids and food as well as 
nausea medication and possibly some other medications.  was 
improving overnight with the vet. She was discharged the next day with steroids 
and antibiotics. was recovering well at home, she completed her 
antibiotics; however, she needed multiple doses of steroids to correct the issue. 
We have since switched dog foods and she has been able to successfully gain 
all her weight back and seems to be improving daily.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 28 Pound

EON‐279119 9/6/2016 8:32 Friskies Savory Shreds 
Turkey & Cheese Dinner in 
Gravy

looked for nutritional balanced canned food for older adopted cat with no teeth. 
dry food has 30% protein but all canned cat food only offers 9 to 11% protein 
and labels "claim" to be nutritional complete.

EON‐279097 9/5/2016 20:12 IAMS ProActive Health Adult 
Indoor Weight & Hairball Care

Found a puzzle piece in bag of cat food.

EON‐279085 9/5/2016 12:28 EverPet Wet Dog Food 
Variety Pack

We fed her a moist packet of EverPet with her dry dog food at about 1 p.m. This 
was the first time we gave her this brand. She evidently threw up later that 
afternoon which we didn't discover until two days later. Later that evening, she 
threw up again twice and we put her outside. When we couldn't find her we 
went looking for her. She managed to get to the middle of the front yard before 
she collapsed. She was foaming at the mouth and went into spasms. She died 
about an hour later.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 120 Pound
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EON‐279084 9/5/2016 12:20 EVO Turkey & Chicken 
Formula Small Bites

On August 17th I purchased Evo turkey and Chicken small dog bites to feed my 
dog. I noted the food had a strong odor of fish oil but knew that they had been 
bought by another company. My dog had eaten Evo most of her life and had 
transitioned back onto Evo after using Blue Buffalo grain free. The next day she 
had fecal incontinence problems which progressed into diarrhea. I assumed she 
had a virus so I fasted her for 24 hours then put her on rice and rice water with 
some improvement. Her feces had a very fishy smell and her anus and skin on 
the tail and perineum became raw. I continued the same diet for a couple of 
days and her stools while soft were formed. I boiled some ground beef and 
added it to rice without a problem after which I started to add back approx a tbls 
of Evo again. She was soft the next am and I gave her about an 1/8 of a cup 
mixed in with rice and ground beef. I noted later in the day she had vomited and 
the diarrhea and incontinence began again and this time with vomiting which 
continued for the next 24 hours even with Pepto Bismol. Went back to the fast 
for 48 hours and then rice and ground beef again with gradual improvement 
over a few days. At this time I added about one tbls of the Evo and overnight the 
vomiting and diarrhea happened again. This time it was so bad I gave her 
Imodium.
I then made the connection to the dry Evo. and gave her only the rice and 
ground beef again. I bought Blue Buffalo and although she had not eaten it in 
over a month she has been able to eat it with no diarrhea or vomiting without a 
period of transitioning. Her skin related issues are healing. Her incontinence 
and diarrhea were so bad I had to cut off her skirt in the rear and four inches off 
her tail. She was kept in full long coat before this.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12.12 Pound

EON‐279070 9/4/2016 23:44 Pet Supplies Plus all natural 
premium grade timothy hay

Last week one of my chinchillas had diarrhea, I just thought that maybe he had 
one too many cheerios. Now I'm starting to think its because of this. I purchased 
Pet Supply Plus - all natural premium grade timothy hay on 8/15/16 at the Pet 
Supply store. On a regular basis I have to refill the hay 3 to 4 times a week but 
since I bought this bag is noticed both of my chincillas have not touched it in 
almost 3 weeks. Hay is a very important dietary need for chinchillas with their 
digestion. Today, 9/04/16 I decided to throw out the hay in the cage and give 
them new hay from the same bag. I grabbed a hand full of hay along with a 
dead mouse.
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EON‐279014 9/4/2016 14:16 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero 
Grain Turkey & Potato Recipe

Over the course of a couple of days of giving the dogs this product in the 
morning they began to grow sicker and sicker. First it was diarrhea, then a 
significant decrease in appetite, then finally they stopped drinking water.

At this point we got our veterinarian involved (  
).

After emergency fluids, several rounds of anti nauseal medications, and multiple 
trips back to the vet (Blood-work, more fluids, more meds, x-rays to rule out 
_______, etc.) it was finally determined that the dog food (which we had just 
started trying) had to be the cause of it. 

Once we ceased giving them the food their health returned over the course of 
several days.

 is a 65 lb Rottweiler/Labrador mix, and is a 95 or so pound German 
Shepherd mix.

 recommended that we submit this information to you, but in all 
honesty, it slipped my mind until I just came across my reminder note today. 
Please feel free to follow up with any questions if I have not been thorough 
enough.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 92 Pound

EON‐279009 9/4/2016 11:48 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain-
Free Indoor Fish Recipe for 
Cats

Over the course of two weeks, my five cat household, fed a diet of canned Blue 
Buffalo Indoor Freedom Fish Recipe, begin more frequent vomiting and 
reluctance to eat this food that they have been eating for years. Three of the five 
were sick enough to be seen, over the course of a week, by two different 
veterinarians. One was an ER visit. They other was a visit to our regular vet. All 
of the cats had varying degrees of vomiting and diarrhea. Three required 
medication.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐278999 9/3/2016 23:08 Encore! Elk Antler Split 6" I purchased Elk Antlers by Encore! at PetSmart. Package says to choose 
correct size for my dog. My dogs are 55 lbs and 65 lbs. I purchased two Elk 
Antlers. I thought the chewing noise did not sound right, I went over to 
investigate, and the Elk Antlers had splintered into a bunch of little sharp shards 
which my dogs were chewing on. Luckily I got all the little pieces before my dog 
choked or was harmed by any of these sharp pieces. The package says "Elk 
Antlers wear down slowly giving hours of satisfaction." Since these items are 
not inexpensive, they only lasted less than an hour and especially because they 
seem so very dangerous, I was very angry. I searched "Elk Antlers by Encore!" 
online, and I cannot find this company to tell them. I just saw in today's 

 where you can report pet food problems and I decided to write 
to you regarding this. I still have one of the packages even though I got these a 
few months ago (unsure of the date, so I will estimate on the date below)
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EON‐278995 9/3/2016 22:04 Pedigree Dentastix Original 
Treats Small/Medium

We gave our dog a Dentastix treat (original, small/med). It became lodged and 
he struggled to get it out of his mouth. His mouth and paws were all bloody. This 
went on for a few minutes. We were finally able to dislodge the treat. Part of it 
was consumed, but a piece flew out of his mouth.

EON‐278862 9/2/2016 15:04 Natural Pet Pantry Turkey & 
Veggie Cooked Meal for Dogs 
(various flavors)

A client was feeding a diet that is sold and marketed as belows:

All Natural Pet Pantry Meals for Dogs have been carefully formulated and 
laboratory tested to ensure complete and balanced nutrition. Every meal is 
guaranteed to meet or exceed the nutritional levels established by the AAFCO 
Dog Food Nutrient Profiles for Adult Maintenance.

I have tried getting nutrient profile information from the clients as I cannot 
believe that the diets are complete and balanced based on ingredient lists. The 
company is likely also falsely advertising as using organic ingredients but these 
are not claimed appropriately on ingredient list: Boneless USDA Turkey Thigh 
Meat, Carrots, Yams, White Potatoes, Zucchini, Turkey Heart, Turkey Liver, 
Celery, Kale, Calcium Citrate

EON‐278861 9/2/2016 15:00 Vital Essentials Freeze-Dried 
Beef Patties (and other 
flavors)

There are a few diets that I have recently encountered that are claiming 
complete and balanced nutrition for all life stages that do not meet these 
requirements. I contacted the company and was sent a nutrient profile (on a DM 
basis) that was clearly deficient in several nutrients. I contacted the company to 
alert them of this.

In comparing the values you provided me with the AAFCO minimums for growth 
(as the AAFCO statement claims complete and balanced nutrition for all life 
stages), there are several nutrients that are deficient, including (but potentially 
not limited to): riboflavin, niacin, pyridoxine, vitamin D, pantothenic acid, choline, 
zinc, histidine, isoleucine, lysine, leucine, phenylalanine, threonine, valine, 
possibly calcium and phosphorus (depending on rounding up or down). The 
total fat and linoleic acid were not included to compare.

EON‐278418 8/31/2016 19:32 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Small Bites Beef & Rice 
Formula

Dog became ill with vomiting and diarrhea. Took to vet who ran blood work and 
she's was diagnosed with pancreatitis. Spent three days at the vet. Two days 
later her sister became ill. The dog food had only been open 1 1/2 days when 
the first dog became ill.

3 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐278417 8/31/2016 19:20 Top Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets

Our dog began vomiting numerous times, and the vomit contained the Tyson 
Top Chews treats, as well as blood.

2 Years Spaniel - Springer 
Welsh

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐278399 8/31/2016 14:08 Golden Rewards Wrapped 
Sweet Potato with Chicken

Hives 4 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐278156 8/30/2016 8:24 IAMS ProActive Health Smart 
Puppy

We opened a new bag of Iams Smart puppy. The same food she has been 
eating since she was born. We gave her the food in the morning and by the time 
we got home from work she had vomited 4 times and had diarrhea 4 times in 
the house. She got into no trash or chemicals and ate nothing but the dog food.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50.3 Pound

EON‐278144 8/29/2016 22:00 Pure Balance Lamb & Brown 
Rice Recipe

I purchased Rachael Ray dog food at Walmart 5 days ago. My small dog 
refuses to eat the food my big dog ate the food. She started vomiting blood and 
had severe bloody diarea. I have taken my dog to the vet. She is hospitalized 
with pancreatitis. She was healthy and had no problems prior to the switch to 
the food a few days ago.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 155 Pound

EON‐277987 8/29/2016 12:40 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Canine Hydrolyzed Protein 
Adult HP

I bought a new bag of Royal Canin HP. He has eaten this food for over a year 
with no problems. I fed both of my dogs this food and they refused to eat it at 
first. I put down more food the next day and they ate part of it before I went to 
work. When I came home, they both had vomited multiple times with blood in 
the vomit. I had to rush  to the vet because of his dehydration and 
continued vomiting through the night. The vet diagnosis was pancreatitis. I 
almost lost him. He had to be hospitalized. The other shepherd has slowly 
recovered. I informed Royal Canin and they said they had no other complaints. I 
am solidly convinced this food was poisoned in some way. Both dogs are still 
recovering 10 days later.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 102 Pound

EON‐277984 8/29/2016 11:00 Annamaet Salcha Poulet 
Formula

After feeding from the new bag of Annamaet Salcha, a few days thereafter our 
puppy developed diarrhea. We took her to the vet and no parasite was listed. 
She got better on a bland diet. Once the Annamaet Salcha was reintroduced 
slowly, she developed diarrhea once again. We paid for another vet, fecal test. 
The fecal test reported Imeria (sp?)which is attributed, the vet said, to 
contaminated food, hunting, or eating poop, and causes diarrhea. Since she 
does not hunt nor eat poop as she is a puppy and closely supervised at all 
times, we know it was the food. We also happen to know a Littermate of hers 
who was having the same exact problems, eating the same food. We will 
compare lot numbers as this is too great a coincidence and evidence points to 
tainted food.

5 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐277963 8/28/2016 19:24 Rednarn Naturals Sweet 
Potato Fries

My wife purchased a sealed bag of Sweet Potato Fried made by Red Barn 
Naturals. When she got home we could see green larva as well as a moth 
inside the package through a clear window. The bag was never opened. I 
contacted the company 3 times and they told me that they are investigating it. 
The first report was on August 16th. I still have not heard back from them. I 
have pictures of the larva and moth. I also still have the package.
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EON‐277648 8/26/2016 12:16 Fancy Feast Filet Mignon 
Flavor with Real Seafood & 
Shrimp

I opened a new bag of Purina Fancy Feast Filet Mignon Flavor with Real 
Seafood & Shrimp dry Cat Food. With the first poring into a cat dish came a 
questionable lump 1 1/2 inches by 3/4 in diameter with dry food as part of it. The 
lump was solid and brown. You can use your imagination as to what it could be. 
My son (46 years old) was sure someone was poisoning our two main coon 
cats. I analized the situation and did not think it was fecal matter but a portion of 
the dry food batter. It is anyone's guess. Product serial number is 43624184. 
The least of it is that there is poor quality control.v

EON‐277432 8/25/2016 13:56 IAMS ProActive Health 
Mature Adult Hairball Care

Vomiting, Loss of appetite, lethargy, ataxia, death (euthanized based on ER 
Veterinarian's recommendation)

19 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐277431 8/25/2016 13:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Healthy 
Growth Kitten Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

Problem #1
was a perfectly healthy cat until he was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism in 

2012. I did research on the disease and found that soy and grain in pet foods 
caused this illness.  consumed BLUE BUFFALO for 3 years prior to his 
diagnosis and had to undergo a radioactive thyroid treatment to cure the 
disease.
Problem #2

 was a perfectly healthy cat until a year ago. She consumed BLUE 
BUFFALO food for 6 years. I was under the assumption that it was all natural 
and holistic until discoveries were made by Nestle Purina in 2014 that the 
contents were NOT all natural and added soy and grains to their foods. I would 
have never fed her BLUE BUFFALO had I known that they were defrauding 
consumers.

 was diagnosed with Liver Cancer in 2015.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐277430 8/25/2016 12:48 Purina DentaLife Daily Oral 
Care

Bought a 7 oz. bag of Dentalife on 8/23 with expiration date of Dec 2016 code: 
53386001065L22. When I opened the bag and stuck my hand inside to remove 
a stick I came back with spider webs all over my hand and moths flew out of the 
bag. I called Purina and they said they were sorry I was "inconvenienced". A 
bus running late or having to stand in line to check out is an inconvenience. This 
product containing disease carrying filth is a little more than that. Checked out 
Purina complaint page and it is full of the same complaint even with pictures. I 
did not take a picture I just wanted that contamination out of my house. Also 
found a class action law suit on Purina. I don't know if others have reported this 
or not and I don't know which plant(s) are so totally contaminated but something 
needs to be done to ensure they clean up their act.
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EON‐277429 8/25/2016 12:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

Approximately 2 weeks ago,  began exhibiting adverse digestive issues 
including vomiting and diarrhea. Approximately one week ago,  exhibited 
frequent adverse reactions and deteriorating condition: including vomiting, 
diarrhea, lack of appetite, refusing to eat his dog food, dehydration, muscle 
tremors, uncoordinated movements, weakness, panting, and fever. A number of 
vet visits finally resulted in treatment - no specific illness was found via the tests 
completed, and the symptoms were consistent with mycotoxicosis or another 
similar illness, which may have been caused by his dog food. The vet advised 
us to discontinue feeding  his dog food. Since the dog food 
discontinuation and vet treatments,  condition has been improving 
slowly. The dog food in question is Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Large 
Breed Adult Dog - Chicken and Rice 30lb bag.

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐277121 8/24/2016 5:32 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

7 Years Bulldog - American Dog 43 PoundMy 6 year old American bulldog died  and for sure it is the food. I called 
Purina on Sunday night explaining everything and was told I would receive a 

callback. It is now going on Wednesday ad no callback as. Of yet. We have had 
her on benefit for 1 year. Up until 10 days ago she got really sick to the point 

she could not even walk, was having seizures,eyes dialated, high blood 
pressure, lethargy, and did not want to eat.. This was on  

after not eating anything my wife and I got burgers from sonic. I bought my baby 
girl 2 for her to see if she would eat. She took one sniff and started to eat. I just 

gave her the patty and 1 bun. The next morning she was looking better so I 
enticed her with hotdogs as well as Pedia lite and evap milk, egg yolk and corn 
syrup and she ate it up. It took 3-4 days and she was able to walk on her own 

and go outside to use the bathroom.. I continued to give her that as well as 
Amoxicillan to fight of any possible infection as she had vistbular disease from 
recent humidity and rains is . She was back to her normal self talking to us, 

jumping around being herself. Without thinking we gave her benefit with water to 
soften up the food and she was hesitant but at it. She was fine that night but the 
next morning it's like she relapsed into a far worse state. She had 3 episode aka 

seizures it seemed like, with eyes dialed and jumping around. She could not 
move. She laid there all day shaking, twitching, fast heart rate.. then she deficit 
ed on herself and threw up. We watched her ll night and saved her as she was 

choking on her saliva. I took her to vet next morning and he came back with 
vistbular disease and charged 600 to run tests. WITH a broken blood machine 

and and injections of water and anti nausea. Dr said it was not a critical and 
released us saying she was stable. Our beloved American bulldog and my baby 
girl died 8 hours later from suffication due to the flew in her system that was as 
thick as a black widow webbing.. her mouth smelt rotten and rancid just like my 
cat had over 16 years ago and she was diagnosed with failing kidneys due to 

drinking antifreeze that my father use to leave open laying around (car nut) my 
dog died from acute renal failure from food poisoning!!!! READING RESULTS 

NOW AND HER KIDNEY/LIVER WAS FAILING.
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EON‐276821 8/23/2016 7:16 PureVita Grain Free Turkey 
Stew Dinner for Cats

Opened a can of turkey and about half way down noticed something black. 
Have noticed this before in other cans, but very small amounts. This time was a 
large amount. Looks like mold.

EON‐276791 8/22/2016 19:36 Pedigree Adult Dog food Sustained personal injury from inherently dangerous pet food packaging 66 Years Other 140 Pound
EON‐276789 8/22/2016 19:12 Orijen Regional Red ate Regional Red food around 6:30 P.M. on Tuesday 19 July 2016. At 

around 8:30 P.M., she was racing around the house. At around 11:30 P.M., she 
experienced explosive, projectile vomiting. She was vomiting while she was 
moving from one side of my bed to the other, and jumping off the bed.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐276683 8/22/2016 14:20 Beneful Healthy Weight, 
Purina Dog Chow Light & 
Healthy

On June 29th, I purchased Purina Light and Healthy dog chow from PetsMart in 
 It was full of moths. I reported this to the store and to Purina. 

I changed brands for the month and used a coupon from Purina to buy a new 
bag last week. once again, their dry food...this time Beneful Healthy 
Weight...was rotten and full of moths. I have reported this to Purina and to 
PetsMart, corporate. I won't buy Purina again. It concerns me that their 
response was as follows..."Although our pet foods products are packed free of 
insects, they may gain entrance after manufacturing through the seams of the 
packaging material. These insects may even bore a hole in the package to get 
to the contents. For this reason, it is difficult to determine exactly where these 
insects may have gained entry into the product. We noticed that both times you 
purchased the food from PetSmart. We would suggest that you notify them of 
the problem as well." I have never had an issue with any other brand cat or dog 
food purchased at this store and find it unacceptable that a product which they 
claim is made under stringent sanitation rules to be assembled or stored in a 
way that allows for the entry of moths.

EON‐276660 8/22/2016 12:12 Pet Shoppe chicken fillets, 
Dingo Goof Balls Chicken in 
the Middle, Dingo American 
Made Market Cuts CJT

 presented to the  for evaluation of anorexia, vomiting and 
weakness. Was diagnosed with severe electrolyte abnormalities, hypoglycemia, 
glucosuria, ketonuria, pancreatitis and GI bleeding. Treated with supportive care 
& assisted enteral nutrition for 11 days at which time she suffered from 
cardiorespiratory arrest and she was euthanized.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 1.4 Kilogra
m
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EON‐276587 8/21/2016 23:04 Freshpet Select Roasted 
Meals Tender Chicken 
Recipe with Crisp Carrots & 
Leafy Spinach

 owner,  brought  to our hospital for a peracute 
development of nausea and vomiting. vomited several times (up to every 
20 minutes for several hours) and was lethargic, whereas she had been playing 
and normal all afternoon prior. On taking a history from , I asked if she 
had changed food, or purchased a new bag of the usual food, recently. She had 
just bought a new bag of the usual food  eats and she remembered that it 
was the first meal from that bag that she had fed just prior to onset of 
vomiting.  ate well with a good appetite when the food was offered.

Her other dog did not eat the meal offered from the new bag of food, he only 
sniffed it, which the owner thought was strange for him. The owner herself did 
not notice an odor or abnormal gross appearance of the food. It is kept in the 
refrigerator section at the store and the owner reported that she also had kept 
the food in the refrigerator and it was brought home directly from the grocery 
store.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 16 Pound

EON‐276435 8/21/2016 7:04 Pet Pride Chunk Style Dog 
Food

After eating Kroger's Pet Pride dog food, each of the dogs vomitted or had 
diarrhea. The condition was witnessed in all but 1 dog.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐276424 8/20/2016 17:40 Canine Carry Outs Bought canine carry out treats for my dog after five days she started having 
diherriah. She has continued to have diherriah for past three days

8 Month
s

Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐276407 8/20/2016 8:08 Simply Nourish Source Large 
Breed Adult Chicken & 
Turkey Recipe

Repeat purchases of Simply Nourish brand Source line large breed adult dog 
food had maggot/flying insect infestation

EON‐276404 8/20/2016 3:32 Purina Pro Plan Focus Adult 
Weight Management Formula

Dogs have thrown up multiple times with diarrhea and blood in throw up. 1 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog

EON‐276400 8/19/2016 23:20 Top Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets

Our 4 year old , is in the last stages of kidney failure. The vet has 
recommended that we put her to sleep tomorrow. She has been eating Top 
Chew chicken jerky treats as a morning and evening treat for almost now. 
These were purchased from Costco. After reading about other chicken jerky 
treats and kidney failure in dogs, I think that the chicken jerky treats caused the 
kidney failure. There are not other suspected reasons. She was in excellent 
health and acted like a puppy until recently. With kidney failure, by the time you 
notice any symptoms, it is too late.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐276397 8/19/2016 21:36 Purina Rabbit Chow My rabbit has been shedding profusely for the past few months. He looked 
sickly, and had strong smelling and discolored urine and feces. I wasn't sure it 
was the Purina Rabbit Chow, until I went to a facebook site about rabbits. 
Another woman, who also fed her Rabbit, Purina Rabbit Chow had the same 
problem with her rabbit, losing its fur. I'm not one to believe in coincidence like 
that.... but I think its the current ingredients used, as my rabbit has been eating 
the same food, since he was 3 months old. And suddenly started to get sick. I 
unfortunately threw away the bag... but I do have some of the tainted food 
leftover, if needed for testing. I have just about gone through my first bag of a 
very expensive, vitamin enriched food diet, along with plenty of fresh 
vegetables. Since I changed the food, my rabbit's coat is just starting to look 
better, and now has regular urine (not discolored) and feces look healthy. Since 
he started to get better with his first bag of expensive food... Its obvious that it 
was the Purina, making my rabbit ill.

8 Years Rabbit 6 Pound

EON‐276377 8/19/2016 18:12 Friskies Classic Pate 
Mariner's Catch

Purchase Friskies Mariners catch on or around July 31, 2016 at Pet Supplies 
Plus in  All other pet feeding was routine. On August 17, 2016, 
both cats were fed equal portions of Friskies Mariners Catch. Within 90 minutes 
both cats were vomiting violently. The older cat recovered and was back on 
solid food within 24 hours. It has been 48 hours since feeding and the younger 
cat is now at the veterinarian's office on fluids. He has not eaten or regained 
appetite since the vomiting episode.

3 Years Birman (Sacred 
Birman)

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐276359 8/19/2016 16:24 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct Formula with Real 
Turkey & Venison

i purchased a bag of purina one true instinct turkey & venison dog chow ,when i 
opened the bag i found what seems to be white mold on the meaty pieces of 
food. i sent a note to purina and i plan on taking the bag back to petco where i 
purchased it but i want to report this in case it could be harmful to feed if 
another consumer does not catch it before feeding.

EON‐276281 8/19/2016 14:32 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

On December 26th, we had given our dogs a piece of milos kitchen chicken 
jerky as a bedtime treat  had not showed immediate signs of illness like 

 did right away. On January 1, 2016 started to become ill. Minor 
vomiting with severe diarrhea. We gave  a bland diet for the next day 
however her condition worsened. On January 4 as her symptoms persisted we 
noticed Blood in her stool. I then immediately took her to the vet on 1/4/16. At 
that time they tested for Pancreatitis & Hemorrhagic Gastro Enteritis of which 
tested Positive. outside of her normal diet nothing else had been given other 
than this chicken jerky treat

4 Hours Beagle Dog 26 Pound
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EON‐276280 8/19/2016 14:32 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

On December 26th, We recieved a package of Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky. 
That night prior to bed I gave each of our Beagles (5) a piece of jerky as a 
bedtime treat. At approx 5am the next morning,  became violently ill. 
Vomiting foam, urinating in the house & suffering from very bad diarrhea. After 
contacting our vet (  we were instructed to 
bring her in right away. After a general exam it was decided to monitor her 
health. Over the next couple days her symptoms varied. Some improved & 
some got worse. Then on Dec 30th 2015 symptoms became severe. The 
vomiting urinating & diarrhea became worse including blood in the stool.  
became lethargic at times. We contacted the Vet again, rushed her in and the 
ordered a Complete bloodwork-up, testing all organs, incl pancreatitis, tested for 
parasites, & orded xrays. She was prescribed antibiotics & probiotics. It was the 
diagnosis of the vet that The Chicken Jerky treat had made  ill.

1.5 Years Beagle Dog 31 Pound

EON‐276261 8/19/2016 14:24 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

On Dec 26th we had given all of our beagles a small piece of the milos kitchen 
chicken jerky. On the 27th  became ill. on Jan 1st BOTH &  
became ill and started showing the same symptoms of . Vomiting, extreme 
Diarrhea. in Crashes situation heavy drooling, salivating and frequent vomiting 
occured with the diarrhea. On 1/3/16 I took Both  and  into the vet 
as symptoms did not go away or get any better. All dogs presented bloody 
diarrhea. After conducting numerous labwork it was the diagnosis from 2 
different vets that ALL 3 dogs developed Pancreatitus & Hemorrhagic Gastro 
Enterits from the consumption of Milos Kitchen Chicken jerky Treats,

4 Years Beagle Dog 41 Pound

EON‐276079 8/19/2016 10:04 IAMS ProActive Health Adult 
Large Breed

 became ill first. Then  became ill. Both has vomiting and diarrhea, 
becoming bloody. Both dogs became dehydrated and lethargic. Both were 
hospitalized (two separate facilities at two different times) for a daignosis of 
HGE.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐276025 8/18/2016 20:12 Wellness Chicken & Herring 
Formula, Wellness Turkey & 
Salmon Formula

My two cats have grown up on Wellness grain-free canned food for over a year. 
We're loyal fans.

However, since April 2016, our orders of the Chicken & Herring and Turkey & 
Salmon pate canned foods contained excessive shards of bone fragments in 
them. At first, I thought that the 12x12oz cans were more inferior in quality due 
to the cheaper pricing. So we began ordering the 24x3oz as well as the 
24x5.5oz versions of the same flavors. The bone fragments were consistent 
throughout. Because I love my cats and felines are not pushover animals where 
you can simply switch brands/flavors WITHOUT them noticing, I started going 
into local retail shops like Petco and Petsmart to buy the same flavors, in hopes 
that their stock is slightly better? No, they're not.

Description / Lot no. / Expiration date:

24 x 3 oz. Chicken + Herring 7WCHC1 0316 / 05JAN19

24 X 5.5 oz. Chicken + Herring 7WCHS4 0245 / 12JAN19

24 x 5.5 oz. Turkey + Salmon 7WTSS4 1829 / 15MAR19

24 X 5.5 oz. Chicken + Herring 7WCHS4 1639 / 01FEB19

I noticed my cats walking away mid-meal one day, and saw gray color pieces of 
bones sticking up from the pate. At first I thought they were maggots, thank 
goodness not. I have photos and a can from the 01FEB19 batch.

EON‐275700 8/17/2016 17:48 Ol' Roy Brand Dog Biscuits I gave my Dog Old Roy Dog treats and within 2 hrs he seemed to be stoned , he 
was very skiddish and scared and didn't seem to have control over his body. He 
did get sick twice, he also had no control over his bladder which has never 
happened before. This lasted for approx 8 hrs then he was fine again. 
I have another dog that had worst symptoms he is also a lab at 7 years old . He 
lost total control of his back legs for approx 8 hrs and regained full use after 18 
hrs as if nothing happened .

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound
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EON‐275693 8/17/2016 17:00 Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet 
Indoor Chicken Entrée Pate

I bought the blue Buffalo canned chicken entrée from chewy.com within a week 
and a half one of my two cats started throwing up and not eating she had only 
ever been sick with an ear infection in six years. I've had blood test run on her 
and x-rays nothing, the vet pretty much said in a politically correct way it's the 
cat food. And then after she became well my second cat became sick throwing 
up and not eating and the only thing that was changed was the cat food. Now 
they are both well and I am looking to blue Buffalo to compensate me on my vet 
bills.

EON‐275686 8/17/2016 15:48 EVO 95% Duck Recipe in 
Gravy Cat Food

Fed Evo Duck Recipe in Gravy canned cat food which he always eats. 
Then found he was feverish (very hot), slept constantly, wouldn't eat or drink 
water. He would start to get better feeding him another brand, then when I 
would again feed him the Evo Duck he would come down with the same 
symptoms.

10 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 13 Pound

EON‐275661 8/17/2016 13:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Grain-Free Indoor Fish & 
Potato Recipe

I feed my cats Blue Basics Limited Ingredient Grain Free Formula Indoor Adult 
Fish and Potato Recipe and have been feeding them this food for approximately 
the past 2 years. I've never noticed a problem. August 15, 2016, I went to scoop 
their dinner portion and noticed a weird piece of kibble with something sticking 
out of it. I was able to isolate the piece and after further inspection it is a very 
sharp piece of what appears to be fish bone. After more inspection of the 
remaining contents of the bag, I found more sharp pieces of the same material, 
all varying in sizes. These pieces are pointed and very very sharp. I could draw 
blood if I poked my skin hard enough with them. Initially the sharp pieces were 
found in a 5lb bag, best if used by Aug 20 17, J11 0949, but I have opened 2 
other bags (J11 0949 and J11 0948) and continue to find pieces of kibble with 
the same sharp pieces of fish bone. I actually have 6 bags of this food. I'm 
concerned that these sharp pieces if ingested could cause harm to cats.
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EON‐275656 8/17/2016 12:52 Hound & Gatos Homestyle 
Chicken for Cats

I purchased online a case of Hounds & Gatos Chicken Formula Canned Cat 
food, 5.5oz cans (along with 2 cases of Fancy Feast cat food). After arriving and 
opening the box, I noticed a really bad smell in the packaging (box, packaging 
materials etc) - it was very similar to cat feces. Once completely opened, I 
pulled out the cases of food and noticed that the smell was coming from the 
case of H&G. Upon further inspection, I found that there were small eggs and 
worms on many of the tops of the cans - the worms were alive and moving. At 
this time the smell was horrific. I finally found one of the cans had exploded. My 
biggest concern is the presence of parasites and the fact that the smell wasn't 
of sour/rotten cat food, but of fecal matter and putrefaction. Perhaps it's 
because this is a paleo formula, without the addition of vegetable matter to 
temper the smell. Unfortunately, I could not stand the smell anymore and double 
bagged the case and disposed of in the dumpster. I notified the online store, 
Chewy.com and they offered to replace, but I chose a refund b/c it's not a 
product I can trust to feed to my cat now. So, unfortunately I did not get the lot 
#, etc., but I did take a couple of pictures (I was not aware of this online safety 
reporting portal). The company SHOULD be able to trace the order and provide 
information.

EON‐275651 8/17/2016 12:44 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

My dog is a very healthy mutt that we rescued. We have had him for about five 
years. We don't know his age, but suspect he was maybe a year old when we 
got him. We began giving the jerky treats regularly about a month ago to  
and our Golden Retriever and Yellow Lab.  had the first grand mal 
seizure on August 6th and was unsure of the cause. We ran out of treats and 
the dog didn't have a seizure until we repurchased the treats and began giving 
them again. It happened very quickly. He had a grand mal seizure on the 14th 
at 1:00 p.m. and then again on the 15th at 1:10 a.m. I suspected the treats and 
began researching them. We stopped giving them and the dog has been 
seizure free and is returning to his old personality and self. I reported this to the 
manager  at Costco. He was very unhappy to learn about this problem with 
the treats.

6 Years Unknown Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐275490 8/16/2016 17:08 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary 
Diets DM Dietetic 
Management Feline Formula

On July 28th, 2016, I purchased 1 case of Purina ProPlan Veterinary Diets DM 
Dietetic Management feline formula prescription food, sold in individual 5.5 oz. 
cans. Which I store in my kitchen, on the counter, where there is no direct heat 
source or direct lighting. On Aug. 13th, 2016, I opened a can, took out a portion 
for feeding my cat, then put the remainder of the food in a plastic container with 
a sealed lid. I was in the room, watching my cat eat the food, as she must be 
separated from her son and daughter, as they are not diabetic. I noticed 
something black in the bowl my cat was eating from. The bowl was washed by 
me, just prior to putting the food in it, so I know it was clean. I shoved the cat 
away from the bowl, and pulled a small rock out of the bowl, which I still have.
The case of food was purchased at  

The Lot # 61051159 L52191723
Best Before Apr. 2018
UPC code: 38100 13799 with another number upside down from the UPC 
number 43554241

EON‐275157 8/15/2016 12:40 Jerky Treats Tender Strips 
Dog Snacks Lamb

After giving dog treats for 2 days he suffered a major violent seizure lasting 
about 1 min

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐275156 8/15/2016 12:20 Stella & Chewy's Chewy's 
Chicken Freeze-Dried Dinner 
Patties

New bag of Stella and Chewys chicken dinner patties was different than 
previous food. Although the bag was sealed and looked normal on the outside, 
the patties were very hard and difficult to crumble.  was fed food August 4-
10. She developed a urinary infection on Aug 6. Her bowels movements 
became very black. We stopped feeding her this bag of food. Purchased a new 
Stella and Chews-- which patties were normal, and  is now also back to 
normal.

3.5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐275122 8/14/2016 17:52 Friskies Savory Shreds with 
Ocean Whitefish & Tuna in 
Sauce

 8lb 15 yr old female cat, ate same brand of food entire life (Sams club 
purchases Friskies savory shreds )  she began vomitting all her food 
and appeared lethargic. Took her to  our vet who confirm her 
BUN & Creatinine were elevated and likely related to poisoning. Within 2 weeks 
she has passed . On   13lb 15yr old male cat brought in 
for complete work up after vomitting, he has been confirmed with elevated BUN 
and creatinine as well. We have started on strict renal diet and plan to add a 
prescription per . I am concerned the food may be tainted since both 
cats are indoor cats, healthy and well cared for. Please review Friskies savory 
shreds 61031159 L8FT61819 best by Apr 2018 5.5 oz. cans to ensure quality 
and perhaps help prevent further illness/tragedy if this product is unsafe.

15 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐275117 8/14/2016 15:52 Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast Duck jerky treat purchased at Costco in  was given to 
the morning of 8/5/16 - when I came home from work he was lethargic 

and then laid on the floor shaking. I thought that perhaps he had been stung by 
a scorpion or meat bee as he does have allergies. When he did move, it was 
like he was walking on eggshells. He would not eat or drink anything. Eventually 
he did get into his bed and seemed better in the morning. He seemed fine and 
we gave both dogs duck jerky the morning of 8/7/16.  (our Boston terrier) 
took the treat outside and buried it - he would not eat it which was 
uncharacteristic.  sniffed the duck jerky and eventually ate it. By 6 pm, 
he was shaking again and laying on the floor in distress. We called the  

 in  as well as poison control and took him to the 
vet in . They did blood tests and several very high levels of toxins 
indicated kidney issues. The vet thought it was perhaps Cushing's Disease - we 
all thought that the duck jerky smelled funny. Eventually we took him home and 
he was able to walk, though again he was having problems and walking very 
deliberately. He was drinking a lot of water and again seemed better in the 
morning. I took him to my vet (  in  for 
follow-up. He gave him some medication and will follow-up with another blood 
test on 8/22/2016 to check for kidney issues.

12 Years Bulldog - French Dog 42 Pound

EON‐275104 8/14/2016 3:24 Simply Nourish Source Adult 
Duck Recipe, Simply Nourish 
Source Adult Venison Recipe

I purchased two cans of venison and two cans of duck Simply Nourish Source 
high-protein, grain-free evolutionary feline diet from a nearby PetSmart. The 
type on the labels being so small, I had to use a magnifying glass once I 
returned home in order to be able to read the ingredients list and the 
guaranteed analysis. There is NO taurine listed in either the ingredients list or 
the guaranteed analysis. I was under the impression that taurine is a 
REQUIRED addition to all cat foods unless they are labelled for 
supplemental/intermittent feeding only. This food is labeled as manufactured 
according to AAFCO standards for adult maintenance but it cannot be used for 
maintenance without the addition of taurine. And at a big-box pet food store like 
PetSmart...I do not want for anyone to feed this food for adult maintenance and 
have their cat go blind or suffer from HCM due to insufficient taurine in this 
canned food. I did notify PetSmart tonight via email about this problem. Thank 
you for allowing me the opportunity to report this.
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EON‐275099 8/14/2016 1:16 Pedigree Adult Chicken 
Flavor Dry Dog Food

I usually buy a Ol' Roy Dog Food 50 pound bag. But, this time Walmart was all 
out, so I got the Pedigree 50 pound bag. Went home feed it to my dogs that 
same day of purchase, few hours later both dogs starting vomiting. The second 
day, feed my dogs the Pedigree ,few hours later both dogs started vomiting 
again. Day three the same thing but, the vomiting increases into the night and 
early morning. Day 4 both dogs ate very little, but got very more sick.  
seem to get more sick, couldn't stop vomiting, to the point of dehydration, 
exhaustion, near death, we had to sit up with him all night. I had to laid plastic 
and newspaper to catch all the vomit. I immediately rush him to the vet,  
was given fluids and injectables to stop the vomiting. My vet bills are $458.00, 
the cleaning services $375.00 and the rug was $610.00 and all I asked 
Pedigree for was the $458.00 vet bill. Pedigree even spoke to my vet, that also 
said it was the Pedigree food that made them sick, Pedigree refuse to paid the 
vet bill. So now I am force to file a small claim, I will be ask the maximum 
$12,000, my Veterinarian will be in court with me, all tell a judge it was the food.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound

EON‐275081 8/13/2016 14:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Turkey & Veggies Recipe

Nutrish dog food making dog sick. Peeing constantly, diarriah, lethargic 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐275066 8/13/2016 12:24 4Health Performance 
Formula for Dogs

Began throwing up the food and not digesting the food. 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐275057 8/13/2016 8:08 Whiskas Catmilk People are giving kittens of nursing / bottle-feeding age Whiskas Catmilk as 
milk replacement and it is killing the kittens. People buy it because it's far 
cheaper than true milk replacement such as KMR, and because the box says its 
for cats and kittens. It is HARMFUL to kittens and should never be given to 
them under any circumstances

Unknown Cat

EON‐275027 8/12/2016 16:40 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

he ate pedigree dog food and then threw up a little that night he had a seizure 
the next day he had bloody diarea

1 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐275026 8/12/2016 16:12 Blue Buffalo Healthy Living 
Adult Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

In March of 2016 decided to go with blue Buffalo cat food and everything 
seemed fine like our cat was enjoying the food but then about 1 month went by 
and started noticing he was loosing weight not eating normal he was vomiting 
and look like he was in pain and was struggling to urinate developed Crystal 
that clogged his uretha he went back and forth to emergency room and vet visit 
for a period of 2 months and after he had surgery on  he struggled 
with pain and was just not compatible with his surgery I guess and he basically 
was put down because no vet claimed they can save him he was in way to 
much pain and suffering

3 Years Siamese Cat 11 Pound

EON‐275008 8/12/2016 11:28 Purina Dog Chow We fed them Purina and our dogs got sick. When taken to the vet we were told 
Purina often causes seizures in dogs. When I looked it up there were thousands 
of cases. How is this allowed? Go look into them.

5 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog

EON‐275006 8/12/2016 10:28 Kirkland Signature Puppy 
food

Diarrhea after eating product. 14 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐274969 8/11/2016 21:48 Nature's Domain Turkey & 
Pea Stew For Dogs

When feeding my dogs, I noticed many blue threads throughout the can mixed 
in with the gravy & meat
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EON‐274675 8/10/2016 18:48 Fromm Four-Star Lamb & 
Lentil Recipe Dog Food

My male 4 yr old golden had a perpencity for developing various hot spots so 
upon verious recomendations from breeders ( I was a golden breeder for 13 
years, no longer due to the lack of qualified humans} I put him on the FROMME 
lamb and lintel a very exspensive dry kibble about $70 a bag however he soon 
developed a hot spot on his neck that was quite nasty and quick to appear. So 
off to the vet for the normal antibiotics and anti inflamitory meds that I have 
grown to hate and dispise as they only seem to work for a short 
period....anyhow I switched his food to my other fromme that I am feeding my 7 
year old female golden, how till now has never had a hot spot in her life and she 
was eating fromme salmon with no ill effects. as soon as i switched my male to 
the salmone....his hot spot disappeared. then just as quick that I put my female 
on the lamb and lentil she got an identical hotspot on her neck in the same 
location as my male...prior to me noticing the spot she turned her nose up at the 
food 2 times ???? SHE HAS NEVER DONE THAT BEFORE!!!!!!

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐274666 8/10/2016 16:48 SPORTMiX Wholesomes 
Chicken Meal & Rice Formula

I feed my dogs a mix of wet and dry products. Upon opening the newest bag of 
dry food I immediately noticed it was darker in color and assumed the 
possibilities of either an ingredient change or contamination. I have been 
feeding them from this bag for the past week or so and suddenly, within the last 
24 hours, four out of five of my dogs have vomited. Out of all the products my 
dogs ingest they all commonly receive this brand of dry food, their wet food and 
treats which leaves me believing it is indeed the dry food causing them to vomit.

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 95 Pound

EON‐274581 8/10/2016 12:52 Fromm Four-Star Duck & 
Chicken Pate for cats

On 7-25-16 I discovered a strange object in a can of Fromm Duck and Chicken 
Pate canned food for cats. 
• The object was smooth and hard and measured 1 in by ¾ in.
• The can was purchased at  in  on 7-25-16. 
• The info on the bottom was as follows: P4FDSD066B; Best by 122017 09:34
I called the Fromm company on 7-26-16 and reported it. Emailed photos and 
subsequently sent the actual object to them for analysis. UPS tracking indicated 
that the item was received at Fromm on 8-2-16. It is 8-10-16 and I have not yet 
received a report, despite multiple attempts to contact them via email and 
phone. I have been told that "it is crazy" there and they will get back to me, but 
they do not.
I am concerned about the quality of the food that I feed to my two cats and dog.
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EON‐274563 8/10/2016 11:04 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Senior Turkey & Potato 
Recipe

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐274562 8/10/2016 8:44 Nutro Ultra Weight 
Management

bought a new bag of Nutro Weight Management dog food and maggie began 
vomiting and had diarrhea

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐274376 8/9/2016 13:36 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

 had been eating Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky as treats for 2-3 
months before she died. There was not other food consumed by her that could 
have endangered her as I cooked her food. It was of very high quality that could 
have been consumed by humans met dietary standards for dogs.

 first developed diareah. The vet had her on prescriptions. She would 
seem to be getting better but then the problem persisted. After a couple of 
months she became violently ill throwing up all over the house. For three days 
straight I had her at the vets when they opened their doors. She had been under 

 care since she was five months old. She had excellent care by both us 
and 

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

Letter sent to Blue Buffalo: 

On May 19th of this year I purchased a bag of Basic Turkey and Potato Senior 
for my dogs, based on the recommendation of your instore representative at my 

local Petsmart. Gradually I introduced your product into the food they were 
currently eating (Purina Pro Plan - Sensitive Skin and Stomach), which your 

representative claimed was comparable. 
Initially everything appeared to be fine but after about three weeks one dog 

started to refuse to eat it in the morning. He would eat the second meal in the 
evening, but now I think it was because he was so hungry. The second dog - 

, who will eat anything, continued to eat it regularly. 
About a month after they started to eat Blue Buffalo  developed an 

insatiable thirst and began to throw up his food after every meal. I took him to 
the vet on June 13th who did blood work and ruled out conditions such as 
diabetes. Finding nothing physically wrong he recommended restricting his 

water intake after meals. 
I restricted water for several days at meal times but  continued to vomit 

up his food. Additionally, no matter how much water he was given at other times 
of the day he started drinking water from any source he could find and would 

attempt to dive into the toilet if you opened the lid. The second dog now refused 
to eat any of the Blue Buffalo. The vet prescribed a medication on June 17th to 
coat stomach and switched them both to Science Diet. The vomiting 
lessened and completely stopped within a few days, the second dog began 

eating again. 
continued to have an insatiable thirst and I took him back to the vet for 

more testing. Again, nothing was found. Last week  finally started to drink 
normally again. 

I had just purchased a second bag of Blue Buffalo on June 10th and was able to 
return it to the store for a refund. I have attached the receipts for that transaction 

as well as the one for the first bag. I have also attached copies of my vet bills 
and the vet's notes. I kept a sample from the 2nd bag of BB I purchased and 

plan to send it to the FDA for testing. 
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EON‐274239 8/8/2016 22:52 Beneful Started eating Benefuls and after about a month quit eating, started vomiting, 
had diarrhea, then lost close to 20 lbs over the next few months.

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐274212 8/8/2016 17:17 Wellness Complete Health 
Indoor Health Deboned 
Chicken & Chicken Meal 
Recipe

I had been feeding  Wellness for several years. Upon purchase of the last 
bag she suddenly wasn't eating and began to lose weight. My husband and I 
both fill her dish and we didn't realize until we could visibly see her weight loss 
that we had not been refilling her dish as before. We weighed her and realized 
she had lost 1 1/2 pounds since last year. We gave her a fresh bowl of 
Wellness, she ate very little. I mentioned this to my daughter-in-law who also 
feeds her cat the same. They were having the same problem with their cat. 
Since then we have switched foods for both the cats. She gave what was left in 
her bag of wellness away and now that cat won't eat it. I'm very concerned that 
there must be something int hat batch that is bad.

15 Years American Shorthair Cat 8.5 Pound

EON‐274210 8/8/2016 17:17 Charlee Bear Bear Crunch 
Liver Flavor

The patient has been stable with the previously diagnosed conditions, but 
developed an acute episode of lethargy/depression and presented to our 
hospital 6/23/2016. Patient was diagnosed with a tooth root abscess and 
elevated kidney values, low urine concentration, and evidence of possible 
urinary tract infection was noted. The patient responded to antibiotic treatment, 
but kidney values did not improve over 2 subsequent visits (7/13/2016 & 
8/3/2016). In reviewing the record, discussed possible causes for acute kidney 
insult (tooth infection, urinary tract infection, medications, diet). O reported 
giving new type of treat for the past few months (Charlee Bear Crunch Liver).

13 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐274206 8/8/2016 17:16 Rachael Ray Nutrish As soon as I bought this food (wanted to try it out since I've always heard great 
thing) she was throwing up with loose stool for 2 days straight. As soon as I 
went back to her original food that I normally purchase, she was completely fine. 
Had to give her frozen chicken broth cubes because she wouldn't even drink 
water from being so sick. Spent $200 on carpet cleaning also. That is not what I 
am worried about at all, but something is definitely not ok with the food.

2 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐274205 8/8/2016 17:16 Purina Cat Chow The cat started peeing blood, and throwing up. She had this problem once 
about 2 years ago, the same food was beeing fed to her at the time.l last time, 
we took her to the vet and they said it could have been caused by the food. It 
can not be a coincidence that, while eating the same food, she got a UTI again.

4 Years Domestic Longhair Cat
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EON‐274204 8/8/2016 17:16 Blue Buffalo Chicken and rice 
formula for adult

Dog has had diarrhea for 10 days. I started giving her rice and boiled chicken 
mixed with her blue buffalo dog food thinking that would help. I had been doing 
this for 3 days and it was better but still runny with mucus and a little blood. I 
saw the food recall on Facebook but it was for a different formula not the 
chicken and rice. I know it is the dog food, there are many others out there 
would give there animals this food and have written that their animal has 
diarrhea.
Please look into this, I still have what remains of the dog food if needed. Will be 
taking my dog to the vet for a check up. This recall is not just for the Fish and 
Sweet Potato but for the chicken and rice formula as well.
Thank you for your time.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐274203 8/8/2016 17:16 Friskies Classic Pate Salmon 
Dinner

After eating the food from one can, one of the animals vomited. Later, after 
giving the same type but new can to another cat, that cat also vomited. The 
vomiting occurred very quickly after eating and consisted entirely of the food 
they just ate. Animals seem to have recovered quickly.

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐274202 8/8/2016 17:16 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

I purchased these bones on 07/13/2016 at my local Pet Smart. On  
my beloved 2 year old golden retriever named  was having emergency 
surgery at Oakhurst Vet Hospital for an abdominal obstruction. These treats are 
not digestible and pose a significant health risk to our pets.

I have done research online regarding these treats and found that I am NOT the 
only one with this problem. Others have had the same experience, requiring 
emergency surgery and one pet has died due to complications resulting from 
ingesting these treats.

I have spoken to a representative at Pet Smart corporate office (case file 
) and I have spoken to  at  (case file 

.  will consider reimbursement for the surgery if it proven that 
their product was the cause of it. However, that is not enough.

I am asking you to please research my concerns, issue a recall and force 
Sergeants to reformulate these treats. They know the red center is not 
digestible and harmful to our pets. Yet, the treats are still out there in the 
marketplace.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐274198 8/8/2016 17:08 Hill's Ideal Balance Small 
Breed Natural Chicken and 
Brown Rice Recipe Puppy

FOUL SMELL IN PET FOOD HILLS IDEAL BALANCE FOOD PURCHASED AT 
PETCO .
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EON‐274197 8/8/2016 17:08 Milk-Bone Good Morning 
Daily Vitamin Treats

EON‐274196 8/8/2016 17:08 Friskies Classic Pate Variety 
Pack

I have three cats, two of whom became sick after eating a particular batch of 
friskies pate carried at Costco. This selection includes 48 cans of Turkey & 
Giblets, Mixed Grill, Salmon, and Ocean Whitefish. Both of the cats became 
sick within 24 hours of each other, and both became dehydrated with vomiting 
and trouble passing stool. I took them both to the vet within 24 hours of each 
other, and the veterinarian was concerned that I have a bad batch of food.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12.5 Pound

I have a detailed video of a extremely disturbing situation that can best be show 
in a video, but here I will describe in writing. It was around 4pm CST today Aug 
5, 2016 when I noticed the first of two Milk Bone vitamin treats was empty and it 
was time to open the second container of the same product. We store our dog 
food products in a clean pantry along with other pet products. The product we 
are extremely disturbed about was sealed with a foil by the manufacturer and 

had a secure plastic top. It is one of Milk Bones new vitamin treat products 
which comes in a uniquely contoured plastic container featuring branded red 

and white predominant shrink sleeve with a under the top branded foil seal that 
is presumably airtight or within regulation. The product was purchased at 

Petsmart in  on  around July 14 (there is a itemized 
receipt and transaction record, will need to check those for date/time 

confirmation). The product had a yellow circular sticker on it saying 20% off 
which enticed me to make the purchase. I purchased other items in the same 
transaction including the exact same product from Milk Bone but it didn't have 

any human eye visually observable product discrepancies. So here's the 
experience that has disturbed me and my wife greatly regarding quality control 
on products for our beloved dog. I ran out of the first of 2 milk bone products I 

bought. The other product had not been opened until this afternoon around 4PM 
CST. After looking inside it also made my own health feel threatened. A fungal 
like web was the first thing I saw upon peeling off the foil seal. I instantly saw 
moving yellowish wormlike bugs and immediately pushed the foil seal back 
down and closed the top. Then I freaked out a little cause I've never seen 

anything like this before. So I washed my hands and face and neck not knowing 
what pathogens may have been released when I opened the milk bone 

container. Then I got some plastic cling wrap and wrapped the opening just in 
case. After thinking about what I just experienced for a few minutes, I decided to 

document the Milk Bone debacle on video with my dog on the couch in the 
room, wondering if he could have died if it was dark and I blindly reached for a 

treat after a typical night walking session. I'm appalled at the most extreme 
example I've personally ever seen or heard of in the pet food industry. These 

are milk bone treats. I don't understand how this could have happened. I have a 
relatively extensive yet unprofessional video that documents the entire 

disgusting reality in unimaginable detail. I am considering legal action because 
it is so horrendous and I am a non-litigious person.
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EON‐274195 8/8/2016 17:08 Golden Rwards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

Started as weird swelling on stomach. Then went away. Then owwy on pee pee 
last nite but nothing else. This morning small sore and some swelling. Bit home 
and had swollen to size of dime purple with red ring. Called vet but can't see her 
until Wednesday. Had looked online today and found that jerky causes this kind 
of issue. I didn't know. Haven't given her anymore today and will know for 
certain Wednesday when I get paid. I started feeding her the duck jerky in June 
so this problem has been off and on since then with the swelling but not the 
other symptoms that happens this week.

10 Month
s

Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐274194 8/8/2016 17:08 Nutro Max Adult Recipe with 
Farm-Raised Chicken

WHILE ALL FOUR DOGS HAD VOMITING THROUGHOUT THIS BAG OF 
NUTRO MAX,  HAD A NEUROLOGICAL EVENT WHICH REQUIRED 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT. AFTER ABOUT 2 HOURS FROM 
EATING, SHE COLLAPSED AND COULD NOT GET UP, SHE STARTED TO 
TWIST TO THE RIGHT SIDE AND HAD NO ABILITY TO STAND. SHE WAS 
SHAKING AND FULL BODY TENSION THEN ON THE WAY TO THE VET 
SHE THREW UP ON ME (MOSTLY UNDIGESTED FOOD)

ALL DIAGNOSTICS WERE INCONCLUSIVE, OTHER THAN SMALL LIVER 
AND ELEVATED ENZYMES. THEY PROVIDED IV FLUIDS AND ANTI 
NAUSEA MEDS.

8 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 15 Pound

EON‐274191 8/8/2016 16:56 Hartz Precision Nutrition Milk 
Replacer for Kittens

Within 15 minutes of giving the formula to  she started vomiting. After 5 
or 6 times that she vomited it was out of her system. She hasn't vomited since 
then. 
I researched the product and on Amazon the customer reviews were horrible. 
Several kittens had died after consuming this product. 
http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Nutrition-Liquid-Replacer-Kittens/product-
reviews/B000HHFADI

1.5 Years Tonkinese Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐274190 8/8/2016 16:48 Bar S Jumbo Franks 10 Years Great Dane Dog 152 PoundSlowly  began to regress. I took his temperature one night and he was 
running a fever so I brought him into the ER. They kept him over night. The 

doctor on call and my veterinarian found no signs of infection so they 
determined he must have been fighting off inflammation. Their suggestion was 
to boost  dose of Prednisone from 10 mgs to 30 mgs 2 times a day since 

the smaller dose was too low to maintain a dog of his stature.

 responded remarkably well. He was standing up straight for the first time 
in a long time. Other than being excessively thirsty he was bouncy, full of life 

and just happy over all. I was elated not only to have my ole friend back but was 
thrilled for him that he felt so much better. He continued to eat like a horse.

Slowly  began to regress again. He appeared to just not be feeling well. He 
continued to eat & drink well but his stool was much softer. He had lost control 

of his bowel movements on occasion so once he started to slip I would wake up 
and find him sleeping in his stool. Prior to this he had accidents but at least he 
would jump up and try to make it to the door. At this point he no longer had the 

energy and would just lay there. He never lost control of his bladder however he 
struggled getting outside to go.

I was giving  a few slices of the franks when I gave  his 
medications and he had soft stool too but I didn’t think anything of it. I keep 
Flagyl and Endosorb on hand so I gave him the required doses and he got 

better. 

 had a nervous habit of chewing his nails. I had a sock on his left rear paw 
so one of his nails could heal. Approximately three weeks after increasing his 

Prednisone I noticed a blood spot on the upper side of the sock. When I 
removed it I saw what appeared to be an abscess. It looked different from the 

cysts that he had years before. I scheduled an appointment with a different 
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doctor for the next day because our doctor was out of town.

During the night prior to the appointment I saw that  anus was swollen. 
The skin around it was oozing serum and blood. I took his temperature and he 

had a fever. I watched him all night. At the appointment the doctor saw that 
 other rear paw was red too and treated the abscess with an injection of 

Convenia since I told him that had worked so well in the past.

Later that evening  right rear paw, not the one with the abscess, began to 
swell. It was red and oozing like his anus. I took his temp and he was burning 

up with fever. I rushed him to the ER. The infection was rampant throughout his 
body. They kept him for two nights, giving him fluids and running tests. They got 
the fever under control and the infection was slowly dissipating from his body, 

the swelling around his anus had gone down, but his right paw was still huge & 
oozing. The doctor thought he would do better recovering at home. I was to 

soak and massage his foot every few hours and monitor his situation.

He was too weak to walk & go to the bathroom so I basically carried him to the 
yard. I tried expressing his bladder, he couldn’t go on his own. I finally gave up 

and got him upstairs to his bed, a pillow top mattress on the floor in my bedroom 
where I knew he would be most comfortable. I got him to urinate on a puppy 
pad later that night. He was awake and aware but weak from the infection. I 

held him & loved him. He coughed all night trying to hack up phlegm. He finally 
got a big wad up. I called the ER vet twice worried about bloat around 1am and 
then again around 5am. We decided I could watch him, take his temp every half 

hour and bring him in for 7am. He was burning up all night with a 104.5 
temperature. I had ice packs all over him. I brought him back in at 7am. The 
doctor said to leave him and they would start fluids to get him temperature 

down. It worked & I went to see him later that day. He was OK but very weak. 
He wouldn't eat which had the doctor concerned. I told the doctor that he was 
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EON‐274189 8/8/2016 16:48 Fancy Feast Classic Savory 
Salmon Feast

I fed Fancy Feast Savory Salmon Feast to my cats. 2 of the cats would not eat 
it. 1 did. She is now pulling hair out and has a rash on her ears and face.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

still wheezing, just too weak to cough it up, and couldn't eat unless he got the 
phlegm out of his throat. I told him I thought he may have pneumonia. The 

doctor did x-rays and I was right. I stayed with  for a while. He got fidgety 
and I got upset. I knew he was trying to tell me something. I petted and loved 

him and started to tear up. I thought they would treat him through the night and 
send him home again so I kissed him good-bye, told him I loved him and would 
call to check on him and told him good-bye. The doctor called a few hours later 
and said  vitals went the opposite way. His temperature was too low, he 
was giving up. I rushed over there with . I held my best friend tightly 

as we said our final good-byes…My heart was crushed ~

I knew  inside & out. I knew every lump on his body down to if a hair was 
out of place. He was my heart & soul. He greeted me every morning by throwing 

his head on the side of my bed demanding a hug before I could get up.  
was my depression monitor and my protector. He was there for my ups and 
downs, my faithful companion that always went the extra mile. He literally 

smiled when I would walk through the door.

He was a happy, happy companion….Until the last two weeks of his life…And 
then the last three days when the infection really took control. The doctor 

explained that his immune system may have been weakened from the 
Prednisone. Days later I saw that the some of the Bar S brand products had 

been recalled. This got my attention.

I find it hard to believe that  was a new dog after we increased his 
Prednisone and just a few weeks later an infection of unknown origin took his 
life. The timing from when I increased his Prednisone to when I started giving 

him the Bar S Brand hot dogs and his passing all coincide.

I still have 2 packs of the franks that I purchased at the same time. Please let 
me know if there is anything you can do to help me resolve this issue and help 

me to get closure. I look forward to hearing from you…Thank you.

Sincerely,
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EON‐273741 8/4/2016 19:40 Dentley's Nature's Chews 
Natural Flavor Pork Femur 
Bones

We bought one of these Dentley chew bones on Monday, August 1, and in 
under 6-7 minutes of my 45-pound dog's chewing on it, it had broken into sharp 
pieces and shards. When I returned it today to Petsmart in , 
where I bought it, the "Assistant Store Leader", , told me those Dentley 
bones are "a known issue". I said "If you already know that, then why are they 
still on the shelf?" She said they just get "whatever Corporate sends them", and 
did not remove the other ones from the shelves.
That is lame and inexcusable, and it is unacceptable to be selling products that 
they have knowledge can tear up a dog's insides or even cause them to bleed 
out and die.
What steps do we need to take to get these removed from Petsmart's shelves?

EON‐273739 8/4/2016 18:52 Authority Adult Cat Food 
Chicken & Rice Formula

Three ferrets that presented for melena and vomiting. Not doing well after all 3 
ferrets in the house PLUS the cat ate the Authority Chicken and Rice Feline 
adult Maintenance. Usually eat Authority, but a different flavor. Cat in the house 
also went to the vet for vomiting and diarrhea. Due to costs, empirical treatment 
was given. (Other veterinary facility).

Exam of all ferrets show icterus- U/A done show bilirubin in the sediment of 
Pete.

The fact the ferrets are confined and the only thing in common is the food highly 
suggests possible toxic exposure from food.
Have contacted Authority Foods but not given any confirmation # or case 
number

7 Years Other 
Mammals

2 Kilogra
m

EON‐273720 8/4/2016 15:32 Pedigree Choice Cuts in 
Gravy with Country Stew

about 6 weeks prior our dog became ill. She was lethargic and lost her normal 
bounce and ability to run. We were concerned it may be the Pedigree canned 
food we added to her dry Purina food. She recovered in a couple days we and 
we stopped the Pedigree and used tuna and other dry food toppers to keep her 
food interesting. On  we were in walmart and picked up a few small cans 
of Pedigree choice cuts in gravy/country stew. We added a spoonful to her meal 
at around 5-6 pm. In the morning she had become lethargic again, after same 
food from the past. We decided that she'd get no more of this product and went 
out for an hour to return home to my son greeting us that  had died. We 
were and are still in shock but froze the remains of the can and can not give 
anyone the other 2 cans out of fear that there was something wrong.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐273673 8/4/2016 1:40 Bocce's Bakery Grain Free 
Cheese

Hello,

Is there a way to file a complaint or alert the FDA about a foreign potentially 
hazardous material in a pet treat. I can send a photo of something blue inside a 
small treat from Bocce's Bakery. The treat components state Grain Free Flours, 
Cheese & Coconut Oil, but the picture shows something bright blue. The treats 
have dark colored specs of other material. So I'm not sure what those dark 
ingredients can be. On line pictures don't show those specs. It seems as if it's 
the wrong treat?

I'm concerned with their safety procedures and quality. I've contacted them for 
clarification but they just offered to provide a replacement.

I can mail the treat if it would help an investigation and inspection.

thank you,

EON‐273648 8/3/2016 17:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Senior 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

 has been on Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula - Large Breed Senior - 
Chicken, for over 2yrs now and never had a problem. A new bag was 
purchased from the PETCO in  on 07/29/2016 which is where 
we have always purchased the food. The bag was opened the next day, 
07/30/2016 and he was given his normal amount of food in the AM. When we 
arrived home that evening there were 6 piles of both vomit, feces, and diarrhea 
in the home. He was clearly lethargic and not feeling well. We immediately 
placed him on pumpkin/rice in small amounts and did so until the morning of 
08/01/2016. He perked up and was acting more like himself. In the AM of 
08/01/2016 we mixed in a small amount of the food listed above, assuming 
whatever gastrointestinal bug he was suffering from had hopefully passed and 
we could work towards getting him back to his normal diet. He ate the food and 
halfway through the day began having runny stools again, though he was not 
acting lethargic. We again mixed a little bit of the food in with his dinner that 
evening and by morning he was having diarrhea in the house and acting 
lethargic. We again took him back off the food and fed him pumpkin/rice; within 
a few hours he was perking up a little bit though clearly weak from feeling sick. 
Today we switched him to a different brand of food, mixed it in with his 
breakfast, and he has a soft but formed stool with no lethargy. We will continue 
to wean him back into his dry food but we feel this sickness is related to this bag 
of dog food. Blue Buffalo did have a recall a few months back due to 
moisture/mold. It was not the senior food but was the same Life Protection 
Formula. I do still have the bag of food and packaging and am willing to send 
samples wherever I need to.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 109 Pound
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EON‐273646 8/3/2016 16:48 Beneful Incredibites, Beneful 
Healthy Weight

fed both poodles Beneful Incredibites dry food due to its small kibble, when 
weight was a factor we changed to Beneful Healthy Weight dry dog food. Both 
dogs became sick,  became diabetic, had cataracts which resulted in 
blindness. Ultimately she also had kidney issues then kidney failure. She was 
under constant vet care to where we were advised to help relieve her constant 
pain by putting her to sleep. (the vet said she would never return home because 
of the constant medication and pain relief they had put her on).

10 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐273645 8/3/2016 16:40 Purina Moist & Meaty Burger 
with Cheddar Cheese Flavor

She had always eaten pedigree dry dog food, we decided to give her something 
new and see if she would like it. Soon after she started gaining weight and she 
no longer wanted to eat her dry food (we mixed the new food with jer dry food). 
She was on her menstrual cycle, or so we thought, and she started bleeding 
heavily and excessively. We stopped feeding her the new semi-wet food once 
she started pooping excessively. After we stopped feeding her the new semi-
wet food she started pooping normally, however she continued to bleed for 
about a month. We had not taken her to the vet because we do not have the 
money for it and she seemed fine for a while. Once she finally stopped bleeding 
she started acting lethargic. She wasn't eating at all or even drinking water. We 
are currently giving her water through a syringe and trying to feed her boiled 
chicken breast. She still will not eat her dry food and she barely wants to eat the 
chicken breast. She hasn't pooped for about 4 days and the last time she did it 
was a small puddle about the size of a quarter and it was almost black and 
extremely watery (it may as well not even be called poop) and it had a bit of 
blood. She doesn't get up even when she needs to urinate. We have to carry 
her to a doggy diaper so she can go and she can barely walk. We finally have 
enough money to take her to the vet but we fear it may be too late. About 3 
weeks prior to feeding her this new food we had taken her to the vet for 
bloodwork and urine and feces tests and her results came back perfect. She 
had no prior health issues.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐273644 8/3/2016 16:24 Beneful Incredibites, Beneful 
Healthy Weight

We have been feeding both our poodles either the Beneful Incredibites and or 
the Beneful Healthy Weight dry food. The Beneful Incredibites were fed 
because of the small kibble, but if they got a little overweight we changed them 
to the Healthy Weight.
After extended use, we noticed our toy poodle getting sick, (ie: diarrhea and 
vomiting and weakness. Vet told us to take both off Beneful and put on Science 
Diet WD prescription food  did not improve.  kept fighting he had 
constant diarrhea and would no longer eat or drink. We took to the vet, we were 
told it would be more humane to put  to sleep instead of letting him continue 
to be in agony.

11 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 5 Pound

EON‐273609 8/3/2016 0:24 Lotus Oven-Baked Grain-
Free Duck Recipe

Lotus turkey is her usual food daily. I bought the duck because I was running 
low on turkey formula. the store was out. Feed her 3/4 turkey 1/4 duck for two 
days to slowly switch .She started vomiting though out the day and watery stool. 
Blood in urine.

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐273579 8/2/2016 13:04 4Health Salmon & Potato 
Formula

I live in  and buy my dog food at either the  or  
locations. I went on vacation last week and bought a bag of the 4Health Salmon 
and Potato large bag at the  and the kibble was MUCH 
smaller and smelled different and made their poo smell like sewer. (All FOUR of 
my German Shepherds!) My concern is the consistency of the product. Why 
would the kibble size change? and WHY would this make my dogs poo smell so 
bad and look BLACK/GRAY in color?

EON‐273435 8/1/2016 0:16 Fancy Feast Classic Tender 
Beef Feast

I gave my three cats Fancy Feast Classic Beef flavored can cat food. and 
immediately one cat started foaming in the mouth and started running around 
scared and then vomited the food. The second cat refused to eat the food and 
the third cat vomited. The cats have been eating Fancy Feast classic can foods 
for several years so it was not new to them. There was something wrong with 
the food. The cats had one bite and became ill and I threwcout the rest of their 
food. I kept the can in case Purina would check the can for poison or something 
that made them sick. Purina did nothing after contacting them.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐273369 7/31/2016 11:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

Diarrhea and acting ill 7 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐273368 7/31/2016 11:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

Diarrhea acting sick 10 Month
s

Poodle (unspecified) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐273329 7/30/2016 14:04 Friskies Classic Pate Mixed 
Grill, Friskies Classic Pate 
Poultry Platter, Friskies 
Classic Pate Ocean Whitefish 
& Tuna Dinner, Friskies 
Classic Pate Turkey& Giblets 
Dinner

Feed Friskies large cans flavors Poultry Platter Mixed Grill Turkey and Giblets

Majority of food left on plates

Within 24 hours cats stopped eating vomiting 4 had bloody diarrhea

5 Years Colorpoint Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐273132 7/28/2016 19:36 Purina Cat Chow Gentle 
Formula

Cat developed pancreatitis, a few weeks after the other cat did. 14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐273062 7/28/2016 12:24 Kit & Kaboodle Original I have been buying my cat food from Walmart 4 30 lb bags of Kit N Kaboodle 
and I feed all of my inside cats as well as outside stray cats. I thought this food 
was good for them till I found a link about Kit N Kaboodle online and the article 
was saying how bad the food is and can cause harm to cats also death. I 
started loesing my cats one after the other with the same problem, they could 
not urinate and they had blockage and recently I just lost a 3rd cat the same 
way he could not urinate. I had a mobile vet come to my house for the first 2 
cats and he had to put them to sleep then my Siamese boy I took to a animal 
hospital. They told me it would cost $1200 dollars to help the cat urinate then he 
would have to have special food plus medicine for the rest of his life. I couldn't 
afford to help my por cat so I had to have the vet put him to sleep. I cried so 
hard. I love my animals and get very attached to them. They all have their own 
characteristics and personality. I lost my  due to this bad cat food back 
in july 2010 then my other cat and now 

EON‐273051 7/28/2016 9:48 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Perfect Weight

Three days of diarrhea and vomiting, getting worse with each day of eating this 
bag of dry food. On third day,  needed to receive Sub-Q fluids for 
dehydration due to having diarrhea 12 times in 5 hours.

9 Years Persian Cat 7.5 Pound
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EON‐272892 7/27/2016 13:48 Purina ONE SmartBlend True 
Instinct with Real Salmon & 
Tuna Adult Premium Dry Dog 
Food

To Whom This May Concern,

On Sunday, July 24, 2016 at 3:37, I purchased a bag of Purina One Smart 
Blend dog food that I always buy, but that day there was something AWFULLY 
wrong. Unbeknownst to me, I opened the freshly sealed bag that I bought from 
the Walmart on  and it was filled with Indian 
Mealworm Moths, Egg sacks, larvae and mold everywhere!!!!! The sell by date 

on the bag is JUL 17, so there is no excuse as to why this should be happening. 
I want others to be cautious and AWARE because the company has had 

dozens of complaints (after I did some research) and many pets that have 
suffered!!!! I am a military Veteran and I am extremely disgusted with the way 

this is happening and the fact that it is even going on at all!!! Dog food shouldn't 
be contaminated like this!!! ESPECIALLY when they have a "guaranteed fresh" 

stamp on their bag! They are trademarked as being a grain free product, but 
they are falsely advertising!!! There is corn by-product and grain in the dog 

food!!! I called Purina and asked to speak to the supervisor and I was told no. 
They also told me that they will handle it and to not tell the news or get an 

attorney. Purina also told me to throw the bag away immediately and that they 
would send me coupons in the mail!!! I then contacted the Walmart that I 

purchased the 14lb bag of dog food at and was transferred to the supervisor in 
customer service. I told him that the bag of dog food I just bought from that store 
was filled with Indian Mealworm Moths, eggs, etc. and he told me “My manager 

and I are not going to open the bags of dog food just to check for bugs” This 
needs to be investigated and be talked about; especially in our  

 area, because who is to say that others haven't purchased the same 
bag of food with the same problem and didn't notice it!!!! I have tried my hardest 

to spread awareness through my Facebook page and even did a live video. I 
have a video of when I opened the bag as well as some pictures that I have 

attached to this email. One even still has a live maggot in it!!! There are 
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EON‐272854 7/27/2016 11:40 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero 
Grain Turkey & Potato Recipe

I have been feeding my dog Rachel Ray's Nutrish Zero Grain Turkey & Potatoe 
Dog food every since she was able to start eating adult food. I recently 
purchased a bag and after she would eat some, she would vomit. At first I 
wasn't sure the reason for her vomiting, so I immediately put her on a bland diet 
of boiled chicken and rice, which she was able to keep down. Her activity was 
normal during this time. Once I had her on this balnd diet for two days, thinking 
she just ate something bad, I gave her the Rachel Ray's dog food and she 
vomited again. I immediately stopped the Rachel Ray's and switched to another 
brand of dog food and she has been fine ever since. Lot # is DL4 11:44

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐272697 7/26/2016 14:52 Meow Mix Original Choice as i am buying the meow mix original choice, produced by the j.m. smucker 
company/ del monte, in bags of 18, 24 and 30 pounds whatever size bag they 
market at the time of purchase, i noticed on several occassions that when 
opening the originally sealed bags that some of the bags containing the cat dry 
food carried type of small living moths crawling in the in the dry food and flying 
out of the bags, as well as maggots. i verified as to whether the bags infected 
with the insects were damaged or broken. none of the bags showed any defects 
they were originally factory sealed when opening.

EON‐272546 7/25/2016 23:20 AKC Smoked Porkhide Short 
Twists

Consumption of AKC brand roasted pig ears and pork twists. Diarrhea now for 
the past three days. My concern is whether or not the product is what the label 
says it is, or if an unhealthy process in manufacture will result in animal 
illness/symptoms.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 62 Pound

maggots and larvae everywhere!!! The bag was completely sealed up!!! Who is 
to say this doesn't seriously damage my dog in one way or another??? I still 
have the bag of food to save as evidence because I am so appalled at this 

whole situation. This company has already killed hundreds of cats and dogs 
with their “Beneful” food line because of the toxic ingredients that were in the 
pet food!!!! I am NOT the only one!!! PLEASE help me to spread the word so 

others can start taking a closer look at not only the food that their families 
consume, but also the food that is given to our pets! THIS COMPANY NEEDS 

TO BE STOPPED AND HELD ACCOUNTABLE!! My cell phone number is 
. Please call me and let me know if you need any more information or 

anything at all from me!!!!! 

I look forward to hearing from you and helping our counties keep our pets safe!

Very Respectfully,
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EON‐272528 7/25/2016 19:24 Blue Buffalo BLUE Adult Dog 
Chicken and Rice

has been eating Blue Buffalo Chicken and Rice Adult dog food for several 
months now. I ordered a new bag from Amazon as I had been doing and 
opened it after returning home from a vacation after the 4th of July.  became 
violently ill on Friday, July 8th with repeated episodes of vomiting and 
uncontrollable diarrhea. She had no appetite and was unable to eat for several 
days. When her food was re introduced she became sick again. She did not eat 
for several more days and was then put on boiled chicken and rice as well as 
pumpkin. She has had a few normal stools since then however her appetite and 
overall condition are still improving. The next weekend my friend came over with 
her 2yr old Labrador retriever. He found his way into  food bowl, as he 
often does, and the next day became violently ill with vomiting and diarrhea. 

 stool sample was negative for giardia as well as worms and parasites. 
Once I learned that Blue Buffalo had already recalled food in May I felt 
compelled to report this incident even though the recipe is a bit different

3 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 87 Pound

EON‐272451 7/25/2016 12:28 Nylabone Natural Nubz 
Edible Dog Chews

2-10-16: Off dog food for about 1 week, but eating treats. Bloodwork showed 
increase in ALT (272) and GGT (15). Owner declined other diagnostics, started 
on Amoxi. Follow up bloodwork on 3/10/16, liver values returned to normal. 
Owner had just started the Nylabone Natural Nubz prior to February and 
discontinued as of results of bloodwork on 2/10

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 51.5 Pound

EON‐272446 7/25/2016 12:12 Nylabone Natural Nubz 
Edible Dog Chews

 was seen on May 26th, 2016 for a 4 day history of inappetance. 
Bloodwork was submitted on 5/26 and results showed hypothyroid (confirmed 
with free T4), ALKP over 500 and bacteruria (rods). Started on thyroxine and 
enrofloxacin. 6/24 - post pill T4 showed T4 levels too high, decreased dose of 
thyroxine. 6/26, repeat bloodwork shows ALT now at 272 and ALKP steady at 
551. Recheck bloodwork on 7/12 showed ALT back in normal range and ALKP 
decreasing to 352. Owner had stopped using the Nylabone Nubz treats during 
this period of time.

11 Years Coonhound 
(unspecified)

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐272444 7/25/2016 9:40 Retriever Rawhide Chicken 
Basted Variety Pack

Fed Retriever chicken basted rawhides from Tractor supply on 7/23/16. Within 8 
hours,  had diarrhea and abdominal pain. He did not become dehydrated or 
require hospitalization. As of today (7/25) he still has diarrhea and some 
abdominal discomfort but seems overall improved. He was treated with oral 
electrolytes, Peptobismol, and a gi diet. My 2 other dogs are also ill - both have 
vomiting. 11 year old FS y vomited 8 times in a 12 hour period. Today, she 
is still unable to hold down dog food. She is able to hold down the gi diet. 6 
month old F  vomited 15 times in a 12 hour period. She is able to hold 
down water and gi diet. All dogs are afebrile. No other changes to their diet and 
they have not been outside of our yard. All 3 dogs are Australian Shepherds

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐272440 7/25/2016 3:24 Pedigree Dentastix Daily Oral 
Care Large

I began giving my dog  Pedigree Dentastix in September 2015, some time 
around the 12th of the month, I can't remember the exact day. I was only giving 
him one a day as suggested on the packet. He became unwell after and died on 

. He began drinking excessively and weeing excessively 
after eating the Dentastix and also was panting too hard. I spoke to my vet and 
he took a urine sample. My dog developed Pancreatitis after eating the 
Pedigree Dentastix. He was under veterinary care but still died. He died at the 
vets. My dog had never had any treats or been given anything of this nature. He 
has only ever been given his proper dog food. This was the first time ever I had 
given him Pedigree Dentastix.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 57 Kilogra
m

EON‐272425 7/24/2016 15:48 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Sensitive Systems

12 Years Maine Coon Cat 18 Pound (Maine Coon Male) experienced five (5) explosive, liquid diarrhea 
episodes in 48 hours after eating the Purina One Cat Food for Sensitive 

Systems. I fed it to him for 3 feedings 12 hours apart and his urgent trips to the 
cat box stopped as soon as I started feeding him some other food (canned/wet).

had eaten a full 16 pound bag of the same Purina One Cat Food for 
Sensitive Systems prior to opening and feeding him food from the current bag. 

 diarrhea appeared in his first bowel movement following the initial 
serving from this bag. Actually bought the first bag of Purina One Cat Food for 
Sensitive Systems after he experienced diarrhea from the antibiotics given to 

him after a tooth removal. The first bag of Purina One Cat Food seemed to help 
him recover more quickly from the affects of the antibiotics and he liked it, so I 
continued feeding it to him. So, when  experienced diarrhea again, I did 
not immediately suspect the previously proven, stomach-friendly food.  
has not had any medication in the last 2-3 months so I started to suspect the 
food the next day and after two successive and progressively worse bouts of 

diarrhea. 

 diarrhea become runnier with each movement. After the 5th trip to the 
cat box in two days (twice as many as normal) looked like it had exploded onto 

the back of the cat box, I stopped feeding him the Purina One Cat Food for 
Sensitive Systems.  very next bowel movement was soft but had firmly 
defined shape and no liquid. He's recovering and has been relatively lethargic 
and has had his second bowel movement since I stopped feeding him the food 

in question. The second and most recent bowel movement resulted in the 
production of very normal, healthy looking cat feces (firm, formed, healthy 

brown color-- no liquid).

Contacted Amazon.com and reported the same information shared above plus 
UPC (0-1780003197-4), Best By Date (June 2017) and Lot/Production Number 
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EON‐272417 7/24/2016 11:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe

Sent to Ainsworth, LLC and posted on Rachael Ray's facebook page: "Just a 
head's up in case many more reports come in, but you may need to investigate 
Rachael Ray Nutrish, Real Chicken and Veggies Recipe, Dec 21, 2017; TL1 
15:16 C. Our Choc Lab, , ate it first in a taste test sampling my brother 
gave us some while back, so we just bought a new bag for him two days ago 
when he ran out of his previous brand. Unlike in our previous taste test, he has 
been turning up his nose at this new bag from the very beginning and will not 
eat his breakfast of it this morning. All the while since he rose and went out to 
urinate his digestive tract has been gurgling constantly. He is not in the habit of 
eating flora in our fenced yard and he has not been given any other unusual 
foods, nor treats in the last two days, so I am concerned this lot of food may be 
the culprit."

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 110 Pound

EON‐272403 7/23/2016 20:48 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Lamb & Rice Formula Adult

Have been feeding  Purina One for several months. Last bag was 
purchased in June - all was fine. This current purchase was made 7/11/2016 at 
local Sams Club. The food didnt smell the same with I opened the bag.  
was very "picky" with eating it. 2-3 days passed and he began to consume less 
and less.  is very lethargic, rapid breathing, and sleeps. He is not his normal 
"dog" self. On day three he began vomiting and had diarrhea. Our Chihuahua 
also began vomiting and became very picky with the same food. 
I returned the bag to local Sams Club earlier today (7/23/2016) and the CSR 
told me that she has seen a lot of returns/ complaints with the same food the 
past week or so.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐272348 7/22/2016 21:12 Friskies Indoor in Gravy 
Chunky Chicken & Turkey 
Casserole with Garden 
Greens

My cats won't eat any chicken canned friskies products for past month
The canned pate seems ok but the chicken giblets has worm like substances
That I have never seen before in three years and that is the only kind my
cats will eat ever it is chunky chicken turkey casserole too
They smell it and walk away maybe try s bite then won't eat it even the stray
Cat who eats anything won't eat it looks like worms in there 
that are different than a thing I have seen in three years
Please tell me where to send these or can you check that product I got them at 
Giant where I always get them! ID NZ 0800 738 847

(#533610830131L39)--all stamped on the bag that I plan to throw into the trash 
but will keep the original bag and a pound sample in case a sample is 

requested.

Thank you for your time and support.

Respectfully,
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EON‐272326 7/22/2016 14:08 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

Dog ate golden rewards chicken jerky recipe and then became lethargic, would 
not eat and had a cough.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 86 Pound

EON‐272322 7/22/2016 11:12 Whiskas Temptations Savory 
Salmon Flavor

has been eating Temptations Salmon Flavored treats ever since he was a 
kitten. I always bought the small foil packages but the last time that I was in 
Walmart I noticed for the first time that they had a large plastic container (16oz), 
New Value Size, filled with the treats. I thought it was a better buy and they 
would last longer so I purchased them. After giving him about 5 treats he started 
vomiting. I didn't think anything of it until I gave him 5 more the next day and the 
same thing happened. I thought it might be the treats but still wasn't sure. I 
waited until later that night and gave him more. Again he threw up about 15 
minutes later. Again I gave him 5 more the next day and the same outcome. 
Waited until the next day when the same thing happened so now I was 
convinced it is the treats. I stopped giving them to him completely and he hasn't 
vomited in over a month.

11 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐272316 7/22/2016 7:20 Freshpet Dog Joy Real 
Chicken Recipe

I bought Freshpet Dog Joy Treats the Real Chicken Recipe, and I found mold 
on some of the treats I haven't even had these for a week.

EON‐272309 7/22/2016 0:32 Rachael Ray Nutrish DISH 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

 is a Yorkshire Terrier 8 yrs/10 lbs Yorkshire Terrier male/neutered. He 
was in good health until 3 days ago - approx. 4-6 hrs after eating the food (only 
mixed 1 part of the food in question to 3 parts of their regular food). He has 
continued to have explosive, liquid diarrhea for the past 3 days. He was refusing 
to eat, so I changed his food back to 100% their regular food. He has a history 
of upset stomach in the past, but not this severe. And only when I changed type 
of protein. Both the food in question and their regular food are chicken. His 
symptoms in the past cannot compare to the symptoms of current concern.

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐272293 7/21/2016 19:17 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct with Real Turkey & 
Venison

We purchased a new bag of dog food on Sunday (7/17/2016) @ Target. It is the 
same food we have fed both of our dogs for over 1 year and have never had an 
issue. We started feeding the dogs out of the new bag of dog food on 
Monday morning. Both dogs regurgitated the food within 3 minutes. We feed 
them 3 times a day and this happened every feeding on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday morning. We stopped feeding them the food and have given them 
boiled ckicken and rice and they have not thrown up since. I called my vet today 
and reported it and they instructed me to call Purina. I called purina and 
reported it and they apologized and said they would send coupons. We bought 
a new bag of the same food today and fed it to them tonight and they have not 
thrown up.

2 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐272264 7/21/2016 12:28 Purina Pro Plan We walk 
around the fields almost every 
day and on Monday he 
literally scared himself with 
them 

had been on Purina Pro Plan BrightMind large breed dry food from 5/24 - 
6/26/16. On 6/23, she had her 1st seizure. Since then she has had a total of 6, 
today being the most recent. Prior to this food, she was the picture of health.

12 Years Coonhound - Treeing 
Walker

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐272177 7/20/2016 14:52 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

I bought the treats on Friday, July 15th, and started feeding my dog the treats 
on Sunday. I fed her one treat Sunday and one treat Monday. But 5:30am 
Tuesday morning, my dog was vomiting (including vomiting undigested bits of 
the product), had bloody diarrhea and was lethargic. I took her to the vet at 
10am that morning and my dog was diagnosed with "hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis". I fed her nothing else except kibble the days she had the treat, 
the same kibble that the rest of my animals ate who were perfectly fine.

5 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐272086 7/19/2016 22:56 Alpo Prime Cuts My daughter went to store and got a brand of dog food that i normally dont buy. 
My dogs ate it...acted fine. Then this morning i woke up to vomit, bloody 
diarrhea all over my house. She wasnt acting very good. I called vet and took 
her right in. She is staying over night (i hope gets to come home tomorrow) she 
was dehydrated fever and guarding her stomach. Vet is treating her for internal 
bleeding. My other dog has been fine. I was on the pho e earlier. Noticed she 
was eating and withon 15 min vomited everywhere. I went and dug through the 
trash and googled the bad. Purina alpo prime cuts. I read several horrifyong 
stories about other dogs having thos exact problem. And some of died. I pray 
thati caight  illness quick enough. Called vet to tell him. I am to give  1/2 
tsp pepto tonight and 1/2 on the morning

Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐272075 7/19/2016 21:04 Purina Pro Plan Focus Puppy 
Chicken & Rice Formula

There is a clump of greenish black mold at the bottom of the food bag and I am 
very concerned that this will make my 10 week old puppy sick. I am closely 
monitoring him for symptoms.
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EON‐272050 7/19/2016 16:40 Authority Sweet Potato & 
Chicken Wraps, Royal Canin 
Canine Health Nutrition 
Puppy in gel for toy and small 
dogs, Royal Canin Canine 
Health Nutrition Adult Beauty 
Canned

13 Month
s

Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 16 Pound my cockapoo dog got very sick few weeks ago. one nice summer day we 
were outside in the backyard. She was doing OK until she tried to vomit but she 
couldn't throw up. i asked her to come inside and she was just standing in the 

middle of the backyard with her head down .. i called her inside once again and 
once i stepped in to the house she ran inside as well. Once she was inside she 
again was standing in a strange position with her head down and tried to vomit.. 

then she looked at me having this strange look in her eyes that i have never 
seen before that made me concerned.. then she walked towards me and 

collapsed . She was not moving or reacting to anything like "lets play or lets run" 
. She was just laying on her side , breathing really deeply, her eyes were open 
but she was not reacting at all.. I immediately took her to our veterinarian.. she 

could not walk on her own . She was at the state where i had to carry her. Once 
at the veterinarian and veterinarian performing physical exam,  started 
excessively drooling ( she never drools) and loosing balance. Also making 

discomfort noise as she had discomfort/pain and started to leak from her rear 
top end. The veterinarian ran with her in a back to perform x-rays and blood 

work. Also  was put on the IV fluids and was given medication. The x-rays 
showed that her liver was enlarged. Her blood work showed that her liver levels 
were almost a 1000 close to that of a failure, her glucose was high too and low 
proteins. The veterinarian couldn't determine what could of caused this type of 
toxic illness . Neither did I. I am very careful with my children which one of them 
is my dog .  spent the night in the emergency veterinary clinic as she 
was monitored and had IV fluids. The next day she felt better although she still 
was weak. By the another day she was back to her normal herself and seemed 

fine. She was given medication course to take at home. A week after the 
hospitalization we had a follow up blood work done. Fortunately her liver blood 
levels dropped to 218 which is still above normal, but in a safe zone. Later this 

week we will be going for another blood work to see if her levels are at the 
normal range. So that is what happened. We almost lost her due to unknown 

reasons. I do not have no poisons in my house or backyard. I have no outdoor 
or indoor poisonous plants either. The only thing i can think of is the dog food or 

treats as the go through her system every day.
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EON‐271803 7/18/2016 23:00 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

I had bought the Pur Luv, Grande Bones, bacon flavor treats for the first time for 
my dog. She had no irregular symptoms the day of consumption. The next day 
she is lethargic, refuses to eat her food, not wanting to move, she is not 
enthusiastic and running around as usual. She struggles standing up and will 
throw up throughout the day alongside diarrhea. She has thrown up pieces from 
the treat I had given her alongside foam and water because she can not get 
herself to eat her typical food. This has gone on for eight days at the most, then 
it will subside. I would give her a treat around every two weeks and the same 
thing will happen over again and it has gotten incredibly bad to where I had to 
make regular veterinarian visits weekly to find the cause of her harm from blood 
tests to cortisol tests. After giving her another treat and strictly monitoring her for 
two days the exact symptoms reoccured.

Siberian Husky Dog

EON‐271797 7/18/2016 19:56 Purina Dog Chow Complete I bought Purina Dog Chow Complete from a Walmart in Fairmont MN on 7/11. I 
started feeding it to my dogs on 7/14. On 7/15 our 5yr old lab started throwing 
up right after she ate, the food didn't even digest. Our 12yr old lab started to 
have the diarrhea and was throwing up the dog food just like the 5yr old. I have 
bought different dog food but am wondering if there is a recall or an issue with 
this dog food as both dogs have been sick from it. My son also told me his 
Lab/Pitbull has been getting sick from eating this dog food just recently.

I already filled out a form for my other dog so this is the second form for my 
other dog that was sick.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45 Pound

EON‐271794 7/18/2016 19:48 Purina Dog Chow Complete I bought Purina Dog Chow Complete from a Walmart in  on 7/11. I 
started feeding it to my dogs on 7/14. On 7/15 our 5yr old lab started throwing 
up right after she ate, the food didn't even digest. Our 12yr old lab started to 
have the severe diarrhea and was throwing up the dog food just like the 5yr old. 
I have bought different dog food but am wondering if there is a recall or an issue 
with this dog food as both dogs have been sick from it. My son also told me his 
Lab/Pitbull has been getting sick from eating this dog food just recently

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 73 Pound

EON‐271776 7/18/2016 16:44 Pedigree Adult dog food I noticed my dog was not eating very well and was trying to give her her food as 
a "treat" to encourage her to eat. Thant is when I noticed a plastic piece similar 
to fishing line in her food!
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EON‐271748 7/18/2016 14:36 Nutrisca Chicken Recipe Dry 
Cat Food

Recently, I bought a new bag of dry cat food which I usually buy for my 2 cats. 
It's the same brand, the same flavor ans based on the information that I later 
found on manufacturer web, there were no changes made in the formula. 
Immediately after opening the bag, I noticed a foul odor (like plastic). The smell 
was really bad. I tried to give the food to my cats, but the refused to eat it. 
Definitely something is wrong with that food, I left the bag for e week, but every 
time I opened it, the smell was still present. I didn't want to feed my cats with 
something that may be not safe. I also contacted the company from which I 
always order pet food, and the manufacturer. Supplier came back to me with 
money refund, but I never got any reply from manufacturer. From their web I 
know that they have a recall for dog food (same flavor - chicken), so I'm afraid 
that similar issue can be found in cat food.

EON‐271746 7/18/2016 13:00 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato for 
Dogs

Lack of appetite started around the onset of feeding the new bag, then loud gut 
sound around 7/5/2016. Mild vomiting started PM 7/10/2016, then took  to 
Pet ER 7/11/2016 AM.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐271662 7/18/2016 2:56 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato for 
Dogs

Starting around July 4,  did not want to eat and she had loud gut sounds. 
Sunday night after returning home from the Pet ER for  (our other dog), 

 did not eat, she had loud gut sounds and had mild vomiting. Monday AM 
she was depressed, no appetite, with nausea. was treated for nausea, 
and x ray to rule out obstruction.  was released with anti sauna medication 
and antibiotics, and special diet.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐271661 7/18/2016 2:16 Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato for 
Dogs

Diarrhea started on Saturday morning, then progressed to lethargy, and pain by 
Sunday. Admitted to Pet ER Sunday and kept through the night, and released 
the next afternoon. Treatment for pain, and dehydration with abdominal xrays 
and ultra sound. Presumed pancreatitis with home treatment of antibiotics, anti 
nausea meds, pain meds, and home made low fat diet.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐271617 7/17/2016 3:36 Merrick Grain Free Real 
Rabbit + Chickpeas Recipe

I fed Merrick dog food brand, Rabbit Chickpea flavor to my two standard 
poodles and they both had diahrrea as a result. My 5 1/2 year old has been 
eating Merrick for a few years and has never had an issue with the food. This is 
a new flavor for Merrick, so I thought I would try it. After the 2nd day of eating it, 
she had diahrrea for 2 days. I tried it on my 3 month old puppy who has been 
eating Merrick puppy food without a problem and she had the same issue with 
diahrrea. They were fed this about a week between each other. I switched the 
food for my 5 1/2 year old and she hasn't had any issues since. I will new food 
with my puppy tomorrow. I will call the store I bought it from on Monday, as they 
are closed tomorrow.

Poodle - Standard Dog

EON‐271613 7/17/2016 2:00 Purina Pro Plan Bright Mind 
Adult Chicken & Rice Formula

A few days ago I purchased dog food at my local pet smart, the next day, i 
opened the bag and found bugs inside flying around everywhere and was wet 
instead of being dry

EON‐271587 7/16/2016 16:40 Hill's Prescription Diet k/d 
Feline with Ocean Fish

all cans that were marked use before 05/2018 were all watery and mushy and 
not filled to top ...unlike all others I have purchased in the past that were firm 
pate whether fish or chicken ..was afraid to feed it to my cat
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EON‐271545 7/15/2016 20:16 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken, 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

Dropped  off with boarding kennel-Jul 7 with a new bag of Pedigree Adult 
dog food purchased enroute.
Kennel contacted me on Jul 13 that  was not eating, couldn't get off the 
ground without assistance and limping. Once we returned home,  front 
paws both have infections and nose is discharging 
I have since removed the "new" dog food we had purchased and gave her the 
previous brand.

3 Years Mastiff Dog 125 Pound

EON‐271389 7/14/2016 19:56 Kingdom Pets Duck Jerky Second pet in house showing signs of pu/pd and urinating everywhere with very 
dilute urine and decreased appetite. EXTREMLY unusual for patient. On 
bloodwork low potassium, increased UPC, high blood pressure

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.4 Pound

EON‐271387 7/14/2016 19:40 Kingdom Pets Duck Jerky Patient presented for lethargic and anorexic for 4 days. Blood work showed low 
calcium, low potassium, low sodium, low blood glucose (60). ACTH send out- 
came back normal patient DOES NOT have Addison's.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.4 Pound

EON‐271347 7/14/2016 3:04 Luvsome Chicken Fillet Dog 
Treats

Both of my dogs ate the Luvsome chicken filet dog treats and they both got 
severe diarrhea. I believe the treats caused the problem because it's the only 
product they both ate as they eat different dog food from one another. My other 
dog is a 2 year old Cocker Spaniel. Her diarrhea was much more severe. She is 
not on any other medication.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Malinois

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐271338 7/13/2016 20:40 Friskies Classic Pate Mixed 
Grill

I have a cat that has to eat canned wet food. I have just recently started buying 
Friskies pâté. Through the course of the week I've noticed my cat getting very ill 
and throwing up with diarrhea. I assumed this was due to her age of 15. 
However, this morning I was opening a can of food, put it in her bowl and stirred 
it just to see maggots. This can of food seemed to have a grayish color and fowl 
odor as well. I opened three more can and they were the same. I saved the 
UPC code for the first can which is 5000042154 with an expiration of April 2018. 
I purchased these cans at the Walmart in . I also took a 
video and posted it to the Friskies Facebook to notify them.
Thank you

EON‐271334 7/13/2016 18:56 Pet Factory 100% American 
Beefhide 9-10" Bone 79909

Bought a rawhide chew from Walmart (PetFactory, Item 79909 
www.petfactory.com ), don't know the lot number because the dog (9 yr old 
female Doberman) consumed it and she got extremely sick with regular 
diarrhea turning to bloody diarrhea and then to blood from constant relief.
Vet put her on antibiotic and rice and chicken diet which cleared it in about 4 
days. The dog had nothing else other than the Blue Buffalo chicken and rice 
dog foot she eats.
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EON‐271313 7/13/2016 16:12 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition We purchased Ol' Roy Dog food, and after my dog ate dog food for the second 
time he completely stopped eating it, and became sluggish (this type of dog is 
VERY energetic, and he all of sudden stopped moving and was throwing up his 
food or not eating at all). He was taken to the vet who said he had an upset 
stomach due to ingesting bad or old dog food. When we got home the food left 
in his dish had molded (it was put in that morning, and had no exposure to any 
type of liquid) and smelled awful. As a test I put some in a dish and placed 
outside in a dry place. After an hour the dog food had changed colors, attracted 
flies by the dozens, began to smell really bad, and some of it started to mold. 
This dog food is obviously made with bad products not to be ingested by any 
animal. I found over 500 complaints with the BBB online. They were all for the 
same problem (mold, hurting the dogs stomach or worse). It took medicine and 
several weeks before our dog was back to normal after eating this dog food. 
PLEASE remove from market, it is harmful to dogs.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON‐271067 7/12/2016 9:00 Beneful Originals with real 
beef

My 2 Labrador Retrievers (aged 6 and 11 yrs.) became violently nauseated 
after eating Beneful Originals with Beef. I've fed them Beneful Healthy Weight 
and Purina True Instinct before with no problem. Had just opened the Beneful 
Originals bag (purchased days earlier and stored in kitchen cabinet) and after 
the first feeding the yellow lab vomited up his food and then vomited again. 
Didn't think too much about it as he sometimes has a sensitive stomach. At the 
second feeding, the yellow lab ate half his food and then stopped and looked 
like he didn't feel well. The black lab ate all of his food, but then he started 
vomiting too. The two dogs vomited 5-6 times over the next 24 hours. The odd 
thing was that typically if they vomit you see the stomach contents plus watery 
gastric juices. This time it was the stomach contents - the dog food - plus a 
large quantity of what looked like strawberry jello (thick and gelatinous and 
tinted red). I don't think the red was blood but rather the red food coloring in the 
dog food, but it was this jelly-like substance that they continued to vomit after 
there was no more dog food on their stomachs. I put them both on saltines and 
water for the next 24 hours and then switched them back to True Instinct dog 
food and they now seem fine. I'm not going to give them any more of the 
Beneful Originals though and I thought you should know that it made them sick. 
I purchased the 31.1 lb bag at Giant Foods in .

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐271038 7/11/2016 17:20 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Hairball Control Savory 
Chicken Entree

A strange substance was found in canned cat food. Lot T18 30431R 4526.
It is a rubber like slice of material that is much larger than the cat food.
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EON‐271026 7/11/2016 15:52 Merrick Lil' Plates Grain Free 
Itsy Bitsy Beef Stew, Whole 
Earth Farms Grain Free 
Hearty Turkey Stew

I changed the canned dog food to Merrick Lil Plates Itsy Bitsy Beef Stew and 
Merrick Whole Farms Hearty Turkey Stew. I immediately notice two of my 
smaller dogs struggling with diarrhea. Within three days two of the three dogs 
started drooling. One dog woke me up about 4:30 in the morning and had runny 
diarrhea all over it's rear. I cleaned the dog up and the dog starting struggling to 
breathe. I got up and threw some clothes headed to the . 

 dies in my arms on the way to the Hospital.

15 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐271011 7/11/2016 13:36 Golden Rewards Porkhide 
Twist with Chicken

 became sick after eating treat. I wasn't for sure what made him sick, but 
I gave him the treat again and he instantly became sick again.

7 Years Weimaraner Dog 190 Pound

EON‐271010 7/11/2016 13:36 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
Ocean Whitefish & Egg 
Recipe

Severe skin sensitivity to the touch. Itching and Scratching. Upset 
gastrointestinal system.

16 Years Persian Cat 9 Pound

EON‐270961 7/11/2016 7:00 Wellness Core Grain-Free 
Indoor Formula

I'm not totally sure it was the cat food. I have been feeding my cats wellness 
core canned food for 3 years. 6 days ago one of my cats became ill. He had 
diahrrhea the first day then vomited 12 times over the course of the next two 
days and completely lost his appetite. I took him to the vet who did a battery of 
tests that all came back normal. A day later a second cat showed the same 
symptoms, and the day after that the third cat. I switched the cats to a dry food 
diet to help them recover more quickly. Once all cats were seemingly recovered 
I gave them another can of the wellness core. The next morning the first cat 
vomited three times and that afternoon the other two cats refused to eat. It is 
possible that the cats caught some other illness, but I wanted to report it in case 
it was the food.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐270879 7/8/2016 19:08 Pedigree Chicken and Rice 
Dog Food

The dog food has weird ingredients other than the dog food specifies and has 
no real chicken in it.
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EON‐270866 7/8/2016 15:08 Digest-eeze Natural Savory 
Beefhide 7" Bone

I gave  one digest-eeze for the first time beef Bone I believe it was the 
large 7". He chewed about half like normal and then started circulating around 
like confused. So, I was scared immediately and let him outside for air to see if 
that would help. He had terrible diarrhea and we came back into the house. 
When he got into the bedroom again, he had a grand mal seizure (I am in the 
medical field I know this stuff) for more than 15 seconds. He then vomited up 
profusely chunks of bone. I called the company manufacturer in FLA, and asked 
what to do, they played dumb and ignored me. Meanwhile my Dad was getting 

into the car to transport to the Vet ER. She first said it was old age..ya 
right. But after taking care of him for 2 days, and looking at his last physical all 
very good reports and less than a year ago, she agreed it was poisoning. If you 
need a statement from her, I will try. Anyway  was put on seizure meds and 
lots of other meds because his liver and spleen were failing. He made it but was 
never the same. I believe it was from the grand mal seizure=brain damage. He 
lived incontinent for almost 3 months and I had to put him down. He was a full 
breed dog, his father dog was a "show" dog, very strict upline from the breeder I 
got him from. I bought this bone at pet express in . And 
called them numerous times to please take it off the shelves. I also brought this 
to FDA attention via phone and poison center too. This product should be 
pulled. I still have the piece left over for testing if needed. This incidence 
occurred in mid- August of 2015. And I never heard back from the company or 
anyone. I learned that salix llc. packages products, however the meat comes 
from either South America or somewhere else another country I can't 
remember. Definitely NOT from USA.

14 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐270864 7/8/2016 13:52 Authority GNC Pets Skin, 
Coat + Digestive Health 
Support Fish & Potato 
Formula

On July 6, 2016, i purchased two bags of Authority Dog food at the Petsmart on 
 in . As i was loading my purchase in the car i 

noticed that both bags had insect cocoons and worms and live insects crawling 
out of the bags through small holes. I returned the bags immediately and 
showed the sales clerk. She was horrified and told me to get new bags. There 
was one other bag on the shelf and it was in the same condition so I got a 
refund. There were also bugs and cocoons all over the shelf. The next day I 
returned to the store to return a carpet cleaner I had rented. On the sale rack 
were the bags of bug infested food for sale at half price. The cocoons and bugs 
had been wiped off but the holes remained in the bags. The manager told me all 
of their pet foods get infested in the summer because of the heat. I think it's 
atrocious they would wipe off bugs and worms and resell the product to 
unsuspecting pet owners. Food that has holes in the bags being sold.
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EON‐270862 7/8/2016 12:24 I and love and you Wholly 
Cow! Recipe

Opened a can of I and Love and You "Wholly Cow" cat food and found about a 
quarter of the top surface covered with white and blue/green mold. From 
outside, can looked normal and undamaged. Barcode read 18336 01021 with 
an 8 to the left and a 7 to the right. Info. on bottom of can was small and hard to 
read, but looked like Best by Sep 30 18, 72CBF7141844. I bought this in 

, at Fred Meyer's I think, within the last week or two. Emailed 
manufacturer to tell them about the problem. Have been using a lot of this food 
for the last few weeks and this is the only can with a problem.

EON‐270817 7/7/2016 22:16 Pur Luv Mini Bones Bacon 
Flavor

I usually buy greenies as treats for my dog but wasn't able to afford them. So, I 
thought I'd try a different chew treat. The first time I gave him one he got sick, 
but I wasn't sure bcause I tried other small treats too. When I bought greenies I 
stopped giving these to him. But a few days ago tried these again. My dog finds 
very interesting hiding places and I didn't see exactly where but knew he hid a 
couple. A couple of days ago he started choking and throwing up. I watched him 
and found foamy yellow vomit with huge orange chunks in it. I knew this had to 
be the culprit. So, I tried to give him a bit of white rice with beef broth. He 
wouldn't eat it. Then he was lethargic and woke from snoring to throwing up. I 
kept trying to wet his mouth until yesterday when I got ground beef to mix w the 
rice. He ate some and I thought he'd be ok. But he threw it up too. He slept last 
night but vomited all day and his one BM was runns. The product is Sergeants 
PurLuv bacon mini bones. 6oz.lot#3575SKC101, exp date Nov 2018. I have 
three left in the bag.

13 Years Bichon Frise Dog 15 Pound

EON‐270813 7/7/2016 20:48 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

Gave jerky treats 1/2 strip twice, dog developed diarrhea within 24 hrs
Same treat given to 4 other visiting dogs. One vomited, all 4 developed 
diarrhea.

5 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐270811 7/7/2016 20:32 Fancy Feast Kitten Tender 
Turkey Feast

Adulteration/contamination in a can of Purina Fancy Feast Kitten Food Turkey 
flavor

I opened two cans and dispensed into two bowls. I then discovered living larvae 
on the spoon. Upon inspection of the bowls, I determined one contained many 
living larvae. The second bowl did not. I cannot determine which can was 
impacted.

The lot numbers of the two cans are:
61101160L1FY30820 and 61101160L2FY30821
Both carry dating of Best By APR 2018

I promptly contacted Purina and spoke to a customer service representative. He 
took my information said he would send my coupons for replacement cans (no 
thanks!) He said he would pass on the information to the appropriate 
individuals. I have not heard back from Purina yet.

I also went to PetSmart, , where I purchased the cans only 
days prior. I alerted them to the problem in order for them to remove these lot 
numbers from the shelves and quarantined them if that is there procedure.

I am not comfortable that Purina is going to recall the these lots, so I am 
contacting FDA. I just retired after 35 years in a big pharma company as a 
Quality Assurance Manager, so I know how a drug company would handle this, 
but I am not sure how a pet food company would handle this. I know 210 and 
211 CFR very well, but do not know the pet food regs.
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EON‐270728 7/7/2016 14:40 Nature's Domain Canned cat food, labeled as being manufactured under the brand "NATURES 
DOMAIN," is being sold at Costco (at least the store in  

). The label identifies the product as USDA certified organic and lists 
the food's ingredients.

The PROBLEM: NATURE'S DOMAIN is NOT the manufacturer. When I called 
NATURE'S DOMAIN to ask about ingredients, the respondent on the phone told 
me that they - in fact- do NOT make this food -- and have asked Costco 
repeatedly to remove their name from the label. NATURE's DOMAIN says it 
only makes dry cat food and not canned. Given that this is a NATURE'S 
DOMAIN LABEL -- and the company of origin is NOT correct -- it leaves the 
consumer to wonder if ANYTHING on the label is correct. Where is this product 
made and by whom? 

Have never seen where it is okay for a company to use the name of a company 
known for its organic foods -- when in fact that company is NOT the 
manufacturer -- and fail to disclose the TRUE MANUFACTURER of the product. 

We have had enough scares when it comes to cat and dog food. This product 
should be off the shelf until Costco accurately identifies its ORIGIN and who 
makes it!

EON‐270723 7/7/2016 13:28 Purina Dog Chow Active 
Senior 7+

A few days after purchased, both animals vomited. Prior to that, only showed 
positive reactions, incl increased appetite and energy.
Onset of sickness was sudden and violent gas, which you could actually hear 
start in their bellies.

10 Years Siberian Husky Dog 60 Pound

EON‐270686 7/6/2016 17:44 Simply Nourish Accents Broth 
with Beef, Simply Nourish 
Accents Broth with Chicken

I purchased two packs of Simply Nourish Accents Broth, one with beef and one 
with chicken. On June 14th 2016, I used the chicken flavor and mixed about 1.5 
ounces of the broth with 3/4th of a cup his dry food (Royal Canin Mini Special). 
The following morning, he threw up as soon as he woke up. His vomit was 
bright yellow (bile). 
On July 5th 2016, I used the beef flavor and mixed a teaspoon with his dry food 
(Royal Canin Mini Special) and this morning he again threw up bright yellow 
vomit.

13 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 11 Pound

EON‐270670 7/6/2016 16:52 Simply Nourish by Petsmart started vomitting on Sunday evening, the following morning we were 
bringing him into the vet and he became unresponsive and his front legs were 
moving back and forth. He quickly went into a seizure and stopped breathing. 
We had an autopsy performed and he passed away from liver failure due to 
contaminated dog food with aflatoxin present.

10 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐270668 7/6/2016 16:12 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

The store quit carrying the holistic brand I usually feed him. So, I started feeding 
him Taste of the wild high prarie canine formula for the last month or so. He, 
started having noticeable seizures for the last (2) weeks. It came to me, that this 
happened many years ago so I started feeding him the holistic food and that 
saved him. Per Doctor he was very healthy. So, I do not know if the tast of the 
wild food issue is an ingredient or to much protein. I went today and found the 
holistic food and will star feeding it to him tonight. Dates are approximate.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐270665 7/6/2016 14:52 Alpo Prime Cuts Fed both dogs from a new bag of Alpro Prime Cuts dry dog food on 07-03-2016 
at 6pm .  the female broke out in a rash on her belly and hives on back in 
multiple spots.Her throat was swollen but not occluded.I gave her 12.5mg of 
generic Benadryl q8hrs.I bathed her with mild dog shampoo when hives first 
noticed about 10pm 07-03.Appetite OK and able to urinate and not lethargic.Did 
not realize it was the food as the hives would go away,but returned a few hours 
after feeding the next day.Stopped the Alpro feeding after 2nd meal on 07-
04.Gave different brand of food to both dogs on 07-05.No more hives on 07-
05th and today 07-06-16.Eliminated outdoor and indoor problems and closely 
monitored  and walked only on leash.Gave oatmeal sock socks to hives 
and areas where they were for 2 days. Will contact store today and 
manufacture.  is a small greyhound-chiwawa mix,your site would not 
show any choices past part of the b's.

2 Years American Hairless 
Terrier

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐270647 7/6/2016 13:40 Harris Teeter yourpet Adult 
Formula Chunk Style

A few days after feeding my terrier Harris Teeter yourpet Adult formula, he 
became ill. Later I noticed he was uncontrollably vomiting. I was unsure of the 
problem at the time but soon realized the colouring of his vomit resembled the 
dog food. He was unable to keep anything down including food and water. I 
switched him to a special diet to recover and he has improved since.

2 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 11 Pound

EON‐270434 7/5/2016 16:40 Friskies Classic Pate Salmon 
Dinner

After eating this canned food, the Salmon and the ones with gravy, she started 
drooling and flopping over. She started howling loudly in agitation and then 
proceeded to have seizures, every hour / hour and a half. Great gobs of saliva 
were coming out of her mouth, and it seemed she was choking on it. The 
seizures lasted longer and longer, until the last one was about four minutes. A 
long time to such a tiny cat. After she was blinded and walked into walls for a 
good hour. Pacing and walking into things. Then she slept with me wrapping her 
up and holding her. Finally I gave her catnip to try and calm her and stop the 
seizures. This seemed to work, but at the same time, she stopped eating. She 
was better for a day - and then I fed her another quarter of a can of the Salmon. 
She's been sick again all night. Since I haven't given her any today she is slowly 
coming back.

8 Month
s

Unknown Cat 4 Pound
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EON‐270427 7/5/2016 16:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Trail Treats Chicken Wild 
Bites

Blue Buffalo Wilderness Trail Treats (natural Wild Bites Chicken Treats) were 
purchased from a store called Bark! in . Within 48 hours of giving 
several of these treats to , she developed acute severe hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis (HGE). A bacterial endotoxin is the suspected cause. No other 
dietary indiscretion occurred precipitating the HGE. There is clinical concern 
that this product may have been contaminated with salmonella or another 
bacterial agent. She was hospitalized for 3 days of inpatient care and is slowly 
recovering and improving. I ( ) am both a licensed veterinarian and 
the owner of .

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 33 Kilogra
m

EON‐270411 7/5/2016 14:48 Wellness Chicken & Herring 
Formula

On 7/3/2016 we opened a can of Wellness Chicken & Herring cat food and 
found the food moldy. I took pictures and sent an :e-mail with pictures of the 

moldy food, and the can attached. Here is a copy of the e-mail:

> These are pictures of a 5.5 oz can of Wellness Chicken and Herring best by 
date of 12 Jan 19, opened today. The food is contaminated with mold. As you 
know we have been telling you for a year or more that our cats are refusing 

certain batches of Chicken and Herring or Chicken, for reasons not clear to us. 
You have consistently assured us the food is safe and adheres to your quality 

standards. 
> Now I wonder if the food has in fact been spoiled like this one, but not as 

obvious. I would expect you to contact me immediately, and let me know what 
your next steps will be to safeguard ours and others' pets. 

> 
> 
>  

I have not been able to attach copies of the pictures, but I will be glad to provide 
them to you if you give me instructions. We hav saved the can sealed in plastic 

bags, so it is available for collection and inspection. It is not refrigerated, though, 
so that would need to be done quickly.

Wellness did call us 7/5/2016 to acknowledge receiving the message and 
pictures. They say this would be a problem with one can having a broken seal. 

We have continued to buy and use Wellness products because we have used 
them since our 10 year old cats were kittens. We feel that changing their diet 

could be difficult and risky for them. We have experienced variation in odor and 
consistency of Wellness canned foods for about a year, and have corresponded 

with Wellness regularly about the problems. They report that the food meets 
their quality standarts.
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EON‐270409 7/5/2016 13:04 Purina Dog Chow Complete  my dog loves to eat!! Is always excited for dinner time! I recently got 
her new dog food (dog chow complete adult) and she's only been eating it for a 
few days and the when's fed it to her, she pushed I away and went to go lay 
back down. Oddly as that was I thought to check to the food and sure enough I 
found black and clear wires all over the food!! Inside there are more but I 
couldn't believe that there were that many on just one! So upset so angry!! My 
poor baby :(

EON‐270403 7/5/2016 12:08 Friskies SauceSations With 
Salmon & Tuna in Creamy 
Sauce, Friskies Tasty 
Treasures Beef & Liver 
Dinner With Cheese Pate

Shortly after opening two new cans of Friskies canned wet food, and feeding 
these to my cat, I noticed the following unusual occurrences: 1. Wet, soft stools; 
2. Cat defecating outside litter box (i.e., not reaching litter box); 3. Vomiting.

My cat has NEVER defecated or urinated outside the litter box, and he very 
rarely vomits, so I knew something was wrong. However, I had not found these 
issues until after two feedings. Therefore, I fed him this combination of cat food 
twice in total, before realizing what was going on.

Upon realizing that my cat was ill, I threw away both of these cans, and started 
him on fresh cans. His vomiting ceased, and his stools returned to normal. He 
has not defecated outside the box, nor vomited, since feeding him different 
food. His stools were still soft the next time he defecated, but they have since 
returned to normal.
I do feed him dry food as well, but had been feeding him from the same bag for 
quite some time before this incident, and since, with no adverse effects. 
It has now been two days since this incident, and he seems fine, if perhaps a 
little lethargic.

Note: I mix two cans of Friskies canned wet food together, one a pate, one 
bits/fillets/chunks, etc. therefore, I can only narrow this to two varieties.

11 Years Russian Cat 18 Pound

EON‐270398 7/5/2016 10:48 Berkley Jensen All Natural 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Holistic Recipe

Both dogs were given the dog food. First night both dogs ate the food. The next 
morning I woke at 7 am and found otis pack and play gated area covered in 
diarrhea and hard stools. He was laying lathargic and looked like he had no 
energy.  hasn't had an accident since about 8 weeks old. That night  
wouldn't touch the food let alone even try it.  ate it and has the last couple 
of days. Today we awoke at 3 am and his crate was covered in vomit and half 
digested kibble. That occured at 3 am and 7 am.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐270392 7/5/2016 9:16 Hill's Prescription Diet c/d 
Multicare Feline Stress, Hill's 
Prescription Diet c/d

 became FLUTD in 2014 and was placed on prescription, we chose HIll's 
C/D. Dry and canned. About a month or so ago, I noticed  was vomiting 
more often than just the occasional hairball. He had been eating C/D dry and 
the canned pate type food. So I switched him to the flake/chunk tuna stew and 
chicken stew and started serving him on a plate in case the problem was just 
him eating it too fast. Then thinking maybe he had developed an intolerance to 
the food I switched him to a food similar in ash/magnesium/phosphorous levels 
as the C/D. was losing weight pretty quickly and had become dehydrated. 
We went to the emergency vet last night because he'd thrown up blood.

I know there was a recent recall of this product in the UK. I am wondering if 
something similar is happening here in the US and a recall hasn't been done 
yet. I discussed this with the emergency vet and will do so again today with our 
regular vet. I am also going to contact Petsmart and the manufacturer.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 4 Pound

EON‐270382 7/5/2016 0:20 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition Toward the end of May 2016 I purchased walmarts ol'roy dry dog food. I fed it to 
my pug. Within 4-5 days  began having diareaha and vomiting. After 24 
hours of this I made an appointment the next morning for 5:15 that evening for 
him to see the vet. He seemed otherwise normal and alert aside from his 
vomiting. By noon something drastically changed. His body was cold and he 
was listless and limp. I immediately rushed him to the vet. He was admitted. 
Had a body temperature that was well below normal and was sick and weak. A 
couple hours later the vet called me - after looking at his bloodwork he was 
having a liver problem. They told me he needed to be transferred to the animal 
er immediacy. I went back to the vet and we took him to the er with his catheter 
in place. He was admitted to the er. Was in intensive care for a few days, 
received a ultrasound of his liver and more bloodwork. The er vet told me that 
he had an "acute insult" to his liver and believes it was from I ingesting a toxin. I 
searched all over my house and there was nothing he could have been exposed 
to. Then I thought of his new dog food. I googled walmarts ol Roy dog food and 
was absolutely shocked at the reviews - dogs are dying and being poisoned by 
this stuff!! I spent 3500 dollars (so far as my dog is still sick) on his vet care for 
this! Most people shopping at Walmart don't have those kind of funds for vet 
bills -'so they watch their dogs die in front of there eyes. It's just so sad. This 
food is poison. There are over 500'complaints on consumer affairs website all 
detailing the exact symptoms my dog had from this food. I have all of his bills, 
his records, bloodwork and the original bag of food he consumed. . Please get 
this stuff off of the shelves. Walmart doesn't care. People complain and hey do 
nothing. Pets are dying. Please contact me if you need any further information 
or records. My dog is also getting a liver biopsy this week.
Thank you for your time.

4 Years Pug Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐270380 7/4/2016 23:32 Purina Dog Chow Complete Purina dog chow complete is what I fed my dog and he started vomiting direaha 
and seizures this was on 7/4/2016
Now on 7/3/2016 my teacup chiwawa lolo ate the same food and started having 
the same seizures vomiting direaha and she died this is two dog in two days 
that had this Purina dog chow complete and had the same symptoms one has 
died and now my malamute is going to die

1 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 85 Pound

EON‐270353 7/4/2016 12:20 Savory Prime Butcher Bone We gave our dog a savory prime ham butcher bone that was purchased at 
Kroger. After he ate all the 'meat' off the bone and begin chewing the bone, we 
noticed it started to splinter. This occurred around noon. We took the bone 
away, and he initially seemed ok. He started trying to vomit in the middle of the 
night. He then pooped blood and started vomiting blood. He is currently at the 
vet and may need surgery and possibly die. His intestines are full of splinters 
from the bone. This product is not safe.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound

EON‐270300 7/3/2016 10:44 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Adult 
Fish & Oatmeal Recipe

Developed lethargy
Developed skin rash 
Developed leg tremors
Developed ear irritations
Developed spinal / skin twitching and sensitivities

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 68 Pound

EON‐270299 7/3/2016 10:28 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe

She had always been fed Blue Buffalo chicken and brown rice large breed dog 
food. We get it through chewy.com. She was fed on Thursday night from the 
new bag and threw up bile at Friday at 4am. She did not want to eat her dog 
food in the morning, but she eventually did. She threw up just yellow bile again 
later that day. She would not eat her dog food Friday night but ate white rice 
instead. She then had explosive diarrhea with what appeared to be blood in it. I 
gave her white rice and a little dog food Saturday morning and she threw up bile 
again later that day. I kept giving her just a little rice. She seemed lethargic the 
past few days and maybe a fever. I tried to give her dog food Sunday morning 
and she ate some very slowly then spit chewed pieces back up. She seems to 
be fine with eating anything else but for some reason is reluctant to eat her dog 
food which is very very strange ...she normally loves it.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐270288 7/3/2016 0:36 Kit & Kaboodle cat food, Alpo 
dry dog food

Dollar General stores, all of them, are currently displaying the large bags of dry 
pet food outside on the sidewalk. It is too hot for this and although I have both e-
mailed the company and complained to the manager they have done nothing. 
The bags in front of our local store are terribly faded from the sun. Pet food 
stored in extreme heat cause premature breakdown of nutrients and when 
moved in and out, they take it in at closing, causes condensation and increase 
risk of salmonella and other bacteria. Please help.
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EON‐270265 7/2/2016 17:04 Blue Buffalo Chicken & Rice 
Dog Food Formula

My dog has been having diarrhea with a new lot of food.
But the recall that Blue Buffalo has is only on the sweet potato formula:
http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-recall/blue-buffalo-dog-food-recall-
may-2016/

Other consumers are also having problems with the chicken & rice formula.
Better Business Bureau gives the company an F rating because they are poorly 
responsive to complaints about mold in many of their products:

http://www.bbb.org/connecticut/business-reviews/pet-foods-wholesale-and-
manufacturers/the-blue-buffalo-company-ltd-in-wilton-ct-
84001694/Complaints#breakdown

Can you help me with the requesting a recall so that so many dogs stop getting 
sick & get us refunds for our 30 lb bag?
When I return home from my trip to  on , I can give you the lot #.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐270154 7/1/2016 11:12 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Sweet 
Potato Recipe

on June 1we had his wellness exam and he was A-OK. I purchased flow blue 
30 pound fish and sweet potato. Pet smart I believe on May 28. I am up at 
smarts rewards card holder and they should have the exact date and 
packaging. Approximately 5 days later after opening the bag he started acting 
lethargic and then continue to not eat drink. He done developed hotspots which 
he had in the previous years. Thinking nothing more than this was another 
episode a hotspots we took him into the that noting to the vet how bad he 
looked and moved and wouldn't eat drink outside. Please our way out of 
character for our dog. The vet provided antibiotics and things and 
recommended we change our dog food. It is not until Wednesday when my wife 
sent me some Facebook post regarding blue dog food. I immediately contacted 
Buffalo blue, Petsmart. Petsmart representative me that they posted it on their 
webpage. I specifically asked when you have the data why wouldn't you use the 
data and contact the people that purchased that specific product. No rationale 
answer. I then contacted Buffalo Blue and I have not heard back from them

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 73 Pound

EON‐270103 6/30/2016 23:12 IAMS ProActive Health 
Optimal Weight Adult

We bought Iam's Proactive Health optimal Weight. We started feeding it to our 2 
dogs on Saturday and by Monday our Pug ,  was having seizures by 
Wednesday he was having 5 seizures a day, it finally dawned on me that the 
food was different, we had not feed them this food before, and it had to be the 
cause of the seizures, since the food was the only thing different, we 
immediately quit feeding our Pug this food, have a vet appointment and are 
waiting to see if the seizures get better with the food change or if they are 
permanent and will not go,away.

12 Years Pug Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐270085 6/30/2016 18:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Puppy

Bought Blue Buffalo brand for my 4 month old pug puppy. We started noticing 
loose stools and different appearance and color. Puppy then started throwing 
up and having explosive diarrhea. She was taken to two different vets for 
second opinions. My puppy has been hospitalized since thursday night, today 
marks one week. She is in the same situation. Connected to IV fluids and 
medication. Both vets do not know if she will get better.

EON‐270073 6/30/2016 16:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Wild Delights Flaked Chicken 
& Trout Flavor

I purchased cans of Blue Buffalo Wilderness canned food on Saturday, June 
25th. I fed the first cans on Sunday, June 26th to both cats. They ate a portion 
of the cans Sunday morning, then only ate a few bites from cans on Sunday 
evening and refused to eat any on Monday morning. I then put out four other 
types of canned food Monday midday and they refused to eat those, as well as 
anything Monday night. Tuesday morning  refused to eat any food but did 
eat some of a different variety canned food Tuesday midday. Tuesday night 

would only eat tuna. Wednesday  refused to eat any food, even tuna. 
 and  were both seen by the vet on Wednesday afternoon. The vet 

suspects they have a virus or gastroenteritis. She thought the food they ate 
Sunday morning might have triggered a reaction in their stomach which then led 
to them not wanting to eat.  ate a minimal amount of tuna today (Thursday, 
June 30th) so she hasn't really eaten much since Tuesday night.

6 Years Siamese Cat 8 Pound

EON‐270071 6/30/2016 16:20 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Wild Delights Flaked Chicken 
& Trout Flavor

I purchased cans of Blue Buffalo Wilderness canned food on Saturday, June 
25th. I fed the first cans on Sunday, June 26th to both cats. They ate a portion 
of the cans Sunday morning, then only ate a few bites from cans on Sunday 
evening and refused to eat any on Monday morning. I then put out four other 
types of canned food Monday midday and they refused to eat those, as well as 
anything Monday night. Tuesday morning  ate some food but Tuesday 
night would only eat tuna. Wednesday also was primarily tuna and some dry 
food.  and  were both seen by the vet on Wednesday afternoon. The 
vet suspects they have a virus or gastroenteritis. She thought the food they ate 
Sunday morning might have triggered a reaction in their stomach which then led 
to them not wanting to eat. has eaten tuna, dry food and a different brand 
of wet food today (Thursday, June 30th).

6 Years Siamese Cat 9.4 Pound
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EON‐270064 6/30/2016 15:48 C.E.T. Oral Hygiene Chews 
for Cats Poultry flavor

16 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 15.6 Poundhas thrown up a few times. He has a top quality raw food diet with 
supplements. Total-Zymes, 2 oz Answers Raw chicken and Beef, 1 oz Answers 
Goat's Milk, ¼ tsp apple cider vinegar, 1 oz organic chicken liver, ¼ tsp fish oil, 
½ pump Grizzly Salmon Oil (29% Omega 3s, 3% Omega 6) Snack 2-3 O Paws 
Chicken Hearts & Reverse Osmosis Water in a pet fountain with Bach Flower 
Distress drops. He has been evaluated and has a 1200 vitality and no health 

issues. I could not figure out why he would throw up from time to time. It was not 
hair balls. So I stated researching the ingredients in the CET dental gel and 
CET Chews (poultry Flavor). I found they contained Poultry Digest. Then I 
learned what that really was and became appalled. The following are the 
sources that I obtained the information and the information quoted. The 

Company, Vibrac manufactures CET Dental Chews and Dental Gel for Cats 
Poultry Digest is listed on the Vibrac Material Safety Data Sheet 

Section II 
Hazardous Ingredients/Identity Information 

www.foodhealer.com 
"Poultry digest - A palatability enhancer made by reducing (cooking down) meat 
and fat into concentrated liquid or dry product. Poultry digest can be made from 
any fowl (turkey, geese, buzzards, etc.) This is an inconsistent ingredient which 

can contain unpredictable birds unsuitable for human consumption. 
I got the definition above from a website that makes pet foods. If you clearly 

understand the definition please let me know. I find it vague. 
Poultry digest is something I do not want to feed my pets and it's in loads of pet 

foods. If you're squeamish, you might want to stop reading here. If you really 
want to know what it is keep reading. 

It's partially digested food and bird poo and that comes from the slaughtered 
bird's intestines. When they kill the bird, they pull out all the organs. They take 
the intestines and squeeze out all the gook. Then they sell the gook to lots of 

pet food companies as a cheap filler and "palatability enhancer". If the food's so 
bad that this will make it taste better I'm leaving it on the shelf. It's totally 
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EON‐269967 6/30/2016 7:08 IAMS ProActive Health Adult 
Lamb Meal & Rice Formula

Toward the middle of the bag of iams proactive health lamb meal and rice 
formula 26.2lb bag both dogs started experiencing severe diarrhea for over 3 
days at this point.

2 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 40 Pound

disgusting and not necessary. Also not suitable for human consumption. They're 
calling it meat and fat because it does come from an animal, it's just not much of 

either. 
Buzzards? Why are they mentioning buzzards? What other bird breeds are they 

talking about? City pigeons? 
Don't feed your pets foods or treats that contain this ingredient, if they've got 
this in them chances are they've got other nasty stuff that will only make your 

pet sick in the long run." 

www.dogfoodproject.com 
"Digest 

May also appear as dried, or spray dried. Sometimes the type and part of 
animals used is specified, such as in "Chicken Digest", "Lamb Digest" or 

"Poultry Liver Digest" 

The Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO): Material which 
results from chemical and/or enzymatic hydrolysis of clean and undecomposed 
animal tissue. The animal tissues used shall be exclusive of hair, horns, teeth, 

hooves and feathers, except in such trace amounts as might occur unavoidably 
in good factory practice and shall be suitable for animal feed. . 

A cooked-down broth made from specified, or worse, unspecified parts of 
specified or unspecified animals (depending on the type of digest used). If the 

source is unspecified (e.g. "Animal" or "Poultry", the animals used can be 
obtained from any source, so there is no control over quality or contamination. 

Any kind of animal can be included: "4-D animals" (dead, diseased, disabled, or 
dying prior to slaughter), goats, pigs, horses, rats, misc. road kill, animals 

euthanized at shelters, restaurant and supermarket refuse and so on." 

When I stopped feeding him CET Chews and brushing his teeth with CET gel, 
he stopped vomiting. 

I do not believe people know what poultry digest really is. I do not believe this 
should be allowed to be added to any pet foods or supplements. 

Please assist. 
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EON‐269904 6/28/2016 23:16 Beneful I came home from work , fed  and  their dinner (Purina 
Baneful), then got changed. When I finished changing and when  finished 
eating, he started having seizures. I rushed him to the ER, but they were unable 
to save him. He had to be euthanized. Shortly before that, on , my 
other dog  (Miniature Pinscher) went into total renal failure. He spent a 
full week in ICU receiving 24 hour IV therapy. Luckily he survived. He also ate 
Purina Beneful as I fed it to both dogs.  was two years old and in perfect 
health. Neither dog was in contact with any chemicals or anything harmful. The 
fact is, both dogs became sick and one died in the same month, and the 
common denominator was the food.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐269867 6/28/2016 17:00 Diamond Naturals Adult Dog 
Biscuits With Chicken Meal

These Dog Treats have uncooked wild rice (black about 3/8 inch, like a pencil 
lead; only very hard and sharp. These are dangerous. They will cause mouth to 
bleed or get stuck in internal organs. It will take about 6 hours for these (sharp 
black wild rice to soften.) It is difficult to understand how this could be mixed in a 
dog treat.

EON‐269788 6/27/2016 14:56 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky distributed by Hillside 
Farms

After giving the dog the chicken jerky treat, he would start to vomit and eat 
grass when taken outside to potty. Stopped giving him the treats and the 
vomiting and grass eating stopped. After a week of no vomiting and grass 
eating, resumed giving him the chicken jerky and the vomiting and grass eating 
started again. Bag recommends a daily maximum of two pieces per day for a 
dog in the 16 to 25 lbs. range. We gave our dog a total of one piece per day. 
Half in the morning and another half at night.

5.5 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐269787 6/27/2016 13:04 Ol' Roy Meaty Chunks & 
Gravy

Dog at 2 cups of this food and proceeded to have diarrhea and vomiting for a 
week. Went to the vet and they said it was the food.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐269718 6/25/2016 22:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Beef & Brown Rice Recipe, 
Rachael Ray Nutrish Chicken 
& Veggies Recipe

Started a new bag of the Nutrish Chicken and Vegetable and both dogs became 
ill, one with severe liquid diarrhea, the other with gas, restlessness, in and out 
all night defecating until we stopped the food. Switched to the beef version, and 
the dog with the gas, etc. got better. The other dog had diarrhea and some 
vomiting off and on for a week with no fever, apparent pain, or loss of appetite, 
so the vet ruled out pancreatitis for now, and prescribed Imodium and home 
cooked chicken and rice until better. She went two days without diarrhea so we 
gave her 1/2 Beef kibble mixed with chicken and rice, and she got diarrhea 
again. Since the problem has returned I will be calling the vet again. We suspect 
a problem with the foods, possibly both varieties. I have been feeding my dogs 
both of these foods with no problems, and the really sick dog doesn't have a 
sensitive stomach. There are many similar complaints circulating within the last 
few months.

10 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐269711 6/25/2016 19:36 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe Adult

When I fed the cat the Blue Wilderness Salman canned cat food, he got sick & 
threw up approximately 40 minutes after eating the first time I fed him the food. 
He continued to get sick the next two times I fed him the food. He only eats a 
very small amount, about a 1/2 teaspoon at a feeding. He is also eating Blue 
Wilderness Chicken Recipe dry food. He has turned his nose up several times 
at other flavors of the same brand canned food. So I would just not feed it too 
him, and open another. Did that this time, after him getting sick 3 times, and he 
ate and did not get sick on the different flavor. He has been somewhat lethargic 
over the past 3-4 months, and has lost some weight also.

7 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat

EON‐269709 6/25/2016 19:12 EverPet Kitten Food I went to Dollar General here in ...I was looking for some Purina 
Kitten Chow, as we have some outside cats (4 are kittens)but they were out and 
I saw a Bag of DG'S EVERPET KITTEN FOOD(said "High Quality" 
food..."satisfaction guaranteed."so I bought it and came home. I opened the bag 
and put some in a bowl...the kittens wouldn't get near it and our adult cats took 
one whiff and walked away quickly from the bowls. There was an unpleasing 
aroma to the food and so I went online to read some reviews about EVERPET 
to see if anybody had a problem with the brand. As it turns out,I read hundreds 
of negative and somewhat disturbing posts from people about Cats died from 
eating The Everpet brand. So I immediately went back outside and retrieved the 
bowls containing the Everpet Kittnen Food. THIS IS A TERRIBLE PRODUCT! I 
will NEVER buy EVERPET again. This brand needs to be pulled from shelves...

EON‐269706 6/25/2016 18:48 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Formula with 
Smoked Salmon

We received this new bag of her regular food on 6/14/2016. We opened the 
new bag on or around 6/16/2016. 
Since then we have experienced two big episodes of vomiting, a skin rash, and 
today an intradigital furnuncular. 
She has been in excellent health, this is her usual food and has been since she 
was a puppy.

4 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐269661 6/24/2016 22:08 Friskies Gravy Sensations 
With Beef & Chicken in Gravy

Purchased box of Purina Gravy sensations, a wet food in a pouch. Inside box, 
one Bag was swollen. I was afraid of possible problem and contacted Purina but 
did not get a reply. I do have pictures of the swollen bag of food.

EON‐269625 6/24/2016 12:56 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Trail Treats Chicken Jerky

vomited blood and had diarrhea. Received new supply of Blue Wilderness Trail 
Treats - Chicken Jerky. Was feeding 1 treat/day. This was the only change to 

 diet. She vomited blood and had diarrhea. After blood work the vet 
recommended to STOP all jerky treats and placed  on a low fat i/d diet 
prescribed various RX's to heal digestive system.

10 Years Terrier - Irish Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐269616 6/24/2016 12:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Bison Adult

My coton de tulear, , who has never had human food, was eating Blue 
Wilderness Rocky Mountain Recipe Adult with Bison. He had been eating that 
bag for about a week and had been throwing up for a couple of days so I took 
him to the vet. I was told he had pancreatitis. He had to be hospitalized with iv 
fluids and had x-rays, sonogram and bloodwork done. They concluded that the 
illness was a result of the food he had been eating. He was eating only Blue 
Wilderness and no other food. It should be noted that a month prior he had 
been given proheart inyection, though the vet believes there is no correlation 
with said medication and that the reaction of pancreatitis was due to the food. 
My dog is under one year old, is an indoor dog, has always eaten dog food and 
been taken to the vet regularly, which all means he should have never gotten 
pancreatitis and much less at such a young age.

10 Month
s

Coton de Tuléar Dog 13 Pound

EON‐269568 6/23/2016 20:20 Triumph Premium Cat Food 
Salmon Formula for Cats

On Saturday June 18th I gave the cats Triumph Salmon. I did not witness an 
immediate reaction to it like ,  and  However, when I gave it to 
her on Sunday June 19th, within a few minutes she did vomit. At this point I took 
up the food and threw it away. She was given a different brand and had no 
problems.

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐269566 6/23/2016 20:04 Triumph Premium Cat Food 
Salmon Formula for Cats

On Saturday June 18th I gave the cats Triumph Salmon. She did not receive the 
treats like and . Within a few bites she was also vomiting her food. 
I gave her a different brand later and she did not vomit. On Sunday June 19th I 
again gave her some of the Triumph Salmon and the same thing happened. I 
took up all of the food and gave a different brand.

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐269564 6/23/2016 19:48 Triumph Premium Cat Food 
Salmon Formula for Cats

On Saturday June 18th I gave the cats Triumph Salmon and as she was eating 
it she began to vomit. I had given three of them, including her, some new treats 
just before so I wasn't sure exactly what the problem might be. However, on 
Sunday June 19th I again gave them some Triumph Salmon, the exact same 
thing happened, she began vomiting as she was eating it. I took up all of this 
food and threw it away. I fed them different food for a few days, but today, June 
23rd, tried the food again-her brother ate it with no visible problem. She smelled 
the food and walked away from it. I had to leave the room for about five minutes 
and when I came back there was vomit on the plate. I am not sure if she came 
back and tried to eat some or if it was one of my male cats, . A little while 
later I gave her some Sheba, which she ate well with no problems. I contacted 
Chewy.com where I bought it to let them know and they provided a refund and 
told me to throw it away.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound
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EON‐269563 6/23/2016 19:24 Triumph Premium Cat Food 
Salmon Formula for Cats

On Saturday June 18th I gave the cats Triumph Salmon and as she was eating 
it she began to vomit. I had given three of them, including her, some new treats 
just before so I wasn't sure exactly what the problem might be. However, on 
Sunday June 19th I again gave them some Triumph Salmon, the exact same 
thing happened, she began vomiting as she was eating it. I took up all of this 
food and threw it away. I fed them different food for a few days, but today, June 
23rd, tried the food again-her brother ate it with no visible problem. Within a few 
bites, she started retching and threw up. I waited a while and gave her a 
different brand and she was fine. I contacted Chewy.com where I bought it to let 
them know and they provided a refund and told me to throw it away.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐269410 6/23/2016 12:48 DreamBone Vegetable & 
Chicken Chews Made with 
real Peanut Butter

I purchase DreamBone by Petmatrix that was the peanut butter. After giving her 
one a day for 4 days, she has developed blood in her urine. It is bright red clots. 
My vet is doing an ultrasound today to determine where the problem is. The 
packaging does not contain information as to where the product is made. I 
emailed the company last night to ask. This morning got a reply either China or 
the USA. Wrote back and asked which or where they deliberately being 
evasive. Next email said they were sorry to not given a straight answer. It is 
made in China. I am concerned that this product maybe contaminated like the 
jerk from China.

12 Years Setter - English Dog 69 Pound

EON‐269409 6/23/2016 12:40 Kibbles 'n Bits Chef's Choice 
Homestyle Grilled Beef & 
Vegetable Flavors

I purchased a new bag of Kibbles and Bits Bistro Small Breed Mini Bits Oven 
Roasted Beef Flavor. I gave it to both of my dogs to which approximately 4 
hours later they both began vomiting non stop for 24 hours. I then kept the food 
away from them both for 7 days and tried to attempt it one more time just to 
make sure. Again they began to vomit for 24 hours. When I examined the food 
there seemed to be hair pieces and sharp black things in it or maybe hair. I 
looked on their Facebook page and there are 100's of complaints about the 
same exact things.

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐269362 6/23/2016 5:36 Balance Diet I have been purchasing products from Balance Diet (http://balancediet.com/) for 
a few months. The web site is impressive, however, some of the products 
appear to have identical ingredients even though the products are supposed to 
be different, per the web site, and some of the products list no ingredients. The 
"Guaranteed Analysis" is nonexistent. The products arrive with zero labels, and 
no indication of an expiration date. Is this against regulations? I'm beginning to 
doubt the claimed quality of this food based on my pets' health. With no 
"Guaranteed Analysis" of the nutritional content, and with the web site's 
ingredients list being inconsistent or nonexistent, I'm wondering if this company 
is following regulations. Also, I suspect this company is a "one man show." 
Right now, I'm reluctant to identify myself since all my dealings with this 
company are not yet straightened out.
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EON‐269338 6/22/2016 19:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Sensitive 
Stomach Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

The dry foods have the vitamin pellets. I have purchased other Blue dry 
varieties and the amount of pellets seen looks like the amount on the picture on 
the bags. There were barely any vitamin pellets mixed with the dry food in the 
Sensitive Stomach bag. I returned the bag as I did not want my cats to have 
malnutrition. I showed the store clerk at  Pet Smart when I returned 
the bag. I hand copied the bag info to report. I can not remember the date I 
returned the bag -possibly 1-3 months ago. I had to pick a date for the next field 
on this report. I am afraid to buy any of their cat dry bag food knowing they can 
do the vitamin portion wrong. They could use too many or too little vitamin 
pellets.

EON‐269320 6/22/2016 16:48 Dingo Twist Sticks Chicken in 
the Middle

acute onset of fever, lethargy, diarrhea, vomiting and PUPD. Isosthenuria and 
glucosuria in the absence of hyperglycemia. Elevated ALT and ALK PHOS. 
Lepto titers negative. Started on Clavamox and clinical signs improved.  

 consulted and she recommended filing a report due to the 
fanconi like syndrome.

13 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 9 Pound

EON‐269284 6/22/2016 10:36 Wellness Senior Formula purchased 12 cans of wellness brand senior formula dog food. Consistency of 
the contents was noticeably "wetter" than usual and a different color and odor. 
When feeding to my dog {the usual amount she is fed} did not satisfy her 
hunger. Also caused diarrhea in my dog. Contacted the manufacturer who 
asked I take a picture and also give batch identifying info from can. Went back 
to  where purchase was made 
and reported same information. Store manager contacted her upline regarding 
the problem. She in turn told me since no one else had reported a problem they 
were not obligated to pull the product or request a different batch from 
manufacturer. 
I contacted my vet--  and 
discussed concerns he advised me to seek an alternative as the product in 
question was causing the health issues for my dog. He stated that the "wetness" 
of the food indicated to him that the product exceeded the moisture content as 
stated on the label.
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EON‐269076 6/20/2016 23:52 Natural Balance Fat Dogs 
with Chicken Meal, Salmon 
Meal, Garbanzo Beans, Peas 
& Oatmeal

I gave her food from a new bag for 2 days. The second day she was having 
problems breathing and seemed to be choking. Rushed her to 24 HR 
emergency clinic and she had to have emergency surgery because something 
had caused her stomach to twist. She was critical for 10 to 12 hrs but has 
improved. Has a 12 to 14 inch incision. She was on a bland diet for 6 days and 
on the 7th day I was suppose to feed half bland and half regular food. During 
this time my daughter was out of town and I watched her dogs, letting them out 
and feeding. Since she was out of dog food, I took  over to feed them. 
They eat anything and never get sick. All 3 dogs eat the food the same morning 
and had severe diarrhea.  was worse because of her sensitive stomach 
after surgery. The first I thought was the veterinarian could not explain why 

 had this happen since it normally happens to dogs with large chest. 
Border collies don't fall in the category. I would like to send a sample of the food 
for testing to see if this caused her problem. This was a very expensive surgery 
and if it was the food then no other dog needs to go thru this. If it had not been 
Sunday and we were home  would have not made it. 6

8 Years Collie - Border Dog

EON‐269053 6/20/2016 17:44 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

Large chunks of undigested treat present in both feces and vomit of both dogs Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐269027 6/20/2016 15:40 Tripett Original Formula 
Green Beef Tripe

I opened up a can of this dog food and put it in my pets bowl and I noticed a 
blue/green pice of material in the food. I pulled it out and noticed that it was 
rubber about the size of elbow macaroni. There were a few small pieces and a 
piece about 3/8 of an inch long.

EON‐268997 6/20/2016 12:04 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat Large Breed

I started feeding the dog Blue Buffalo Wilderness High Protein with Red Meat 
and Life Source bits and have had nothing but loose stool and Diarrhea since. 
After visits to the vet and stool samples tested, medication given and have ruled 
out parasites it was suggested to change the dogs diet and that the Blue Buffalo 
is to rich for the dogs system. I have changed the dogs diet to another brand of 
dog food a week ago giving the dog steamed rice with the dry food and the 
problem continues. I will take the dog to the veterinarian today and have a blood 
sample taken and tested and at this point the damage has been done and will 
probably be returned as a pancreas problem due to the protein in Blue Buffalo

2 Years Mastiff Dog 150 Pound

EON‐268978 6/19/2016 18:20 Sheba Pate in Natural Juices 
Beef & Chicken Entrée

Animal appeared to be in perfect health (active, etc.). Was fed approx. 1/2 can 
of food and within 2-4 (?) hours was vomiting. Seemed restless and 
uncomfortable. Was late evening so elected to watch animal to determine if 
needed to go to emergency room. Finally, went to bed at 2am.....awoke the next 
morning to find the animal dead. Don't know if she could have been helped but I 
am guilt-ridden that I did not realize how very ill she was. Do not want this 
terrible experience to happen to others. Cat had been to the vet approximately 2 
mos. prior for exam and vaccinations and received a clean bill of health.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐268975 6/19/2016 16:32 Hillside Farms Duck Jerky I gave him Hillside Farms duck jerky, manufactured by Globalinx Pet. I only 
gave him 1-2 in the am and 1-2 at night. He ate his regular dry food in between. 
I buy this jerky at Bi-Lo supermarket. I have bought 2 different bags at different 
times at least 2 months apart. I did not overfeed him the treats. He developed 
bloody diarrhea on the second bag when he had consumed 3/4 of the bag. I 
have stopped giving him the treats. I have notified Hillside Farms and also 
Globalinx Pet by email informing them of this. I have heard nothing back. Please 
check this out. I am taking my dog to my vet on Monday.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 14 Pound

EON‐268943 6/18/2016 17:04 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Sweet 
Potato Recipe for Dogs

Yet ANOTHER dog food recall from Blue Buffalo Co. Who keeps used dog food 
bags to know if our dog eat this Batch # AH 2A 12:08-14:00. I'll stop buying their 
brand, but what about all the other unsuspecting customers? 

We're counting on you to protect our pets.

Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Fish and Sweet Potato Recipe
30 lb bag
Best by date: April 11, 2017
Batch data: AH 2A 12:08-14:00

EON‐268921 6/18/2016 12:08 Pedigree Healthy Weight Dog 
Food

I have been feeding my dog Pedigree Healthy Weight dog food for the last year. 
I bought a new bag of it yesterday because I had run out. I feed my dog once a 
day in the evening. I fed him the new dog food last night and I don't know for 
sure but I think he ate part of it and then the rest of it this morning. I woke up 
this morning and looked outside for him. He had vomited twice and way laying 
near the two piles unable to get up. (He has had intermittent problems getting 
up due to his old age and loss of muscle, but always eventually can do it). I 
went outside and comforted him and tried to coax him to get up for about 10 
minutes but he was unable to. I finally carried him inside. He was able to crawl 
along the carpet but still unable to get up. He has vomited twice more. I believe 
the dog food is the culprit.

14.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 68 Pound

EON‐268899 6/17/2016 21:44 Wellness Core Grain-Free 
Beef, Venison & Lamb 
Formula

I bought a can of Core cat food. from Petco min  on Wednesday 
June 8th. I gave it to the cat that night. The next day, the cat vomited the entire 
content and then vommited white foam the rest of the day. The cat lost all 
energy, and then stopped eating, walking , meowing. Later that night the cat 
was bleeding rectally . We took it to the vet and ran tests.The cat was given anti 
biotics, flagyl. and an intravenous drip for dehydration
I have saved and frozen the remained of the can of food if you need a sample

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐268861 6/17/2016 17:36 Spry Green Tea Chewing 
Gum

our dog ingested Spry chewing gum with xylitol. She spent 5 days in a vet 
hospital, suffered liver failure and received a transfusion. She is currently 
recovering at home and we are unsure about long term effect.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐268857 6/17/2016 16:44 9 Lives Plus Care I bought the food for my cats in may. After the cats eating the 9 lives dry food for 
a few weeks several died or became really ill. so far we have lost 5 cats to it. 
We are very upset, only so far our two female adults and 2 kittens are still alive. 
WE fear we may lose the other ones. We also quit feeding the cats this food. 
They became lethargic, hard breathing, look like they were dehydrated and very 
ill eye problems and all. I have notified 9 lives company about this problem.

EON‐268806 6/17/2016 14:20 Nutro Adult Chicken, Whole 
Brown Rice & Oatmeal 
Recipe

My son was watching our dog for one night. The next morning my son went to 
work and came back to check on her at lunch time. She was fine. After coming 
home from work around 4 pm, my son found her laying on the floor 
unresponsive but still breathing. He transported her to an emergency vet 30 min 
away. She took her last breath right before my son was at the vet.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐268700 6/17/2016 2:16 Diamond Naturals Extreme 
Athlete

The most severe reaction was with my black lab who began throwing up and 
would not eat the food anymore. This then turned to extreme diarrhea which she 
never gets. This then lead to a large bloody diarrhea. I've figured out it was the 
food and stopped feeding her it and she has been doing better still working out 
the diarrhea possibly because of having to switch food again. 
The second dog is having hives that will not go away. I've treated for fleas 
thinking maybe it was do to that or possibly and insert bite. I've administered 
benedryl as well regularly. After I did a search online about the food I found very 
similar stories which some dogs unfortunately died. My other dog that is eating it 
seems to have extreme gas same with the one that has the hives.

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐268694 6/16/2016 23:36 Hill's Ideal Balance Natural 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

This dog began showing symptoms of UTI shortly after beginning Hill's Ideal 
Balance Natural Chicken & Brown Rice Dry food in April of 2016. She was 
diagnosed with a UTI within 3 weeks of beginning this food and went through 
one course of amoxicillin. After the anitbiotic course ended she showed 
symptoms again within 3 days. She had a UA which shoed ECOI to be the 
causative pathogen. At that time she also had a cysto which showed 100k Ecoli 
per ml of urine = moderate to severe infection. She was then treated with 10 
days of amox/clav 375 mg bid. After the course ended (3 days ago), she 
showed symptoms of continued UTI with blood in her urine again. Tomorrow 
she will go back to the Vet - probably for another cysto & course of antibiotics.

4 Years Portuguese Water Dog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐268632 6/16/2016 12:20 Gorilla Chews Small Wood 
Chew

I bought a wooden chew dog toy called Gorilla Chew made by canine ware at 
local Pet Life. Oncmy dog started chewing it, saw nails and glue on the inside. 
Obviously this company is not making theses for invented use, buying scraps so 
where and selling them as safe.

EON‐268598 6/15/2016 21:24 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Chicken & Brown Rice Entrée 
Tender Cuts in Gravy

Shortly after switching to Purina One Smart Blend,  had diarrhea and 
vomiting. We didn't contribute it to the dog initially, but switched to boiled 
chicken and rice to ease her digestive system. After seeing a Vet and going on 
some medication we started  on Purina One again. Immediately the 
diarrhea and vomiting returned.

8 Years Beagle Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐268584 6/15/2016 18:36 Natural Balance Dog Food 
Rolls - Lamb & Chicken 
Formula

Purchased a 4oz natural balance dog food roll. 

A hard foriegn plastic piece was in the center of the food. 
Could be a potential choking hazard or cause an internal blockage if ingested. 
Luckily, i decided to cut the product in slices to feed as a treat rather than give 
whole as a meal.

EON‐268583 6/15/2016 18:36 Top Chews Chicken Jerky 
Fillets

She fed one to our dog and within an hour she became listless and weak. 
Overnight we thought she might die. She already has health issues, so we 
weren't sure, but this morning she perked up.

8 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐268380 6/14/2016 15:12 American Journey Beef Jerky Per order with Chewy.com #21270150-1 ship date 6/12/2016 (5)bags of 
American Journey Beef Jerky 8oz bags. All with best used date of May 11 2018 
Lot : 6132AGGA1 11:13

Jerky is coated with mold so large it looks like cotton candy in grey/white color 
... I fwd a picture to Chewy.com. They refunded my $$ but I also worry that 
these may be fed to dogs who may get a very sick dog and tons of Vet bills... I 
do not see a place to place an attachment of the moldy jerky..

EON‐268177 6/13/2016 17:08 Beneful Healthy Weight Purchased a bag of Beneful Healthy Weight dog food 6/4 from Target and there 
was a bug that layed eggs in the food. We keep it in a tightly sealed bug-
resistant container, so this definitely came with the food.
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EON‐267898 6/13/2016 6:40 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 PoundCopied below is the description of the product complaint that I reported to Blue 
Buffalo, the manufacturer via email on 06/12/16:

My 2 cats (both young adults) have been on an exclusive daily diet of Blue 
Buffalo dry (Adult Healthy Living formula) and wet (all Blue Wilderness - 

Chicken, Chicken & Turkey, Chicken & Salmon and Salmon) for the last 1-/1/2+ 
years. The dry food is supplemented daily with one (1) 3 oz. can of the wet food. 

The can of wet food is divided and shared by both cats. Both cats are in 
excellent health and have never had any digestive system problems or food 

intolerance issues. I had not had any previous concerns about Blue Buffalo food 
products until a recent event occurred that I believe is directly associated with 
Blue Wilderness Salmon Recipe. I routinely purchase 30-day supplies of the 

Blue Wilderness dry and wet food products from Blue Buffalo's Petco distributor 
in  ( ). I purchased the product in question on 
04/27/16. Approximately 1 week ago, I fed both cats one (1) 3 oz. can of Blue 
Wilderness Salmon Recipe. Within minutes after eating, the younger male cat 

profusely vomited. I did not see any evidence of a hairball, and he had no other 
signs of illness at that time and seemed to be fine immediately after vomiting. 
There have been no signs of illness or other changes, i.e. diarrhea, behavior 
changes, etc. since that time. Since this cat had no history of vomiting for any 

reason in the past and seemed fine otherwise, I originally assumed that maybe 
he may have eaten too quickly or some other non-serious issue had caused the 
isolated incident of vomiting. My older female cat did not vomit that day, but she 

routinely eats less wet food than the younger male. Both cats had been fine 
within the last week. Both cats have been fed the Blue Buffalo Health Living dry 
food and different flavors of the Blue Wilderness wet food without any vomiting 
or any other signs of food intolerance during the last week. This morning (June 
12, 2016) is the first time since the vomiting incident that I fed both cats another 

sealed 3 oz. can of the Blue Wilderness Salmon recipe. The food is always 
stored on my kitchen counter and is served daily in clean stainless steel bowls. 
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EON‐267888 6/12/2016 19:44 Purina ONE Smartblend Beef 
& Brown Rice Entrée Classic 
Ground

BEGAN FEEDING  PURINA ONE CANNED DOG FOOD (BEEF/RICE, 
CHICKEN/RICE) AND AFTER A MONTH OR SO ONE DAY HE STOPPED 
EATING IT AND HAD DIARRHEA AND WAS THROWING UP AND GAGGING. 
WOULDN'T EAT FOR THREE DAYS UNTIL WE MADE HIM BOILED 
CHICKEN AND RICE WHICH HE HAS BEGUN EATING TODAY. WAS 
DRINKING SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF WATER WHILE NOT EATING. GAVE 
HIM A SMALL AMOUNT OF PEDIALYTE AND PEPCID IDROPPER. N A 
SMALL DRINKING DROOPER. HAS ALREADY EATEN TWICE TODAY AND 
THAT IS WHERE WE STAND. CONCERNED WHETHER TO CONTINUE 
FEEDING PURINA TO HIM.

4 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30 Pound

EON‐267882 6/12/2016 16:56 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

We were given a Pur Love Grande Bone, Bacon flavored, by our local PetSmart 
as a treat upon  training class graduation. All was well until last night 
when we gave him his bone to chew on. A few hours after he finished it off, he 
became increasingly uncomfortable and was up all night and this morning with 
intense diarrhea and is also exhibiting tiredness. He is certainly not his normal 
self and the only thing different is the bone.

4 Month
s

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red 
heeler, Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 20 Pound

The same type of vomiting incident occurred, but this time both of the cats 
vomited. My younger male cat profusely vomited within a few minutes after 

eating and my older female cat vomited approximately 5 minutes later. As both 
cats have no history of vomiting (for any reason) and/or no previous signs of 
food intolerance issues or other health problems, and the vomiting has only 

occurred after eating Blue Wilderness Salmon recipe, I believe there is a direct 
correlation with the product and that the product is contaminated. I did not save 

the can at the time of the initial incident, but I have saved the can from the 
repeat incident that occurred this morning. The expiration date and lot 

information on the can is: "BEST BY MAR 03 19 - 2329 U 61WSM4". The bar 
code number is 40243 10499. I have three (3) additional sealed cans from the 
same lot number and six (6) additional sealed 3 oz. cans of Blue Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe from a different lot number - "BEST BY JAN 07 19 - 0012 U 
61WKSM4" with a bar code number 40243 10184. As this issue may pose a 

serious health and safety risk, I am requesting that Blue Buffalo take immediate 
action to initiate a quality investigation to address this issue. Additionally, I 

would like to return the products from the lot(s) in question to be tested by Blue 
Buffalo, and will look forward to receiving pre-paid shipping instructions. Since 
this written complaint is being submitted by email through "Contact Us" on your 
web site @ bluebuffalo.com/contact on Sunday June 12, 2016 at 9:40 am EST, 
I will also contact your Customer Service department by phone during normal 
business hours to ensure this complaint has been received and to confirm the 

next steps and expected timing for Blue Buffalo to address this issue. Blue 
Buffalo representatives may contact me by phone at  

(preference) or by email at . I trust that a prompt and 
adequate response will be provided by Blue Buffalo.
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EON‐267783 6/11/2016 17:41 Milk-Bone Healthy Favorites 
Granola Biscuits with Real 
Chicken

On the morning of June 8, 2016, I went to feed my two dogs a few of the Milk-
Bone Healthy Favorites Chicken Granola Biscuits. When I reached my hand in 
the box to grab a few biscuits for my dogs I had a sudden pain in my finger 
below my fingernail. When I quickly pulled my hand out of the box my finger was 
painful and bleeding as if I had a splinter stuck under my nail but nothing was 
there. When I looked in the box there were a few broken biscuits in there and 
one had a small thin black thing protruding out of it. I took that biscuit out of the 
box and found that the black thing was hard, sharp and almost like a small thin 
nail or pin. That is what most likely stuck me like a pin under my fingernail. I was 
horrified thinking what is that doing in there and what are these biscuits doing to 
dogs stomachs that eat them? Then I realized it must be one of the flax seeds 
which is an ingredient in the biscuits. Either way, if it penetrated my finger under 
the nail and caused it to bleed, the flax seeds when baked in the biscuits dry out 
and harden into pin-like objects and can do the same thing and cause injury to 
dogs throats, esophagus and stomach. I wanted to contact the company that 
made the biscuits but the only information I could find was the distributor. I 
would recall the product and use an alternative healthy ingredient instead

Other

EON‐267782 6/11/2016 17:41 Purina Dog Chow Complete was fine one day running and playing and the next day he was dead 20 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐267780 6/11/2016 17:41 Purina Dog Chow Complete  started loosing weight. Acting lathargic. Contacted vet. Vet said looked 
ok but Within a week he was dead.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐267779 6/11/2016 17:41 Purina Dog Chow Complete  was fine one day and the next day she was dead 9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐267732 6/10/2016 11:40 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Chicken & 
Rice Formula

Last Friday night  had what looked like a seizure. She was laying on the 
bed, back legs kind of hitched out to the side, tremoring, drooling but 
responsive. Tracked my voice, I just held her head and after about 5 minutes 
she came out of it. This morning (a week later) the same thing occurred, lasting 
4 1/2 minutes.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐267703 6/9/2016 23:36 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

Dog started to slowly stop eating as much and drinking on Saturday 6/4/16 
didn't think anything other then she's growing maybe change in how much she 
wants to eat? Then as day went on I noticed her slowing down on the day of 
6/7/16 my Dog fell very ill, vomiting multiple times red hard pieces , couldn't eat 
or drink, couldn't sleep crying out in pain couldn't sit or lay down, she was 
lethargic. Had no idea what was wrong with her. Took her to my Vet . Vet did 
XRay and pulled out of Rectum with finger what was described to be as red 
hard possibly rubbery object and 1 to 1 1/12 CM. XRay shows possible 2-3 Cm 
pieces left in stomach. After returning home with bagged evidence of object 
from vet started to think what could it be. After  was able to eat her first 
meal went to give her a treat and was immediately overwhelmed and shocked 
that I looked down and the treat I was about to give her matched what the 
doctor what handed me the night before 6/8/16. Product we gave her "PUR LUV 
Grande long lasting Dog chews in Bacon Flavor. Inner center of this treat is the 
exact match to what vet removed from my dog!!! Had no clue what I gave her as 
a treat could possibly kill my dog. She still is not clear but stable at the moment 
and I'm watching for signs of further distress as she may still have pieces in her 
stomach that I was told by my vet may not pass the small intestines. I'm in 
complete fear for her and devastated by this product. Hoping she makes it. First 
sign of distress she will be taken back to vet as we believe she may not pass 
this product. Please help this not hurt anyone else pets!! Immediate action 
please!!

9 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 52 Pound

EON‐267681 6/9/2016 18:32 Feed This, Inc! Raw Pet Food A customer of Feed This! Raw pet food, food has been delivered with a rotten 
smell, have had to make numerous returns. Visited the site, also the home of 
the owner, and the place is Very unsanitary. Old overstocked freezers falling 
apart, raw food handled without gloves, no visible toilet except outdoor Porto 
potty with a hand washing station that was out of soap And water. All types of 
meat kept in large open tubs, some out of freezers and the day I visited it was 
warm. Upon talking the owner, I was not received well, owner was instantly 
upset and defensive.

EON‐267671 6/9/2016 16:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Beefy 
Tips Grain Free Natural Dog 
Treats

This is second bag within a year of moldy pet treats from nutrish beefy tips dog 
treats. the expiration is dec 17, 2016 
the number is STL0418:50
Treats were kept in kitchen cabinet in year round air conditioning

EON‐267403 6/9/2016 1:00 Mighty Dog Porterhouse 
Steak Flavor In Gravy

I purchased a case of Purina Misty Dog for small dogs canned food today 
opened a can for my cat . I didn't really look at the appearance at the time but 
an hour or so and seen what appears to be larvae or crystals of some sore I'm 
concerned is this going to make my cat sick? This isnt normal! I've never seen 
anything like this . I'm freezing this in case foe some reason you need me to 
send it to you also am not feeding any of the other cans to my pets

EON‐267390 6/8/2016 20:48 Jerky Treats Tender Strips 
Dog Snacks Beef

Dog vomitted each time he ate the treats or his meals 8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐267334 6/8/2016 16:08 Fruitables Skinny Minis 
Grilled Salmon Flavor

After ingesting the treats, numerous episodes of losing bladder inside and 
mucous in stool. On all occasions the urine loss was spontaneous, and on 2 
instances the urine spewed from her vagina and she was aware of it. On the 
other two occasions she promptly squatted and emptied her bladder as though 
she were outside. This was accompanied by excessive drinking. Each time she 
was taken to the vet, where no signs of illness or disease could be found. She 
also had 2-3 episodes of mucousy stool.

9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐267290 6/8/2016 14:12 Party Animal Cocolicious 
Wholesome Venison

I purchased the Wholesome Venison dog food from Jet.com. My dog, who is on 
a rotation diet because of his allergies to certain proteins, ate the canned food 
as part of the rotation and vomited. I introduced the food properly, over a period 
of a few days, etc. We've been doing this for 3 years, but this is the first time I've 
purchased this brand of dog food. The number on the can is 0164E1533716 
Best Dec. 2019.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐267250 6/7/2016 22:40 Dingo American Made Market 
Cuts CJT

I purchased the treats and gave it to him every now and again. I noticed that 
very soon after eating the treats my dog became very thirsty and began drinking 
a lot of water. Then, he developed a urinary tract infection. I took him to the 
emergency room since he began to strain to pee and then blood began to come 
out. The Emergency room Dr. prescribed a very heavy antibiotic and he seemed 
to improve. It had not yet dawned on me that the chicken jerky treats could be 
the cause until I took him for a regular check-up and blood work a few weeks 
later, which was actually just recently on June 3rd. According to the vet, his 
blood work indicated that he had the beginning stages of Kidney disease. They 
requested a urine sample, and it just came back normal. I began to wonder 
what could be the cause and I really feel that it is the Jerky treats due to the fact 
that he was fine prior to giving them to him, and the fact that I observed that he 
becomes very thirsty very soon after eating the treats.

15 Years Shiba Inu Dog 23 Pound

EON‐267248 6/7/2016 22:16 Party Animal Organic Tom 
Cat Turkey

She is a healthy 2 year old with no previous signs of head tremors.

She consumed 1/2 a can on Saturday 6/04/2016 (afternoon into the early 
evening), and developed obvious head tremors starting around 8pm, more 
noticeable at 9:45pm, self-limiting, spontaneously resolved within a few hours.'

Party Animal Tomcat Turkey 0114E1522401AUG2019

2 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 10 Pound

EON‐267010 6/7/2016 8:16 Whiskas Temptations Savory 
Salmon Flavor

Cat experienced hair loss on ears and back of neck, excessive vomiting and 
was lethargic after eating 3-4 Temptations cat treats. Also experienced 
wheezing and mucous around nose.

6 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐266853 6/6/2016 14:56 Beneful Medley My dog threw up 5 Years Bulldog - American Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐266827 6/6/2016 12:12 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Real Chicken Recipe

Another household cat diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and taurine 
deficiency - separate report filed (FDA ICSR ID 1053335). Euthanized on 

due to aortic thromboembolism. Review of the patient's diet history 
revealed that all 5 cats in household had been fed Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Real Chicken Recipe Feline dry for approximately 3 years. Remaining 4 
cats in household tested for taurine deficiency - whole blood samples submitted 
to  (normal 300-600 nmol/ml, no known risk for 
deficiency >200), results received on 5/27/16 - Toby 124nmol/ml - started on 
taurine supplementation 250mg PO BID for 2-3 weeks. Diet was changed at the 
time of other cat's diagnosis (5/15/15). An echo was not performed on this 
patient therefore it is unknown if he had evidence of DCM.

9 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐266821 6/6/2016 11:48 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Real Chicken Recipe

Another household cat diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and taurine 
deficiency - separate report filed (FDA ICSR ID 1053335). Euthanized on 

 due to aortic thromboembolism. Review of the patient's diet history 
revealed that all 5 cats in household had been fed Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Real Chicken Recipe Feline dry for approximately 3 years. Remaining 4 
cats in household tested for taurine deficiency - whole blood samples submitted 
to  (normal 300-600 nmol/ml, no known risk for 
deficiency >200), results received on 5/27/16 - Chester 196nmol/ml - started on 
taurine supplementation 250mg PO BID for 2-3 weeks. Diet was changed at the 
time of other cat's diagnosis (5/15/15). Patient also diagnosed with 
hyperthyroidism on same day as blood submitted for taurine testing - history of 
weight loss. An echo was not performed on this patient therefore it is unknown if 
he had evidence of DCM.

9 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 4.4 Kilogra
m
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EON‐266814 6/6/2016 11:24 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Real Chicken Recipe

Presented 5/8/2016 for lethargy; on physical exam the patient was dyspneic and 
pleural effusion identified on cursory ultrasound and DV thoracic x-rays - given 
lasix and placed in oxygen. Transferred to cardiology service; evaluation 
including echocardiogram on 5/9/16 revealed dilated cardiomyopathy, moderate 
left atrial enlargement, pleural effusion and azotemia. Plasma taurine was 
submitted to University of Wisconsin. Lab results received 5/15/16 - plasma 
taurine 24nmol/ml (ref range 60-120, critical level <40). Recheck 
echocardiogram on 5/15/16 revealed same changes as prior and a thrombus in 
her left ventricle. Medications/supplements included taurine 250mg PO BID, 
Mirtazepine 15mg tablets (Give 1/4 tablet PO every 3d PRN), Furosemide 12.5 
mg tablets (Give 1/4 tablet PO SID), Pimobendan 1.5mg tiny tabs (Give 1 tablet 
PO BID). Patient presented on 6/1/2016 for partial aortic thromboembolism and 
owner's elected euthanasia. 

Review of patient's diet history revealed that all 5 cats in household had been 
fed Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain Free Real Chicken Recipe feline dry for 
approximately 3 years. The 4 remaining cats were tested for taurine deficiency 
and 2/4 had whole blood levels indicating deficiency: 5/21/2016 - Whole Blood 
Taurine submitted at the  (normal 300-600 
nmol/ml, no known risk for deficiency >200), results were received on 5/27/2016 
-Chester: 9yr male neutered domestic long hair: 196 nmol/ml 
-Maya: 8y female spayed domestic short hair: 368 nmol/ml 
-Toby: 9yr male neutered domestic long hair: 124 nmol/ml 
-Westley: 9yr male neutered domestic long hair: 536 nmol/ml 

12 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 5.3 Kilogra
m

EON‐266764 6/6/2016 0:40 Special Kitty Turkey & Giblets 
Dinner Classic Pate

I opened a can from a new case of Walmart's Special Kitty Turkey & Giblets 
Dinner. The case was purchased on 6-2-16, brought into the air-conditioned 
house less than 45 minutes after picking it up from the store shelf, and the first 
can was opened 6-5-16. The intact can appeared normal - no bulging, did not 
hiss when opened and looked the right color. The smell was a pungent odor of 
spoiled meat. Normally the food smells terrible (it is cheap cat food), but this can 
nearly made me sick. I opened a second can from the same case, and it was 
just as bad. As a test I put a bowl on the floor. The normally gluttonous cats 
backed away from it. I set the food outside, again to see what would happen. I 
saw a hungry raccoon refuse to try it. The smell is lingering in the house nearly 
18 hours later.

EON‐266755 6/5/2016 18:48 Canine Carry Outs Pizza 
Bites

I had a Yorkie named . I had purchased the Canine Carryout Pizza treats. 
My  got one and choked to death We tried to get it out with fingers, pump 
her stomach. Her mouth locked and bite my husband.But it was stuck in her 
throat and got her to vet but it was to late. Three adults tried to save her but 
couldn't.Those pizza shapes are a choking hazard! She died  

. She was my handicapped son dog. It tore him up! I will never by 
treats again!
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EON‐266733 6/5/2016 12:12 Blue Buffalo Salmon My dog ' became very sick on a 1/3 can of Blue Buffalo Salmon. He 
was up for two nights going to the bathroom untill blood came out in his stool. 
He damaged most of the house and 123.00 of vet costs. I returned the case of 
Blue Buffalo Salmon to Pets Mart.  lost 1/2 a pound and he only weighs 
9 lbs!
If I didn't get him into the vet on Saturday morning he may have died before 
Monday!

EON‐266729 6/5/2016 10:20 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Indoor

My two cats were eating Purina, the kitten started vomiting and the older cat 
vomited, and all of a sudden got sick. Sunday he was a little "off", Monday we 
found him not moving and he had urinated all over himself. We had to get him 
put down that evening. He was too sick and in pain. Cleaning out the cats 
belongings and changing over the bowls, we realized there was mold all over 
the food, I called the vet and they said that could very well be the cause of 
sickness. I took pictures and threw away the contaminated food immediately 
and bought a different brand

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐266722 6/5/2016 9:16 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Real Beef Recipe

All five cats started projectial vomiting and had diarrhea. Their appetites 
diminished until they were started on medication.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐266652 6/4/2016 8:56 PureBites Freeze Dried 
Chicken Breast Treats

Diarrhea resulted from eating product. Treat was crumbled over dog food. 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49 Pound

EON‐266644 6/4/2016 1:44 Purina Beyond White Meat 
Chicken & Whole Oat Meal 
Recipe

one year old  vomited after eating each time, twelve year old  lost 
appetite, stopped drinking water, yellow foam vomit, began to die of fatty liver 
syndrome. Vet at . rehydrated older cat and rx to 
increase appetite, Purina Beyond discontinued, different brand of dry cat food 
offered. both cats recovered. my older cat nearly died from eating Beyond dry 
cat food. I read online exact same sx and incidents of death posted by cat 
owners. Why isn't there a total recall? Purina Beyond white meat chicken whole 
oatmeal recipe dry six lb. bag.

1 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐266608 6/3/2016 20:48 Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet 
Indoor Salmon Entrée Pate

I opened up a brand new can of Blue wet catfood (that I purchased less than an 
hour ago) and right on top was a 1cm by .5cm bright blue piece of plastic. I 
picked it out, stretched it out and it went back to it's original form. It's definately 
a rubber/ plastic. Just like the material of those disposable blue rubber gloves.
It's a can of Blue Healthy Gourmet Indoor Salmon Entree Pate. I have pictures 
of all of the numbers on the can and the piece of plastic.

EON‐265888 6/2/2016 12:12 yourpet Beef Basted Beefhide 
Bone 4"

Trying to rule out everything and since the dog had access to the beefhide bone 
for 6 hours prior to having 12 grand mal seizures we feel the need to report it as 
well as having it tested.

5 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 19 Pound
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EON‐265838 6/2/2016 10:52 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
& Barley Recipe, Platinum 
Performance, Grizzly Salmon 
Oil, Pup-Peroni Lean Beef 
Flavor, Grreat Choice Pup 
Puffs Cheese Flavor, 
Sportmix Gourmet Biscuit 
with Roasted Peanuts

I have not evaluated this dog but have consulted with the primary care 
veterinarian and performed thyroid testing in my diagnostic laboratory. A 
markedly increased free T4 (>77.2 pmol/L RI: 7.7-47.6) was detected on 
5/11/16 on routine blood work. The markedly increased free T4 concentration 
was subsequently documented an additional time one week later (different 
blood sample) in my laboratory (>77.2 pmol/L RI: 6.7-31.1). A 10 year old dog in 
the household has the same abnormality noted on the thyroid panel. Neither 
dog is exhibiting signs of hyperthyroidism. This combined with a normal total T4 
and TSH concentration increases the likelihood that it is a biologically inactive 
form or is another substance interacting with the assay. This type (increased 
free T4 in a dog) of reproducible result in two unrelated dogs of very different 
age in the same household is an unlikely coincidence. We believe it is worth 
investigating because of the potential for exogenous thyrotoxicosis.  

 has been contacted and is aware that a report is being filed.

2 Years Collie - Border Dog

EON‐265832 6/2/2016 10:36 Nature's Variety Prairie Beef 
& Barley Recipe, Platinum 
Performance, Grizzly Salmon 
Oil, Pup-Peroni Lean Beef 
Flavor, Grreat Choice Pup 
Puffs Cheese Flavor, 
Sportmix Gourmet Biscuit 
with Roasted Peanuts

I have not evaluated this dog but have consulted with the primary care 
veterinarian and performed thyroid testing in my diagnostic laboratory. 

A markedly increased free T4 (74.6 pmol/L RI: 7.7-47.6) was detected on 
screening blood work during an assessment for lack of weight loss. First noted 
on 5/11/16. The markedly increased free T4 concentration has been 
documented twice (three blood samples total) since initially being discovered in 
two separate laboratories(73.4 pmol/L; 75.5 pmol/L). The 2 year old dog in the 
household has the same abnormality noted on the thyroid panel. Neither dog is 
exhibiting signs of hyperthyroidism. This combined with a normal total T4 and 
TSH concentration increases the likelihood that it a biologically inactive form or 
is another substance interacting with the assay. We believe it is worth 
investigating because of the potential for exogenous thyrotoxicosis. 

 has been contacted and is aware that a report is being filed.

10 Years Collie - Border Dog

EON‐265809 6/1/2016 23:44 Blue Ridge Beef Rabbit with 
Bone

1 large and several small pieces of blue-gray plastic or metal pieces was found 
in frozen raw meat Rabbit with Bone for cats and dog from Blue ridge beef 
purchased in May at local retailer in  in May.
Rabbit with bone comes in 2 lbs frozen tube. I have already used over a half of 
tube then noticed foreign materials when I was preparing meals for my cats. I 
have kept the unused food with foreign materials in it and will take it to retail 
store tomorrow. I have also contacted Blue Ridge Beef via e-mail today on 
06/01/2016. Materials could be from their processing machines? My cats has 
not showed any signs of illness as of today but I am not sure if they have 
consumed any of materials since I did not notice till yesterday. I am not sure if 
the entire tube of frozen meat could be contaminated or not.
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EON‐265755 6/1/2016 13:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe Puppy

We have been feeding  Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula (Chicken 
and Brown Rice for Puppy flavor) for a few weeks. As we fed her more of the 
product, she ate less and less (we usually feed her a half-cup twice daily). 
Eventually, she stopped eating completely and would even whine when we 
placed a bowl of the product in front of her.

On Thursday, May 26, she stopped eating completely, and vomited twice. On 
Friday morning (May 27), she vomited again and we took her to the vet  

). She had x-rays to eliminate the possibility of a 
foreign object being swallowed and was treated with antibiotics and IV fluids for 
her dehydration.

On Saturday, she was given boiled rice and ate it without any hesitation or 
problems. On Sunday, we purchased different food and she ate it immediately 
as well. She has been fine ever since.

Yesterday (May 31), I saw an article reporting that Blue Buffalo was recalling a 
similar Life Protection Formula product for "moisture and mold" concerns. I 
believe there may be similar issues with the Chicken and Brown Rice for Puppy 
flavor. The "best by" date on the packaging is May 4, 2017. The production 
(batch) identifier is "AH 2B 0245"

If you have any additional questions, please email or call me.

7 Month
s

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐265650 6/1/2016 12:36 Purina Cat Chow Naturals I fill my cats food bowl with Purina Naturals cat food and when he is finished I 
find small metal bearings left in his food bowl. I have never noticed them when 
looking through his food but once he is done eating I find them. I think they are 
hidden in with his food.

EON‐265522 6/1/2016 11:04 Merrick Grain Free 
Thanksgiving Day Dinner 
Classic Recipe

Opened the can of Merrick wet dog food and sitting on top mixed in just a bit is 
a scrap of blue plastic folded into the dog food.

EON‐265238 6/1/2016 9:12 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Sweet 
Potato Recipe

Had an email alert about a recall on Blue Buffalo life protection formula fish and 
potato recipe 30 pound bag best by date April 11,2017 batch data: AH 2A 12:08-
14:00. My small dog is on Blue Buffalo grain free beef and other flavors 4 pound 
bag. I know that my dog's food is different than the batch that has been recalled 
but my concern is how can we trust any Blue Buffalo product if it happened to 
this batch/flavor who's to say it won't happen to my dog's batch/flavor.

Thank you!
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EON‐265228 5/31/2016 23:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish He developed cardiomyopathy and is in critical condition. He has congestive 
heart failure. Our other two cats are ill as well.  is nearly as bad as 

 with both cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. Both  
and  had been eating the food for six months. Our third cat, , has 
been eating the food for two months and is beginning to exhibit early signs of 
heat disease. There is no genetic relation between the cats, they do not have 
kidney disease, and they have not been exposed to the types of toxic plants that 
could cause their illness. The only common denominator is the Rachael Ray 
Nutrish food. The vet suspects a taurine deficiency is the only explanation, 
which should not happen with commercial pet food.

4 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐265223 5/31/2016 22:08 Blue Buffalo Dental bones When we opened the dental sticks they had a yellow mesh type substance 
attached to each stick and month type creatures flew out of the bag

EON‐265218 5/31/2016 20:56 Royal Canin Kitten Instinctive 
thin slices in gravy

I fed Rpyal Canin Kitten canned food to two of my kittens. My 9 month old has 
been on this food for 5 months without problems. But, I just bought a new case 
of it and gave it to both him and my 2 month old girl. Within 24 hours both had 
developed bad, constant gas and loose stools. Both cats are indoor only, 
vaccinated and up to date on vet visits. The younger kitten is going to the vet 
tomorrow to be checked out, but after stopping the food for 24 hours the gas is 
gone from my 9 month old and better in the 2 month old. It must have been this 
particular case of food. I also googled reviews and saw that someone just 
posted on May 24 a complaint about the same food and the same issues. You 
can see that review on https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/royal_canin.html 
(it is currently the top review).

2 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 2 Pound

EON‐265213 5/31/2016 19:44 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult

I was feeding my dog Blue Wilderness and she was fine on it then I bought a 
new bag a couple months ago and she first began having a LOT of bowel 
movements (3-4 at a time multiple times per day) and then by day 2 was having 
horrible diarrhea. I remembered hearing about pet food recalls so switched to a 
totally different food and she got better. Wanted to make sure it wasn't that she 
ate something random that got her sick and after checking again to make sure 
there were no recalls I fed her 1 bowl of the Blue Wilderness and by the next 
morning she started having multiple bowl movements again and they were soft. 
I immediately switched her back to her different food and she's fine again. Not 
sure what's going on but I plan to contact Blue Buffalo and the store I bought it 
from because it's definitely the food making her sick and she's NEVER had that 
problem before. 

7 Years Rottweiler Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐265168 5/31/2016 16:04 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Lamb 
Rice and Vegetable Formula

Severe diarrhea within 1-2 hours of consumption of the dry food. I had just 
opened a new bag. I stopped giving the dry food and gave treatment and bland 
home cooked chicken/rice all became ok. When I restarted the same severe 
diarrhea occurred. I called the local store in  and spoke to a 

 Asst. Manager to let him know what happened so Costco is aware.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐265156 5/31/2016 15:32 I and love and you Grain Free Dog ate the food and with in a few hours vomited, I thought perhaps it was just 
something he ate outside because he was still drinking water and was still 
hungry for dinner. I fed him dinner and with in a few hours he vomited again. I 
then purchase different brand of dog food and the vomiting has ceased.

I was also pet sitting two dogs, one of those two dogs was also given the same 
food as the pug with the same reaction. The dog that was not given the same 
food did not display symptoms similar to the others. These two dogs are mini- 
Australian shepherds, the one who also vomited is 6 yr, neutered male, no 
medications and in excellent condition prior.

8 Years Pug Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐264948 5/30/2016 19:56 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Flavor

6 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 85 PoundThe dog had a grand mal seizure that lasted +/-2 minutes at 4:43 pm today. She 
is currently recovering is lethargic, panting heavily with copious amounts of 

saliva (+ 1Cup)
This is the Same brand of food she has ingested since we obtained her from 

 

Two years ago she was having grand mal seizures i.e. Profuse shaking w 2-3 ft 
streams of urine going straight in the air while she on her back w 

stiffened/straight limbs also pointing straight in the air w foaming at the mouth, 
profuse salivation) for approximately 2 months sometimes daily after ingesting 

rawhide treats& biscuits. we Stopped giving her small blaines farm & fleet 
rawhide treats & same brand peanut butter biscuits. The seizures stopped. But 
returned after we gave chicken jerky treats purchased at Walmart. The seizures 

began almost immediately after ingesting. We stopped giving to her

The current bag of Dogfood came home 2weeks ago (there have been No 
seizures since September 2014. the dog eats approx 3c food per day 1/2 

morning other half eve. Mixed w 2 tbsp water and 1 tbsp shredded cheddar 
cheese intended for human consumption. No humans here have had any issue 

w the water or shredded cheese

Best Buy date: 4/20/2017
Lot # 616D2WIT011535

Pedigree Adult Complete Nutrition roasted chicken rice vegetable flavor 
purchased Walmart belvidere IL 2weeks ago

The dog eats nothing else & has not ingested garbage or anything else in many 
weeks. She is attended on all trips outdoors. And is walked daily on a leash. 

Her vaccinations are up to date

She was treated with Frontline l5/19 & heart guard 30 plus 4/26 & will have her 
heart guard this month as soon as we are certain she has stabilized

We plan to return the food to Walmart once we hear whether or not you wish to 
obtain food for sampling

We plan to give her rice & ground cooked turkey for the next few days until we 
see her vet

We are not in a position to have the food tested privately but did see that 
pedigree had adult nutrition food recall around the time she was experiencing 

seizures two years ago.
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EON‐264909 5/30/2016 9:52 Canine Caviar Leaping Spirit 
Grain Free Entrée

About a month or so ago I had to take my 5 year old  to the vet because I 
smelled a strong chemical type smell coming from his breath. The vet smelled it 
too, and said it was horrid. She ran blood tests and we determined his liver had 
been affected. The first assumption was that he had gotten into something he 
shouldn't have, and began treatment to fix his liver with supplements of SamE 
and milk thistle for a month.

Fast forward to 2 weeks ago. I switched my female Flat-Coated Retriever to the 
same food as the Doberman was on, Canine Caviar Leaping Spirit. Within 10 
days of it she also had the strong chemical odor coming from her breath, and 
the  had returned too. I immediately stopped using the food and switched 
brands. The smell disappeared almost within a day.
As an experiment (in case they had gotten into something) I put the  back 
on the food. Within 2 meals his breath took on the chemical smell again. I still 
have the bag of food here, I would like to find out what is causing the issue and 
what my dogs were exposed to. I contacted the company and they say they are 
testing it, but I feel that more should be done. This is quite troubling since I 
suspect they have both now had their livers affected, but who knows what else. 
I also worry that other pet owners may not notice anything until it's too late. 
Please advise on what I should do next. I should mention that the bag I am 
reporting is not the same bag that this issue started with, so I suspect it has 
gone on through at least 2 bags that I have purchased.
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EON‐264821 5/29/2016 0:08 Nudges Jerky Cuts Made with 
Real Chicken

7 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 6 Pound was given a Nudges chicken jerky treat for two days (Sunday and 
Monday) prior to the main incident (which occurred on Tuesday). She had never 

consumed the product before; I purchased it to hold her over until I could buy 
her normal brand. On Monday she began to tremor but it passed within several 

minutes and I did not think much of it. The third day (Tuesday) at 8 AM she 
woke panting heavily, trembling violently, and was severely unbalanced. She 

laid down and did not attempt to walk, but remained alert. She looked 
repeatedly right and left as if paranoid, and she exhibited nystagmus (eyes 

darting back and forth) in her eyes. The episode lasted about 1.5 hours until she 
fully recovered. As she recovered, she stopped panting and trembling, and 
attempted walking, but remained unbalanced to the right side and slowly 

regained balance over time. When fully recovered, she exhibited no signs of the 
episode having happened and was fully normal.

I realized that the only change to her diet was the Nudges chicken jerky treats, 
so I did not give her one that night. At 11 PM the same day (Tuesday), she had 
another episode with the same symptoms as described above, but this episode 
lasted 1 hour until full recovery. The next morning (Wednesday) at 9 AM, she 

had another episode with the same symptoms, which also lasted approximately 
1 hour. I took her to the veterinary hospital, which ran a blood panel, physical, 
and neurological exam, none of which presented anything of concern. The vet 

released her with an open diagnosis, not able to identify the cause of her 
symptoms. She was released and prescribed 50 mg of Gabapentin to be given 
every 8-12 hours, to reduce neurological pain in case of epilepsy or a slipped 

disc. 
She has not had an episode since, and it has been three days since she was 
released from the vet. She has not consumed a Nudges jerky treat since the 
last was given on the Monday prior to the episodes. While we are not certain 
that the Nudges jerky treats are the cause of  symptoms, they were 

the only dietary and routine change prior to the event.  is an inside dog 
and is closely monitored, so if the seizure-like episodes had an external cause, 

chances are low that it was some other object or toxin.
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EON‐264811 5/28/2016 19:36 Orijen Six Fish, Wild Calling 
Shepherd's Choice, Orijen 
Free-run Duck Treats, Orijen 
Ranch Raised Lamb Alberta 
Lamb treat

. age 3, is one of two Dandies we own. The other, , was 9 years 
old. On May 24 she showed signs of diarrhea. On the morning of May 26 she 
started bleeding heavily from her rectum. She was taken to a vet where she 
died on the table of cardiac arrest. On May 27 Higgins showed the initiation of 
symptoms similar to . Early in the morning of  he vomited what 
appeared to be blood. He was immediately taken to  

where he was admitted. Later that day he started to hemorrhage from 
his rectum, just like . He was provided with extensive treatment by the Vets 
at . He is currently stable and will hopefully recover. At the time of this 
report (  at 6:40 PM EDT) he is in the ICU unit at  
Hospital . It appears that the only thing the two dogs have in common in terms 
of intake is the food they eat. They get three times daily a portion of Wild Calling 
She[ards Choice canned food (the cans from the current case of this food are 
stamped "best by Nov 23, 2018 73DSCM2-H 1610), Orijen Six Fish dry meal 
(they just started this on or about May 22nd when the vacuum sealed package 
was opened "BB 03 Mar 2017 1007856T2/ 101215 2343"), Orijen Free-Run 
Duck Treats (BB 02 Feb 2018 Lot 1008573T3/ 040216 0720), Orijen Free-Run 
Duck Treats (BB 03 Sep 2017 Lot 1006832T3/ 040915 1851)and Orijen Alberta 
Lamb Treats (BB 10 Nov 2017 Lot 1007495Te/ 051115 1108). They also get 
some frozen cut green beans at meal time. The treat bags are at different 
locations in the ouse as we give them a treat whenever they come indoors and 
a bag of treats is at each door. They have been on this diet for some time, with 
the only new item being the Orijec Six Fish dry food. Samples from each of 
these foods described above have been delivered to  

. We suspect that the cause of the diarrhea may be from one of the 
sources noted above. We cannot confirm this as of yet nor can  

.

3 Years Terrier - Dandie 
Dinmont

Dog 34 Pound

EON‐264804 5/28/2016 16:40 Authority Large Breed Adult 
Dog Food - Chicken

I have a 140 lb American Bulldog who had been on Authority large breed kibble 
for 2 1/2 years. He has done well on it until 3 weeks ago.I bought 2 bags of food 
and within a few days he had severe diarrhea...severe enough and enough 
days that I had to take him to an emergency vet hospital. After several hundred 
dollars and lots of medications he started doing much better. The vet had me 
feeding him chicken and rice and after a few days gradually adding his kibble 
back in to his diet. First day back on authority and he is going downhill again

3 Years Bulldog - American Dog 140 Pound

EON‐264778 5/28/2016 1:04 Kit & Kaboodle Original she died 8 Years Turkish Van Cat 10 Pound
EON‐264777 5/28/2016 0:56 Kit & Kaboodle Original she died 25 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
EON‐264767 5/27/2016 20:48 DreamBone "A Healthy 

Alternative to Rawhide"
My dog was given a dream bone. Within 10 hours she began vomiting, 
consisting of undigested dream bone material. After 24 hours she began 
defecating that had an orange/yellow mucus as well as undigested dream bone 
in it. 48 hours later she began having seizures was rushed the vet to have cbc, 
a chemistry profile, and a thyroid test performed all results came back normal. 
She died three days later.

4 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 9.6 Pound
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EON‐264761 5/27/2016 19:36 Purina Cat Chow Indoor My cats eat Purina Indoor Cat Chow every day - no problem. I bought a new 
bag yesterday and fed them. This morning, I found a vomit all over my floor. My 
one cat, , vomited in front of me 4 times today. She's fine otherwise. Then 
my other cat  started throwing up too. Again, both are fine otherwise, but 
are throwing up this food and I'm wondering if there's something wrong with it.

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐264727 5/27/2016 14:20 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

I gave  a PurLuv Grande Bone (treat/chew). After eating and playing 
with it for about an hour he began puking. I took the treat away.

4 Month
s

Shiba Inu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐264554 5/26/2016 10:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Wild Rolls Beef Recipe

I purchased Blue Wilderness Beef Roll (it is a new product) Spoke with a rep at 
PetSmart and he told me I didn't have to put product in fridge. I gave it as a 
treat/supplement. My little boy had bloody stools and was vomiting the next day. 
We took him to  and his blood was tested and his liver en-zines were 
high and white blood count. He was given antibiotics and the next day took him 
to my regular vet. He said my dog got hepatitis from eating raw meat or bad 
meat. We do not give our animals people food and the only thing that was 
different was the beef Roll. I still have some left . My vet told me to contact you 
to let you know.

5 Years Maltese Dog 5 Pound

EON‐264516 5/25/2016 18:00 Newman's Own Organics The 
Second Generation Organic 
Beef Grain-Free Formula

Found a foreign object in a can of wet dog food.

EON‐264385 5/25/2016 10:44 Pet Pride Jerky Sticks Dog 
Treats

 started throwing up and not eating anything but grass the last 3 weeks 
and i didn't know what was wrong, i found out this am that someone had been 
giving her these treats for about a month. i told them to stop right away and now 
i am going to wait and see if she gets better.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐264352 5/24/2016 22:36 Tiki Cat Bora Bora Luau 
Sardine Cutlets in lobster 
consomme

Manufacturer's website contains nutritional information that misrepresents that 
their cat food products are suitable for cats with renal disease. They cite the 
recommended maximum phosphorus level for renal disease cats, taken from an 
animal nutrition book, without revealing that the number is specified on a dry-
matter basis. They provide a table showing their as-fed levels to be below this 
recommended maximum, while their dry-matter levels are actually more than 4 
times this recommended maximum. By doing so, they suggest their products 
are suitable for cats with renal disease, while they are actually contain levels of 
phosphorus known to accelerate renal disease.

This table can be found at: http://www.tikipets.com/petropics-nutrition-facts/ 
under the heading "Veterinary Renal Disease Reference" - I've also 
downloaded a PDF of this information, and attached to report.

Product details provided on representative product, but issue applies to all of 
this manufacturers canned products.

EON‐264272 5/23/2016 20:28 Friskies Mixed Variety Vomiting and diarrhea 9 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐264232 5/23/2016 16:20 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Hearty Salmon Stew

I went to open a cosmetically perfect can of dog food and the second I bent the 
tab there was an incredibly loud explosion and some of the contents shot out on 
me and my floor with great force. I am afraid from my research regarding this 
that the can's contents might be contaminated with botulism or some other toxin 
and people, from handling this product, and pets could be hurt if this is the case.

EON‐264112 5/23/2016 13:12 Stella & Chewy's Dandy 
Lamb Freeze-Dried Dinner 
Patties

Found plastic within a dog food patty. Have picture and lot information. I 
inquired with stella and chewy (people who make the dog food) and all they 
offered was some free food.

EON‐263839 5/23/2016 2:20 Pedigree 55lbs bag of pedigree purchased from SAMs club- dogs are having stomach 
issues. This is their regular dog food. Switched out dog food and they got better.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐263819 5/22/2016 18:04 Hill's Science Diet Ideal 
Balance

Upon changing the food from blue to hills science diet ideal balance with in 4 
days he became lathargic and soiling him self and we changed his food again to 
a prescription diet per our vet and 4 days later his kidneys shut down

16 Years Maine Coon Cat 18 Pound

EON‐263783 5/21/2016 17:00 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Sweet Potato 
& Venison Formula

Started with dry heaving after opening new bag. Progressed to throwing up 
food. Progressed to not eating avoiding food and not drinking water. Still 
throwing up mostly bile. Gurgling sounds in his stomach so load they would 
startle him. His stomach broke out in hives circular rash. Up all night going 
#1&#2 at first we thought he had a blockage then loose #2 diarea 
Went to vet he thinks its pancreatitis? Under care of vet can provide the product 
code # 

7 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐263767 5/21/2016 12:28 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

Both dogs were getting only a small broken off piece of chicken jerky. Thumb 
size. Diarrhea with some blood. Chance only would throw up once in AM 
bile/yellow.

 has very bad liver levels and vet doesn't understand why. 

Prior to Dec, was giving animals more of treat. Full strip.
Since I stopped after seeing the FDA of continued investigation, diarrhea 
w/blood is gone and Chance no longer throws up. Won't know about  
liver levels until next blood tests in a few weeks, hopefully declined.

14 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 54 Pound

EON‐263765 5/21/2016 12:00 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken Flavor

Within hours 10 hrs of feeding, 1 dog developed severe diarrhea. The next day, 
the other dog developed diarrhea as well. I put them on rice diet and have not 
yet resumed feeding pet food.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐263697 5/20/2016 17:20 Treatibles CBD Dog Treats To whom it may concern, 

The company in question has been reported previously. The company is, 
Treatibles and they manufacture and sell CBD infused animal treats. Their 
website, www.treatibles.com/pages/resources, makes medical and drug claims. 
Additionally, they have a resources page, which has directly linked research 
articles. The research articles are not concerning their product, but are general 
in nature. Their social media platforms also make drug claims and link to their 
resources page. These are in direct violation of FDA regulations.

EON‐263358 5/19/2016 20:56 Purina ONE Smartblend 
Chicken & Rice Formula Adult

 has been eating Purina One Smartblend Chicken and Rice for most of 
his life. In , he began to throw up every time he would eat it and 
would seem lethargic for hours after. He still would eat carrots and other treats 
without throwing up. After a few days of throwing up and/or not eating, I took 
him into the vet. They gave him IV fluids and anti-nausea medicine, and also a 
soft canned food for digestive care. He was eating that food and his condition 
seemed to be improving, with no more throwing up or lethargy. A few days later 
I mixed some of the Purina One into the canned food to begin to transition back 
to his normal diet, and he threw up again in the next couple hours. From doing 
some online research, I found that several other pet owners had the same issue 
with Purina foods. I took him back into the vet for a blood test, and found that 
his liver enzyme numbers were extremely high, showing signs of liver damage. 
He spend the next few days in the ICU to keep him hydrated and do tests for 
cancer, infection, and toxicity. Through taking samples of his liver cells and 
monitoring his condition improve over time with antioxidant supplements, and 
without antibiotics, the veterinarian cancer and infection, and concluded that 

 was suffering from a toxic insult. There was nothing else in my house 
that he could get into, as it is completely dog-proofed, and the fact that he only 
threw up when eating the specific Purina One food, allowed us to conclude that 
the food was toxic. Through more research, mycotoxins from mold growing on 
the food seem like the likely culprit.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐263140 5/19/2016 9:08 Fancy Feast Grilled Chicken 
Feast in Gravy

I got Fancy Feast American Shorthair Cat

EON‐263135 5/19/2016 7:56 Golden duck jerky treats Dogs were given on duck jerky in the morning before I left,  is separated 
during the day from other 2 dogs. When I got home 2 shitzus were both very 
sick shaking, throwing , staggering, I let  out and had put 3 jerky treats on 
the floor, 2 shitzus staggered away and ate all 3 pieces, I was trying to 
take care of the shitzus and looked outside and was staggering around. He 
had a seizure and bit his tongue. I gave them all charcoal and held them for 12 
hours . They were so sick. Younger ones recovered faster than  who is 12.

12 Years Unknown Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐263041 5/18/2016 14:36 Pedigree Dentastix Fresh 
Bites

After "treating" my dog once per day for 2 days, he became lethargic and 
started vomiting. He would stretch constantly as if trying to push something 
away. He would cry in pain when I picked him up or if he stretched the wrong 
way. I took him to the vet and was told the only thing they could see was it might 
be pancreatitis. He was given pain medication and had to be put on a strict 
bland diet. I was asked to review everything he was given to eat to be sure it 
wasn't that. 
When I returned home, I reviewed his dog food. Simply Nurish Grain Free has 
all good ingredients. I checked the new treat from Pedigree and to my surprise 
found not only did this dog treat contain eucalyptus oil, but then found MANY 
pet owners had experienced the same thing. Pedigree has noted that "SOME 
dogs can tolerate eucalyptus oil". Why on earth would you chance giving your 
dog something that could cause such pain to your animal and wallet?? 
A person cannot tell if their dog will tolerate these treats until it is to late.
Although my dog is recovering, he still has stomach issues now and must be 
watched with all foods given.

8 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐262984 5/18/2016 12:00 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Breast Jerky

Gave my dog Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken breast jerky on a Thursday for a 
treat and then vomited the treat in the middle of the night (Saturday morning) 
partially digested.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐262910 5/17/2016 22:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Treats

After giving both my dogs Milos chicken jerkey treats for a Christmas gift 2013, 
my smaller dog died  died 9 months later even after 
vetting him for the full 9 months. Our vet said they were poisoned, but couldn't 
determine the cause. The ONLY change in their diet was the treats.

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 180 Pound

EON‐262757 5/17/2016 15:20 Beneful Healthy Weight Recently  dropped significant weight (12% of her overall weight), began 
drinking excess amounts of water, started throwing up and shaking. I took her to 
the vet and had bloodwork done. She was diagnosed with diabetes. I thought 
this was weird to come out of nowhere so fast for a perfectly healthy dog. Within 
the last year my parents dog (who also eats the Beneful Healthy Weight) was 
diagnosed with diabetes and has come close to death. I thought over and over 
what could be linked between the two... BENEFUL. I then did some research 
and learned about other dogs with similar symptoms, some who have died from 
this food. I wish this information was more widely presented because I never 
would have fed my dogs this food knowing the life threatening effects it has had 
on other animals.

6 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐262681 5/17/2016 14:04 Nutro Ultra Large Breed Adult 6 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐262662 5/17/2016 11:08 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
Free Beef & Lamb Meal 
Formula

Dog presented last week for vomiting, lethargy, and anorexia. Bloodwork 
indicative of pancreatitis. Owner is concerned that the food is from a "bad 
batch". Dog is improving. Owner wants the food tested for enteric pathogens. 
Diagnostic lab referred us to this site.

4 Years Terrier - Tibetan Dog 37 Pound

EON‐262654 5/17/2016 8:28 Tyson Jerky chicken strips My dogs became ill after consuming Tyson manufactured Chicken Jerky treats 
with diarrhea. The smaller dog also had vomiting. I contacted the manufacturer 
and they refunded my money and I sent the product back to them for testing

EON‐262648 5/17/2016 0:28 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

She has been throwing up . Increased thirst . Bloody diherea . urinating in her 
sleep

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 116 Pound

The week of  our previously healthy dog, , suddenly 
stopped eating his dog food which was not common as he has been eating the 
same brand of dog food since the day we brought him home at three months 
old. He had been taken to the vet for labs and a wellness exam to determine 
what the problem could be and diagnosed with Pancreatitis. He was given 
Cerenia and IV Fluids, anitbiotics and pain medication on the  and sent 
home. We tried a bland diet (rice and ground meat) and prescription canned 

diet food while waiting for the final lab results to return. He ate the new diet on 
and off, however, his demeanor was not what it used to be. The lab results 

determined he had extremely high liver enzyme levels as well as high kidney 
levels. Xrays and Ultrasound were preformed with no abnormalities found. We 
immediately started treatments to regulate the levels and retested his blood on 

. Liver enzymes were still high, continued treatment and started a 
appetite stimulant as he was still not eating regularly. He was seen again on 

 by his vet as he was declining in energy. On  we retested 
his levels again to find that they were not improving with his current treatment 

and in additional other levels had increased.  was then sent to the 
Emergency Room to see an internal specialist for a complete work up. All of the 

above testing were repeated at the Emergency Room and confirmed all 
previous results. At this time, we admitted him for a liver biopsy to determine the 
root cause of his high liver levels. It was found that he had copper toxicity, which 

was concluded to be from his diet. Additional treatment began for his specific 
diagnosis.  initially responded to such treatment, however, declined fast 

within a week's time. He had lost a total of 12lbs, stopped bearing weight on his 
legs, became extremely lethargic, depressed, vomiting and urinating blood. He 

was rushed back to the Emergency Room. Following a joint tap, it was 
determined that he had excess fluid in his joints which was both infectious and 

filled with blood. We were told he was suffering from end stage liver failure 
causing his blood not to clot and that he was internally bleeding. Long term 
prognosis of available treatment was poor and it was determined the best 

course of action at that time for  was to euthanize him.
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EON‐262634 5/16/2016 19:16 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Recipe Small Breed

My dog got Diarrhea after eating Whole Earth Farms Grain Free Small Dog 
food. I stopped giving it and switched foods and it cleared up. I found a black 
"X" shaped object in the bag of small brown pellets. I contacted Merrick Whole 
Earth Farms and spoke to . He told me to take a picture of it and send it to 
him at customerservice@merrickpetcare.com which subject . I sent him 
the picture. I want this identified as to what it is in the bag, if it is cat food of 
some sort because I never saw a Black X as a dog food product. He wrote back 
that I would hear from them in 24 hours. 2 days later I still have not heard back. 
So I emailed again to tell them I never heard from them. He resent it to them to 
respond, but I still have not heard from them another 3 days later at all. They 
are horrible. This is his Signature line:

Pet Parent Relations, Merrick Pet Care, Inc.
www.merrickpetcare.com | www.castorpolluxpet.com

Thank you for your help.

PS I have the Picture of the item and saved it. I want to know what it is in the 
food, a 12 lb bag.

2.5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐262631 5/16/2016 18:52 4Health All Life Stages Cat 
Formula

Once I switched from nutri-source to 4health cat and kitten food about 3 months 
ago, 4 of my cats began randomly missing hair down the backs of their legs. the 
spot would heal up and hair would grow back but another spot would start up 
again elsewhere on them. 2 of them would get swollen lips which would also 
come and go randomly. One of the cats was so allergic to the 4health food she 
was missing hair and completely raw down her chin and part of her chest and 
from the top of her tail down the back of both of her legs. When I took her to the 
vet they said she was really bad and it was an allergic reaction. she was put on 
steroids and antibiotics immediately and all cats were taken off of the 4 health 
food. My dog also was on 4heath food and during the 3 months he was on it he 
suddenly was missing a large patch of hair from his back. he was not eager to 
eat and most of the time would not even eat his normal portion. he acted as if 
he didn't feel good and always just layed down. I took all of my pets off the 4 
health food a week ago and the hair has already started growing back on the 
cats and the dog, and all of them look forward to eating again. The cat that was 
affected the most will need 2 more steroid shots but she is doing much better 
since I have taken her off the food. The pets were losing weight on the food and 
with the missing hair now I realize that it was the food, nothing else had 
changed in our lives, other than I switched them all from nutrasource to 4 health 
dog and cat food. 

There is something wrong with the 4 health food and I would ask that this be 
checked into. I have kept the bag and a small sample of the food from the last 
time I purchased cat food, if you should need a sample.

10 Month
s

Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐262620 5/16/2016 16:36 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Chicken 
Rice & Vegetable Formula

My dog has been eating Kirkland (Costco) Chicken and Rice dry dog food for 
several years. Over the last couple of months, he has developed GI issues 
(bloody, explosive diarrhea, vomiting for no known reason). These symptoms 
began when we opened a new bag of dog food in March 2016, and continued 
until I stopped feeding the food entirely in April 2016. His veterinarian confirmed 
that he has no parasites or other symptoms that would give another explanation 
for these problems. Additionally, in the approximately 1 month since I stopped 
feeding the Kirkland food, my dog has not had any episodes of diarrhea or 
vomiting. As many people have suggested that he may have developed 
sensitivities to the food, it does not appear that he is sensitive to chicken, rice, 
or vegetables, as I currently cook chicken and rice for him with no issue.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐262584 5/16/2016 11:20 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Chicken Rice & 
Vegetable Formula

We have two Standard Poodles (  and ).  is a 70 pound male 
standard poodle and  is a 40 pound male standard poodle. Both have 
been eating Kirkland Signature Adult Chicken for a few years. Since this winter, 
both dogs have had bloody diarrhea and GI upset that comes and goes with no 
logical explanation for months. They have had a number of visits to the vet for 
this issue and no other problem has been identified as causing the GI upset.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐262508 5/15/2016 23:44 Nutro High Protein for Finicky 
Felines Adult Cat Chicken & 
Whole Brown Rice Recipe

Cat started vomiting up the food each feeding time. Two other cats, age 13 and 
age 7, also, vomited after eating the food.
I stopped feeding them the food and took 2 of the sicker ones to the vet. They 
were given medication for nausea and vommiting.

15 Years Persian Cat 7 Pound

EON‐262416 5/14/2016 18:24 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics 
Grain-Free Senior Turkey & 
Potato Recipe

A staple was found when I opened a can of Blue Buffalo Limited Ingredient 
Senior dog food. 
I contacted Blue Buffalo and they can't explain how this happened. 
The must have a defective process if it allows metal into the dog food. 
Staple was not listed as an ingredient on the label
I can send pictures and all correspondence.

EON‐262403 5/14/2016 10:56 Beneful Originals with Real 
Salmon

After the third day of picking through the Beneful dog food and eating very little, 
the dog vomited twice and since then has refused to eat the dog food. When the 
bag is opened it has a smell of bleach.

6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐262400 5/14/2016 10:16 Friskies Classic Pate Salmon 
Dinner

Kidneys are severely damaged and could be due to changes made in this brand 
of cat food per vet.

16 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐262393 5/14/2016 6:56 Buddy Biscuits Original Oven 
Baked with all natural roasted 
chicken

Within minutes of eating treat, dog became lethargic and vomiting. Lethargic for 
several hours. Vomiting one time immediately after eating treat.

18 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 17 Pound

EON‐262199 5/13/2016 8:12 Blue Dog Bakery Peanut 
Butter & Molasses Flavor

Initially, within 1-3 hours of ingestion both dogs appeared anxious, then 
vomited. Approximately one month later same dog treats from the same box 
were inadvertently given with similar response from both canines.

3 Years Vallhund - Swedish Dog 25 Pound

EON‐262158 5/12/2016 18:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food For Dogs

Diarrhea 2.5 Years Coonhound - Black 
and Tan

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐261967 5/11/2016 19:08 Dingo American Made Market 
Cuts CJT

purchased "dingo market cuts chicken jerky" from a  Walgreens in 
April, every time my 16 pound dog eats one he has severe diarrhea and blood 
in hit stool. I have systematically taken him off all foods and treats and re 
introduced them through a process of elimination in an attempt to determine 
what keeps making him sick. Without a doubt, within 12-24 hours of eating one 
of these jerky treats he starts crying, indicating he needs to urgently use the 
bathroom, only to see his stool filled with blood and soft.
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EON‐261890 5/11/2016 14:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Healthy Weight 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

Bought a new bag of Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight Adult at PetSmart on a 
Friday. I used all of my dogs old food first so on the following day I opened the 
new bag and fed my dog. Three hours after eating the new food he threw up all 
of the dry food. I though nothing of it since he his a dog and occasionally throws 
up so I took him for a walk and made sure he was drinking his water. Then I 
decided enough time had passed so I gave him his dinner which was two 
scoops of the dry food from Blue Buffalo. So yet again three hours later he was 
literally sleeping and jumped off bed and threw up all dry food again. I was 
starting to worry now at this point but we have been using Blue Buffalo since he 
was born so I just did same routine took him for a walk, gave him some water 
and we went back to bed. FYI during the entire time he was able to drink water 
and hold it down so we figured he just ate something bad and was getting it out 
of his system. Next morning we decided to feed him again using the same food 
and yet again three hours later he threw up all of the dry food. At this point I was 
extremely worried, contacted Vet, and was told to take him off the food and feed 
him white rice and chicken for 4 to 5 days after keeping him food free for 24 
hours after last throw up session. So we compiled no more dry just 24 hours of 
no food just water in which he kept down and was still his active self, after that 
we started to feed him white rice and chicken for the next four days. He had no 
problem with the prepared food, we then called the Vet back and was instructed 
that he could go back to dry food, so we used the Blue Buffalo from before and 
yet again three hours after eating the Blue Buffalo dry food he threw up. Now 
just to add to this we also mixed chicken with his Blue Buffalo the last time and 
he only threw up the dry food, all chicken was processed and not thrown up. I 
believe they have a bad batch of food circulating.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 115 Pound

EON‐261833 5/11/2016 9:24 dad's special mix catfood she threw up every time she ate, so I changed her food due to 2 of my 3 cats 
throwing up as soon as they were fed and after changing food the vomiting 
stopped

1 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 3 Pound

EON‐261820 5/10/2016 20:28 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Butcher & Bushel 
Organic Tender Chicken 
Dinner with Fresh-Cut White 
Potatoes & Apples in Gravy

I found what appears to be a 1 1/2" piece of branch or stick in the dog food I 
was feeding my dogs. Can food Castor & Pollux, Organix grain free, Butcher & 
Bushel. Can says Organic tender chicken dinner with fresh cut white potatoes & 
apples in gravy.
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EON‐261811 5/10/2016 18:36 PCI Quackers The pet presented for increased thirst and urination and inappropriate urination 
in the house. The owner assumed pet had a urinary tract infection. A urinalysis 
showed 3+ glucosuria; trace blood, protein and bacteria. The pet was started on 
antibiotics and blood work was performed to rule out possible diabetes mellitus. 
Blood chemistry showed normal blood glucose levels and 1+ glucose in the 
urine. Pet's SDMA level was elevated one point as well. The pet's previous 
labwork showed normal blood glucose and no glucosuria. A more thorough 
investigation into the dog's history revealed owner had been giving Quackers 
Duck Jerky treats from China. Due to history of previous complaints regarding 
jerky treats from China and that this particular brand has had complaints 
submitted previously I suspect the glucosuria and polyuria/polydipsia is 
associated with Quackers duck jerky treats. I advised owner to discontinue all 
jerky treats and recheck blood and urine after a few weeks.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐261732 5/10/2016 11:12 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

So first of all I would like to say that I remeber the big recall put out originally on 
jerky treats made in china. I remember throwing out what i had and then looking 
for items made in the US. So just in the last couple of months I noticed Walmart 
having a this jerky back on its shelves thinking the product was now safe for my 
dogs again plus it was Duck Jerky not Chicken, Boy was I wrong!! So I bought a 
new bag at Walmart in  a few days ago because there current 
bag was almost gone. When I opened the bag I noticed it smelled a little 
different but thought it's probably ok it must just be my nose this morning. So 
gave each of my dogs a small piece. Within the next ew hours my dogs started 
acting lie they were not well. They both then started puking and then started 
having diarrhea, this went on for four days. I was treating them with Pepto 
Bismol which at first they puked back up too. They both were still drinking water. 
I made sure they rested and kept a close eye on them. Finally on the end of the 
fourth day they started acting slightly better. By the sixth day they were back to 
themselves. The Treats I feed them ar Golden Rewards Duck Jerky distributed 
by Wal-Mart Stores and list a product of China. What I would like to know is why 
are these being allowed back on the self and why is Wal-mart allowed to do 
this!!the Best before says 6/11/2017 there is also the following stamped on the 
bag. 201511202400512, ho356 34615 115. The upc reads 6 8113112595 6. It 
is a 32 oz bag. I have saved the bag snd would gladly take it to a local office or 
mail in. PLEASE DO NOT LET THIS ISSUE CONTINUE AND DO A RECALL 
ONCE AGAIN AND GET THE NEWS OUT TO THE PUBLIC SO SOMEONE 
ELSE'S PET ENDS UP DYING!!!! Thank you and have a blessed day.

4 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐261570 5/9/2016 9:00 Special Kitty Outdoor 4 kittens have died after eating Special Kitty Outdoor cat food from Walmart. 
Several adult and young adult cats have become sick. The kittens were in a 
barn and did not come out on the ground and were only exposed to this cat food 
so this is the issue. I fed it to my indoor cats for two days and they became sick 
as well but upon removing the cat food from them and returning them to their 
previous brand they have recovered. This is why I know it is the cat food.

6 Weeks Mixed (Cat) Cat 2 Pound

EON‐261525 5/8/2016 10:52 Betsy Farms Natural Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

The dog vomited the chicken jerky 16 hours after it was eaten, totally intact. 8 Years Weimaraner Dog 93 Pound

EON‐261509 5/7/2016 19:08 Hill's Science Diet Adult Small 
& Toy Breed

We purchased a new bag of Scoence Diet Small and Toy Breed Formula. My 
husband was putting the food in the bowl (the second serving from this bag) 
and noticed there were a couple of worms in it. Very hard to see because of 
they are close to the color of the food. We looked shook the food around in the 
bag and the pieces of food were moving. There were hundreds of tiny worms in 
the food. The vet said to keep an eye on our dog for now.

EON‐261460 5/6/2016 22:00 True Chews Premium Jerky 
Cuts Made with Real Sirloin 
Steak

We have given our dog True Chews Premium Jerky Cuts Sirloin Steak on three 
separate occasions, each about 2-4 days apart, and each time she vomited 
within a few minutes.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 73 Pound

EON‐261331 5/6/2016 10:08 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

Gave my dog Pur Luv Grande Bones-Bacon flavor treat. My dog threw up 
multiple times after ingesting the treat. Unable to eat the next day and half. 
Threw up some blood at the end. Dog is malaise and not getting up and moving 
around like he normally would, ears down.

2 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐261033 5/5/2016 11:32 Halo Spot's Stew Healthy 
Weight Grain-Free Turkey 
Liver & Duck Recipe

I purchased Halo Brand Kibbles, 28 lb bag, Halo Spots Stew Healthy Weight 
Grain Free and it is the Turkey Liver Duck blend. I ordered from Chewy.com on 
April 21 2016 and received April 23, 2016. I opened the bag the day we 
received it and fed to our Border Collie. I fed a small portion to our Border Collie 
before noting a strong odor. The odor is a chemical smell. Smells maybe like a 
strong plastic odor. (Note: The pollen here was very bad around this date and 
due to our sinus' were flared up is the reason my husband or myself did not 
note the smell upon the initial opening of the bag). When I noted the odor, two 
days later, I stopped feeding this kibble to our Border Collie. We later found 
vomit where our Border Collie vomited during the night. She is ok and did not 
require a vet visit. I contacted Halo and they requested I return the bag for 
inspection. I did return some of the food to Halo. I kept some food for others to 
inspect as well if needed. I also kept the bag. My Border Collie seems to be 
doing fine. But, if I had kept feeding her this food, it is possible she may have 
become more ill. Halo sent me a new bag and it smells normal. There is 
definitely a difference in the problem bag and the new bag.

EON‐260825 5/4/2016 14:28 Blue Buffalo Complaints of meal and by products in Blue Buffalo products I am getting tired 
of buying products only to find the company is lying to the consumer
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EON‐260668 5/3/2016 22:20 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Lamb Meal & 
Brown Rice

Food smells really BAD my husband lived on a farm said it smells like pig feces 
 has eaten this food for 9 years never a problem till 2016 when the 

darker kibble and horrible smell.....he had diarrhea 2 times that had to me 
treated by our vet and we are NOT seeking any damages I just fear this food 
could kill some other dogs. I called the company they just said return it to 
store,,,I am guessing on the dates below

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound

EON‐260628 5/3/2016 17:04 RETRIEVER NATURALS 
DOG TREATS
CHICKEN JERKY TENDERS

Product name: RETRIEVER NATURALS DOG TREATS/CHICKEN JERKY 
TENDERS (20 oz bag or 0.567kg)
"DISTRIBUTED By" TRACTOR SUPPLY  , 

www.TractorSupply.com is the store where we purchased it . This is our third 
bag. Bar code # 4939410736
other #s above bar code 1129290 and M02-JDFWC02
NO WHERE on the package does it indicate where the Product was produced. 
I called the tel # on the bag and ALSO spoke to the local store . NEITHER could 
tell WHERE this product was made.
I am concerned because of the FDA warnings I have read about products from 
CHINA .
Please advise me how to find out WHERE this product actually comes from.
Thank you

EON‐260621 5/3/2016 15:52 OraVet Dental Hygiene 
Chews

I purchased Oravet, dog size correct on my vets recommendation. I followed the 
instruction and gave one each to all 3 of my dogs.

The following morning all 3 dogs had green diarrhea and vomiting green food 
matter, the same green as Oravet . I emailed my vet advising her of the 
reactions. She asked that I report the problem. I did not administrator any 
further doses and the dogs are back to normal.

10 Days Poodle (unspecified) Dog 16 Pound

EON‐260444 5/2/2016 13:32 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Buffalo & 
Sweet Potato Formula

Recently he began throwing up his entire meal after eating. He gets 2 cups of 
dry plus about 3oz canned Buffalo & Sweet Potato Natural Balance dog food in 
am, and 2 cups of dry Buffalo and Sweet Potato in the pm. After finding the 
regurgitated dog food in the yard I suspected that it might be the dry food - I had 
recently opened a new bag for him. I purchased a new bag of dog food from a 
different local supplier, and continued his feeding routine. He continued to throw 
up his food (not sure if it was breakfast or dinner - but suspected breakfast). His 
bowel movements were normal in texture and quantity when I took him out for 
walks. I have since continued on a dry food only diet and have eliminated the 
canned Buffalo and Sett Potato food. He has stopped throwing up his breakfast.
I had purchased a case of 13 oz cans that I have been feeding him from. The lot 
number on the cans is 5316AW ND8 23:54. The Best any date is 11 11 18

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐260441 5/2/2016 13:24 Royal Canin Urinary SO 
Moderate Calorie

O opened a new bag of dog food on Saturday, April 16, 2016 (Urinary S/O 
Moderate Calorie which had been purchased here).  began vomiting on 

. She also had diarrhea initially but it resolved. The 
owner began feeding chicken/rice (home-cooked), which  ate readily, 
but she eventually became unable to keep it down. She presented to our clinic 
on Thursday, . Labwork showed high NEUT (13.62), high ALT 
(806), high ALKP (did not register on our machine), high GGT (39), high TBIL 
(3.1), and high CHOL (457); a snap cPL was WNL. Abd rads showed suspected 
hepatomegaly (generalized) and faint (not very dense) small bladder stones. A 
brief gall bladder ultrasound showed a moderately enlarged gall bladder 
completely filled w/ soft tissue-density sludge (but no obvious stones or 
mucocoele or gall bladder wall inflammation). She was hospitalized on IV fluids, 
ampicillin, and Cerenia. It was recommended that she be transferred to an 
internal medicine specialist through their emergency service but o decided to 
wait until a regular appointment was available w/ the specialist (  passed 
away before that appointment though). She had no further vomiting during her 2 
day hospital stay; appetite stayed decreased; she became progressively more 
recumbent and had difficulty walking when she was discharged (labwork was 
not rechecked - was to be rechecked 1 week after discharge).

9 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 19.25 Pound
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EON‐260417 5/2/2016 11:56 Dogswell Happy Hips 
Chicken Breast Jerky

Acute onset frequent regurgitation (dark tinged, anytime moved) within 24 hours 
of presentation. Physical exam revealed 6-8% dehydration, cranial abdominal 
pain, arrhythmia (single unifocal VPC). 

Blood work abnormalities included severe hepatocellular hepatopathy (ALT 
19,553 U/L; reference range 18-100 U/L, AST 17,317 U/L; reference range 9-63 
U/L, T. bili 1.1; reference range 0.1-0.6 mg/dL), mild hyponatremia (144 mmol/L; 
reference range 145-154 mmol/L), coagulopathy (PT 19; reference range 6.8-
8.7 sec, PTT 61.4; reference range 13.1-29 sec), isosthenuria (USG 1.010) with 
1+ ketonuria (no proteinuria or glucosuria), mild thrombocytopenia (plt 101,000; 
reference range 147-423/10^3).

Thoracic radiographs were unremarkable. On abdominal radiographs, the liver 
was enlarged with rounded edges. On abdominal ultrasound, there was an 
irregular appearance to the liver. There was hyperechoic mesentery 
surrounding the pancreas and a moderate hemoabdomen, PCV 36%). The gall 
bladder wall was edematous. There was blood flow to all areas of the liver ruling 
out liver lobe torsion. Differentials included hepatotoxin (ie. jerky treat?, 
immiticide?, related to heartworms?), anaphylaxis. 

Hospitalized from 4/22-4/25 and treated supportively with fresh frozen plasma, 
N-acetylcysteine, vitamin B, E, and K, Cerenia, fentanyl, pantoprazole,
sucralfate, and IV fluids. Clinical improvement over 48-72 hours with supportive
care. Resolution of coagulopathy, improvement in hyperbilirubinemia and liver
enzyme activity.

Normal diet: over-the-counter Purina adult
On monthly Heartgard

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 26.9 Kilogra
m
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